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This investigation focused on the laboratory component of an undergraduate microbiology course in spring 2008. There were 26 participants. The instruments used in this study included: 1) Individual and Group research projects, 2) journals, 3) laboratory write-ups, 4) a laboratory quiz, 5) anonymous evaluations, and 6) a pre/post article exercise. All instruments yielded qualitative data, which were coded using the qualitative software NVivo7. Data analyses were subjected to instrumental triangulation, inter-rater reliability, and member-checking.

It was determined that undergraduates’ epistemological knowledge of scientific discovery, processes, and justification matured in response to the intervention.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

Research Questions

The guiding question of this doctoral dissertation was “How does a socio-scientific issues (SSI) curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates’ ability to informally reason?” The following sub-research questions have provided data to understand more about the usefulness and limitations of a student interest SSI learning environment when informally reasoning.

1) What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ evaluations of socio-scientific information?

2) What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations?

Introductory Background

Zeidler, Sadler, and others have promoted a SSI-based framework to improve students’ decision-making skills, NOS conceptualizations, moral development, and ability to evaluate scientific information (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). Examples of SSI include research on DNA/genetics, the health effects of diets/nutrition, medical treatments of diseases, and environmental concerns (Kolsto, et al., 2006; Sadler, Amirshokoohi, Kazempour, & Allspaw, 2006; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). In general, SSI are complex societal problems scientists have analyzed but are still subject to human
interpretations and ethical considerations. Consequently, the SSI movement has sought to develop an individual’s ability to make more informed decisions about current science issues with societal implications (Sadler, 2004; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

Informal reasoning, has been defined by Perkins (1985, p. 562) and Mean and Voss (1996, p. 140), among other cognitive and developmental physiologists, as the process of considering a claim where the reasoner weighs and synthesizes the pros and cons to arrive at the best sound judgment. Perkins (1985, p. 562) and Mean and Voss (1996, p. 140) have claimed that most reasoning people do everyday is considered informal and often revolves around complex issues that lack clear-cut solutions. Informal reasoning assumes people’s positions change as additional information becomes available and they ponder causes, consequences, positions, and alternatives. Sadler’s (2004a, p. 515) review of SSI literature has shown how SSI have been used to measure a person’s ability to informally reason by studying participants’ 1) evaluation of scientific information, 2) NOS conceptualizations, 3) conceptual knowledge, and 4) socio-scientific argumentation. The first two of these themes have been used to delimit the focus of this doctoral dissertation.

The setting of this study took place in an undergraduate microbiology course at a major research-extensive Mid-Atlantic university. The focus of this doctoral dissertation was to understand the affects of a transformed laboratory curriculum, which began in the summer of 2006. The redesigned laboratory aspect of this course was made possible by the support of Project Nexus, a Maryland upper
elementary/middle school science teacher professional continuum model (Project Nexus, 2005). The National Science Foundation has funded Project Nexus as one of their Teacher Professional Continuum Programs (Project Nexus, 2005). The overarching objective was to increase undergraduates’ interest and understanding of how science plays into their everyday life. This was accomplished by infusing student interest SSI-based learning opportunities into the laboratory curriculum. The following sections further discuss the rational behind this study as well as foreshadow the significant contributions of this doctoral dissertation to the educational research community.

Rational

In rationalizing the importance of this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention, I have broken this section into three main components of this study. First I have focused upon the theoretical framework of this investigation, SSI perspective. Within this first component, I discuss the importance of including social dilemmas with conceptual ties to science when designing science curricula. Specifically, I have delimited my focus into subheadings about why learners need to develop their ability to evaluate scientific information and NOS conceptualizations. In the second component, I focus on the value of understanding more about student interest-based curricula. The final component serves to tie the first two together by rationalizing why it is important to promote science in today’s society.

The Need to Include Social Dilemmas with Conceptual Ties to Science in Curricula

According to the National Science Board (NSB) (2006e) “knowledge of basic scientific facts and concepts is necessary not only for an understanding of science and
technology related issues but also for good citizenship.” Although most Americans have felt uncomfortable with their understanding of science and demonstrated an inability to answer simple science-related questions, many have still supported science and technology advancements (NSB, 2006e). Surveys have also indicated that citizens have expressed concerns about how scientific research seemingly overlooks moral values of society (NSB, 2006e). Resultantly, science education reform has been focused on promoting learning environments that advance students’ curiosity, open-mindedness, and informed skepticism about scientific discoveries (AAAS, 1989; NSB, 2006b).

The term scientific literacy can be used to broadly encapsulate a functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life not just theoretical science, preparing young people for life beyond school (DeBoer 1991, p. 174). However, the development of science curricula that successfully engage and prepare students to become scientifically literate members of society is still being shaped. Zeidler and Keefer (2003, p. 8), among others, have contended the SSI-based framework is one way to achieve a functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life (Kolsto, et al., 2006; Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

Evaluation of Scientific Information Influence on Informal Reasoning

Informal reasoning is a topic which has grown in importance with respect to preparing students for life beyond academe (Perkins, 1985, p. 562; Means & Voss, 1996, p. 139; Wu & Tsai, 2007, p. 1164). Educators have proposed that many of the reasoning tasks in everyday and academic life are informal in nature (Perkins, 1985;
Means & Voss, 1996). Perkins (1985, p. 562) has noted that “decision-making situations from purchasing a car to resolving which experimental design to use typically require people to reason out the pros and cons of the options.”

Studies that have examined participants’ informal reasoning have shown that participants often fail to comprehensively evaluate those science issues that affect their life (Sadler, 2004, p. 528). For instance, the study by Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) showed that non-scientist members of a community in the UK who were against burning Recycled Liquid Fuel (RLF) in cement kilns relied on common sense, circumstantial evidence, and personal experience when making public decisions. Although these citizens recognized the importance of scientific evidence, it was found that they infrequently supported their positions with this class of evidence. Another example came from Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004). These authors have shown that many high-school students favored the global warming socio-scientific perspective that aligned with their prior beliefs (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). Given that Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) found the majority of their participants did not have the skill to identify and explain the use of data, they argued that participants failed to comprehensively evaluate the global warming issue. Resultantly, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) and Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) contended that science curricula need to address the tendency for individuals to informally reason based on prior experiences and beliefs, rather than contemplation of evidence. These researchers have been concerned that far too often science educational settings have promoted learners’ dichotomization of their personal beliefs.
and scientific knowledge, resulting in biased decisions (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Tytler, Duggan, and Gott, 2001).

These studies along with the findings of others (Bell, & Lederman, 2003; Kolsto, 2001a; Kolsto, 2001b; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002) highlight the importance of discovering curricula that foster students’ recognition, interpretation, and use of scientific information. The SSI-based framework has been argued as useful model to create such pragmatic learning environments (Sadler, Barab, Scott, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

However, there has yet to be a study that has examined the effects of a SSI-based curricular framework on undergraduates’ evaluation of scientific information. In fact, SSI-based curricular interventions are a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004, p. 515; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Those studies that have been identified as SSI interventions have explored primary or secondary learners and have varied in scope and effectiveness (e.g. Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). For instance, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) showed that students developed skills to analyze different dimensions of data and demonstrated integration of their conceptual knowledge to synthesize and evaluate potential solutions. However, Walker and Zeidler (2007) reported that participants, at the end of a 7-week SSI-based learning exercise, incorrectly used factual-based knowledge in their reasoning. These authors found that although students possessed an understanding of the tentative and social aspects of scientific discovery; participants
only justified their reasons with their factual-based knowledge, disclosing their lack of conceptual understanding (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). These findings have suggested that more research is needed to understand what components of a SSI-based curricular treatment are central to developing individuals’ use of scientific information when informally reasoning.

NOS Conceptualizations Influence on Informal Reasoning

It has been acknowledged that there are many different ways to define the NOS (Lederman, 2007). In my dissertation, I have decided to define the NOS to align with current influential science educational researchers such as Lederman, Bell, and Abd-El-Khalick. According to their philosophical perspective the NOS, also the epistemology of science or science as a way of knowing, has been defined as processes, values, and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000, p. 564). These values and assumptions include concepts such as empirically based (based on and/or derived from observations of the natural world), subjective (theory laden), tentative (subject to change), as well as having social and cultural connections (Bell & Lederman, 2003, Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000). Researchers who have investigated NOS conceptualizations have recognized the importance of developing learners’ sophisticated knowledge of the epistemology of science (Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Lederman, 1998; Bell & Lederman, 2003; Lederman, 2007; McComas et al., 2000). Science educators and researches who have advocated for the use of SSI-based curricula have contended that these learning environments foster an awareness of NOS conceptualizations, which in turn helps to develop learners decision-making
skills (Zeidler & Keefer, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

However, there is a debate among science education researchers about how a person’s informal reasoning is affected by their NOS conceptualizations (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Smith & Wenk, 2006). For instance, Bell and Lederman (2003), among other science education researchers, have proposed that social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations when making decisions (Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). Others have contended that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between individuals’ formal knowledge of the NOS and people’s beliefs, which influences their learning and reasoning about science (Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005). Consequently, researchers have argued that further delineation of the role NOS conceptualizations have on people informal reasoning is needed (Bell & Lederman, 2003; Hogan, 2000; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002).

Additionally, researchers have questioned if students’ informal reasoning, emotional reactions, and NOS conceptualizations would vary significantly with different SSI (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Currently there is a gap in the literature with respect to how SSI-based interventions explicitly affect students’ understandings of the NOS (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).
Motivating Students to Achieve Scientific Literacy

Science educators and researchers have acknowledged that "learning with understanding for all" (Anderson, 2001) is another goal of the current reform movement (Basu & Barton, 2007; Calabrese Barton, 2001; Lee & Luykx, 2007; Rivet & Krajcik, 2004). Sadler (2004a, p. 525) has argued that students’ exclusion of scientific knowledge from their personal knowledge highlights the need to make school science more relevant to students’ lives. In addition to promoting learners’ skills to evaluate scientific information and their NOS conceptualizations the SSI initiative has also sought to make school science more relevant to students’ lives by examining complex societal problems affecting learners’ lives (Cajas, 1999; Pedretti & Hodson, 1995; Sadler, 2004a). However, Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) have revealed that the presentation of SSI does not necessarily promote personal connections between students and science content. Sadler (2004a, p. 525) has challenged researchers to design studies that examine if and how meaningful personal connections can be established using SSI. Sadler (2004a, p. 525) has identified meaningful personal connections as encouraging students’ interest in and ability to integrate scientific knowledge.

Seiler (2006) has defined student interest-focused curriculum as responsive to or emergent from student interests. This type of learning environment has been connected with opportunities for students to influence their learning based upon questions, curiosities, passions, or circumstances that influence them. Similarly, contextualized instruction has been defined as creating educational environments where real-world problems, which are meaningful to students, are used to stimulate learning (Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). Motivational constructs have also been defined as
academic activities meaningful and worthwhile to learners (Brophy, 1987, p. 205). Whether one is using the term student interests, contextualized instruction, or motivational constructs, studies have provided evidence showing motivation is an integral aspect to the construction of knowledge (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004). However, recent reviews of science education research have also acknowledged that there is a lack of empirical evidence supporting curricular strategies that have been found to stimulate students’ interest (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004).

The limited research that has been done to identify components that stimulate students learning science has suggested that providing environments that relate science to students’ identities engage learners (Palmer, 2005; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008; Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006). Relating science to students’ identities can be done by making connections to learners’ experiences, examples, analogies, and values (e.g., Baram-Tsabari, Sethi, Bry, & Yarden, 2006; Basu & Barton, 2007; Matthews & Smith, 1994). For example, Basu and Barton’s (2007) ethnographic study illustrated how 3 high-school students, in an after school program, sustained an interest in science because they felt they had authentic opportunities to shape their projects and were able to see connections to their everyday lives. More recently, Rivet and Krajcik (2008) focused on 11 middle school students learning of science during a 10-week curricular unit. These authors found a positive relationship between students’ understanding of science and their tendency to contextualize their learning. It was found that relating science to students’ prior knowledge and everyday experiences positively correlated with their learning (Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). However, there are
still many questions that can be asked about how to foster students’ interest in science
to help them make more informed decisions. For instance, most of the empirical data
on educational settings engaging students to understand science has focused on
primary and secondary learners (e.g., Aikenhead, 1997; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008;
Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006). Thus, how can postsecondary learning environments be
structured to stimulate students’ interest while developing their knowledge of
science? Further, it has been suggested that in addition to promoting learners’ skills
to evaluate scientific information and their NOS conceptualizations, the SSI initiative
has been argued as a means to making science more relevant to students’ lives (Cajas,
1999; Pedretti & Hodson, 1995; Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, &
Callahan, 2009). However, empirical data supporting this contention is missing from
the research literature (Sadler, 2004a).

Combining a student interest-focus with a SSI-based curriculum may be a way
to promote personal connections between students and science content. Currently,
there is a gap in the research literature examining how meaningful personal
connections can be integrated into SSI-based curricula to foster scientific literacy
(Sadler, 2004a).

Promoting a Scientifically Skilled Society

Today’s world is more science and technology driven than ever before and
society continues to influence as well as evolve with our changing times. There are
over 2.7 billion searches performed on Google each month (Fisch, 2007; Sullivan,
2006). The amount of technical information is doubling every 2 years (Oblinger,
2007). It is predicted that a supercomputer will be built that exceeds the
computations capability of the human brain by 2013 (Col. Day, 2007; LTG Croom,
2007). Consequently, it can be argued that our youth are not in need of facts but the tools to access and discern information to make more educated decisions tomorrow. How do we help students become more scientifically literate 21st century learners? What are effective strategies for introducing students to the exponentially growing amount of scientific information? How do we empower learners to resolve questions about science issues that influence their life? These are undoubtedly major challenges that science education reformers face today.

According to the National Science Board (NSB, 2006d), a wide variety of jobs beyond science and engineering occupations have been using science and engineering skills, and studies have projected this trend is going to increase (NSB, 2006d). For example, 66% of science and engineering degree holders in non-science and engineering occupations, such as management and marketing occupations, have stated their jobs relate to their degrees (NSB, 2006d). Both national and international organizations have expressed concerns for the lack of interest children are expressing in science and engineering as science and technology expands beyond these professions (NSB, 2006c). Thus, developing educational settings that foster interest and understanding of science is important as society advances into this new technologically advanced era.

Additionally, it can be argued that teachers play an intricate role in facilitating diverse students’ interest in and understanding of science (Lee, & Luykx, 2007). According to the Science and Engineering Indicators (NSB, 2006a) college graduates who become teachers tend to take fewer rigorous academic courses in high-school and have lower scores on achievement tests and entrance examinations. Since the
National Commission on Excellence in Education’s publication, A Nation at Risk (1983), many states have used education reform policies with higher standards for teacher preparation. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) has further endorsed states advocating increases in the performance of future teachers though requirements that ensure all classrooms have highly qualified teachers in all core academic subjects (U.S. Department of Education, 2001). Consequently, examining science courses that foster and scaffold prospective teachers’ interest in science as well as develop skills to insightfully reason scientific issues is important for future generations.

Significance

Questions still exist with respect to how a curriculum incorporating SSI will achieve the goal of scientific literacy. Currently, designing and examining SSI-based curricular frameworks is a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). In this section, I outline the significance of this doctoral dissertational research to educators and researchers interested in promoting scientific literacy. I have broken the significance of this SSI-based intervention into four main components. The first component outlines the importance of this doctoral dissertation research by expanding what is known about SSI-based interventions. The second and third components highlight the current gaps in empirical studies related to how individuals’ ability to evaluate scientific information and NOS conceptualizations affect their informal reasoning, respectively. These discussions also include the significance of the empirical foci of this doctoral dissertation. The fourth component of this section address the importance of the
student interest aspect of this SSI-based curricular intervention. Finally, I connect the salient aspects of this doctoral dissertation (student interest, SSI-based curricula, NOS conceptualizations, evaluation of scientific information, and informal reasoning) together by discussing the need to promote scientific literacy.

The Need to Further Examine SSI Curricular Interventions

Sadler (2004a, p. 515) has acknowledged the need understand more about the affects of SSI-based learning environments. Although the body of literature studying SSI is growing, most studies have only assessed the need to implement SSI-based curricula. Only a few research designs have gathered empirical data on the affects of a SSI-based intervention. These studies include the work of Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999), who studied the outcome of a several month long local environmental socio-scientific project on middle school students’ informal reasoning. Zohar and Nemet (2002) assessed the effects of a 12-week socio-scientific genetic issues intervention on 9th graders’ conceptual knowledge and argumentation skills. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) implemented classroom debates about real life wetland environmental management socio-scientific issue over 16 sessions. Barab, et al. (2007), examined 4th graders responses to an aquatic habitat simulation, which was layered with a socio-scientific narrative. Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel (2007) described a 4-week middle-school science intervention, which used HIV issues to develop students’ critical reasoning. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) investigated of the effects of two approaches to infuse NOS conceptualizations into a 9th grade 6-week global warming unit. Walker and Zeidler (2007) reported the effects of high-school students’ views of the NOS and argumentation skills after 7
consecutive classes, which promoted genetically modified food debates. Most recently, Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) assessed changes in 11th and 12th graders reflective judgment in response to a year long SSI-based curriculum that utilized Kolsto’s (2001a, p. 292) 8-topic minimum model. However, missing from these research reports are SSI-based curricular interventions for postsecondary learners.

This doctoral dissertation, on undergraduates in an introductory microbiology course, has differed in design from other SSI curricular interventions in several ways. For example, most studies that have implemented SSI-based instruction have assessed students’ socio-scientific argumentation skills (how individuals make and justify claims and conclusions) in secondary schools. This dissertation has investigated college students’ abilities to informally reason by studying how participants evaluated scientific information and developed NOS conceptualizations when researching SSI. Specifically, the data from undergraduates’ research efforts and their analyses of experimental results were used to assess ways students’ informal reasoning evolved.

Informal reasoning was defined in this study to align with the previous work of Means and Voss (1996, p. 140), Perkins (1985, p. 562), Sadler (2004a, p. 514), and Wu and Tsai (2007, p. 1164). Consequently, informal reasoning has been referred to as generating and/or evaluating evidence pertaining to claims or conclusions when information is debatable, complex, ill-structured, or open-ended. Unlike formal reasoning\(^1\), a person may change how they informally reason as additional information becomes available and through discussions where individuals support
their perspectives (Means & Voss, 1996; Perkins, 1985). Sadler’s (2004a, p. 515) review of SSI literature has recognized that educational researchers have examined participants’ informal reasoning by their 1) ability to evaluate of information, 2) NOS conceptualizations, 3) conceptual knowledge, and 4) socio-scientific argumentation. This dissertation has been delimited to the first two of these themes.

Evaluation of Socio-scientific Information

National reform documents have promoted the development of science instructional techniques that facilitate learners’ having pragmatic practice judging the relative truth of knowledge, yet at the same time understanding why it is rational to trust experts (AAAS, 1989; NRC, 1996b). The goal of this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention was to give undergraduates guided experiences at evaluating scientific information to make more informed decisions.

Researchers have suggested that SSI can be used to build learners’ skills to evaluate alternative scientific perspectives (Kolsto, 2001a; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). However, there are data that have shown variations in the way individuals go about evaluating SSI when informally reasoning. For example, the study by Korpan et al. (1997) found that participants most frequently inquired about information regarding the research methodology and what factors may have influenced results. Korpan et al. (1997) have contended that students were less interested in what researchers found and how highly regarded these researchers were. Alternatively, Kolsto (2001b) found that students’ tended to question the authority of the researcher rather than their
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1 Formal reasoning has historically been characterized by rules of logic and mathematics, which are
methodology. While a later study by Kolsto, et al., (2006) showed that participants focused on empirical and theoretical adequacy, the completeness of information, social aspects, and manipulative strategies employed by the author. These researchers also found that the participants’ questions and the number of criteria the students’ focused on differed considerably between participants (Kolsto, et al., 2006). Yet another study by Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) reported that in a non-academic setting, non-professional scientists (members of society facing a community issue) demonstrated the tendency to rely most commonly upon informal proof such as common sense, circumstantial evidence, and personal experience when making public decisions (Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001).

These studies have suggested there is a need to understand more about the factors that can affect a person’s evaluation of scientific information when informally reasoning. For example, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) and Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) have argued that the lack of familiarity with what participants considered as scientific data may account for their evaluations of SSI. While, Kolsto, et al., (2006, p. 649) have acknowledged that the sample population under study and the instructions given during an investigation affected their reported outcomes.

Resultantly, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) have noted the need to extend what is known about the ways learners’ evaluate scientific information. They have asserted that this can be achieved by further designing and implementing curricula that challenge students to consider alternative views and dissect the rationale of their opinions (Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler; 2004). This doctoral...
dissertation has facilitated opportunities for students to consider alternative perspectives and reflect upon their rationalizations. For example, at the start of the semester students read a popular science article of their choice from a list of articles related to diet / nutrition, health / disease, their environment, and the language of life (DNA / genetics). These articles were based upon popular microbiology issues that have alternative perspectives. Undergraduates wrote a 1000-1200 word narrative that summarized the article and responded to questions that probed their ability to evaluate the information and their NOS conceptualizations. At the end of the semester, students reanalyzed their article and commented on how their initial responses had changed or remained the same.

Another example of ways students considered alternative points of view and dissected their rationalizations involved the group research project. Students worked in teams to create a research poster and PowerPoint presentation about personal issues that related to microbiology and affected their lives. This group project provided several opportunities for students to socially reflect upon their conceptual knowledge and beliefs about the topic, its importance to society, and alternative points of view. Consequently, this curricular intervention has met the criteria Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004, p. 405) have put forth to challenge students to consider alternative views and dissect prior rationalizations. Thus, findings reported in this doctoral dissertation have extended what is known about the ways learners evaluate scientific information.

*NOS Conceptualizations*
The NOS, also known as epistemology of science, or science as a way of knowing has been defined as values and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000, p. 564). The nature of scientific knowledge has been distinguished from other ways of knowing through its empirical standards, logical arguments, skepticism, and subjectivity to change as new evidence becomes available (NRC, 1996a). The scientific way of knowing has also been characterized by human endeavors such as 1) valuing peer review, 2) truthful reporting of methods and outcomes, and 3) recognizing the influence of society, culture, and personal beliefs (NRC, 1996a).

National reform documents have promoted science instruction that have provided students with skills that strengthen their understanding of the NOS (AAAS, 1989; NRC, 1996b). One principle behind developing students’ awareness of the NOS has been to build a society that is more informed about science and technology issues (AAAS, 1989; NRC, 1996b). Researchers have suggested that the SSI-based framework can be used to encourage learners understanding of the NOS (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002).

Although there have been some studies that have analyzed the connection between individuals’ NOS conceptualizations (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006), differences have been reported in researchers’ findings. For example, Bell and Lederman (2003) have pointed out that participants’ views of the NOS did not significantly affect participants’ decisions making. Specifically, Bell and Lederman (2003) found that individuals primarily reasoned from personal values, morals/ethics, and social
concerns, even if they had matured NOS conceptualizations. Bell and Lederman (2003) findings contrast the assumptions and data of others. For instance, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) and Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) found that participants dichotomized their beliefs and conceptual knowledge of the NOS. These researchers also ascertained that many participants had difficulties identifying scientific evidence (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between people’s formal knowledge of the NOS and their beliefs, which influence how individuals learn and reason science information (Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005).

Few studies have directly examined the effects of a SSI-based curricular intervention on learners’ NOS conceptualizations. The investigation by Walker and Zeidler (2007), examining high-school students’ views on the NOS and debating skills after seven consecutive classes, was one exception. The authors’ interpretation of results suggested that although students did not use knowledge of the NOS when reasoning their positions to others. Given their disappointing results, Walker and Zeidler (2007) concluded that more research is needed to establish successful characteristics of SSI-based interventions that foster an individual’s knowledge and use of the NOS when informally reasoning. Similarly, Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan’s (2009) SSI-based intervention resulted in findings that suggested high-school students’ reasoning was limited by their epistemological knowledge of science. Resultantly, these authors have also acknowledged the need to explicitly examine NOS orientations under SSI-based frameworks.
The course examined in this doctoral dissertation facilitated students’ NOS conceptual awareness by explicit and reflective SSI-based inquiry activities. Specifically, explicit discussions during lab and reflective journaling helped students to see how activities connected to their everyday life as well as developed their epistemological knowledge of science. For example, during the first lab Safety & Microscopy a discussion of why it is important to use aseptic techniques took place. Aseptic techniques have been used in hospitals as well as laboratory settings to prevent the spread of disease. However, there are also many perspectives that surround microbial resistance and how to prevent the spread of deadly diseases. During this lab, students began to learn more about this topic by testing the cleanliness of their hands and the lab counters before and after they had been washed. This was accomplished by having the undergraduates touch the surface of rich agar media, which cultured the microbes. Students then examined this microbial growth under a microscope the following lab session. During this lab, students also took notes about what they were testing and their results to be better prepared to design their own hand-washing experiment later in the semester. Time was also taken to discuss the limits of the conclusions that could be drawn from the assayed microbial growth. This discussion raised NOS conceptualizations such as the limit of the magnification power of the microscope, the skill scientists develop to interpret their data after looking at hundreds of samples, and the importance of scientific peer review.

2 Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have defined explicit teaching of the NOS as emphasizing student awareness of certain epistemological concepts in relationship to the science-based activities in which they are engaged. Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have characterized
Over the course of the semester students were asked to informally reason their understanding of the NOS in several contextualized ways. For instance, undergraduates’ lab write-ups served as a means of assessing how participants were applying their knowledge of the NOS to interpret their experimental results. The start and end of the semester article exercise was another example. Students were asked to reason 1) how they saw data being used to support the perspective(s), 2) how societal factors might have influenced the perspective(s), and 3) whether they believed the perspective(s) were accepted among the scientific community. These questions provided several contextualized insights into how students’ understanding the scientific epistemology influenced their informal reasoning. Consequently, the findings from this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention have extended what is known about how SSI-based intervention affects on students’ NOS conceptions in decision-making contexts.

*Expanding the SSI Model to Include a Student Interest-Focus*

Although science educators and researchers may strive for "learning with understanding for all" (Anderson, 2001) the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (ECLS) assessments have shown non-mainstream students have substantially lower performances in science than mainstream learners (NSB, 2006a). Lee and Luykx (2007, p. 171) have characterized students who have social prestige, institutionalized privilege, and normative power as mainstream. Therefore, mainstream students in the United States have most often fallen into the classification of white, middle or upper class, and native speakers of Standard English. Conversely, non-mainstream students
have been found to have the characteristics of a range of proficiency levels in both their home language and English, immigration history, educational levels of parents, and family/community attitudes toward education. Non-mainstream students have frequently been African-American, Hispanic, and Native American students of low socioeconomic status (SES) who speak non-standard dialects of English (Lee & Luykx, 2007, p. 173).

One challenge that has complicated the reformation of science education has related to providing instruction that takes student diversity into account (Lee & Luykx, 2007; McNeil, 2000). Data have shown that science achievement gaps between mainstream and non-mainstream learners have been in part a product of culturally irrelevant science curricula. Studies on diverse student groups have indicated that science learning environments have commonly lacked cultural relevance and educational materials, such as textbooks, that represent information by acknowledging the diversity of student populations (Barba, 1993; Eide & Heikkinen, 1998; Ninnes, 2000). Atwater’s (1994) work has indicated that the culture of Western science has been perceived as foreign to all students. However, Atwater (1994) has argued that non-mainstream children have additional challenges when the material fails to acknowledge or respect their cultural beliefs, values, ideas, and experiences. Science curricula that have incorporated materials related to students’ cultural identities through experiences, examples, analogies, and values have been shown to improve science achievement and positive attitudes to science (Aikenhead, 1997; Matthews & Smith, 1994). In general, it has been acknowledged that there is a need making connections between their activities and ones undertaken by scientists.
to develop pedagogical practices that more effectively promote “science for all” (Lee & Luykx, 2007).

Researchers supporting the recent SSI initiative have contended that SSI-based curricula can provide personal connections with science and develop their cultural beliefs, values, and ideas (Sadler, 2004a; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). However, Sadler (2004, p. 525) has recognized that this claim lacks empirical support.

Currently, learning environments that have been acknowledged as SSI-based interventions have chosen the topics learners have examined. Seiler (2006) has defined teaching science with a student interest-focus as incorporating students existing interests into the learning activities. This doctoral dissertation is the first study that has examined the effects of a student interest SSI-based curricular intervention. Although Kolsto, et al. (2006) did use a methodological approach asking students to research the internet for a socio-scientific article of interest to them, students did not partake in any instruction specifically developing their evaluative or research skills. Consequently, Kolsto, et al. (2006) were not interested in stimulating participants’ interests in science. Rather, these authors were focused on the patterns of students’ arguments when informal reasoning SSI.

This undergraduate microbiology course provided opportunities for students’ to identify their existing interests. This aspect of the student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention was to ensure all learners made connections with science beyond the classroom setting. Resultantly, this dissertation has extended
how the SSI-based framework can conceptually provide personal connections with science.

Promoting Scientific Literacy for a Scientifically Skilled Society

There has been a growing concern in higher education to ensure developmental opportunities for scientifically trained workers and scientifically literate citizens as a wide variety of jobs beyond science and engineering occupations have required the use of these skills (NSB, 2006d). Consequently, national and international organizations have promoted the development of successful higher educational learning environments that can effectively stimulate students’ interest and knowledge about science (Association of American Colleges and Universities, 2002; National Research Council, 2003a, 2003b; National Science Board, 2004a, 2006a, 2006b, 2006c; Project Kaleidoscope, 2002; Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1989). These initiatives have led professional associations such as the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS, 1989) and National Resource Council (NRC, 1996) to promote reformed approaches to teaching science.

This doctoral dissertation, on undergraduates’ informal reasoning, has examined the effects of a SSI-based learning environment with these goals in mind. Although this curriculum generally focused on introducing ways microbes affects our world, it did so by connecting students’ interests with accurate knowledge and interpretation of scientific content. For example, this course developed undergraduates’ awareness of scientifically reliable sources and their ability to research several scientific perspectives. The hands-on labs also cultivated an understanding of scientific processes and epistemological concepts. These are also
fundamental objectives that have been recognized in the *National Science Education Standards* (NRC, 1996b, p. 22) for promoting scientific literacy.

Furthermore, the need to educate future teachers on how to effectively integrate NOS concepts with SSI in classrooms has been identified (Kolsto, et al., 2006; Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler, 2004). Opportunities facilitating the transformation of popular press SSI into instructional exercises have been contended as a means to encourage this process (Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler, 2004, p. 405). Yet, this is similar to the contentions promoting SSI-based interventions as a catalyst for fostering learners’ interest towards science (e.g., Sadler, 2004a; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). These claims lack empirical support.

One of the tasks embedded within this undergraduate microbiology course was a group project, where students designed a learning exercise with a focus on “How I would teach this material.” Students described an upper elementary to high-school grade (such as grades 4-10) their learning exercises / experiments targeted and explained how they addressed the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) science teachers 5E model for science lessons.

The examination of declared education majors’ ability to integrate SSI and NOS concepts in classrooms was not a focus of the doctoral dissertation. However, this SSI-based intervention has served as a critical experience in the long-range mission of Project Nexus. That is, the knowledge and skills these education majors
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3 The Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) science teacher 5E model for science lessons includes: Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Extension, and Evaluation
may have gained as a result of their exposure to this general microbes and society course will be investigated further through the Project Nexus initiative. Consequently, the data that have been reported in this doctoral dissertation are significant to Project Nexus researchers and may eventually contribute to what is known about future teachers’ ability to effectively integrate SSI and NOS concepts into classrooms.

**Purpose**

This case-study used a qualitative approach to gain insights into the effectiveness of this SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention. Specifically, this doctoral dissertation was interested in whether the student interest aspect of this curriculum would motivate learners’ interest in science. This investigation also assessed the effectiveness of this SSI-based intervention as well as the employed pedagogical practices on undergraduates’ skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. In particular, students’ ability to informally reason was measured with respect to their NOS conceptualizations and skillfulness at evaluating scientific information.

**Researcher’s Positionality**

My pursuit of this doctorate of philosophy degree was rooted in my passionate desire to enhance societal scientific literacy. The definition of scientific literacy I have referred to in this doctoral dissertation was taken from the National Science Education Standards (1996, p. 22). This definition has been defined as encompassing the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes required for persons to ask, find, or determine answers to questions they have about everyday experiences.
I have come to believe that there is informative power in viewing life through a scientific lens. Although idealistic, the scientific process of collecting and analyzing data seeks to impart unbiased decision-making by inferring logical and objective conclusions. Practically speaking, persistently revising evidence from observations or measurements with an open-mind has the potential to enrich one’s understanding of life.

Yet, an aspect of the NOS is that our technological or intellectual perceptual apparatus will always be limited by observations, measurements, and human inferences (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002, p. 499). Consequently, I have formed the perspective that the more aware we are of our environment in addition to the discovery⁴ and justification⁵ processes of science, the greater the objective power of our scientific lens.

Looking back at my own science education, I have recognized two very important components helping me “focus” my own magnifying objective. The first significant factor that has helped me form a deeper understanding of science has been the content knowledge many have devoted a lifetime to discover and disseminate. Countless hours of dedication, devotion, and continual scrutiny have advanced us into this technological century of physical, chemical, geological, astronomical, biological, and ecological exploration. My “view” of science content has been central to my ability to exchange ideas and scrutinize my comprehension. Having an understanding of fundamental scientific concepts has been essential in enabling my grasp of
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⁴ Discovery is a contextual depiction of NOS, representing science as a rational, objective, social process of discovery and unproblematic decision-making (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42).
⁵ Justification is the component of NOS that is value-laden, multidisciplinary, and ill defined characteristics that are constrained by missing knowledge (Abd-El-Khalick (2003, p. 42).
structural models that have explained physical phenomena in various experimental conditions.

However, as my years of studying science content increased along with my research experience, my awareness of the humanistic aspect of the NOS also grew. Years of reflection upon my own data in a yeast genetic lab studying the mitochondrial DNA escape phenomenon, fostered my appreciation for the social construct of a theory. Resultantly, I have come to believe our 21st century advancements, such as the prospect of human cloning (Abbott, 2002), has highlighted the need for people to also recognize the social aspects of science.

Reflecting upon my journey has also helped me to realize that my intrinsic motivation and interest to understand the power of scientific discovery has not been mainstream. For example, bachelor’s degrees in the natural sciences (physical, life, environmental, and computer sciences, and mathematics) have averaged 12% of the graduating undergraduate population, without much fluctuation over the past 20 years (NSB, 2006b).

Given that the majority of students who have sought higher educational degrees have pursued interests outside the field of science, it is unknown how many people with non-science bachelor degrees feel about their ability to interpret scientific issues that affect society. Sadler (2004a, p. 528) found that most people who have recognized the need to evaluate scientific information have also admitted to feeling ill equipped to do so. Further, the NSB’s (2006e) report has shown that people, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds, were lacking knowledge of basic scientific facts and processes. However, the majority of the public has supported
science and technology advancements despite the fact that most people have felt ill informed about science. This has raised many concerns both within and outside the scientific community. For example, the NSB (2006e) committee has recognized that a lack of basic scientific facts and processes implicates how people have 1) evaluated various claims, 2) supported government research, 3) pursued science track careers, as well as 4) challenged miracle cures and other corrupt deceptions.

These are several reasons why I have sought out opportunities to develop science curricula that motivate others to become scientifically literate. My doctoral degree in science education has shown me that I am not alone. Many others have also recognized this need. For example, DeBoer (1991 preface xii) and Roberts (2007, p. 746) have pointed out that science education after the 1960s and 70s acknowledged the importance of emphasizing not only scientific content and skill development but also inquiry, conceptual understanding, as well as societal and technology concerns. Milton Pella (1967) and Norman Smith (1974) have been exemplified as instrumental in reforming the definition of scientific literacy to incorporate NOS issues such as science and society, ethics of science, science in the humanities, as well as science and technology (DeBoer, 1991, p. 175; Roberts, 2007, p. 737). These beliefs have been upheld through the 1980s by national organizations such as the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA). The NSTA has characterized scientifically literate citizens as having substantial content knowledge, epistemological conceptualizations, and an understanding of processes that define science (DeBoer, 1991, p. 177). These ideas continued to be supported currently (AAAS, 2006; Zeidler, 2003). One example is the SSI-based framework promoted by Zeidler (2003), Sadler (2004a), and others.
(Kolsto, 2001a; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). This SSI-based model has been devised to teach aspects of the NOS, enhance learners’ ability to evaluate scientific information, as well as develop individuals’ beliefs about science issues that affect their life (Kolsto, 2001a; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

The work that has led me to this investigation, originating in the summer of 2006. Supported by Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005) as well as by the College of Life Sciences and Chemistry, I was given an opportunity to help develop and operationalize a curriculum that sought to capture student interests by offering undergraduates the opportunity to influence their learning. This educational environment also promoted learning by giving students the chance to teach one another about their interests and their researched knowledge. These two goals were also in alignment with the Project Nexus vision (Project Nexus, 2005).

Beginning in the summer of 2006, I began my Project Nexus research apprenticeship under the guidance of Dr. Randy McGinnis and Dr. Gili Marbach-Ad. This learning experience advanced my knowledge about designing science educational research projects. Dr. McGinnis, a recognized exemplary undergraduate science methods instructor, was the Principle Investigator (PI) of Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005). Dr. Marbach-Ad was the director of the Teaching and Learning Center and senior research associate for Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005). Both Dr. McGinnis and Marbach-Ad spent hours working with me to devise research instruments that would meet the goals of the Project Nexus initiative.
As a member of the Project Nexus Research Team, I was also appointed as Dr. Spencer Benson’s graduate research assistant. This experience developed my skills to design curricula appropriate for undergraduate learning. Dr. Benson was not only a joint faculty member to the College of Education and the College of Life Science and Chemistry, the director of the Center for Teaching Excellence, but he was also a Co-Principle Investigator of Project Nexus. Dr. Benson spent countless hours working with me throughout my dissertation study to optimally reform this student interest SSI-based curriculum.

Thus, my training as both a biological scientist and as a science educator has culminated in this doctoral dissertation, examining the effects of a student interest SSI-based intervention. Recognizing that my desire to develop scientific curriculum is an interdisciplinary endeavor, I use an analytic approach that I believe may productively bridge both natural and social science domains. As a result, in Chapter 4 I report my findings by qualitatively illustrating 4 participants’ data. In Chapter 5 I use specific quotes from the remaining 22 students and integrate descriptive statistics to exemplify general trends that emerged from my inductive analyses. Therefore, I acknowledge that in some social science researchers’ eyes this report may not be seen sufficiently in alignment with the qualitative research paradigm. However, I believe my compromise of using some terms and counting features found typically in the quantitative paradigm may be pragmatically justified given the interdisciplinary audience my investigation seeks to inform. As Berg (2007, p. 362) notes, “When researchers write for their own disciplines, they write for a limited audience that is thoroughly familiar with the particular field of study and shares similar educational
backgrounds. In contrast, when the audience consists of different kinds of readers, special limitations must be set on the form the written report should take.”

*Key Terms*

**Nature of Science (NOS):** The NOS also known as epistemology of science, or science as a way of knowing, has been defined as the values and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge. Bell and Lederman (2003, p. 353), among others have characterized these values and assumptions to include concepts such as empirically based (based on and/or derived from observations of the natural world), subjective (theory laden), tentative (subject to change), as well as being socially and culturally embedded (Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000, p. 564; Lederman, 1992; Lederman, 2007).

**Socio-scientific issues (SSI):** SSI have been defined as social issues with conceptual or technological ties to science Sadler (2004a, p. 513). Examples of SSI include research on DNA/genetics, the health effects of diets/nutrition, medical treatments of diseases, and environmental concerns (Kolsto, et al., 2006; Sadler, Amirshokoohi, Kazempour, & Allspaw, 2006; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). In general, SSI are complex societal problems scientists have analyzed but are still subjected to human interpretations and ethical considerations.

**Informal reasoning:** Perkins (1985, p. 562) Mean and Voss (1996, p. 140) among other cognitive and developmental physiologists have defined informal reasoning as the process of considering a claim where the reasoner weighs and synthesizes the pro and cons to arrive at the best sound judgment. Informal reasoning assumes people’s positions change as additional information becomes available and they ponder causes,
consequences, positions, and alternatives. Sadler’s (2004a, p. 515) review of SSI literature has shown how SSI have been used to measure a person’s ability to informally reason by studying participants’ 1) evaluation of scientific information, 2) NOS conceptualizations, 3) conceptual knowledge, and 4) socio-scientific argumentation.

Scientific literacy: DeBoer (1991, p. 174) has broadly defined scientific literacy as a functional understanding of science knowledge, which empowers an individual to answer questions about everyday life not just theoretical science.

Functional scientific literacy: Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes, (2005) have defined functional scientific literacy as an individuals’ conceptual and belief-based knowledge of scientific 1) epistemology, 2) discourse, 3) culture, and 4) cases where society has influenced and been influenced by science, which they apply in decision making contexts.

Student interest-focused curriculum: Seiler (2006, p. 338) has defined student interest-focused curricula as responsive to or emergent from student interests. This type of learning environment provides students with chances to influence their learning based upon questions, curiosities, passions, or circumstances that influence them.

Distal knowledge of the NOS: Hogan (2000, p. 57) has described knowledge formally taught about the methods and goals of professional science as distal knowledge of the NOS. An example of an individual’s distal knowledge of the NOS would be distinguishing and/or articulating the differences between an observation and inference or a scientific law and theory.
**Proximal knowledge of the NOS:** Hogan (2000, p. 57) has defined students’ proximal knowledge structures as beliefs, commitments, or personal theories about the NOS because they are associated with personal relevance and experience (knowledge structures nearest to the individual). An individual’s beliefs about the NOS can be developed from personal experiences such as engaging in television, radio, and newspapers as well as learning from family, friends, formal education, and life experiences (Schommer-Aikins, 2002; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006).

**Epistemological beliefs:** Hofer and Pintrich (2002) as well as others have defined epistemological beliefs as an individual’s beliefs about the nature and justification of knowledge, as well as beliefs about intelligence and learning (Maggioni, Riconscente, & Alexander, 2006). Epistemological beliefs have also been defined to include open-mindedness (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), motivation and persistence to learn (Buehl & Alexander, 2005; DeCorte, Op't-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002; Tolhurst, 2007; Tsai & Kuo, 2008), and self-confidence (DeCorte, Op't-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002; Paulsen & Feldman, 2005; Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Hutter, 2005).

**Explicit and reflective NOS teaching strategies:** Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have defined explicit teaching of the NOS as emphasizing student awareness of certain epistemological concepts in relationship to the science-based activities in which they are engaged. They have characterized the term reflective as providing students with opportunities to analyze various perspectives of the NOS by making connections between their activities and ones undertaken by scientists.
Limitations

Several limitations accompanied the construction of this doctoral dissertation:

1. It should not be assumed that the students in this study were representative of a population of potential future teachers or students entering non-science occupations. Rather, the data have described 26 non-science majors who were enrolled in this general microbes and society course in the spring of 2008. However, these results have still provided significant findings that can be transferred to other curricular interventions focused on improving science education. Specifically, the effects of this student interest SSI-based learning environment have provided valuable insights for researchers and educators interested in improving students’ interest and literacy towards science.

2. This study took place over a 15-week period and only measured delimited aspects of informal reasoning. In particular, this doctoral dissertation focused on undergraduates’ evaluation of scientific information and their NOS conceptualizations. Given the complexity involved in the mechanistic processes a person goes through when considering the pro and cons of scientific claims, the data from this study have offered limited insights into undergraduates’ informal reasoning. For example, this doctoral dissertation has not examined how participants’ conceptual understanding of the science content may have affected their ability to evaluate scientific information or their NOS conceptualizations. Future experiences may also strengthen the skills and knowledge participants gained through this general microbes and
3. Finally, my involvement as a curricular reformer and the limits of my own knowledge has undoubtedly biased my data analyses. Despite the fact that I was critical of my conclusions and sought external validity of my data analyses, it is impossible to escape my human nature. Specifically, this investigation has focused upon how people critically evaluate scientific information and their understanding of the NOS. A salient characteristic of scientific knowledge is that human perspectives, experiences, and understandings of the data limit interpretations. This is even more significant in social science research (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002). Therefore, even though I sought to reinforce my analyses through several triangulation techniques, such as member-checking and inter-rater reliably, the reported findings are still limited by the instruments, defined boundaries of the research, and interpreters’ knowledge. However, in light of Guba and Lincoln’s (1989) constructivists view, the fact that I did my best to critically reflect upon my own knowledge while seeking external validity, strengthens my data interpretations. That is, I sought to examine the effects this curricular and pedagogical intervention had on students, rather than positive changes in undergraduates’ performance.

Assumptions

The major assumption of this doctoral dissertation was that the instruments examining undergraduates’ ability to evaluate scientific information and their NOS
conceptualizations accurately assessed and represented their knowledge and belief-based insights.
CHAPTER 2: Literature Review

Overview

This chapter elaborates on many of the research studies introduced in Chapter 1. I also introduce other research related to this doctoral dissertation that I reference in my methodology, findings, and discussion chapters (Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6). Specifically, I have broken this literature review chapter into 5 sections, which have direct applications to the guiding research question. The first section reviews literature relevant to the socio-scientific perspective, supporting the use of this framework in science curricula. This section also considers what is known about motivating students to learn science through a student interest-focus. The second section evaluates research studies examining participants Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations within a socio-scientific issues (SSI) based context. The third section focuses on the research examining participants’ evaluation of socio-scientific information. The fourth section discusses the empirical studies on SSI-based interventions. I have concluded Chapter 2 by summarizing my review of the literature as well as foreshadowing upcoming chapters.

Learning Science through Socio-scientific Issues and a Student Interest Design

This section is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the theoretical framework of this doctoral dissertation, a SSI perspective. Specifically, I reference Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) SSI-based framework as the original model from which this doctoral dissertation’s student interest curricular and pedagogical intervention was built. This SSI-based model has been characterized by Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 361) as developing a learners’
conceptual and belief-based knowledge of scientific 1) epistemology, 2) discourse, 3) culture, as well as 4) cases where society has influenced and been influenced by science. Thus, the first subsections describe how Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) have envisioned NOS, discourse, cultural, and case-based issues promoting students’ scientific literacy. The second part of this section expands the Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 361) SSI-based framework, by showing how a student interest-focus can be used to further promote scientific literacy.

The Emergence of the Socio-scientific Perspective

DeBoer (1991) and Roberts (2007) have presented historical accounts of science education. They have noted a long list of science educators and researchers who have recognized the importance of defining scientific literacy by a person’s conceptual knowledge of science as well as understanding of the technological, societal, ethical, and humanistic relations. The SSI-based initiative model has sought to promote this definition of scientific literacy (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

The publication by McGinnis and Simmons (1999) has helped to show why the SSI-based framework replaced the earlier science, technology, and society (STS) pedagogical model. McGinnis and Simmons (1999) have shown that teachers who have agreed that the STS movement could promote opportunities to discuss important scientific, technological, and societal issues have favored safe non-ethical / non-value laden STS issues out of fear for losing their job or disapproval from the local community. McGinnis and Simmons (1999) have asserted that advocates promoting
the inclusion of STS issues in science curricula have failed to consider the implications to students’ and teachers’ beliefs and cultural values. Zeidler (2003) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 361) have argued that their SSI-based framework has taken these shortcomings of the STS movement into account.

Similar to the STS movement, Zeidler, Sadler, and others promoting this SSI-based initiative have defined this framework as social dilemmas with conceptual, procedural, and technological ties to science (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004, p. 387; Sadler & Donnelly, 2006, p. 1463; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, p. 112). However, advocates have contended that central foci of this model also include epistemological beliefs and ethics associated with scientific knowledge (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). Specifically, Zeidler, Sadler, and others have defined this SSI-based framework as having 4 central factors (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). These fundamental SSI-based elements have been characterized as 1) NOS issues, 2) classroom discourse issues, 3) case-based issues, and 4) cultural issues (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 361; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003, p. 12). The discussion that follows has described these primary aspects of this SSI-based model, respectively.

**NOS issues**

Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 362) and Zeidler and Keefer (2003, p.13) have claimed that NOS issues are important for students’ pre-instructional views of SSI because they provide a structured focus on the ways scientists understand, select, and evaluate evidence. For instance, Abd-El-Khalick
(2003, p. 42) has acknowledged that the NOS has two historical contexts, discovery and justification. He has described the nature of scientific discovery as rational, objective, and an empirically based social process of interpreting data that are often deceivingly misconstrued as unproblematic decision-making. Conversely, he has described the justification component of NOS as value-laden, multidisciplinary, ill-defined characteristics constrained by missing knowledge (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42). Abd-El-Khalick (2003) and others have ascertained that in order to address students’ scientific literacy, an understanding of how learners acquire and develop their epistemological concepts of science is essential (Hogan, 2000; Lederman, 2007; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). One focus this doctoral dissertation was to examine how undergraduates’ understanding of the nature of scientific discovery and justification affected their ability to informally reason scientific information. I have used the upcoming ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section of this chapter to support the need to examine learners’ epistemological knowledge of science further.

Classroom discourse issues

Zeidler and Keefer (2003, p.13) have defined discourse issues as a means for learners to develop their 1) skills for framing positions, 2) awareness of fallacious reasoning, and 3) beliefs about science issues. Sadler and Donnelly (2006, p. 1464) have further extended discourse to include the development of a person’s ability to informally reason. Specifically, Sadler and Donnelly (2006, p. 1464) have argued that social negotiation of claims and evidence is an informal reasoning process that reflects how people cognitively think about ill-structured problems. Although there
have been several studies, that have assessed informal reasoning and argumentation, these investigations have suggested that there are many outstanding questions about how learners’ ability to evaluate scientific information may affect their decision-making process. I have discussed these questions more explicitly in the upcoming ‘Research on Evaluating Scientific Information’ section of this chapter.

Case-based issues

Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 362) among others have reasoned that case-based issues can be used to foster an awareness of how power and authority have influenced the scientific enterprises (Zeidler & Keefer, 2003). This includes knowledge of humanistic commitments to issue resolution (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 362). Keefer, Sadler, and Zeidler (2003) and Kolsto (2001a) have provided examples of how case-based issue frameworks can be used in science curricula. For instance, Keefer’s (2003) chapter in The Role of Moral Reasoning on Socio-scientific Issues and Discourse in Science Education has shown how case-studies could enhance ethical instruction in science. Keefer’s (2003) arguments for the use of case-studies have focused on 1) describing differences in experienced and novice responses, 2) comparing problem-based learning (PBL) and inquiry to case-studies, as well as 3) discussing benefits that result from integrating authentic real-world science into educational settings. Sadler and Zeidler’s (2003) chapter in The Role of Moral Reasoning on Socio-scientific Issues and Discourse in Science Education have illustrated how 3 science case-studies, exemplifying scientific error or unethical science, could be used in an educational setting to promote learners functional understanding of science. Additionally, in a separate
review, Zeidler (2000) has discussed *Engineering Ethics: Balancing Cost, Schedule, and Risk—Lessons Learned from the Space Shuttle* by Pinkus, et al. (1997). He has used this study to further exemplify how case-studies could stimulate ethical decision-making.

Kolsto’s (2001a, p. 292) eight-topic minimum model has more explicitly outlined how case-studies could be used to foster learners’ knowledge of science and the scientific enterprise. Specifically, Kolsto (2001a) has characterized eight salient topics that he believes should be discussed when using case-studies to promote learners’ scientific literacy. Consequently, Kolsto’s (2001a) model has taken a more explicit approach to using case-studies than Keefer, Sadler, and Zeidler (2003).

The first of Kolsto’s (2001a) topics has focused upon deciphering different estimations and evaluations of data to understand how experts have arrived at disagreements. Kolsto (2001a, p. 295) has asserted that this topic will foster students’ understandings of the social review processes in science. Kolsto (2001a, p. 295) has also contended that this topic promotes trust in scientists’ “ready-made-science” whenever learners realize there is disagreement about a particular science issue.

The second topic has delineated the importance of learners’ understanding that societal influences such as religion and politics affect decisions of scientists as well as citizens. Kolsto (2001a) has claimed that this topic promotes students open-mindedness to the decision-making process. Kolsto (2001a, p. 298) has also argued that this topic builds learners connections to other knowledge domains outside of science.
The third topic has been exemplified to teach learners about the difference between descriptive (neutral and objective) and normative (a researcher’s standard) statements. Kolsto (2001a, p. 299) has asserted that this topic develops students’ skills for acquiring background information about an issue to more competently agree or disagree with the claims.

The fourth topic has been built upon the second. Kolsto (2001a) has used this topic to present the importance in uncovering how “science-in-the-making” claims may serve the interests of different parties. Kolsto (2001a, p. 300) has described how this topic could be used to support learners understanding that evaluations decrease the subjectivity of descriptive observations.

The fifth topic was also built on the second. For this topic, Kolsto (2001a) discussed how “ready-made-science” models are debatable when placed outside of their controlled environment, where the observations were originally made. In this case, students should learn to criticize expert reports and question the assumptions of relevance by seeking a wider range of knowledge before making a personal decision (Kolsto, 2001a, p. 301).

The sixth topic has extended the third by covering criteria for accepting data as evidence (Kolsto, 2001a, p. 302). This topic has also sought to teach an understanding of how different sorts of evidence (such as statistical and anecdotal) could influence interpretations of scientists’ public statements. Kolsto (2001a, p. 302) has argued that an appreciation for different types of evidence and the role they play in SSI could result from this topic.

Kolsto, (2001a, p. 295) defined “ready-made-science” as textbook science, as opposed to frontier
The seventh topic has emphasized why scientists have suspend their beliefs when publicly interpreting scientific data until sufficient evidence has been accumulated to prevent misinterpretation. Kolsto (2001a, p. 303) has promoted this topic as a means of fostering appreciation for the validity of scientific information publicly available.

Kolsto (2001a) has focused the final topic on training students to become better at argumentation and critically assessing scientific information. Thus, Kolsto (2001a) contended that this topic seeks to make students conscious of the importance of evidence, relevance, sources, competence, consensus, and interests (Kolsto, 2001a, p. 306).

In general, Kolsto (2001a, p. 291) has claimed that this 8-topic minimum model has provided a SSI-based framework for the future teaching models. Unlike the discussion presented by Keefer, Sadler, and Zeidler (2003), Kolsto (2001a) has more explicitly guided instructors on how to use case-based issues in SSI-based interventions. The study by Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan (2008) recently tested this 8-topic minimum model on 11th and 12th grade students (ages 16-18) enrolled in Anatomy and Physiology classes. The positive results from this study have been discussed in the ‘Research on SSI-based Curricular Interventions’ section of this chapter.

Cultural issues

Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 362) have promoted cultural issues to teach learners about mutual respect and tolerance for dissenting views.

---


culture or “science-in-the-making”.
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Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 362) have argued that issues provide learners with an understanding of how culture could affect any individual’s beliefs and normative values (scientist or citizen). However, the role of culture in the SSI-based framework also needs to be further developed. Few studies have been classified as examining cultural issues within the SSI-based framework. McGinnis (2003) is an exception. In McGinnis’s (2003) chapter examining SSI-based cultural issues, he discussed prospective science teachers’ perceptions of using inclusion when teaching science. Thus, the McGinnis (2003) study has examined how prospective science teachers’ cultural beliefs and normative values affected their ideas about including learning disabled students into mainstream classroom settings. The inclusion/exclusion controversy has been seen as a SSI. However, outside of this investigation, researchers have yet to examine how learners’ cultures affect their knowledge and beliefs about SSI. In general, although authors have claimed that culture could influence students’ decisions about SSI (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005), at large, the empirical data that have shown culture influencing one’s reasoning is lacking.

Most researchers supporting SSI-based frameworks have contended that “one of the rationales supporting the development and implementation of socio-scientific curricula is the tendency for this material to truly engage students” (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, p. 130). However, outside the study by Kolsto, et al. (2006) who asked

---

7 Inclusion was defined as educational settings where learning-disabled students are taught within mainstream classroom environments.
8 Exclusion was defined as educational settings where learning-disabled students are taught outside of the mainstream classrooms.
students to research the Internet for a socio-scientific article of interest to them, no investigations have explicitly examined whether learners have formed a personal connection with the socio-scientific issue. Yet researchers have questioned if students’ reasoning, emotional reactions and NOS conceptualizations have varied significantly with different SSI (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, 2005b; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Consequently, another focus of this doctoral dissertation was to extend the culture aspect of SSI to include students’ interests.

In summary, this ‘Emergence of the Socio-scientific Perspective’ subsection has outlined the SSI-based framework promoted by Zeidler (2003) and others to achieve scientific literacy (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). Specifically, I have summarized the 4 central factors, Zeidler, Sadler, and others have described as composing the SSI-based framework (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). The primary aspects of this SSI-based framework discussed were 1) NOS issues, 2) classroom discourse issues, 3) case-based issues, and 4) cultural issues. The description of these issues also included questions that still need to be addressed. One such issue was the need to extend the cultural aspect of SSI to include students’ interests. Resultantly, in the following subsection, I use the existing research related to motivating learners’ interest in science to support the need to expand the current vision of the SSI-based framework to include a student interest focus.

*Incorporating a Student Interest-Focus into the Socio-scientific Framework*
Motivational constructs in science have been defined by several different terms. For example, Seiler (2006) has used student interests to designate students’ motivational connection to science. Similarly, contextualized instruction has been defined as creating educational environments where real-world problems, which are meaningful to students, are used to stimulate learning (Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). Motivational constructs have also been defined as academic activities meaningful and worthwhile to learners Brophy (1987, p. 205). Whether one is using the term student interests, contextualized instruction, or motivational constructs, studies have provided evidence showing motivation is an integral aspect to the construction of knowledge (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004). However, recent reviews of science education research have also acknowledged that there is a lack of empirical evidence supporting curricular strategies that have been found to stimulate students’ interest (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004).

The limited research that has been done to identify components that stimulate students learning science has suggested that several factors can improve achievement and interest (e.g., Baram-Tsabari, Sethi, Bry, & Yarden, 2006; Basu & Barton, 2007; Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006). These factors include providing environments that relate science to students’ identities through experiences, examples, analogies, and values (e.g., Aikenhead, 1997; Palmer, 2005; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008).

For example, Baram-Tsabari, et al. (2006) examined what interests attracted 4th thru 12th grade students to science. These authors used participants’ self-generated questions as an indication of their interest in scientific topics. Baram-Tsabari, et al. (2006) found that the popularity of certain topics varied with age and gender. They
also argued that there is considerable promise in using student interest based
questions to enhance the attractiveness and relevance of science to students’ life.
However, these authors did not delineate a specific curricular framework (such as
SSI, STS, or inquiry-based models) that has incorporated students’ interests. Rather,
Baram-Tsabari, et al. (2006) proposed the use of “Ask-A-Scientist” websites to
enhance science lessons. These authors have recommended that these databases be
used to incorporate questions students have shown an interest in (Frequently Asked
Questions [FAQs]).

Seiler (2006, p. 341) has shown that incorporating student interests into a
curricular design can increase student engagement and motivation in science. She has
defined student interest-focused curricula as responsive to or emergent from student
interests. This type of learning environment provide opportunities for students to
influence their learning based upon questions, curiosities, passions, or circumstances
that influence them (Seiler, 2006, p. 338). Referencing her work with low-achieving,
African American students in urban schools, Seiler’s findings have shown that direct
student input into a science curriculum can foster student interests (Seiler, 2001,
2002).

As with Seiler (2006), Basu and Barton (2005) also found that many students
who displayed negative views of science, engaged in learning when provided with
chances to relate topics to their life. Specifically, Basu and Barton (2005) investigated
how urban, low-income students’ experiential and content knowledge affected their
interests in science. Using classroom observations, interviews, and students’ work,
these authors inductively coded and transcribed their data. Basu and Barton’s (2005)
data interpretations have suggested that developing students’ interest in science required opportunities where learners could relate their science experiences with their prior knowledge.

Contextualized instruction has also been defined with motivational connotations related to promoting students’ interest in science. Specifically, Rivet and Krajcik (2008) characterized contextualized instruction as creating educational environments where real-world problems meaningful to students, are used to stimulate learning. Recently, Rivet and Krajcik (2008) showed that 8th grade students were more engaged in learning when they were able to connect the science concepts to their everyday experiences. Specifically, the authors suggested that 10-week contextualized instruction intervention promoted learners interest and knowledge of physics.

Researchers have shown how the SSI-based framework facilitates contextualized learning (e.g., Barab, et al., 2007; Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, & Patel, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). In fact, Zeidler (2003) and others have argued that this is what distinguishes the SSI model from other ways of learning science (e.g., Barab, et al., 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). However, investigations that have suggested SSI-based frameworks promote contextualized learning; have yet to empirically support student engagement or interest towards science.

In general, the limited research that has been done to identify components that stimulate students learning science has suggested providing environments that relate
science to students’ identities can improve achievement and interest (e.g., Aikenhead, 1997; Matthews & Smith, 1994; Palmer, 2005). However, there are still many questions that can be asked about how to foster students’ interest in science to answer questions that arise in their everyday lives. For instance, most of the research that has generated empirical data on educational settings engaging students to understand science have focused on primary and secondary learners (e.g., Basu & Barton, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006). How could postsecondary learning environments be structured to stimulate students’ interest while developing their knowledge of science?

Further, how effective are student interest based educational opportunities at fostering learners’ functional understanding of science to answer their questions about everyday life? In addition to promoting skills to evaluate scientific information, the SSI initiative has also sought to make school science more relevant to people’s lives by examining complex societal problems. However, Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) and Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) have shown that the use of SSI does not necessarily promote personal connections between students and the science content. Researchers have also found students’ decisions about SSI can be effected by emotions, intuitions, and personal experiences (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Ekborg, 2008; Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002). For instance, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) interpretation of data indicated that students’ would make decisions based on how engaged they were with the scientific topic and not contemplation of the evidence. In other studies, personal experiences have been shown to dominate over reasoning from scientific knowledge (Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999;
Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, R, 2001). Therefore, Sadler (2004, p. 531) has argued that
SSI-based curricula need to begin including approaches that help students integrate
classroom science experiences with their personal lives. Currently, the research
literature examining how meaningful personal connections can be integrated into SSI-
based curricula to foster scientific literacy is missing (Sadler, 2004).

Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI

This section reviews studies that have been associated within the SSI-based
framework and have sought to understand people’s NOS conceptualizations. After a
brief introduction, I discuss the relevant research chronologically. This section
concludes by briefly summarizing the salient aspects of the reviewed literature in
relationship to this doctoral dissertation.

The NOS, also the epistemology of science or science as a way of knowing,
has been defined as values, assumptions, and processes inherent to scientific
knowledge (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick,
2000, p. 564). These values, assumptions, and processes include science being a
product of human imagination and creativity, a social process, empirically based, and
limited by technology (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42; Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992;
Hogan, 2000). The NOS has been explicitly emphasized in recent reform movements
as an essential component in achieving scientific literacy (AAAS, 1989, 1993; NRC,
1996). Educators and researches who have advocated for the use of SSI-based
interventions believe social, tentative, and empirical aspects of science are learned in
this type of educational setting, which in turn promote more informed decisions
(Sadler, 2004).
In general, the research that has looked at NOS conceptualizations using the SSI-based theoretical perspective has supported NOS conceptualizations influence on a person’s informal reasoning. However, the degree and means by which an individual’s scientific epistemological knowledge influences his/her decisions and understanding of science has been highly debated (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Hogan, 2000; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). For example, Bell and Lederman (2003), among other science education researchers, have proposed that social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations when making decisions (Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). Others have contended that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between one’s formal knowledge of the NOS and a person’s beliefs, which influences their learning and reasoning about science (Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhrumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005). In the following subsections, I discuss research examining people’s NOS conceptualizations about SSI in chronological order.

**Zeidler and Schafer (1984)**

Although, Zeidler and Schafer (1984) did not explicitly examine participants’ NOS conceptualizations, their findings have been implicated by other researchers examining people’s epistemological knowledge of science. Therefore, in this section I have included the significant aspects of the Zeidler and Schafer (1984) investigation.
that have frequently been cited by researchers promoting and studying the effects of SSI-based interventions.

Zeidler and Schafer (1984) examined how learners’ scientific knowledge, moral reasoning\(^9\) (an aspect of informal reasoning), attitudes, and past experiences have affected their decisions about environmental dilemmas. Zeidler and Schafer (1984) used several quantitative instruments\(^10\) to determine if 86 environmental science majors exhibited a higher level of moral reasoning than 105 non-science majors did. They also considered what mediating factors might have accounted for differences in their data. The authors recorded and transcribed pairs of participants discussing their responses to an Environmental Issues Test.

Zeidler and Schafer’s (1984) interpretation of their data suggested that participants would frequently refer back to their personal experiences to support their points of view. This finding is an observation others have also found, suggesting that social interactions and personal interests are integrated in people’s decisions about science issues (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Zeidler and Schafer (1984) also contended science majors’ comprehension of ecology and scientific epistemology affected their higher reasoning skills.

*Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001)*

---

\(^9\) Informal reasoning, as defined by Sadler (2004a, p. 515), consists of four primary themes: 1) socio-scientific argumentation, 2) nature of science (NOS) conceptualizations, 3) the evaluation of information, and 4) the influence of conceptual understanding on informal reasoning.

\(^10\) The quantitative instruments used in this study included: 1) DIT = Defining Issues Test, a general measure of moral reasoning; 2) EIT = Environmental Issues Test, a measure of moral reasoning on environmental problems; 3) TEC = Test of Ecology Comprehension (TEC), a conceptual test of environmental understanding; 4) EAI = Ecology Attitudes Inventory (EAI), composed of three subtests, verbal commitment, actual commitment, and the affect related to the environment.
As with Zeidler and Schafer (1984), Tytler, Duggan, and Gott’s (2001) case-study did not specifically focus on how participants’ NOS conceptualizations affected their ability to informally reason. However, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) did report relationships between participants’ informal reasoning and their epistemological conceptions of science. Therefore, I have included the significant findings from this case study in this ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section.

Specifically, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) investigated how scientists and public citizens dealt with a local environmental problem. These authors created an argumentation scheme by examining documents and interviewing public members in the debate. Three significant findings emerged from their data: 1) how participants formally used scientific evidence based on data, 2) how participants used informal evidence (such as common sense, personal experience), and 3) how participants viewed general issues that were related to evidence (such as environmental or legal concerns). Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) interpretation of their findings suggested that the community of non-scientists were unable to identify and use scientific data to strengthen their positions. Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) have used Tytler, Duggan, and Gott’s (2001) findings to support their contention that a lack of NOS knowledge limits a person’s informal reasoning.

Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) have recognized that school science curricula should offer pragmatic opportunities for learners to question and manipulate different

---

11 Scheme (singular), schemes (plural), has been defined by Piaget (1970) as operational activities that are repeatable and generalizable. Where schema (singular), schemata (plural), has been defined as figurative aspects of thought, where an individual attempts to represent reality (Piaget, 1970, p. 705).
types of real data. They have suggested that such chances could equip and empower public citizens to more effectively support or challenge SSI that affect their lives.

The learning environment in this doctoral dissertation provided pragmatic opportunities for learners to question and manipulate different sorts of real data. For example, the individual and group projects, required students to develop skills such as reading popular press scientific information in order to decipher fact from opinion and recognize how social factors have influenced scientific perspectives. The hands-on labs gave students chances to reflect on the limits of phenomenological data. The findings from these activities, discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, challenged students to reevaluate their understanding of reported data as well as their initial beliefs about SSI that have affected their life.


The focus of the exploratory study by Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) was on how high-school to collegiate students’ NOS views affected their beliefs about animals used for scientific research. Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) used inductive coding to analyze open-ended and interview questions. All authors validated the coded data. These authors investigated 82 students’ (ranging in age from high-school to collegiate) responses to 4 questions taken from the Views of Nature of Science questionnaire (VNOS-B) (Lederman, 2002) and several questions that prompted their belief convictions on animal research in the name of science.

Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) found students’ NOS conceptualizations about scientific theories ranged from seeing theories as provable
and static definitions, to being modifiable by technological advancements. Many students also had trouble with conclusive, hypothetical, conjectured, and opinioned statements. For instance, the authors found that many participants had problems explaining how scientists could arrive at different conclusions when examining the same data. However, Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) did find that participants had an understanding of the subjectiveness of opinions and the objectivity of scientific knowledge. That is, students expressed a general understanding that personal opinions are subjective in nature, but scientific knowledge arises from objective observations of physical phenomena.

With respect to how participants’ NOS conceptualizations affected their beliefs, it was found that students’ reactions varied. In particular, Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) found that some students’ reactions to using animals for scientific research resulted in ignoring or rejecting contrary ethical views of a classmate or conflicting information. Other participants tended to believe the data, yet lacked conceptual knowledge of the issue.

The results from Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons’s (2002) exploratory study have raised many questions about how students’ NOS conceptualizations influenced their beliefs and informal reasoning. For example, Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) have questioned if students’ reasoning, emotional reactions, and NOS conceptualizations would have varied significantly with different SSI.

Given the range of NOS conceptions and variety of reactions, the authors have concluded further research is needed. One topic Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and
Simmons (2002) identified was how students’ responses may have changed if a different socio-scientific issue was chosen. They have reasoned from their data that assessing a variety of SSI may provide more insights into how students’ NOS concepts affected their beliefs and reasoning of SSI. Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) have also speculated that different SSI could be more or less effective in stimulating student interest.

Bell and Lederman (2003)

Contrary to Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) and basic assumptions of current science education reform efforts, Bell and Lederman (2003) have questioned the significance of NOS conceptualization on a person’s informal reasoning. Bell and Lederman (2003) found that 21 university faculty decisions about different SSI were not based upon their understanding of the NOS. Rather, Bell and Lederman (2003) have argued that participants based their decisions primarily on personal values, morals/ethics, and social concerns.

Inductive coding was used to analyze the open-ended Decision-making Questionnaire (DMQ) and interviews. The DMQ questions were explicitly designed for this study. This questionnaire contained 4 SSI concerning 1) fetal tissue implantation, 2) global warming, 3) the relationship between diet and cancer, and 4) the relationship between cigarette smoking and cancer. Interviews served to validate data interpretations.

Bell and Lederman (2003) claimed the contextualized SSI-based setting and experience of participants have offered important insight into how people in positions to make substantial personal and public decisions informally reason. Bell and
Lederman (2003) found that regardless of their participants’ NOS conceptualizations, the university faculty reached similar conclusions. They inferred that factors such as social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal values, appeared to dominate over NOS conceptualizations when participants would informally reason. Bell and Lederman (2003) have also argued that their results have been supported by others’ data (Fleming, 1986a, 1986b; Zeidler & Shafer, 1984). Yet, these authors offered no explanation as to why the science engineers in their study were assessed as having primitive NOS conceptualizations. Nor did Bell and Lederman (2003) examine participants’ conceptual knowledge of the SSI. However, Bell and Lederman (2003) did acknowledge that their findings have warranted additional research on how much an individual’s understanding of the NOS affects their decisions in real-world contexts.

This doctoral dissertation has examined how people’s knowledge of the NOS developed in response to explicit and reflective\textsuperscript{12} instruction. Instruction was also contextualized in real-world scenarios by using scientific issues that participants were emotionally connected to and have affected society. Consequently, the findings from this doctoral dissertation have offered significant insights into whether individuals’ NOS conceptualizations affected their informal reasoning and beliefs about SSI.

\textit{Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004)}

Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) studied 84 high-school students. Their data aligned with the findings of Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002). In

\textsuperscript{12} Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have defined explicit and reflective teaching of the NOS as emphasizing epistemological concepts related to science and providing opportunities to make connections between an individual’s activities and those undertaken by scientists.
particular, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) found that NOS conceptualizations influenced their participants’ decisions about SSI.

Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) examined students’ responses to 5 questions after they read two alternative articles on the issue of global warming. Both articles had similar data and writing styles. Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) also reported interviewing a subset of students to confirm their questionnaire interpretations. These 5 NOS and informal reasoning questions\(^\text{13}\) were used to create the article exercise instrument employed in this doctoral dissertation, see Appendix B and the instrumentation discussion in Chapter 3. The authors inductively analyzed their qualitative data. They established credibility and trustworthiness by triangulating the questionnaires and interviews as well as establishing inter-rater reliability\(^\text{14}\) of data interpretations between the three investigators.

The authors claimed most students displayed a general understanding of the tentativeness of the NOS. Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) also argued that the high-school students were comfortable with researchers producing vastly different conclusions. That is, high-school students recognized scientists have different ideological positions or produce different types of data. Similarly, students appreciated the social embeddedness of science, as most were able to identify societal factors such as economics, personal interests, social causes and effects.

\(^{13}\) The questions Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) asked were 1) Are data used to support either position? If so, describe the data and how they are used? 2) Do societal factors (issues not directly related to science) influence either position? If so, describe how these factors influence each argument. If not, describe why these factors would not influence each argument. 3) Why do the two articles, which are both written by scientists discussing the same material, have such different conclusions? 4) Which article is more convincing? Please explain your response. 5) Which article has more scientific merit? Please explain your response.
However, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) also found that nearly half of their student sample lacked the ability to identify and describe data, which aligned with Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002). As with Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002), Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) have also claimed their participants would dichotomize personal beliefs and scientific knowledge. This resulted in high-school students compartmentalizing scientific evidence when making personal decisions. Further, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) found that their participants would favor the article they perceived more persuasive but not necessarily the most meritorious. The authors also found that most students identified the more persuasive article as the one that aligned with their prior beliefs. Consequently, these authors have asserted that students’ informal reasoning was biased.

These claims have both sustained and challenged the assertions made by Bell and Lederman (2003). On one hand Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) argued that participants’ NOS conceptualizations affected their ability to interpret the scientific information presented in the article. The authors also found that many participants did not integrate their knowledge of the NOS with their beliefs about global warming. It is unclear then, whether the high-school students’ social/political, ethical, and personal values would dominate over their NOS conceptualizations when making decisions.

Given that the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) study was not examining changes in participants’ NOS conceptualizations, the findings from this doctoral

---

14 Inter-rater reliability was defined as the consistency between two or more assessors in rating the
dissertation have offered important implications. In particular, the data from this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention have provided more insight into how NOS conceptualizations affect a person’s informal reasoning. 

Khishfe and Lederman (2006)

Few studies have directly examined the effects of a SSI-based intervention on participants NOS conceptualizations. The investigation by Khishfe and Lederman (2006) was the first with this explicit focus. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) researched the effects of two explicit\textsuperscript{15} approaches to infuse NOS conceptualizations into a 9\textsuperscript{th} grade, 6-week global warming unit. Specifically, the authors examined how an explicit integrated instructional approach differed from an explicit non-integrated instructional approach, and how it affected 9\textsuperscript{th} graders understandings of NOS. The integrated instructional approach was defined as teaching the NOS by embedding epistemological concepts within the science content. Conversely, the nonintegrated teaching approach had specific activities and lectures, which explicitly focused on participants’ NOS conceptualizations.

There were 42 participants in total and the same teacher taught both classes. At the beginning of the study, participants in the two groups were administered a 5-item open-ended questionnaire. The first 4 questions were taken and slightly modified from the Nature of Science Survey used by Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002). The 5\textsuperscript{th} question was specifically designed for Khishfe and Lederman’s (2006) study. There were 5 participants from each group (integrated verses non-

\textsuperscript{15} Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have defined explicit teaching of the NOS as emphasizing student awareness of certain epistemological concepts in relationship to the science-based activities in which they are engaged.
integrated instructional approaches) who were randomly selected and interviewed at the beginning of the study. At the conclusion of the study, all students were asked to complete the same open-ended questionnaire. Another 10 randomly selected participants were interviewed from the two groups at the conclusion of the 6-week unit. The 25–50 minute semi-structured interviews were used to validate participants’ questionnaire responses. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) analyzed participants’ interview transcripts and questionnaire responses separately and claimed inter-rater reliability of data analyses. The scoring rubric that was created by Khishfe and Lederman (2006) categorized students’ NOS conceptualizations into naive, informed, or transitional.

The authors claimed that prior to instruction, the majority of participants in both groups held naive NOS conceptualizations. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) found that participants in both groups showed improvements in their views of the NOS. These researchers concluded that explicit NOS instruction improved students’ views of scientific epistemology, regardless of how it was taught. However, the authors also acknowledged that their findings might have been affected by the nature of the real-world socio-scientific topic of the global warming unit. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) and others have recognized that explicit instruction about the NOS within real-world SSI may be a salient factor in helping learners to develop their knowledge of the epistemological aspects of science (Bell & Matkins, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). However, more research is needed to support this theory.
Khishfe and Lederman’s (2006) findings have helped to inform the data analyses from this doctoral dissertation. For instance, it can be argued that the instructional approaches used in this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention were both integrated and non-integrated. In particular, NOS conceptualizations were integrated into the hands-on lab group discussions as we talked about undergraduates’ experimental protocols and resultant data. There were also explicit non-integrated discussions about the NOS such as the PowerPoint presentation on the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997). Chapter 5 has provided a more detailed illustration of this non-integrated pedagogical approach.

Walker and Zeidler (2007)

The study by Walker and Zeidler (2007), investigating 36 high-school students after a 7-week SSI-based learning exercise, is another example of investigative design explicitly interested in the effects of a SSI-based intervention on participants NOS conceptualizations. Walker and Zeidler (2007) used the Web Internet-based Science Environment (WISE) instructional framework to design a series of computer-based activities on genetically modified foods. Specifically, these learning activities asked high-school students questions about: 1) certainty of scientific claims and tentativeness of science; 2) validity and reliability of scientific claims; 3) objectivity and subjectivity; 4) role of government, corporations, media, and special interest groups in science; 5) and moral and ethical issues. At the end of the 6th week, students participated in a “policy-making” debate. Participants were then paired for semi-structured interviews.
Walker and Zeidler (2007) analyzed their data inductively. They also used Toulmin’s (1958) model of argumentation to assess the students’ debates. Walker and Zeidler (2007) found students expressed conceptual understanding for the tentative, creative, subjective, and social aspects of the NOS. However, students did not use their NOS conceptualizations during the “policy-making” debate. Instead, Walker and Zeidler (2007) found students attempted to reason with their factual-based content knowledge of the evidence. This disclosed students’ misconceptions about the global warming issue. Similar to Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001), Walker and Zeidler (2007) have concluded that SSI-based interventions should offer opportunities for learners to apply their knowledge of the NOS in real-world decision-making contexts. Walker and Zeidler (2007) claimed that their SSI-based intervention failed to offer participants opportunities to apply their NOS knowledge. Walker and Zeidler (2007) believe this inhibited participants demonstrating their understanding of scientific epistemology. This student interest SSI-based instructional environment offered participants several opportunities to evaluate their beliefs and understanding of SSI that have directly affected their lives.

Summary

In summary, this section has reviewed several studies that have used SSI to understand people’s NOS conceptualizations. The majority of the research that has looked at NOS conceptualizations using a SSI-based theoretical perspective has supported NOS conceptualizations influencing how a person informally reasons (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984; Zeidler). However, researchers have questioned the degree and means by
which an individual’s scientific epistemological knowledge influences his/her
decisions and understanding of science (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler,
Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). For instance, Bell and
Lederman (2003) interpreted their data to suggest social/political issues, ethical
considerations, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations
when people make decisions. While Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) among
others found that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge
about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning (Walker &
Zeidler, 2007). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between one’s
formal knowledge of the NOS and a person’s beliefs, which influences their learning
and reasoning about science (e.g., Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhurumuku,
Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005). The data that I discuss in Chapters
4, 5, and 6 support students’ epistemological conceptualizations of science being an
influential factor on how participants informally reasoned. Specifically, it was also
found that undergraduates’ formal knowledge of the NOS developed with their
beliefs, which further influenced how students reasoned SSI perspective(s).

Research on Evaluating Socio-scientific Information

This section reviews studies that have been associated within the SSI-based
framework and have sought to understand how people evaluate scientific information.
As with the ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’
section, I begin my review of the relevant research by briefly introducing the need to
further examine how people’s evaluation of scientific information has affected their
informal reasoning. I then summarize related studies in chronological order. I also
conclude this section by briefly summarizing the reported findings most relevant to
the focus of this doctoral dissertation.

Researchers who have examined how individuals informally reason in the
context of SSI, have suggested that participants often fail to comprehensively reflect
and evaluate complex science issues affecting their life (Sadler, 2004, p. 528). Data
interpretations have suggested many factors influence the way a person evaluates
socio-scientific evidence. For example, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) and
Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) inferred from their results that most people were not
able to discern what constitutes scientific data, which they believed affected their
participants’ evaluation of SSI. Other researchers have acknowledged that the criteria
and context of the study can influence reported outcomes. For instance, Kolsto, et al.
(2006, p. 649) contended that their results were in part a product of their explicit
informal reasoning instructions.

Further, many studies that have discussed how people evaluate scientific
information have included insights about how individuals’ NOS conceptualizations
could affect their conclusions and reasoning. For example, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott
(2001) as well as Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004), previously discussed in the
‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section of this
chapter, also reported findings on how participants evaluated scientific information.
For instance, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) showed non-professional scientists
(members of society facing a community issue) relied most commonly on common
sense, circumstantial evidence, and personal experience when making public
decisions. Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) contended that students favored
position statements that they could relate to, which resulted in biased decisions based upon personal relevance rather than contemplation of evidence.

Researchers have also acknowledged a need to extend what is known about how people evaluate scientific evidence. For example, Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) examined the types of information requests 60 college students made as they evaluated four fictitious science news briefs. These researchers argued that their data have shown that students’ requests for information varied between news briefs even though the format of each article was identical in design. Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) also noted the tendency for participants to seek information concerning the methodology as opposed to factors such as the implications of the conclusions. Conversely, Kolsto (2001b) found participants mainly focused on the competence of the authoritative sources as well as critically evaluating the reported sources of information. Unlike the Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) study, which indicated students rarely focused on what was found or who conducted the research, Kolsto (2001b) discovered students often questioned the authority of the researcher rather than the methodology. In the following subsections, I have further discussed reasons to extend empirically based research on how individuals evaluate scientific information. As with the ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section of this chapter, I chronologically summarize the research examining how individuals evaluate socio-scientific information.

Fleming (1986a, 1986b)
Although Fleming (1986a, 1986b) did not explicitly focus on learners’ ability to evaluate scientific information, researchers promoting the SSI-based framework have historically cited these studies as significant. Therefore, I have summarized several salient findings reported by Fleming (1986a, 1986b).

Fleming (1986b) studied 38 students, who had recently completed introductory high-school chemistry and biology courses. Fleming (1986b) sought to examine how students used their science knowledge (which he calls nonsocial cognition) when analyzing SSI. Fleming’s (1986a, 1986b) semi-structured interviews investigated students’ reasoning on alternative nuclear power plants or genetic engineering issues.

Fleming’s (1986a, 1986b) recorded and transcribed interviews indicated that few students actually incorporated scientific knowledge as they reasoned their perspectives. Participants tended to base their decisions on moral and personal beliefs rather than their conceptual knowledge acquired in their chemistry and biology courses. Fleming (1986b) inferred from his data that students lacked a strong conceptual understanding of science behind these SSI. Resultantly, Fleming (1986b) has argued that conceptual knowledge of science can inhibit how an individual reasons. Other researchers, such as Bell & Lederman (2003) have used Fleming’s (1986a, 1986b) findings to suggest that a person’s social knowledge and personal beliefs can influence how he/she informally reasons SSI (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984).

Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997)
As previously mentioned, Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) examined the types of information requests from 60 college students as they evaluated four fictitious science news briefs. These researchers have claimed that one practical and important index for scientific literacy is the ability for people to effectively request information about scientific research reports in the media. As a result, these authors created scenarios that asked students to identify additional information they felt was needed to confirm the reports of 4 fictitious news briefs. All fictitious articles included information about 1) the scientists performing the research, 2) the issue, and 3) data supporting the researchers’ claims. The authors coded students’ responses using a 9-category taxonomy. The 9 major categories that Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) used to characterize students’ responses were social context, agent /theory, methods, data/statistics, related research, relevance, other, ambiguous/relevant, and off task.

Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) interpreted their data to suggest students’ requests for information varied between news briefs even though the format of each article was identical in design. Research methodology was the only consistent request of information by the students for all 4 articles. Outside of research methodology, students’ requested information inconsistently between articles. Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) found that each news brief elicited different informal reasoning patterns, which had been a finding reported by others (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a). Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) noted another interesting observation was the tendency for participants to seek information concerning the methodology as opposed to factors such as the
implications of the conclusions. In general, Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson’s (1997) interpretation of data indicated students focused more on how the research was conducted and factors’ contributing to the results, rather than on what was found and who conducted the research. Additionally, Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997, p. 529) claimed that individuals evaluative processes and their understanding of science influence and are influenced by their experiential knowledge. However, these authors have also recognized the need for more empirical data on how people evaluate scientific evidence.

This doctoral dissertation intervention has provided an environment for students to evaluate scientific information about different SSI that have influenced their lives. Thus, the data from this student interest SSI-based intervention have extended what is known about the consistent and inconstant ways people evaluate different scientific issues that affect society.

*Ratcliffe (1997)*

Ratcliffe (1997) examined 15-year old boys’ informal reasoning skills, knowledge, and values towards SSI that were included in science curriculum. Ratcliffe’s (1997) investigation took place in a United Kingdom school. Data from participants in class discussions, interviews, and students’ written work were examined.

Ratcliffe (1997) found several important characteristics that facilitated informed and thoughtful group decision-making about SSI. Specifically, Ratcliffe (1997) claimed that 1) considering alternative perspectives, 2) using relevant information, 3) identifying important criteria, 4) recognizing underlying concepts, 5) engaging with the issue, and 6) accepting other viewpoints with clarification were
significant factors that enhanced participants’ reasoning. Ratcliffe (1997) also argued that conceptual knowledge of the SSI affected students’ abilities to draw on evidence when informally reasoning.

Kolsto (2001b)

Kolsto’s (2001b) study design was similar to Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) in that he investigated a real local socio-scientific issue. Specifically, Kolsto (2001b) focused upon how 16-year old Norwegian students informally reasoned whether the local power transmission-lines were the cause of the increased number of childhood leukemia cases in the area.

Kolsto (2001b) used semi-structured interviews to analyze the salient factors participants focused on when deciding whether to trust knowledge claims, arguments, and opinions given to them prior to being interviewed. Each participant then took part in a semi-structured interview that took place after two informative science lessons introducing students to the local socio-scientific issue. Kolsto (2001b) inductively coded students’ responses into four categories: 1) accepting knowledge claims, 2) the processes used in evaluating statements, 3) the processes used in evaluating sources of information, and 4) beliefs about the authoritative nature of the information.

Kolsto (2001b) interpreted his data to suggest students used a range of strategies in trying to evaluate the trustworthiness of arguments when deciding who to trust and what to believe. Kolsto (2001b) found participants mainly focused on the competence of authoritative sources as well as evaluating sources of information. Unlike the Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) study, which indicated students rarely focused on what was found or who conducted the research, Kolsto
(2001b) discovered students often questioned the authority of the researcher rather than the methodology. Kolsto (2001b) also found that participants’ evaluations were complex and multi-layered. However, Kolsto (2001b) concluded that students primarily used superficial contextual information rather than empirical evidence when reasoning.

Kolsto (2001b) further inferred from his conclusion that participants’ reasoning were influenced by their personal experiences, social considerations, and beliefs. Kolsto (2001b) strengthened his contention by acknowledging the arguments of other science education researchers who have examined people’s decision making processes (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Fleming, 1986a, 1986b; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984). For example, Bell and Lederman (2003), Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004), Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002), among others have noted that factors such as social points of view, ethical considerations, and personal values can influence the processes by which an individual informally reasons (Fleming, 1986a, 1986b; Zeidler & Shafer, 1984).

**Hogan (2002)**

This study aligned with Ratcliffe’s (1997) work by examining the affects of an existing curriculum on how students informally reasoned. Specifically, Hogan (2002) analyzed how 24, 8th grade, students applied their knowledge of ecology when arriving at environmental management decisions.

Hogan’s (2002) data were derived from interview protocols and conceptual maps probing participants’ knowledge of the invasive exotic plant *Hydrilla*. In particular, students participated in two interviews and one group task. During the
first interview, participants’ content knowledge was assessed by having the students construct an aquatic ecosystem concept map, where they traced the effects of perturbation. Students were also asked to work in groups of 3 to make an environmental management decision. Hogan (2002) concluded her study by interviewing students about their groups’ environmental management decision. Results were scored by a point system that compared students’ comments to environmental ecologists’ management decisions.

A major finding from Hogan’s (2002) study was that across groups, students touched upon all the themes environmental ecologists have considered important when making management decisions. However, the majority of discussions that took place within groups were narrowly focused upon a few salient issues. Hogan (2002) also recognized differences in groups’ collective knowledge about aquatic ecology. In general, the groups that displayed high levels of prior knowledge offered the most thorough reasoning to defend their management decisions. Further, Hogan (2002) found that value judgments and concerns about uncertainty also were discussed among groups.

Hogan (2002) used her findings to argue the need to foster significant background knowledge and reasoning skills that build students’ abilities to examine each other’s assertions more critically. Resultantly, Hogan (2002) has acknowledged that opportunities to develop students’ conceptual knowledge need to be integrated with experiences that ask learners to apply this information in pragmatic decision-making scenarios.
This doctoral dissertation examined a 15-week curricular model that provided several opportunities for students to work in groups and apply their conceptual knowledge of SSI. For instance, hands-on labs and the group project facilitated social interactions as undergraduates’ informally reasoned socio-scientific information. Consequently, the findings from this study have provided important insights into how people’s perceptions can change as they acquire additional information and socially discuss causes, consequences, positions, and alternatives perspectives.

Sadler and Zeidler (2005a, 2005b)

Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) used genetic engineering scenarios to consider how 30 undergraduates, 15 with extensive science course work and 15 with limited science course work, used their scientific knowledge of this socio-scientific issue when informally reasoning.

Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) took measurements of participants’ genetic engineering conceptual knowledge using a Test of Basic Genetics Concepts (TBGC) instrument. The TBGC instrument had 20 multiple-choice items. Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) had explicitly developed this TBGC instrument for this study. The other aspect of this investigation asked undergraduates to participate in two individual semi-structured interviews. These interviews asked participants questions about 3 gene therapy and 3 cloning scenarios. Consequently, Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) employed a mixed-methodological approach to analyze the TBGC and interview data. Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005b) analyses of participants interview responses resulted in a 1) deductive reasoning priori criteria of intra-scenario coherence\textsuperscript{16}, 2) inter-scenario

\textsuperscript{16} Intra-scenario coherence was explained as the rationale supporting the stated position.
non-contradiction\textsuperscript{17}, 3) counter position construction\textsuperscript{18}, and 4) rebuttal construction\textsuperscript{19} coding scheme. Initially Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005b) 4 inductive categories were used as a heuristic framework for coding the results from this doctoral dissertation. However, analytic induction proved to be more useful.

As with Bell and Lederman (2003) and others, Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) found that undergraduates’ final interview responses indicated their reasoning was based upon personal experiences, social considerations, and personal beliefs (e.g., Fleming, 1986a, 1986b; Kolsto, 2001b; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). This latter interview turned into a separate report (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a). The coding of this latter interview had three main inductively emergent categories 1) rationalistic, 2) emotive, and 3) intuitive to classify students’ responses. However, participants’ responses often fell into more than one of these categories, which was depicted by a Venn diagram.

The findings from these papers have suggested differences in participants’ conceptual knowledge of genetic engineering affected their informal reasoning (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, b). Students, with more advanced understandings of genetics, demonstrated fewer instances of reasoning flaws. These students were also more likely to incorporate content knowledge in their reasoning patterns, rather than participants with more naive understandings of genetics (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005b).

Another finding Sadler and Zeidler (2005a) inferred from their data were that different SSI could invoke different informal reasoning patterns. Similar to Korpan,

\textsuperscript{17} Inter-scenario non-contradiction was explained as the positions and rationales from each of the three related scenarios (i.e., three cloning scenarios and three gene therapy scenarios).
\textsuperscript{18} Counter position construction was explained as the ability to construct and explain a counter position.
Biszanz, Bisanz, and Henderson (1997), who found different news briefs influenced participants’ informal reasoning, Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) found that the different gene therapy and cloning scenarios elicited distinct patterns of thought.

*Kolsto, et al. (2006)*

The study by Kolsto, et al. (2006) furthered Kolsto’s (2001b) early work on the salient factors participants considered when evaluating scientific information. Kolsto, et al. (2006) investigated 89 science education students’ abilities to assess the reliability of scientific claims about a socio-scientific issue of choice. In this investigation, students worked in groups of two to provide short evaluative summaries about the information and claims they came across while researching their science topic. Additionally, each student pair also commented on another groups’ evaluation. Resultantly, the Kolsto, et al. (2006) study design had direct relevance to the student interest aspect of this doctoral dissertation’s SSI-based intervention. In particular, this doctoral dissertation offered students the freedom to choose SSI of interest to them.

Kolsto, et al. (2006) analyzed data in two phases. During the first phase, the authors coded data on the content and sources of information participants focused on while researching their topic. The second phase focused on the principle points the students viewed as significant. Kolsto, et al.’s (2006) analyses of the data resulted in 4 categories participants identified as important. These categories were 1) empirical and theoretical adequacy, 2) completeness of presentation, 3) social aspects of the 19 Rebuttal construction was explained as the participant’s ability to construct a coherent rebuttal. 20 The empirical and theoretical adequacy was defined as students’ argumentation quality (their use of empirical data and research findings) to support their claims. This included participants’ tendency to look for compatibility with a theory they understood and accepted. Scores are based upon: 1) quality
sources of claims\textsuperscript{22}, and 4) manipulative use of language. As with Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005b) data analyses, the 4 inductive categories from Kolsto, et al. (2006) were used initially as a heuristic framework for coding the results from this doctoral dissertation. However, analytic induction proved to be more useful.

Kolsto, et al. (2006) interpreted their data to suggest students’ evaluations varied with respect to criteria and the quality. For example, while some groups carefully evaluated the authors’ competencies or the correctness of scientific claims, other teams were more superficial in their critiques of the scientific information. Kolsto, et al.’s (2006) data also revealed the tendency for students to comment that arguments needed more details to enable critical examinations; however few students demonstrated an effort to crosscheck their sources. When focusing on social aspects, the students noted the potential for institutions to influence scientific interpretations. Participants also felt that varying sources different points of view were useful in assessing their socio-scientific issue more completely. In addition, many students acknowledged an expert’s prestige and the importance of a peer reviewed consensus in science.

Kolsto, et al. (2006) concluded that in general, participants’ demonstrated varying degrees of scientific literacy. With respect to Kolsto’s (2001b) early work on the salient factors participants considered when evaluating scientific information,

\textsuperscript{21} The completeness of presentation was defined as students’ comments about the lack of arguments and references in the examined articles. Scores were based upon: 1) completeness of references 2) completeness of an argument 3) one-sidedness in the presentation.

\textsuperscript{22} The social aspects of claims encompassed many social NOS concepts such as qualifications or competence of those conducting the study, the experts’ honesty, and role of funding. Scores were
Kolsto, et al. (2006) found that participants considered a broader range of factors. However, these authors also noted that their results could have been influenced by their explicit informal reasoning instructions.

Sadler and Donnelly (2006)

Sadler and Donnelly (2006) investigated the role content knowledge and morality played in the quality of 56 high-school students’ arguments. Although Sadler and Donnelly (2006) did not directly assess how participants evaluated SSI, their findings included several relevant implications. For example, Sadler and Donnelly (2006) acknowledged that argumentation is the discursive practice associated with evaluating evidence, assessing alternatives, establishing the validity of claims, and addressing counter-positions. Further, Sadler (2004a) has connected socio-scientific argumentation and conceptual knowledge with evaluating scientific information under the informal reasoning umbrella. Resultantly, the significant findings reported by Sadler and Donnelly (2006) have been included in this ‘Research on Evaluating Socio-scientific Information’ section. Additionally, Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) significant findings have also been discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.

Sadler and Donnelly (2006) analyzed participants by using a mixed-methodological approach. Specifically, as with Sadler and Zeidler (2005a, b) study, participants’ conceptual knowledge of the socio-scientific issue was assessed by the Test of Basic Genetics Concepts (TBGC) instrument23. Sadler and Donnelly (2006) based upon: 1) possible underlying interest 2) personal value-related qualities 3) author(s)’ or experts’ competence 4) level of professional recognition 5) level of expert agreement.

23 The Test of Basic Genetics Concepts (TBGC) instrument came from Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005b) study.
analyzed participants’ moral reasoning by the Defining Issues Test (DIT)\textsuperscript{24}. Sadler and Donnelly (2006) measured argumentation skills during an interview, where participants were asked to respond to Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005a, b) three alternative genetic engineering scenarios. Sadler and Donnelly (2006) coded their interview data by generalizing high-school students’ argumentation quality, ability to acknowledge multiple perspectives, and skillfulness at forming a counter-position.

Unlike others’ findings Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) multiple regression analyses revealed no statistically significant relationship among content knowledge and argumentation quality\textsuperscript{25} (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005b; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001). The authors concluded that increased content knowledge did not necessarily enhance students’ ability to reason.

Sadler and Donnelly (2006) proposed a “Threshold Model of Content Knowledge Transfer” to explain why their findings have failed to align with previous investigations. In this model, Sadler and Donnelly (2006) described two knowledge thresholds; around which participants’ discursive ability to evaluate evidence, assess alternative perspectives, and form counter-positions is believed to increase. Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) findings and “Threshold Model of Content Knowledge Transfer” have further complicated the theoretical mechanism by which people informally reason.

\textit{Sadler and Fowler (2006)}

Sadler and Fowler’s (2006) study was an investigation that further supported Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) findings and the “Threshold Model of Content Knowledge Transfer”

\textsuperscript{24} The Defining Issues Test (DIT) came from Rest (1979).
Knowledge Transfer.” In this study, Sadler and Fowler (2006) examined high-school students, non-science college majors, and science college majors with variable knowledge about genetic engineering. Sadler and Fowler (2006) were interested in how participants used their scientific content knowledge to justify their claims. Specifically, Sadler and Fowler (2006) examined how 45 students utilized their knowledge of genetic engineering when supporting their position. As with Sadler and Donnelly (2006) and Sadler and Zeidler (2005a, b), Sadler and Fowler (2006) used a mixed methodological approach to understand how participants’ conceptual knowledge implicated their ability to informally reason their perspective.

Resultantly, Sadler and Fowler (2006) also used Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005a, b) TBGC to assess participants’ conceptual knowledge of genetics. These authors also used Sadler and Zeidler’s (2005a, b) three genetic engineering scenarios to assess participants’ justification of their claims. A five-point rubric measured the number of justifications participants offered as well as their justification quality.

Sadler and Fowler’s (2006) multivariate analysis of variance indicated that college science majors outperformed the other groups in terms of argumentation ability. Sadler and Fowler (2006) also found that the justification level between non-science majors and high-school students did not reveal any significant differences. The science majors demonstrated more advanced argumentative skills by using their conceptual knowledge of genetics in their claims. However, all three groups appeared to focus on similar socially complex genetic engineering issues. Resultantly,

---

25 Argumentation as defined by Sadler (2004a, p. 515), contribute to a person’s informal reasoning.
these authors have argued that their results support Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) Threshold Model of Content Knowledge Transfer.

Although Sadler and Fowler (2006), as well as Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006) research, have raised several important issues with respect to how an individual informally reasons scientific information, these studies have also introduced questions. For instance, neither Sadler and Fowler (2006) nor Sadler and Donnelly (2006) examined how prior experiences may have affected participants’ reasoning or their conceptual knowledge of genetic engineering issues. Further, this model has not addressed the findings by Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) and Zohar and Nemet (2002) who implemented a SSI curricular intervention and showed improvement in participants’ uses of conceptual knowledge. Rather, Sadler and Donnelly (2006) have argued that students would need to acquire a substantial body of contextual understanding before learners could effectively apply their knowledge when informally reasoning. Sadler and Donnelly (2006) have argued that this level of conceptual instruction may not be possible in typical high-school settings. However, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) showed that a 2 month, 16-session, real-life environmental socio-scientific issue could promote high-school students’ use of relevant conceptual knowledge. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) found that participants demonstrated the ability to integrate their conceptual knowledge when synthesizing and evaluating potential solutions. Similarly, Zohar and Nemet’s (2002) assessment of a 12-week socio-scientific genetic issues intervention on 9th graders conceptual understandings of genetics reported significant
knowledge gains. Zohar and Nemet (2002) also found participants demonstrated the ability to integrate their conceptual knowledge when reasoning their position.

Nonetheless, Sadler and Fowler (2006) have contended that their findings are significant and should be considered. They also have claimed that their data have challenged the notion that social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal values, dominate over NOS conceptions when making decisions (Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a; Ratcliffe, 1997). Explicitly, Sadler and Fowler (2006) have argued that if social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal values dominated how people arrive at decisions then their conceptual knowledge of science would not significantly influence this process.

Wu and Tsai (2007)

Wu and Tsai (2007) examined the effects of using a nuclear energy issue on 10th graders’ ability to informally reason. Wu and Tsai (2007) used a mixed methodological approach to analyze 71 students’ ability to support their decisions about the real local socio-scientific issue. Consequently, this investigation resembled others’ research designs that have focused on local SSI (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Kolsto, 2001b; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001). Additionally, Wu and Tsai’s (2007) study was similar studies interested in analyzing participants’ ability to support their position through socio-scientific argumentation (e.g., Sadler & Donnelly, 2006; Sadler & Fowler, 2006; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, b).

Inductive coding and statistical measures were used to analyze the data. Wu and Tsai’s (2007) interpretation of the data suggested students could reason from multiple perspectives and demonstrated evidence-based decisions. However, less than
40% of the students showed the ability to refute counter-arguments. In addition, Wu and Tsai (2007) contended that students’ knowledge of the scientific issue was an important factor in how they reasoned their position.

Science, Technology, and Society (STS) Studies

Aside from these investigations, which have been identified under the SSI-based umbrella, there are also investigations that have been frequently cited by researchers who have examined the uses and limits of this framework. Specifically, Science, Technology, and Society (STS) investigations are frequently compared to SSI-based research. As a result, I discuss a few relevant STS studies that have been repeatedly referred to in studies evaluating how participants’ informally reason scientific information.

Kortland (1996)

Kortland (1996) placed his case-study, about how 8th graders reasoned issues related to recycling and reducing household waste, under the STS framework. Kortland (1996) examined 27 students’ pre and post responses to a questionnaire as well as how their classroom interactions changed in response to his STS curricular intervention. Kortland’s (1996) curricular intervention focused on students’ decisions and ability to formulate arguments as they learned about the science and societal issues related to household waste. Kortland’s (1996) experimental learning environment grouped students together to respond to a series of questions about recycling issues. At the completion of this group interaction, students engaged in a classroom forum discussion. Kortland (1996) transcribed and coded the data from classroom discussions along with pre and post responses to the questionnaire.
Kortland (1996) interpreted his results to suggest that students showed an increased ability to more clearly articulate their knowledge and make valid claims about the waste issue. However, Kortland’s (1996) intervention did not prompt students to consider alternative perspectives nor did students consider a wider range of negative environmental impacts. Rather, participants used their initial limited range of knowledge about environmental issues surrounding packaging household waste.

In general, Kortland (1996) was disappointed in the effectiveness of his intervention. Resultantly, he has challenged science educators to find ways to help students utilize their knowledge about science when making decisions about societal issues. This doctoral dissertation has offered valuable insight into a student interest SSI-based curricular design that was successful in fostering students’ ability to make more informed decisions about science issues that affect society. Specifically, this student interest SSI-based curriculum developed undergraduates’ skills at finding, interpreting, and discussing alternative perspectives. Additionally, it was found that this SSI-based intervention promoted learners re-evaluation of their initial beliefs related to science issues that affect their life.

*McGinnis and Simmons (1999)*

McGinnis and Simmons (1999) examined 5 teachers’ evaluation, beliefs, and implementation of STS curriculum units. In this 2-year case-study, McGinnis and Simmons (1999) pointed to several reasons as to why the STS framework has not been successful in reforming science curricula. Resultantly, the findings from the
McGinnis and Simmons’s (1999) investigation have contributed to the significance and theoretical framework of this doctoral dissertation SSI-based investigation.

The first year of their case-study established the explanatory framework for interpreting data. The data from the first year came from two practicing teachers who took part in a 3-week workshop. The second year validated the researcher’s first year inferential assertions by repeating a similar investigative protocol. The second year’s data came from three different teachers. The three science educators from the second year did not participate in the same 3-week workshop, but rather a 5-credit quarter long academic course. However, the authors claim both curricula were identical, as the same science educator taught both courses.

In general, McGinnis and Simmons (1999) selected their five participants to represent a variety of teaching experiences, geographic locations, job securities, communal statuses, and beliefs about teaching STS issues in science classrooms. Participants were asked to evaluate the uses and limits of implementing STS issues in classroom settings. Specifically, participants studied science content, laboratory exercises, and field-trips that related to environmental STS issues.

McGinnis and Simmons (1999) analyzed their data with two foci. First, the authors concentrated on the beliefs their participants had towards teaching STS. Second, the authors focused on how participants used STS issues in classrooms and if the teachers believed their local community would support curricula with alternative STS issues.

The researchers’ interpretations of their data showed that there were a range of beliefs among the five participants depending upon teaching experience, job
security, and communal status. It was found that many of the teachers claimed STS issues could help move students beyond classroom knowledge towards making connections to the world. However, most teachers also feared losing their job if they were to include STS curricular activities that made students confront their values and moral, especially if the topic had perspectives that challenged the local school culture. Those teachers who saw themselves as outsiders to the local community felt a higher degree of risk in incorporating alternative STS issues in their curricula. McGinnis and Simmons (1999) concluded that teachers failed to fully embrace the potential of the STS movement by favoring STS issues that lacked alternative scientific perspectives with ethical implications to society.

Consequently, McGinnis and Simmons’s (1999) study has exemplified many reasons why the STS movement has failed to be widely implemented in science curricula. For instance, McGinnis and Simmons (1999) have contended that advocates who have promoted the inclusion of STS issues in science curricula need to acknowledge the implications related to students’ and teachers’ beliefs and cultural values. The SSI model Zeidler (2003) and others have argued for has been promoted as taking this shortcoming into account (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 361). Resultantly, this student interest SSI-based intervention has included time for students to reflect and develop their beliefs and values. For example, built into the start and end of the semester article exercise, journals, research projects, and hands-on labs were tasks that asked students to consider different perspectives and to reassess their initial beliefs. Consequently, this learning environment challenged undergraduates, many of whom
were prospective teachers, to examine their existing knowledge and beliefs about several SSI that have affected their lives.

Fang-Ying (2004)

Fang-Ying (2004) examined how 90 students in the 10th grade applied their knowledge of theory and evidence to evaluate underground water use in Taiwan. Similar to other studies (e.g., Kolsto, 2001b; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001; Wu & Tsai, 2007), Fang-Ying (2004) used a real local socio-scientific issue to study how students evaluated information when making decisions. Additionally, as with McGinnis and Simmons (1999), Fang-Ying (2004) examined the effects of a STS intervention. Fang-Ying’s (2004) 3-week STS curriculum presented 10th graders with discussion topics about the formation of underground water and possible disasters that could arise due to excessive water usage. At the end of the 3 weeks, students participated in a class debate where they considered a hypothetical excessive underground water scenario.

Fang-Ying (2004, p. 1351) claimed the main purpose of this 3-week intervention was to enhance students’ background knowledge of the issues to foster a contextualized knowledge base for further learning. Similar to Hogan (2002), Fang-Ying (2004) used concept-maps to measure students’ conceptual knowledge. Fang-Ying (2004) also included an open-ended questionnaire at the end of the 3 weeks. The purpose of this questionnaire was to examine students’ final opinions and informal reasoning skills. This questionnaire was similar in design to Wu and Tsai
Fang-Ying (2004) claimed students progressed in knowledge of basic scientific information. However, students rarely referenced theory and evidence correctly in their reasoning. The author also noted that “boys displayed a better ability to use theories while girls performed better in referring to scientific information when making judgments” (Fang-Ying, 2004, p. 1359). Furthermore, Fang-Ying (2004, p. 1357) reported that students who were uncertain about their socio-scientific position after the 3 weeks wanted more information. Similar to Kortland (1996), Fang-Ying (2004) asserted that learning environments should be explicitly focused on helping students utilize their knowledge about science when making decisions about societal issues.

This doctoral dissertation has investigated the effects of pragmatic experiences that offered students several opportunities to learn about SSI participants recognized as relevant to their lives. Part of this curriculum was to foster an understanding of how to evaluate scientific information and reflect upon one’s initial beliefs to make sounder judgments. Thus, the findings from this doctoral dissertation discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 have several important empirically based insights to offer the educational research community.

26 The questionnaire used by Fang-Ying (2004) consisted of four questions: 1) What do you think caused the previous ground subsidence in the town? Why? 2) Do you think the residents' resistance was reasonable? Why? 3) Do you believe the claim made by the water company that they had done
Summary

In summary, this section has reviewed several studies that have sought to understand how people evaluate scientific information. Researchers that have empirically assessed how participants informally reason SSI have most commonly found that participants have failed to comprehensively reflect and evaluate science issues that affect their lives (Sadler, 2004, p. 528). Studies have also indicated that conceptual knowledge has played a role in how people evaluate socio-scientific information. For example, Sadler and Zeidler (2005a, b) found that participants’ conceptual knowledge of genetic engineering affected how they informally reasoned. Specifically, Sadler and Zeidler (2005b) found that participants with more advanced understandings of genetics demonstrated fewer instances of reasoning flaws. These students were also more likely to incorporate content knowledge in their reasoning patterns rather than participants with more naive understandings of genetics (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005b). Resultantly, Sadler and Donnelly (2006), as well as Sadler and Fowler (2006), have proposed a “Threshold Model of Content Knowledge Transfer” to explain differences in participants’ discursive ability to evaluate evidence, assess alternative perspectives, and form counter-positions is believed to increase.

The data discussions in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 show how effective this student interest-SSI based curricular and pedagogical intervention was at developing undergraduates’ ability to evaluate scientific information. It was also found that having the opportunity to explore SSI and influence one’s educational environment were important factors in promoting undergraduates skills and interest towards careful investigation before the decision of well drilling was made? Why? What could they do to
evaluating scientific information. Further, it was found that the undergraduate participants in this study reevaluated their initial beliefs, which resulted in the majority of students forming new perspectives. However, it is not known how students’ conceptual understanding of microbiology may have influenced the reported findings. Therefore, although the data from this doctoral dissertation have provided several important insights, it should be noted that there are other complex variables that may have influenced the data that need to be further investigated.

Research on SSI-based Curricular Interventions

This section reviews studies that have been identified as SSI-based curricular interventions. As with the ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ and ‘Research on Evaluating Socio-scientific Information’ sections, I discuss relevant research chronologically after a brief introduction. Additionally, I conclude my review of SSI-based curricular interventions by summarizing the relevance of these studies to this doctoral dissertation.

Unlike the literature, documenting the need to include societal, ethical, epistemological, conceptual, and technological orientations to foster the public’s scientific literacy, the design, implementation, and examination of SSI-based curricular frameworks is a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Zeidler and Sadler (2008) and others have claimed that there are several distinguishing characteristics to a SSI-based learning model with respect to other science teaching approaches. These distinguishing aspects have been identified as examining alternative scientific and societal
viewpoints related to real-world issues. Yet, students’ examination of these issues should be done in a way that facilitates social and personal reflection upon an individual’s science content and informal (belief-based) knowledge domains (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

Those studies that have been identified as SSI interventions have mainly examined primary and secondary student learners and have varied in scope and effectiveness (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). This section has reviewed those SSI-based interventions that have been reported in the literature. Two of these studies have already been discussed in the ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section of this Chapter. Specifically, Khishfe and Lederman (2006) researched the effects of two explicit approaches to infuse NOS conceptualizations into a 9th grade, 6-week global warming unit. Walker and Zeidler (2007) investigated high-school students’ debate skills and NOS conceptualizations on genetically modified foods after a 7-week SSI-based learning exercise.

Additionally, the STS studies in the ‘Research on Evaluating Socio-scientific Information’ section were also curricular interventions. For example, Kortland (1996) assessed 8th graders decision-making abilities after classroom discussions and learning activities centered on recycling issues. McGinnis and Simmons’s (1999) case-study examined the effects of a STS intervention designed to promote practicing teachers’ implementation of scientific issues that have several perspectives and societal implications. Finally, Fang-Ying (2004) investigated how 10th graders used theory and evidence during a 13-week STS curricular intervention focused on a local
underground water issue. I have summarized the remaining SSI-based interventions in the following subsections chronologically.

*Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999)*

Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) examined the effects of a curricular intervention on 14-year-old students’ informal reasoning through argumentation. Specifically, Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) intervention focused on the effects of building a new road in the area. Consequently, this investigation resembled others’ research designs that have focused on local SSI (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Fang-Ying, 2004; Wu & Tsai, 2007). This study was also unique, as the implementation of the intervention took place in a math, not science, learning environment. Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) argued that this curricular intervention was an interdisciplinary approach to teach participants that science and mathematics are not value free.

Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou’s (1999) intervention was a sequence, where students first reflected upon their opinions individually, then over several months worked in groups and as a class to create a final road design proposal for the city council. The ethnographic design of this study involved the teacher as a member of the research group and researchers as participant observers. The authors transcribed and analyzed field notes as well as classroom videotapes and audiotapes. The systematic qualitative, semi-quantitative, and quantitative approach Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999, p. 749) used for analyzing students arguments was similar to Wu and Tsai’s methodical framework (2007, p. 1170).
Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) interpreted their data to suggest students' arguments were based on intuitive ideas; only in a few cases did students attempt to use school knowledge of math and science. However, the authors also noted that the nature of the problem was open-ended. Given that there was no formula or ideal methodological approach to designing a new road, the students’ justifications of their proposals could not be judged on the basis of their being scientifically right or wrong (Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999, p. 752). Rather, Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) recognized that participants had to convince each other that their proposal was the optimal solution. Consequently, the authors were encouraged that students’ arguments referred to personal experiences that were economic, ecological, and humanistic in nature.


Similar to Kolsto (2001b), Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001), and others, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) examined a real local socio-scientific issue (Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999; Fang-Ying, 2004; Wu & Tsai, 2007). Specifically, Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) investigated classroom argumentation in the context of a real life wetland environmental management socio-scientific issue. These researchers focused on how 38, 11th grade, students would use relevant conceptual knowledge as they evaluated different sources of information. Over 2 months, 16 sessions, students analyzed different dimensions (such as landscape values, plant or animal communities, and the projected drainpipes) and produced a report about the predicted impact of the proposed project. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) transcribed and analyzed their data from audio
and video recordings of the learning sessions, small group discussions, field notes, and collective reports using Toulmin’s (1958) and Walton’s (1996) models of argumentation.

Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) findings suggested that this type of learning environment promoted students’ application of their conceptual knowledge in a real-world context. That is, the authors have argued that participants were not just passive ‘knowledge consumers’, but developed their scientific literacy skills in a situation they could encounter in life. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) findings have also supported other’s claim that conceptual knowledge and personal value judgments influence how individuals informal reason scientific information (Fleming, 1986a; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, b; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984).

Zohar and Nemet (2002)

As with Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002), Zohar and Nemet (2002) assessed the effects of a SSI-based curricular intervention on how students used their conceptual knowledge when constructing arguments. In this study, 9th graders were divided into experimental (N = 99) and comparison (N = 87) groups. Similar to Sadler and Zeidler (2005a, b) and others, Zohar and Nemet (2002) used genetic engineering to examine how participants’ conceptual knowledge of this socio-scientific issue affected their informal reasoning (Sadler & Fowler, 2006; Sadler & Donnelly, 2006). Specifically, students in the experimental group learned concepts through a Genetic Revolution unit where students in the comparison group learned concepts by a conventional method (through a book, with the same genetic
information as the experimental unit). The Genetic Revolution - Discussions of Moral Dilemmas unit (or Genetic Revolution for short) was part of a ‘Thinking in Science Classrooms’ project, where learning activities were designed to foster higher-order thinking skills and scientific argumentation (Zohar, 1996; Zohar, Weinberger, & Tamir, 1994). Both groups studied genetic concepts for 12 lessons.

Zohar and Nemet (2002) reported no significant differences between groups in pretest questionnaires prior to a 12-week socio-scientific genetic issues intervention. Measurements of genetic content knowledge came from a pre and post-test. Specifically, a General Test of Genetics Knowledge (composed of 20 multiple-choice items) as well as written responses from dilemmas related to genetics and everyday life, assessed participants’ conceptual knowledge. The analytic inductive categories used by Zohar and Nemet (2002) to analyze the extent to which students considered biological knowledge, were unique to this study. However, Zohar and Nemet’s (2002) argumentation categories of single, simple, and more complex justifications were based on Resnick, Salmon, Zeitz, Wathen, and Holowchak (1993) and Pontecorvo and Girardet (1993). In all cases, Zohar and Nemet (2002) claimed the coded data had an inter-rater reliability of at least 85%.

Zohar and Nemet’s (2002) found several significant differences between groups. In particular, the authors contend that prior to instruction; most students were able to formulate simple arguments, counterarguments, and rebuttals that they used. Resultantly, Zohar and Nemet (2002) have suggested that argumentation skills were present initially but not fully mature. The authors’ post analysis of students’ discourse, indicating improvements in quality and transferability of participants’
reasoning skills, was greatest in the experimental group. Specifically, they noted that
the frequency of students who did not consider biological knowledge was higher in
the comparison group than the experimental group (30.4% versus 11.3%,
respectively). Likewise, Zohar and Nemet (2002) also found that the frequency of
students who correctly considered specific biological knowledge was higher in the
experimental group than the comparison group (53.2% vs. 8.9%, respectively). Zohar
and Nemet (2002) reached the conclusion that an explicitly instructive SSI-based
curricular intervention can positively affect students’ conceptual understandings as
well as informal reasoning skills.

Barab, et al. (2007)

Barab, et al. (2007) examined 4th graders responses to an aquatic habitat
simulation with a layered socio-scientific narrative. In particular, 28 students who
were labeled as gifted were observed over 2 weeks. During this time, participants 1)
completed a pretest and posttest examination, 2) were subjected to videotaping during
class, and 3) were interviewed. Qualitative data were transcribed and coded into 3
main categories: narrative27, inscription28, and inquiry29. The authors also claimed
their data interpretations underwent inter-rater reliability validation as well as
member-checking30.

27 Narrative referred to whether students’ activities during the computer lab sessions demonstrated
evidence that subjects were actually engaged in the aquatic habitat simulation (Taiga) narrative.
28 Inscription measured students’ involvement in reading and creating graphs, deconstructing graphs,
as well as examining representations of scientific process such as erosion.
29 Inquiry was described as a process where students’ developed an informed response by making
hypotheses, collecting evidence, formulating explanations, challenging prior understandings, and
communicating knowledge to others.
30 Gall, Gall, and Borg, (2002, p. 465) have defined member-checking as the process where
participants review selected sections of their raw data and confirm their data have been accurately
reported. Participants also validate the researcher’s interpretations of data for accuracy and
completeness (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 465).
In general, the authors found that participants showed statistically significant gains in insightfully completing work, engagement, and skillfully reasoning their perspective. Barab, et al. (2007) also claimed that their aquatic habitat simulation socio-scientific narrative fostered learners’ perceptual, conceptual, and ethical understandings of science.

The authors used their findings to further characterize the SSI-based framework. Specifically, Barab, et al. (2007) identified 4 possible elements that can impact the implementation of SSI-based interventions: external resources, teacher facilitation, social negotiation, and prior experience. The authors have claimed that these 4 components are essential to structurally coherent SSI-based learning curricula. However, Barab, et al. (2007) also acknowledged the need to further evolve the 4 elements they believe to be foundational to SSI-based frameworks by implementing and examining the affects of other interventions. This student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention has extended the research by Barab, et al. (2007). That is this doctoral dissertation’s SSI-based framework not only included these 4 elements, but also examined these 4 fundamental components in a postsecondary general microbiology curriculum.

*Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel (2007)*

Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel (2007) described a 4-week middle-school science intervention where the topic of HIV was used to develop students’ critical reasoning. Two 7th grade classes from an inner city school serving primarily low socioeconomic status African American and Hispanic students participated in this SSI-based intervention. There were two central activities to this intervention,
critical reasoning and science writing endeavors. One class implemented both critical reasoning and writing activities (CR&W), while the other class only engaged in critical reasoning activities (CR). In total, there were 61 participants, 22 students were from the CR&W class and 24 students were from the CR group. Additionally, 15 participants from an 8th grade class, which never experienced this 7th grade curriculum, served as a comparison group. In particular, these 8th graders were used to see if one year of adolescent development alone could produce improvement equal to that demonstrated by participants of this SSI-based intervention.

Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel’s (2007) SSI-based intervention included teacher-led lectures, student-led small-group presentations, and critical reasoning activities for both groups. In addition, CR&W participants worked in groups of three to four to complete writing activities based on a realistic scenario. The CR students spent this time engaged in additional reasoning activities that focused on the global AIDS epidemics. All 46 CR&W and CR participants completed the Center for Disease Control (CDC) Secondary School Risk Survey (DuRant et al., 1992) at the start and end of the 4-week intervention. This pre/post questionnaire consisted of 17 yes/no/not sure questions about HIV/AIDS. Participants were also asked to respond to the HIV/AIDS Conceptual Understanding Test prior to and at the end of the 4-week intervention. This instrument, consisting of 6 essay questions, was developed on the basis of a semi-structured interview protocol from a prior study by Keselman, Kaufman, and Patel (2004). The purpose of the HIV/AIDS Conceptual Understanding Test was to assess students’ understanding of the
biological concepts (such as viruses, infection, and the immune system). The 8th graders, who served as a comparison group, only took the CDC Secondary School Risk Survey and HIV/AIDS Conceptual Understanding Test once. Students’ understanding of the nature of HIV, the mechanism of HIV infection, and disease progression was coded into one of three conceptual models: naive\(^{32}\), intermediate\(^{33}\), and advanced\(^{34}\).

Keselman, Kaufman, and Patel’s (2004) results suggested that both CR&W and CR groups improved their factual knowledge of HIV and understanding of HIV biology between pre- and posttest. However, the authors found greater improvements in the CR&W groups’ biological understanding. Keselman, Kaufman, and Patel (2004) also claimed that the CR group did not demonstrate the same level of reasoning growth on the HIV/AIDS Conceptual Understanding Test as the CR&W participants. Although it should be noted that the HIV/AIDS Conceptual Understanding Test strongly resembled the writing tasks participants from the CR&W group completed, which may have affected reported outcomes. In general, Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel (2007) claimed that this SSI-based intervention strengthened participants’ conceptual understanding of HIV, by providing opportunities for students to reason social and scientific issues related to HIV.

\textit{Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008)}

\(^{31}\) This scenario described a young woman who was seeking more information about her risk of contracting HIV from her boyfriend (Keselman, Kaufman, & Patel, 2004, p. 851).

\(^{32}\) The naive model was defined as intuitive everyday concepts of health and disease.

\(^{33}\) The intermediate model necessitated understanding of HIV on a systemic level.

\(^{34}\) The advanced model required subjects to have a basic understanding of HIV-relevant biological structures and processes on the cellular level.
Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) and others have argued that there is an important distinction between the STS movement of years past and the SSI-based framework (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Specifically, Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) have argued that STS educational frameworks have not addressed the epistemological growth of learners. However, proponents of the SSI-based movement have contended that their progressive framework has considered how science-based issues are related to learners’ epistemological beliefs (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons & Howes, 2005). Additionally, researchers have noted that a salient feature of any SSI-based intervention provides individuals with opportunities to applying their conceptual and belief based knowledge in decision-making scenarios (Kortland, 1996; Walker & Zeilder, 2007). Given these definitive parameters, it is questionable whether the recent study by Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) would be classified as a SSI-based intervention. However, given that the focus of Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung’s (2008) investigation was similar to a focal point of this doctoral dissertation, I have included the significant findings of their study in this ‘Research on SSI-based Curricular Interventions’ section.

Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) created and assessed the effects of a 4-hour instructional experience about the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) socio-scientific issue. Similar to one of the sub-research questions in this doctoral dissertation, the authors were interested in understanding the affects of their intervention on postsecondary learners’ NOS conceptualizations. The authors also
described their instructional intervention as having explicit discussions about NOS conceptualizations.

Specifically, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) examined 57 student-teachers’ pre and post responses to a modified version of the Views of Nature of Science Questionnaire (VNOS-C) by Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, Schwartz (2002). Additionally, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) interviewed 38 of these participants to confirm their data analyses. These researchers focused on NOS conceptualizations related to 1) the inseparable links between science and society, culture, and politics, 2) how science and technology influence each other, and 3) the processes of authentic scientific inquiry including the subjectivity of human interpretations (Wong, Hodson, Kwan, & Yung, 2008). Consequently, it can be argued that this investigation examined alternative scientific and societal viewpoints related to a real-world issue.

However, within the 4-hour treatment it is not clear how well students socially or individually reflected upon their conceptual knowledge and epistemological beliefs about the NOS. For instance, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) have inferred from their data that several participants demonstrated a more sophisticated understanding of the NOS. However, these researchers also found that when asked to reflect upon their VNOS-C responses many participants’ interview responses contradicted their initial answers. This could have suggested that participants were still synthesizing their understanding and beliefs about the NOS. Additionally, after participants viewed the 2-hour interactive video session, they spent 2 hours in a ‘reflective workshop’. This workshop was initially designed to provide learners with
opportunities to reflect upon their understanding of the NOS. However, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) found that this self-directed group work did not result in positive findings. Rather, the authors reported that participants found this activity to be confusing, which resulted in only a few demonstrations of reflection upon NOS conceptualizations. Further, this investigation did not ask participants to use their understanding of the epistemology of science in a decision-making context.

Given the description and focus of this intervention, it is not clear whether the Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) study would be viewed under the SSI-based framework. That is, despite the authors’ use of the SARS socio-scientific issue that potentially exposed learners to a number of discrepant scientific, social, and/or moral viewpoints, it remains unclear how this 4-hour intervention may have fostered participants’ reflection upon their epistemological beliefs. Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) and others have acknowledged this is an important characteristic of this progressive SSI-based framework (Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Additionally, researchers have noted that a salient feature of successful SSI-based interventions include opportunities for learners to practice applying their knowledge through the use of decision making contexts (Kortland, 1996; Walker & Zeilder, 2007). Given that participants in the Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) investigation were not asked to apply their understanding of the NOS in a decision-making context, could be used against this intervention being placed within the SSI-based framework. The authors’ examination of postsecondary learners’ scientific epistemological conceptualizations in a case-study, has direct relevance to the findings reported in Chapters 5 and 6 of this doctoral dissertation.
Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) assessed changes in 23, 11th and 12th grade, students’ reflective judgment in response to a year long SSI-based curriculum that utilized Kolsto’s (2001a, p. 292) 8-topic minimum model. Specifically, 10 students from 2 honors and 2 regular Anatomy and Physiology classes were randomly selected to participate in this investigation. Of the initial 40 participants, only 23 completed both pre and post-test interviews. One of the honors and regular Anatomy and Physiology classes served as comparison groups, where learners were taught mainly by an anatomy and physiology textbook. Both the experimental and comparison groups received explicit NOS instruction and the same instructor taught all 4 classes. However, the experimental group was subjected to a SSI-based intervention based upon Kolsto’s (2001a) 8-topic minimum model\textsuperscript{35}.

Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) used the Prototypic Reflective Judgment Interview (PRJI; King &Kitchner, 1994; 2004) to measure learners’ reflective judgment. The PRJI required an interviewer to present participants with an ill-structured problem. After the participant read the brief scenario, the interviewer asked seven standard questions that encouraged the participant to describe his/her position on the issue as well as a justification for that position. The PRJI scenarios used in this project were related to chemical additives in food, religion and science, and genetic determination of alcoholism. Initially, interview responses (to all seven main questions) for each of the three scenarios were

\textsuperscript{35} This 8 topic minimum model included: 1) science-in-the-making and the role of consensus in science; 2) science as one of several social domains; 3) descriptive and normative statements; 4) demands
qualitatively analyzed for correspondence with the seven developmental stages postulated by the Reflective Judgment Model. Three raters, who were familiar with the PRJI protocols, randomly selected three transcripts to independently code. All data were blindly coded and raters sought validation of their assessments by collaborative comparisons. Comparisons of pre and posttest qualitative data indicated changes in a single student’s reflective judgment over the course of the school year.

Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) found that students who participated in the SSI-based intervention showed evidence of epistemological development. This epistemological development was not found among the comparison group of students. The authors also claimed that participants, who experienced the SSI-driven curriculum, learned more basic anatomy and physiology concepts than their peers in the comparison group. Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) also felt that their data supported the importance of using personally relevant SSI. However, their assessment of motivational factors that engaged learners was not explicitly examined. Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) have also acknowledged that more work needs to be done that directly examine NOS orientations under an SSI framework. That is the authors have recognized that although parallels exist between more advanced stages of reflective judgment and more sophisticated views of NOS, there were also findings that needed to be investigated further. For instance, the authors recognized that participants’ knowledge of the tentative NOS might not be conceptualized the same way by quasi-reflective and reflective thinkers. Consequently, the findings discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 should be underpinned by evidence of context-bound, scientific models, scientific evidence, and suspension.
have offered several important empirical insights, to extend what is known about learners’ NOS conceptualizations in response to a SSI-based intervention.

Summary

In summary, designing and examining SSI-based curricular frameworks is a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Zeidler and Sadler (2008) and others have claimed that there are several distinguishing characteristics to a SSI learning model with respect to other science teaching approaches. These distinguishing aspects have included examining alternative scientific and societal points of view related to real-world issues. Further, students’ examination of these issues should be done in a way that facilitates social and personal reflection upon an individual’s science content and informal (belief-based) knowledge domains (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

Those studies that have been identified as SSI interventions have mainly examined primary and secondary student learning and have varied in scope and effectiveness (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). For instance, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) showed that a 2 month, 16-session, real-life environmental socio-scientific issue could promote students’ use of relevant conceptual knowledge. Their results suggested that students developed skills to analyze different dimensions of data and demonstrated integration of their conceptual knowledge to synthesize and evaluate potential solutions. However, Walker and Zeidler (2007) reported that of belief; and 8) scrutinizing science-related knowledge claims.
participants, at the end of a 7-week SSI-based learning exercise, incorrectly used factual-based knowledge in their reasoning. These authors found that although students possessed an understanding of the tentative and social aspects of scientific discovery, they justified their claims by using factual-based knowledge. This resulted in high-school students disclosing their lack of conceptual understanding (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Both studies used Toulmin’s (1958) model of argumentation to assess students’ arguments and warrants. However, Walker and Zeidler (2007) used the Web-based Science Environment (WISE) to develop students’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations by designing internet-based activities centered on the socio-scientific issue of genetically modified foods. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) SSI-based intervention was a real-life environmental issue that provided authentic problem solving activities performed by experts in the field.

These findings have suggested that further research is needed to identify those most salient characteristics of successful SSI-based curricular designs. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) have claimed that the real-world context of their learning activity was a cornerstone for developing students’ scientific literacy. However, neither Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) nor Walker and Zeidler (2007) measured learners motivational interest. Rather, Walker and Zeidler (2007) acknowledged that their socio-scientific issues approach lacked opportunities for students to apply their NOS conceptualizations in a decision-making context. Consequently, it can be argued that the complexities of SSI-based interventions have not fully assessed the variables that contribute to the differing success of SSI-based...
interventions. Given the diversity and early stages of SSI-based curricular models, more research is needed to understand what components are most central and effective in developing students’ scientific literacy.

Other studies that have investigated SSI-based interventions, discussed in detail in this section, included Barab, et al. (2007) who examined 4th graders responses to an aquatic habitat simulation with a layered socio-scientific narrative. Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, and Patel (2007) described a 4-week middle-school science intervention where the topic of HIV was used to develop students’ critical reasoning. Khishfe and Lederman (2006) investigated the effects of two approaches to infuse NOS conceptualizations into a 9th grade, 6-week global warming unit. Patronis, Potari, and Spiliotopoulou (1999) studied the outcome of a several month long local environmental socio-scientific project on middle school students’ informal reasoning. Zohar and Nemet (2002) assessed the effects of a twelve-week socio-scientific genetic issues intervention on 9th graders’ conceptual knowledge and argumentation skills. Most recently, Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) assessed changes in 11th and 12th graders reflective judgment in response to a year long SSI-based curriculum that utilized Kolsto’s (2001a, p. 292) 8-topic minimum model. However, missing from this research has been SSI-based curricular interventions for postsecondary learners.

The study by Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) could arguably be one exception. As mentioned earlier, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) were interested in understanding the affects of their 4-hour instructional experience about phenomena (Linn, Clark, & Slotta, 2003; Walker & Zeidler, 2007).
SARS on student-teachers' understanding of the NOS. Although it can be argued that this intervention included alternative scientific and societal points of view related to a real-world issue, it was not clear if participants reflected upon their conceptual knowledge and/or epistemological beliefs about the NOS. Additionally, this investigation did not ask participants to use their understanding of the NOS in a decision-making context. Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005), as well as others, have acknowledged these are important characteristics of this progressive SSI-based framework (e.g., Kortland, 1996; Walker & Zeilder, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Therefore, it can also be argued that the explicit NOS intervention used by Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) was more similar to the comparison groups in the Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) study, which did not receive the SSI-based treatment.

In general, it can be argued that research on SSI-based interventions is relatively new. Empirical research has suggested that a SSI-based framework can support learners’ functional scientific literacy. However, the characterization of the most salient features of SSI-based interventions has yet to be fully described. Further, there is a gap in the literature with respect to SSI-based interventions assessing post secondary learners. Therefore, this doctoral dissertation has significantly extended the empirically based knowledge of designing and implementing SSI-based interventions.

Summary

In the first section of this chapter, I have elaborated on many of the research studies used to introduce the theoretical SSI-based framework in Chapter 1.
Specifically, I referenced Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) SSI-based framework. Resultantly, in the first subsection I described how Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) have envisioned NOS, discourse, cultural, and case-based issues promoting students’ scientific literacy. In the second part of this section I concentrated on expanding the Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 361) SSI-based framework, by showing how a student interest-focus can be used to further promote scientific literacy.

After my review of literature, related to the theoretical framework of this doctoral dissertation, I summarized studies with direct relevance to the guiding research question. Specifically, in the second section of this chapter I evaluated research examining participants NOS conceptualizations within a SSI-based context. I used the third section of this chapter to focus on literature related to how participants’ evaluate scientific information. In the fourth section, I reviewed empirical studies that have examined the affects of SSI-based interventions.

In general, my review of relevant literature discussed in Chapter 2 has suggested there is a need to know more about student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical interventions. Throughout my literature review, I also identified several studies that have directly influenced my methodological approach, which are outlined in Chapter 3. For example, in the ‘Research on the Relationship of NOS Conceptualizations and SSI’ section I discussed the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) investigative instrument, which I referenced as being the basis of the article exercise used in this doctoral dissertation.
Additionally, the research findings that I report in Chapters 4 and 5 and summarize in Chapter 6 are also connected to the studies reviewed throughout Chapter 2. For instance, in the ‘Research on Evaluating Socio-scientific Information’ section I discussed how both Kortland’s (1996) and Fang-Ying’s (2004) interpretations of their data left these authors contemplating how to more effectively develop learners’ skills to make more informed decisions about scientific issues that affect society. In both cases I connected Kortland’s (1996) and Fang-Ying’s (2004) conclusive remarks to the findings reported in this doctoral dissertation. In particular, I alluded to empirical data that have suggested this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical curriculum developed undergraduates’ skills at finding, interpreting, and discussing alternative perspectives. I also discussed how undergraduates reevaluated their initial beliefs about science issues affecting society. These data are reported in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Further, I have referred to reported findings that confined my inferential claims. For example, in my discussion of the significant findings reported by Sadler and Donnelly (2006), I referenced a limit of this doctoral dissertation in not examining participants’ content knowledge. I explicitly acknowledge this limitation in Chapters 4 and 6. Consequently, the studies reviewed throughout this chapter have also served to foreshadow the discussions and reported findings in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6.
CHAPTER 3: Design & Methodology

Overview

This chapter begins with an explanation of the conceptual framework model that guided this study. The model serves to visualize how this investigation has contributed to the current body of literature and introduces the analytical framework. The next section delineates the research setting by describing the lecture and laboratory components of this investigative case-study, examining a student interest-socio-scientific issues (SSI) based circular and pedagogical intervention. The discussion of this innovative learning environment also includes those changes that were made from the 2007 pilot study. A depiction of the undergraduate participants ensues. This section is followed by a discussion of the pedagogical practices that were used to engage students’ interest in science and develop their skills to informally reason scientific information. Next, the instrumentation is discussed, outlining the assessment tools and the construct(s) (student interest, evaluation of scientific information, and/or NOS conceptualizations) they measured. The procedural framework then explains the data gathering and analyses procedures used in this investigation to address the main research question. At the end of the analyses procedures, a summary table can be found that illustrates how each instrument was used to analyze students’ interests, evaluation of scientific information, and NOS conceptualizations. This is followed by discussions of issues related to ethics and trustworthiness. This chapter concludes by summarizing the discussion in this chapter as well as foreshadowing of Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

Conceptual Framework Model
The theoretical framework of this case-study falls under the socio-scientific issues (SSI) science education initiative. The research studies that were examined in Chapter 2 on student interest, the evaluation of socio-scientific information, and NOS conceptualizations are used to explain the methodological framework in this section.

**SSI Conceptual Framework Model**

The literature in Chapter 2 has argued for the socio-scientific perspective as a useful instructional framework for science education. The research articles presented in Chapter 2 have discussed several reasons for including social dilemmas in curriculums to teach people science. Some of these reasons were contingent upon data that has suggested participants do not frequently engage in comprehensive reflection and evaluation of scientific information about today’s scientific advancements (Sadler, 2004, p. 528). For example, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) found that almost half of their student sample could not identify and describe data. They also showed, as with Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002) that students tended to dichotomize personal beliefs and scientific knowledge as well as compartmentalize scientific evidence when making personal decisions. Tytler, Duggan, and Gott’s (2001) interpreted their data to show participants were unable to draw on content knowledge to strengthen their positions. Thus, the research has emphasized several reasons for why science learning environments should include real-world SSI.

The literature review in Chapter 2 has also highlighted some SSI based curricular frameworks that have been successful in linking science to students’ lives. For instance, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) showed that a 16-week
real life environmental socio-scientific issue intervention promoted 11th-grade students use of relevant conceptual knowledge. Their results have suggested that students developed skills to analyze different dimensions of data and demonstrated integration of their conceptual knowledge beyond the surface level. Zohar and Nemet’s (2002) data, which assessed the effects of a 12-week socio-scientific genetic issues intervention on 9th-grade students, revealed several positive outcomes for those students who took part in the SSI-curricular treatment with respect to the control group. For example, students more frequently and correctly referred to their biological knowledge as well as indicated transferability of their knowledge to other everyday life contexts. Thus, both Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) as well as Zohar and Nemet (2002) have concluded that an explicit SSI curricular intervention can positively affect students’ conceptual understandings as well as informal reasoning skills.

However, the literature discussed in Chapter 2 has also reinforced the need to further test and design SSI based curricular interventions. For instance, Tytler, Duggan, and Gott (2001) showed a sample of public citizens was unable to draw on content knowledge to strengthen their positions. These authors concluded that schools should provide students chances to question and manipulate different sorts of real data to become more functionally literate in science. Walker and Zeidler (2007) indicated that high-school students; at the end of a 7-week, socio-scientific issue based learning exercise, incorrectly used factual-based knowledge in their reasoning. As a result, Walker and Zeidler (2007) deduced that SSI based curricular interventions should include opportunities for learners to informally reason their
perspective(s). Kortland (1996), examining another SSI-based intervention, asked 8th-graders questions about recycling issues. This study showed students’ failed to consider alternative perspectives, which was correlated to participants’ narrow perceptions of the positive benefits recycling. Disappointed in the learning results from his experimental learning environment, Kortland (1996, p. 688) has claimed learning environments should be created to explicitly focus on fostering decision-making judgments about alternative perspectives related to science issues affecting society.

Additionally, there are some studies that have required further analyses. For instance, Sadler and Fowler’s (2006) investigation needed more data on opportunities participants may have had to practice justifying their perspectives on an alternative science issue while developing their contextual understanding. The Walker and Zeidler (2007), Kortland (1996), as well as Sadler and Fowler (2006), investigations are just a few of examples that were discussed in Chapter 2, which have supported the need to further investigate and develop SSI based learning environments.

Zeidler (2003) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model of a SSI based framework is one view of how social dilemmas tie to science. Kolsto’s (2001a) eight topic minimum model would be another. Figure 1 depicts Zeidler (2003) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) functional scientific literacy framework.
Functional science literacy in this model has been characterized by an understanding of 1) Nature of Science (NOS) issues, 2) classroom discourse issues, 3) case-based issues, and 4) cultural issues (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 361; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003, p. 12). Specifically, NOS issues have been described as important for students pre-instructional views of SSI because they foster an understanding of the ways scientists select, evaluate, and reason evidence. Classroom discourse issues are believed to play a role in the development of skills to frame positions, become aware of fallacious reasoning, and consider how belief convictions influence emotions towards science issues. Case-based issues have been advocated as a way to promote awareness of how power and authority are part of the scientific enterprises while learning about commitment to issue resolution. Finally, cultural issues have been suggested to promote students respect and tolerance of dissenting
views, while realizing the impact culture has on their beliefs and normative values (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 362; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003, p.13).

**Extension of the SSI Conceptual Framework Model**

This dissertation both fits and extends Zeidler (2003) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model of a SSI based framework in several ways. Figure 2 illustrates how this study falls within and expands this functional scientific literacy framework.

*Figure 2.* This figure modifies Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model to show how this dissertation study’s conceptual framework fits within the SSI initiative.

This study falls within Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model framework by facilitating a curriculum that promotes NOS conceptualizations and informal reasoning skills through case-based issues that are relevant to students culturally influenced lives. Recall that both Sadler
(2004a) and Sadler and Donnelly (2006, p. 1464) have connected informal reasoning to discourse issues. Sadler (2004a, p. 515) has also defined informal reasoning as 1) evaluation of information, 2) NOS conceptualizations, 3) conceptual knowledge and 4) argumentation. This investigation did not examine students’ argumentation skills; rather this investigation was interested in the first two components of informal reasoning as defined by Sadler (2004a, p. 515). Consequently, this model has replaced Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) discourse issues component with Sadler’s (2004a, p. 515) more general definition of informal reasoning.

Case-based issues have been shown to facilitate participants’ integration of science into real world contexts (Keefer, 2003). In most studies that have examined Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) functional scientific literacy framework, the investigators or instructor have determined the case-based subject matter participants were asked to examine. Kolsto, et al. (2006) is the one example where students were allowed to assess an article about a socio-scientific issue of choice. The focus of this curricular and pedagogical intervention was similar to Kolsto, et al. (2006), as students identified a topic they found engaging and related it to microbes. Therefore, students’ interests replaced case-based issues in the Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model.

Cultural issues have been suggested to impact beliefs and normative values (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005, p. 362). It has been argued that a person’s belief about his/her own scientific knowledge is not necessarily reflected by
one’s ability to articulate science content or concepts formally learned (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hogan, 2000; Sinatra, Southerland, McConaughy, & Demastes, 2003). It has also been shown that people’s beliefs about science can influence their functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, 1997; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Similarly, McGinnis (2003) has reported that moral considerations can dominate one’s decision-making. Resultantly, it has been acknowledged that evaluations of participants’ scientific literacy should not only include students’ declarative formal understanding of science37, but also their open mindedness and ability to reflect upon their scientific knowledge beliefs and morals (Hand, Lawrence, & Yore, 1999; Hogan, 2000; McGinnis, 2003).

The role culture plays in an individual’s functional scientific literacy needs to be further investigated in the SSI model. McGinnis (2003) is one of the few studies that examined how culture influences participants’ decision-making. Focusing on the socio-scientific issue of inclusion verses exclusion in science classrooms, McGinnis (2003) found that participants did not reflect upon many of the moral issues related to inclusive classrooms.

McGinnis also recognized that culture is a multifaceted construct that can be viewed either at the macro or micro level, but consistently influences one’s actions and beliefs. Students' interests may also be viewed in the context of the “pupil's voice in education” (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007). In this case, student interest has

---

37 Declarative formal understanding includes aspects such as a students’ ability to evaluate evidence and conclusions based upon their conceptual understanding of content and the epistemology of professional science (Hogan, 2000).
been associated with pragmatic as well as moral development of students by recognizing opportunities to learn about one’s life develops functional skills in addition to ethics and values (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007; Davie, 1996). Therefore, personal interests are one way to further envision cultural issues.

Seiler (2006, 338) has defined student interest-focused curriculums as responsive to or emergent from student interests. This type of learning environment has been suggested to provide opportunities for students to influence their learning based upon questions, curiosities, passions, or circumstances that affect them. Researchers examining SSI have questioned if students’ reasoning, emotional reactions, and NOS conceptualizations vary significantly with different social issues (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005a, 2005b; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Consequently, one focus of this study was to expand the way culture has been previously envisioned in the Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) SSI model to include students’ interests.

Simplification of the Extended SSI Conceptual Framework Model

However, the explanation of how this dissertation’s conceptual framework falls within Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) functional scientifically literate model has also suggested that Figure 2 can be further simplified. Using Sadler and Donnelly’s (2006, p. 1464) connection of discourse issues to informal reasoning and Sadler’s (2004a, p. 515) critical review of informal reasoning research connecting informal reasoning to NOS, argumentation,
conceptual knowledge, and the evaluation of information, both discourse issues and NOS issues can be combined under informal reasoning.

Furthermore, Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005, p. 361) have perceived cultural issues as influencing beliefs and normative values. Considering that, a student’s interest towards a science issue has included personal relevance, emotions, and values (Wade, 2001) and that Kolsto, et al. (2006) have shown how case-based investigations can include chances for students to pick socio-scientific articles relevant to their interest, case-based issues and cultural issues have been combined under students’ interests. Figure 3 illustrates this simplified model.
Figure 3. This figure shows how Zeidler (2003, p. 12) and Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, and Howes’s (2005, p. 361) model can be extended and simplified to fit this dissertation’s student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention.

In Figure 3, informal reasoning integrates discourse, conceptual knowledge, evaluation of scientific information, and NOS issues. However, in this investigation only participants’ evaluations of scientific information and NOS conceptualizations were measured. Similarly, students’ interests have incorporated both cultural issues and case-based issues. In the presented theoretical framework, students’ interests are rooted in cultural issues, which can be used as case based issues to develop learners’ informal reasoning. It was found that when given the opportunity to influence their learning, participants sought to know more about how their cultural environment, perspectives, and/or lineage influenced their beliefs about microbiology issues affecting their lives. The topics chosen by students were used as socio-scientific cases. Over the course of 15 weeks students recognized how their knowledge of the issue and NOS conceptualizations resulted in more informed perspectives.
This illustration also shows the curricular activities that affected students’ functional scientific literacy. Over the course of 15 weeks students researched, analyzed, and summarized alternative scientific issues written for the popular press and then reflected upon their personal beliefs regarding this information. The start and end of the semester article exercises, individual and group projects, and journals provided students with these opportunities. Additionally, several authors have reinforced the need for school science curricula to promote practice in questioning and manipulating different sorts of real data in a variety of ways to better equip students to make the most sound judgments possible regarding alternative science issues (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Over the semester, students had many hands-on laboratory experiences. This gave students a feel for some of the techniques scientists use to view life beyond the naked eye as well as to be able to analyze real data. The laboratory write-ups also asked students to reflect upon their knowledge and beliefs in relationship to the data they examined.

Description of the Context

Lecture and Laboratory Structure

The setting of this case-study was a transformative undergraduate microbiology course at a major research-extensive Mid-Atlantic university. This 4-credit course had two 75-minute lecture sessions and two 60-minute laboratory sessions. The microbiology curriculum covered general ways microbes affect the world around us. Specifically, the course helped students develop an understanding of: the unity of life, evolution, disease, antibiotic resistance, and the roles microbes
play in providing food and recycling waste, as well as how societal influences are interconnected. This course transformation was first introduced in the spring of 2007 as part of Project Nexus, an NSF supported endeavor, aimed to recruit and train future upper elementary/middle school science teachers (Marbach-Ad, et al., 2008; Project Nexus, 2005). However, the transformation of this course, to focus on the goals of Project Nexus, began in the summer 2006.

In the summer of 2006, I began my apprenticeship to learn about designing science educational research under the guidance of Dr. McGinnis, Marbach-Ad, and Benson as a member of the Project Nexus Research Team. At the time of this study, Dr. McGinnis was a recognized exemplary undergraduate science methods instructor, and he was also the Principal Investigator (PI) of Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005). Dr. Marbach-Ad was the director of the Teaching and Learning Center and senior research associate for Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005). Dr. Benson was not only a joint faculty to the College of Education and the College of Life Science and Chemistry, the director of the Center for Teaching Excellence, but was also a Co-Principal Investigator of Project Nexus.

In the spring of 2007, I was given the opportunity to act as Dr. Benson’s teaching assistant and enact the summer / fall 2006 lab pilot. Though regular meeting with the Project Nexus Research Team and Dr. Spencer I furthered my understanding of desirable pedagogical practices. For example, the Project Nexus Research Team taught me about the values of keeping a reflective journal while Dr Benson would help me revise weekly lesson plans based upon the needs of the students. These types of practices helped me become more aware of students’ needs and reevaluate better
ways to promote positive learning experiences. Over the summer and through the fall of 2007, my science education knowledge continued to grow through my Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005) role in analyzing data and the ongoing process of improving the spring’s 2008 curriculum. As a result of the institutionalization of the project at this research-extensive Mid-Atlantic university I was offered the opportunity to maintain my graduate teaching assistantship role that involved my support of Dr. Benson in course design and in teaching the two laboratory sections.

This course took place in a lecture hall and microbiology laboratory. The Enterprise Learning Management System (ELMS) and Knowledge, Exchange, Exhibition, Presentation toolkit (KEEP) were used as a way of electronically housing course materials and encouraging communication (Blackboard Inc., 2006; Carnegie Foundation, 2002). These online frameworks enabled student-teacher and student-student communication to occur outside the course. Additionally, the electronic learning environment allowed instructors to better prepare for lecture and laboratories by viewing students’ questions before the course.

Although there is overlap in the content and learning goals of lecture and lab, these two components of the course also have differing dynamics. For example, both lecture and lab focused on developing students’ informal reasoning through asking questions about the physical world, deciphering fact from opinion in popular press media, recognizing factors that influence social perspectives, as well as encouraging social and independent reflection upon one’s knowledge and beliefs. However, the lecture had a focus upon an award winning twelve-part video series Unseen Life on Earth (Oregon Public Broadcasting, January, 2000). This video used animations and
engaging case studies to capture benefits and disease causing aspects of microorganisms. This video series included interviews, allowing students to meet the scientists carrying out investigations in laboratories and natural environments across the globe. The video clips were broken up by student centered lectures, where students often drove the direction of content topics by raising questions in groups or individually.

The weekly laboratory sessions also offered students opportunities to influence their learning but used research projects, wet labs, and student journals. In addition to the differences in learning activities, there were also differences in the teaching practices of the lecture and lab instructors. Since I was conducting this investigation, and had a greater influence on students learning in the laboratory setting, the pedagogical component of this study focused upon the teaching practices specific to the lab component of this course.

Laboratory Structure

The laboratory structure focused on giving students explicit feedback to develop their skills for critically evaluating scientific information. This educational setting also made apparent ways the learning tasks connected to everyday life. For example, during the first lab, Safety and Microscopy, a discussion of why it is important to use aseptic techniques took place. Aseptic techniques are used in hospitals as well as laboratory settings to prevent the spread of disease. However, there are also many perspectives that surround microbial resistance and how to prevent the spread of deadly diseases. During this lab, students began to learn more about this topic by testing the cleanliness of their hands and the lab counters before
and after they had been washed. This was accomplished by having the undergraduates touch the surface of rich agar media, which cultured the microbes. Students then examined their microbial growth under a microscope in the following lab session. Seeing bacterial growth both before and after cleaning, facilitated several opportunities to discuss microbial resistance in an everyday context. During this lab, students also took notes about what they were testing and their results, to be better prepared for their own hand-washing experiment later in the semester. Time was also made to discuss the limits of the conclusions that could be drawn from the assayed microbial growth. This part of the discussion raised students’ awareness for the limit of the magnification power of the microscope, the skill scientists develop to interpret their data after looking at hundreds of samples, and the importance of scientific peer review.

Consequently, the laboratory exercises were one example of the SSI-based scaffold that encompassed popular science issues. At the beginning of the semester students learned about basic experimental tools, such as how to plate bacterial cultures, by following lab instructions that walked them through the essential steps of the procedure. These lab instructions required students to conceptualize appropriate controls and record their results in a way that demonstrated conceptual understanding. These early introductory labs were sequenced to help students grasp the role of microbes in more complex labs such as understanding the uses and limits of DNA microarray technology. The later labs also added the task of synthesizing and investigating a testable question.
Students’ research projects were another example of how this SSI-based lab scaffold sought to stimulate a functional understanding of science. For instance, in the first week of class students were asked to journal\textsuperscript{38} about an area of scientific interest they had, which related to microbial biology. The students’ identified interest could be generalized into one of four microbial biology categories: genetics, health/disease, diet/nutrition, or environment. Over the next several weeks, students began to investigate this interest, which evolved into their individual research project. This individual project provided the lab instructor with opportunities to work with students to 1) learn how to ask scientific research questions; 2) understand the differences between opinion, theoretical, and factual statements; 3) find reliable sources of scientific information; and 4) establish some contextual knowledge base on their topic of choice. Students’ individual research projects also served as the basis for teams, where undergraduates further explored alternative views of their popular socio-scientific issue resulting in a group research project.

There were several additional aspects to this group project. For example, students were given a chance to teach their peers about the importance of their topics and the different scientific perspectives at the end of the semester through group PowerPoint presentations. Thus, this group project furthered students’ knowledge of the issue, informal reasoning skills, and reflection upon previous beliefs. Another aspect to the group project involved students designing a learning activity (or experiment) for a selected age (5-10). This aspect of the transformed curriculum also aligned with the Project Nexus initiative. By asking students to develop learning

\textsuperscript{38} Students’ journals were reflective records of their personal beliefs and experiences.
activities / experiments education majors not only get practice with planning science activities they also learned about the Maryland voluntary state curriculum 5-E model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997). However, non-education majors also recognized the benefit from such opportunities by further developing their conceptual understanding of the scientific process, communicative skills, knowledge of microbial biology, and in some cases parenting skills.

**Tod:** “Even though I am still not planning on making science my career, this course has added greatly to my understanding of the world around me, and this is something I can carry with me for the rest of my life. When my kids ask me how they got chicken pox or why the milk went bad, I will be happy to have my microbial answer at hand.”

**Implemented Changes in the Lecture and Laboratory Structure for Spring 2008**

The laboratory syllabus can be found in Appendix A. The piloting of this curriculum, in the spring 2007, showed positive changes in facilitating student learning. Consequently, most of the student activities carried over to spring 2008. However, there were some modifications to the 2008 curriculum. These changes included fewer journaling exercises. Students made several comments over the course of the 2007 semester that the number of journals became tedious and lost their novelty. Consequently, students’ journals were no longer required after each lab. Instead journals were used to promote reflection upon students’ beliefs and knowledge at the start and end of the semester. Additionally, more wet labs replaced computer labs and one lab required students to visit the Marian Koshland Science Museum in Washington D.C.

The start and end of the semester writing activities were also a spring 2008 addition to assess the effects of this curricular and pedagogical intervention on students’ informal reasoning. The open-ended questionnaire associated with the start
and end of the semester exercise was based on Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) study. However, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) had students respond to two fictitious articles on global warming. This investigation had students select from a variety of readings that had alternative socio-scientific perspectives and were related to microbial biology. These topics were also purposefully linked to the four general microbial biology categories students researched for their KEEP projects over the semester (genetics, health and disease, diet and nutrition, and environment). At the start and end of the semester students were asked to read (or re-read) their article. They then summarized the same article and elaborated on the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) open-ended questions. Resultantly, modifications were made to Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) original open-ended questions to fit the selection and protocol of this exercise. For example, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) question 4 asked “which article is more convincing? Please explain your response.” For this study, there was only one article with two alternative scientific perspectives, thus the question became “what is/are the conclusion(s) of the article, how accepted are they among the scientific community?” Appendix B contains the end of the semester article exercise, including the articles students summarized.

The other three instruments added since the spring of 2007 were a lab quiz and two anonymous surveys. These instruments were administered to students through ELMS (Blackboard Inc., 2006) and can be found in Appendix B. The lab quiz was developed from students’ journals during the 2007 pilot study. Because the 2008 curriculum had reevaluated the use of students’ journals to enhance the quality of reflection, several questions that provided great insights to students NOS
conceptualizations and evaluation of scientific information were not asked through this instrument. Therefore, a lab quiz was created to provide data with respect to whether undergraduates viewed the scientific process as being linear or circular, how scientific knowledge is different from other ways of knowing, and the relationships/connections of science and human endeavors.

The two anonymous surveys assessed students study techniques and the effectiveness of the instructional pedagogy mid-semester and at the end of the semester, respectively. These instruments contained open-ended and Likert Scale questions. The focus of these surveys was to assess students’ preparation for class exams and how they perceived their learning experiences. The mid-semester evaluation was developed during the study as a result of the feedback students were making informally outside of lecture about the time, effort, and contextual understanding they had of the material. They felt the tests were not fair assessments of their knowledge. The end of the semester evaluation was to assess students’ final perception of the curriculum and their resultant learning gains.

Participants

Student profiles ranged from freshman to senior status, with a variety of science experiences and ethnic backgrounds. At the start of the semester there were 32 students enrolled (the maximum enrollment with only one teaching assistant). Within the first week, 5 students dropped and 1 student dropped at the university’s drop-a-class deadline resulting in 26 students successfully finishing out the semester. All 26 participants agreed to participate in this investigation, as documented by signed Institutional Review Board (IRB) consent forms. Resultantly, there were 15
freshman, 9 sophomores, 1 junior, and 1 senior. For this study, no student claimed science as their major. There were however, 11 education majors (1 special ed, 5 pre-K, and 5 elementary) and 15 non-education majors (2 accounting, 2 business, 2 communication, 1 English, 1 history, 1 journalism, 4 government and policy, 4 undecided). Of the 26 participants, only 5 White European Americans claimed to be confident and excited about science. The ethnicity of students included 5 Asian American, 4 African American, and 17 White European Americans. Additionally, when students were asked to journal about the role their culture played in their life, 11 students discussed their religious background (including Catholicism, Judaism, and Greek Orthodox). One student did not identify with any culture. The remaining 14 students elaborated on their family heritage. There were also more females than males, 17 to 9 respectively.

*Pedagogy*

This section focuses on the teaching practices that I used over the course of the semester. I have use this section of Chapter 3 to generally introduce these pedagogical practices. Then throughout my findings discussions in Chapters 4 and 5 I give specific examples of ways my pedagogy may have influenced results. I have chosen to break down the main components of the teaching practices I used over the semester to encourage learning into four categories.

1) Finding out students’ interest(s) or fears towards science

2) Exciting students to learn about aspects of microbiology

3) Providing opportunities to reflect upon academic feedback and personal growth
4) Balancing professional and personal interactions with students

**Finding-out Students’ Interest(s) or Fears towards Science**

At the start of the semester, I established a more personal relationship with students several ways. The KEEP journal not only served to gather data on undergraduates’ diversity and interest toward microbiology, but also was critical in helping me to understand each student on a more individual level. For example, students’ journals not only revealed their interests in microbiology but also gave me insights into their life.

“I am a freshman here at the University of Maryland College Park. My major is Early Childhood Education, but I want to also take classes that involve Pre-Law. I have always had a passion for teaching younger children. Growing up with my 3 other siblings, I always loved the role of helping them with their homework… I also want to be a paralegal for Family Court, so I can work with children who have been abused. I want to help children turn their lives around… My main interest in this class…has to deal with weight and genetics. I have always been told that me being overweight is normal because it runs in my family. I come from a family that is known for diabetes, high blood pressure, overweight, heart attacks and strokes for generations… I really want to find out how it is possible that this can be passed on through genetics… I hope to come out of this class with a better understanding of genes and weight and the relationship between them.”

I would also walk from lecture to lab with different groups of students striking up conversations about questions they had about lab, lecture, or their extra curricular activities. I recorded students’ questions, comments, and interests in my weekly journals. This helped me personalize the way I would introduce labs or relate content discussed in lecture or lab so that concepts were more connected with students’ lives. For example, I learned that one student worked as a cook at Planet Fun (a children’s video arcade and with amusement rides). This student expressed an interest in understanding more about the relationship between microbes and food. In my
introduction to the Yogurt Lab, I asked this student to share some of his food
preparation practices. I used this student’s experiences with food in the Planet Fun
kitchen to begin my discussion of the pasteurization process used to extend the shelf-
life of foods by killing harmful microbes. This was the first important take home
concept of the Yogurt Lab, which also included the use of microbes to change the
physical and chemical properties of foods to inhibiting other harmful microbial
contamination. I also created a help thread for lab in Enterprise Learning
Management System (ELMS) discussion board feature. Students used this space to
share questions or concerns they had with respect to laboratory concepts or learning
tasks in this space. These pedagogical practices gave me an opportunity to
understand the needs and interest of this diverse group of learners.

Exciting Students to Learn About Aspects of Microbiology

At the start of the semester, I took several opportunities to excite students
about the research projects and hands-on lab scaffold. For instance, the first day of
lecture Dr. Benson gave me an opportunity to share with the students the objective
behind the transformed laboratory curriculum. This not only gave me an opportunity
to ask students to participate in this doctoral study, but also gave me a chance to
express the significance of the learning activities students would have in this course.
The first lab introduced students to the ELMS learning environment and KEEP; this
gave me time to share some of the significance behind projects students from the
2007 pilot chose to research. The first hands-on lab was Safety and Microscopy. My
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introduction to this lab not only included a discussion of why it is important to use aseptic techniques, but also focused on the unique lab scaffold, which would provide them with chances to design and test their own experimental protocols later in the semester.

I also recognized the different levels of comfort students had with learning science. For example, some students recognized that “I have always found science to be easier than other subjects because I find it the most interesting. After I took AP Biology in 11th grade, I realized that I loved learning new science information.” Others acknowledged, “I’m just not too knowledgeable I guess with biology like some other people in the class are. I always feel like I’m so behind or unknowing of what everyone else is saying in class… it kind of makes me feel like I missed an entire lecture because they know so much and I know so little…” My own pedagogical practice not only sought to challenge those who were excited about science but also encourage those who were less confident and skilled with reading, interpreting, and discussing scientific information. For example, I found my walks to lab and from lecture were often opportunities students used to discuss questions they had about assignments or exams. I recorded several instances in my practitioner journal where I tried to re-explain a science concept in ways that might have been more relevant to students’ experiences. I encouraged study groups and specifically tried to pair those students with more background knowledge with those who did not come from strong primary and secondary science education programs. I worked hard to help all undergraduates feel comfortable about directly seeking Dr. Benson’s advice. Finally, I spent time giving students feedback on their individual and group
KEEP research projects. I helped students who had little experience with researching scientific articles begin to develop skills to find reliable sources of information, while challenging those more skilled students to develop their knowledge of the issue(s).

Providing Opportunities to Reflect Upon Academic Feedback and Personal Growth

Throughout the semester, the activities built into the transformed laboratory curriculum offered students chances to reflect upon their understanding of science and their own personal beliefs. For example, the KEEP journal explicitly asked “In looking back at my initial scientific interest I realize...I have learned______ about my initial scientific interest…I still have questions about...My initial opinion about this topic was...After understanding more about... I find myself (agreeing or disagreeing) with my initial beliefs because...” The article exercise asked “After carefully rereading the article you chose address the following points… including if your initial response has changed or remained the same.” However, I also encouraged students to reflect upon their ability to evaluate scientific information through my ELMS and KEEP interactions. For instance, after each lab, students posted their lab write-ups in ELMS. I gave each student feedback not only on their misconceptions but also praised their developed skills, understanding, and level of effort. Similarly, for the individual KEEP research project I offered each student insights on the weaknesses and strengths of their final poster.

Balancing Professional and Personal Interactions with Students

One of the challenges I faced each week was how to balancing the personal relationship I established with students over the semester and my role as instructor. I reflected upon my own personality and interest in my life long ambition to seek and
share the priceless gift of wisdom. I believe that one of the reasons I loved teaching
this transformed curriculum was because it offered undergraduates a chance to
develop life long skills of scientific literacy in a context that had personal relevance
to each students’ life. I also believe that my passion and interest in seeing this
diverse group of students succeed came out in several ways. Talking to students on a
personal level about their interests was one way. I believe that this formed a bond
between me and students that necessitated trust, sensitivity, and care while balancing
professionalism. Often times I found myself reflecting in my practitioner journal and
discussing with Dr. Benson aspects of my personal and professional interactions. For
example, I had noticed a few weeks into the course that one student was going
through personal issues. I had seen this student very upset both inside and outside of
class. This undergraduate approached me and shared that she suffers from an anxiety
disorder and depression. She told me she had been doing well with the medication
she was on, but recently switched medication, which she believed triggered a sever relapse. When she asked to speak with me, I was grateful for her comfort in
discussing such a personal issue. However, I also acknowledged that her issue was
beyond my professional obligation and skills. Recorded the following
recommendations in my practitioner journal as well as informed Dr. Benson of the
incidence.

1) First, I asked her what I could do to help her keep from falling behind. I
offered to meet with her on the following Thursday March 13th to help her
with her first KEEP draft.
2) I also asked her what kind of support she had and if she was seeking help. She told me she had found a support group on campus and had been going to counseling. I asked if she would bring me some documentation of her Dr.’s appointments so that I could excuse her absences from lab. She had missed last Thursday’s lab and left a bit early on Tuesday March 4th because she was very upset. She had also not been engaging with the material since I noted her distress.

3) I asked her if she had scheduled an appointment to meet with her advisor, she had not so I also recommended she talk to her advisor and tell her advisor the situation.

I found that several students felt my interest in their learning was sincere yet I also made it clear that my level of expectation of them academically needed to be objective. My feedback to students over the course of the semester documents the standard of achievement I expected of students. I show examples of these pedagogical interactions in Chapters 4 and 5.

Instrumentation

This section describes the origin of each instrument and the construct(s) (student interest, evaluation of scientific information, and/or NOS conceptualizations) it measured. The validity and reliability of the resulting data follows this discussion in the data gathering and analysis procedures section. All instruments have been illustrated in Appendix B.

Start and End of the Semester Article Exercise
The start and end of the semester article exercise was used to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) response to a student interest focused activity, 2) ability to evaluate scientific information, and 3) ability to evaluate scientific information. The open-ended questionnaire associated with this exercise was based on Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) instrument that was published in the respected and peer-reviewed *International Journal of Science Education*. Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) looked at eighty-four high-school students’ responses to five questions after they read two factitious articles, constructed specifically for the study. These two articles were on the topic of global warming and offered opposing positions on the socio-scientific issue. Participants then responded to 5 questions, the first 3 were designed to elicit their NOS conceptualizations and the last 2 focused on socio-scientific decision-making skills. The authors inductively analyzed the qualitative data. They established credibility and trustworthiness by triangulating the questionnaires and interviews as well as establishing inter-rater reliability between the three investigators.

The questions used in the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) study improved upon the work of Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2002), who examined 41 pairs (82 students) responses to questions that were based off of Bell, Lederman, and Abd-El-Khalick’s (2000) Nature of Science Questionnaire. The questions from the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) study were chosen over other instruments, such as the Nature of Science Questionnaire for several reasons. First, I had previous experience with using questions from the Nature of Science Questionnaire in two other studies I conducted at the University of Maryland (Schalk,
McGinnis, McCaleb, 2007; Schalk, et al., 2008). The data suggested that these questions resulted in responses that were difficult to analyze without further interviews. I chose not to conduct interviews to decrease any confusion or anxiety about the instructor relationship I had established with the participants, which could have resulted from the desire to be truthful yet not jeopardize their grade. Second, other investigations (Kolsto, 2001b; Kolsto, 2006; Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, & Henderson, 1997; Sadler and Zeidler, 2005a) examining participants’ NOS conceptualizations or ability to evaluate SSI either conducted interviews or used protocols that were not relevant or useful for this dissertation study’s curricular framework.

This investigation sought to understand the effects of a student interest-SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention. Consequently, rather than ask students to respond to factious articles on global warming, students selected from a variety of readings that had alternative socio-scientific perspectives and were related to microbial biology. These topics were directly linked to the four microbial biology areas students chose to examine over the semester. These articles also discussed alternative perspectives. Students summarized an article and elaborated on questions that originated from the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) investigation. Further, this exercise helped students to begin developing their individual KEEP research poster by offering several ideas and references. At the end of the semester, students were asked to re-read their article and initial response. They then summarized the same article and elaborated once again on the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) open-ended questions, allowing data on students’ NOS conceptualizations and
evaluation of scientific information to be compared. However, because this instrument asked students to read one article, modifications were made to Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) original open-ended questions. For example, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) question 4 asked “which article is more convincing? Please explain your response.” For this study there was only one article with two alternative scientific perspectives, thus the question became “what is/are the conclusion(s) of the article, how accepted are they among the scientific community?”

*Students’ KEEP Journal*

The KEEP journal was to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) diversity, 2) interest toward microbiology, 3) NOS conceptualizations, and 4) ability to evaluate scientific information. Students used this major research-extensive Mid-Atlantic university’s version of the KEEP toolkit as a medium of expression (Carnegie Foundation, 2002). Students made two journal entries at the start and end of the semester. The first journal entry served to systematically document participants’ personal information such as culture, future career aspirations, previous science experiences, and interest in how microbial science relates to their life. The final journal entry gave undergraduates a chance to reflect upon their initial scientific interest by asking them to discuss what they had learned, questions they still had, and if their initial opinion about this topic had changed.
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41 Knowledge Exchange Exhibition Presentation (KEEP) toolkit is a Carnegie Foundation electronic learning tool which serves to mine data as well as facilitate the exchange and presentation of knowledge (Carnegie Foundation, 2002).
The usefulness of this instrument was realized during the spring 2007 pilot study. It was found that all 24 participants, from the spring 2007, were able to express their interests, beliefs, and understandings of scientific information in a way that quizzes and surveys were not able to capture. Analyses of the spring 2007 data also suggested that asking undergraduates to make fewer journal entries over the course of the semester would also provide richer insights. Students’ feedback from the spring 2007 indicated that weekly journals became a tedious task that they lost interest in mid-way through the semester. Consequently, the use of the KEEP journal instrument was limited to two reflections upon the growth they had over the course of the semester.

**Individual KEEP Research Poster**

The individual KEEP research poster was also to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) diversity, 2) interest toward microbiology, 3) NOS conceptualizations, and 4) ability to evaluate scientific information. The students’ individual research posters also came from the spring 2007 pilot study. The spring piloting data from this individual instrument suggested that this exercise was very useful in exposing students to topics that interested them while building their knowledge base for the follow-up group project. Few modifications were made to this instrument. The most notable change was minimal edits to refine the instructional wording to align better with the final group project.

The overarching focus of this individual project was to expose students to the importance of understanding different scientific perspectives before forming opinions. The notion of this instrument being a research poster in KEEP, rather than a
research paper, came from Dr. Benson’s previous successes with using KEEP in this course for group based research projects.

Other aspects of the individual project included giving students time to research a topic with personal relevance to their life while getting instructional feedback that challenged them to expand their knowledge and reflect upon their beliefs. This feedback came through their individual project draft and final poster. Students were asked to submit a draft of their topic and at least two references to ensure students had narrowed their topic focus and were able to find reliable references discussing the different perspectives on their socio-scientific issue. I offered students help if they expressed difficulties in finding a topic or reliable resources by working one-on-one with students. I provided them with some initial electronic resources containing information relevant to their expressed interest. However, students were asked to find their own references for their final report. In addition, the individual project was used to put undergraduates together for their group project, which served to further students’ understandings and reflections in a more social setting.

*Group KEEP Research Poster*

The group KEEP research poster was to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) interest toward microbiology, 2) NOS conceptualizations, and 3) ability to evaluate scientific information. The group research poster was another instrument that needed few modifications from the spring 2007 pilot study. The most notable change from the spring 2007 was slight rewording of the instructions for clarity. This instrument was an extension of students’ individual projects. Consequently, this group project
had the added component of giving students the opportunity to teach their peers about their topic through a Power Point presentation as well as a learning activity / experiment designed for an identified 5 -10 grade. These instructional components of the group project offered both education majors and non-education majors’ practice at socially discussing the alternative perspectives of the socio-scientific issue as well as practically applying their knowledge to teach others.

*Anonymous Mid-Semester Evaluation on Students’ Study Techniques*

The anonymous mid-semester evaluation on students’ study techniques was to gather data on undergraduates’ diversity and perceived ability to evaluate scientific information. The instrument was not piloted, but designed as a result of the instructional feedback I received several weeks into the study after meeting with members of my dissertation committee (namely, Dr. Mawhinney and Dr. Benson). The rational behind this evaluation was to address the feedback students were making informally outside of lecture about the time, effort, and contextual understanding they had of the material, yet feeling as though the tests were not fair assessments of their knowledge. Consequently, this instrument was the result of this case-study’s progression.

This instrument was made available to students through ELMS (Blackboard Inc., 2006). This survey provided students a chance to express their study techniques, the amount of time they were putting into exam preparation, and how the course could be modified to better facilitate learning. This instrument consisted of 10 Likert Scale questions and 8 short answer responses.

*Anonymous End of the Semester Evaluation*
The anonymous end of the semester evaluation was used to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) diversity, 2) interest toward microbiology, 3) NOS conceptualizations, and 4) ability to evaluate scientific information. The instrument evaluating students’ laboratory experiences was adapted from a spring 2007 bonus journal and questions from Dr. Benson’s end of the semester evaluation. This instrument was made available to students through ELMS (Blackboard Inc., 2006). The evaluation provided students a chance to express their 1) confidence in finding, reading, and discussing scientific information, 2) beliefs about the engagement and usefulness of the various learning activities (individual and group KEEP research projects as well as hands-on labs), and 3) thoughts about if they would recommend this educational experience to others. This instrument consisted of 10 Likert Scale questions and 16 short answer responses.

*Student Laboratory Experiments*

The students’ lab write-ups were to gather data on undergraduates’ 1) interest toward microbiology, 2) NOS conceptualizations, and 3) ability to evaluate scientific information. Most of the labs were piloted in the spring of 2007. These lab activities were created to foster undergraduates’ authentic ideas, practical awareness of how the lab related to their everyday life, and conceptual understanding of the science content. For example, the Hand-Washing labs required students to 1) define a testable question, 2) outline their experimental protocol, 3) describe their controls, 4) devise a method of data collection and analysis and, 5) discuss whether their testable question was answered.
The changes made from the 2007 pilot study included fewer computer labs and a trip to the Marian Koshland Science Museum in Washington D.C. Specifically, in 2007 two computer labs were designed to teach students about DNA and protein sequencing by accessing the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database. Students from the 2007 pilot study did not demonstrate the desired interest or conceptual knowledge intended; therefore these labs were replaced by a DNA microarray lab (Campbell, 2006) and a yogurt lab. The DNA microarray lab had not been used in prior years but the yogurt lab had. For more details on the labs carried out in this study see Appendix A, which contains the laboratory syllabus.

Student Laboratory Quiz

The students’ lab quiz gathered data on undergraduates’ ability to evaluate scientific information and NOS conceptualizations. The lab quiz questions were derived from the 2007 journals that were omitted in 2008 to narrow the focus of the students’ journaling. The original journal questions were slightly reworded for clarity by Dr. Benson. These three questions were open-ended and asked students about 1) whether they viewed the scientific process as being linear or circular, 2) how scientific knowledge is different from other ways of knowing, and 3) the connections between science and human endeavors.

Practitioner Researcher Self-reflective Journal Outline Instrument

The practitioner researcher self-reflective journal outline instrument came from the 2007 spring pilot study. As a member of the Project Nexus (PN) research team, I kept a journal on my teaching practices. The original journal outline I was given came from the Project Nexus Team which included my reflection upon active
learning, linkage to pre-collegiate science teaching, recruitment to teaching, teaching for all, data management and analysis, and “traditional” instruction. For this dissertation, I took into account the advice of my dissertation committee and modified the journal to keep track of:

1) The general lab description for that week
2) How the activities related to SSI, NOS conceptualizations, evaluation of scientific information, and students’ interest
3) My instructional preparation with Dr. Benson
4) The microbiology content covered
5) My interactions with students in ELMS, lecture, and lab

I also recorded other important observations or comments that I felt could be useful in data analyses such as the topic covered in lecture and student-to-student interactions.

Data Gathering and Analysis Procedures

This section describes the methodology used in gathering and analyzing data to address the guiding question of this dissertation: “How does a socio-scientific issues (SSI) curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates’ ability to informally reason?” Consequently, the following discussion is broken into collection of data and analytical procedures subsections. At the end of the analyses procedures is summary table that illustrates how each instrument was used to measure the specific components of the guiding research question (students’ interests, evaluation of scientific information, and NOS
conceptualizations). This table also precedes a foreshadowing of the upcoming findings Chapters 4 and 5.

Data Gathering

Convenience sampling was used for this case-study (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 175). All undergraduates who participated in this study were selected based upon the fact they had enrolled in this course in the spring of 2008. All participants freely and willingly participated in this study, as witnessed by the signed IRB consent form 42, see Appendix C. All participants also agreed to let their data be written in this dissertation and other educational reports, providing their identities are protected. Consequently, all data have been coded to mask the identity of the participants.

Additionally, a few students were selected in the spring semester of 2009 to validate accurate reporting of their data as well as comment on my interpretations of their responses. These participants were asked to sign a new IRB consent form 43, see Appendix C. This IRB form allowed me to interview these students and record their comments as a way of validating the interview and my data analyses.

Data were collected electronically through this major research-extensive Mid-Atlantic university’s Enterprise Learning Management System (ELMS) and the Knowledge, Exchange, Exhibition, Presentation (KEEP) toolkit (Blackboard Inc., 2006; Carnegie Foundation, 2002). A large percentage of data for this investigation came from academic products used in assessing students final grades such as the 1) Individual KEEP project, 2) Group KEEP project, 3) KEEP journals, 4) students’

---

42 The IRB consent form was accepted on January 9th, 2008 by the University of Maryland’s Institutional Review Board. The IRB used in this study was given an application number of 07-0686.
43 The IRB consent form was accepted on January 9th, 2008 by the University of Maryland’s Institutional Review Board. The IRB used in this study was given an application number of 07-0686.
laboratory write-ups, 5) end of the semester lab quiz, and 8) a start and end of the semester article exercise. Consequently, assignments students chose not to complete had to be honored to respect subject participation as described in the original IRB consent form, see Appendix C. That is students were not pursued to complete an assignment for the sake of this dissertation’s data collection. Those students who were asked to validate their data and my interpretations were contacted by email once. Several times in this electronic letter it was reinforced that students were being asked to voluntarily be interviewed. During the interview, I began by asking each student to sign the new IRB consent form, see Appendix C. This gave me an opportunity to clarify that if at any time subjects could decide not to participate and/or have their data be reported. Further, the IRB renewal application made it clear that had participants not respond to the voluntary request, no further pursuit was to be made to pressure students into complying. All participants selected freely and willingly participated in the interview and allowed for their voices to be recorded, as witnessed by their signing of the new IRB consent form.

The anonymous surveys administered in ELMS were chosen over interviews to decrease any anxiety that could have been associated with interviews, especially considering I did not want to jeopardize the truthfulness of students’ responses given that I had a practitioner researcher role in this study. Additionally, I was also a participant of this study through analyses of my pedagogical practices self-reflective journals.

*Analysis Procedures*
All instruments yielded qualitative data and the two anonymous evaluations also incorporated Likert Scale questions. Analyses of this case-study’s data were accomplished through analytic induction. Analytic induction has been defined as a process by which the research searches through the data bit by bit and identifying underlying themes or patterns (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 21, 618). Detailed explanations and examples of the resulting coded data can be found in Chapters 4 and 5, where the findings are reported. Descriptive statistics have also been used to clarify resulting trends.

The proposed design of this dissertation originally included several deductive approaches to analyze the data. Analytic deduction involves the identification of themes prior to data collection and then searching through the data for representative instances (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 21). However, the deductive methods proposed were contingent upon the use of Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) article instrument. The changes made to this instrument, under the guidance of Dr. Benson, resulted in data that could not be deductively subjected to Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler’s (2004) coding scheme. Additionally, statistical tests were proposed to measure differences in education vs. non-education major populations. Due to the reduced focus of the original proposal, no statistical tests were needed. Thus, descriptive statistics were used when explaining general trends among the participants.

*Analytic Induction*

With respect to analytic induction, both interpretational and structural methods were used to identify themes or patterns inherent in the data.
Interpretational analysis has been defined as the process of examining case-study data closely to find constructs, themes, and patterns that can be used to describe and explain the phenomena being studied (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 453). Structural analysis also identifies patterns to describe and explain the phenomena under investigation but does so with little if any inference (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 457). These methods of data analyses could also be considered as latent and manifest, respectively. Latent content analysis is the process by which the researcher extends an interpretive reading of symbolism to the data (Berg, 2007, p. 308). Manifest content analysis is limited to counting specific words, thus examining the surface level of the data (Berg, 2007, p. 308).

For example, students’ journals were interpretationally (latently) coded into one of three categories (career, family history, or personal) with respect to their expressed interest(s) in microbiology. Career was related with students proclaimed future occupations. Family history was associated a student’s desire to become more educated about their own life and life style because some family member has died or been diagnosed with a disease. Personal referred to students’ desire for self-improvement but was not associated with a relative’s death or illness. Students’ journals were also structurally (manifestedly) analyzed with respect to their ethnic backgrounds and academic major. Specific examples of interpretational and structural analyses coding have been provided on pages 173-175.

Although the examples I have provided on these pages are used to illustrate clearly how I analyzed data (interpretationally and structurally) there were times when students’ responses did not fit neatly within my inductive category scheme. In
some cases undergraduates’ answers: 1) were not thoroughly explained, 2) fell into more than one category, and/or 3) were uncharacteristic of subjects prior comments. For example, in Hugh’s first journal he states that he had “interest in what scientists know about everything. I’m very curious.” His general statement did not fall neatly within my inductive categories of career, family history, or personal. In such instances, I used several techniques to code data (latently). One strategy I used was to consider the surrounding comments he made in this journal entry, such as “I love having conversations about the role of endogenous retroviruses… I have always found science to be exciting because it's meritocratic to a degree which most disciplines are not.” Given that Hugh had also discussed his Government and Politics major and was forward about his debate interests in political affairs in sentences prior, I viewed such comments as supporting an underlying career related interest. To strengthen my judgments I used my practitioner researcher journals. In many instances, I had memos supporting my analyses. In Hugh’s case, I noted a conversation we had about how he was using his acquired knowledge from this course in collegiate debates. Recognizing his career aspirations in government, he had joined the university’s debate team. Since I treated each participant as a case, I also used students’ final journal reflections and research project focus to decipher underlying meanings. In Hugh’s final journal, he stated that “I've learned a lot about the fundamentals of microbiology, enough to be able to read scholarly journals or articles and understand what's going on. This seems minor, but I think it will seriously affect my base level of information to enable me to engage with my field of study.” For his individual and group projects, he chose popular political topics being
disputed among government officials, such as doctors' use of antimicrobials on fatally ill patients and censorship of potentially dangerous scientific research. Further, for some undergraduates I was able to confirm my data analyses through member-checking.

As with my interpretational analyses, I noted difficulties in my manifest coding scheme as well. In these cases, undergraduates often failed to respond to the specific question. For instance, when asked to describe their ethnicity a few students failed to respond to this question. On such occasions, I had to rely solely on my recorded practitioner journal notes or biographical data from the class roster.

I conducted both interpretational and structural analyses by compiling the data stored in the ELMS and KEEP databases into NVivo (version 7). I created document folders for students’ journals, individual KEEP project, group KEEP project, article exercise, lab write-up data, lab quiz, anonymous mid-semester and end of the semester evaluations, as well as one for my practitioner self-reflective journals. I categorized all data into cases. One case was a student’s portfolio of work over the semester. Each student case was also linked to my practitioner journals if I recorded instances of interaction with that participant in lecture, lab, or through ELMS. Free nodes and memos were used to note trends in the data as I began my analyses. Tree nodes were later created to categorize the resulting interpretational schemes into the three main research components of this dissertation, namely students’ interests, evaluation of scientific information, and NOS conceptualizations. Branches were created within each of the three main tree nodes as I dissected and identified underlying emergent themes. A specific theme (such as the NOS discovery,
processes, and justification) and the instrument the data came from defined these branches. This analysis procedure enabled me to visualize how the instrumental data supported my interpretation of the data. Once I had completed my analytical analyses I then went into the literature and made memos where my tree node branches reinforced or challenged the existing theoretical models.

Several procedures were used to test the internal validity (or credibility) of the causal inferences about the effects of this student interest SSI-based curricular intervention on students’ evaluation of scientific information and NOS conceptualizations. Pattern matching was one approach used to strengthen the findings reported. Pattern matching is the process by which data from the case-study corresponds to predictions drawn from theoretical propositions (Yin, 2003, p. 119). For this investigation, after the data were coded inductively (as described earlier), I searched the literature to compare my findings to findings reported by others in the literature. My data tended to either: 1) support theoretical models that had not been tested, 2) challenge other empirically based reports, and/or 3) reinforce reported outcomes. For example, in Chapter 6 on page 257 I discuss how advocates for the use of SSI-based interventions have contended that NOS conceptualizations are learned in this type of educational setting, which in turn can promote more informed reasoning about scientific issues in an everyday context (Sadler, 2004a). However, several reported findings have yet to support this claim (Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Wong, 2008). One specific example I discuss is the study by Walker and Zeidler (2007) who found that high-school students’ failed to draw upon their conceptual knowledge of the NOS when supporting their claims. I then
discuss how my findings from Chapter 5 illustrate how the 26 participants in this investigation did develop and utilize their acquired knowledge of the NOS when reasoning.

Altheide and Johnson (1994) have emphasized multivocality being a factor that strengthens the validity of case-study research. Multivocality refers to settings where participants do not speak with a unified voice but express diverse views and interests (Altheide & Johnson, 1994). Consequently, I have used multiple electronic data-collection methods (anonymous surveys, quizzes, discussion board posts, assignment submissions, as well as KEEP projects and journals) and data sources (mid and end of the semester evaluations, research projects, article exercises, journals, a lab quiz, and lab write-ups) to demonstrate the diverse interests and views students expressed over the semester.

Additionally, my interpretations of the data were also subject to validation by Dr. Benson during the data collection period. I sought confirmation of my use of descriptive statistics over other statistical measures such as Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with Dr. Harring, an associate professor in the College of Education’s Measurements, Statistics, and Evaluation Department. Over the summer and fall of 2008 I also sought verification of my data analyses with objective graduate associates and faculty in the College of Education’s Curriculum and Instruction Department (namely Dr. Elby, Hammer, Hughes, Imig, and Levin). Thus, part of the strength data interpretation comes from my triangulation of data, as defined by Gall, Gall, and Borg, (2002). Finally, in the spring of 2009 I used member-checking to further validate my claims. Gall, Gall, and Borg, (2002, p. 465) have defined member-
checking as the process where participants review selected sections of their raw data and confirm their data have accurately reported. Participants also validate the researcher’s interpretations of data for accuracy and completeness (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 465).

Gall, Gall, and Borg, (2002, p. 465) have acknowledged that case-study triangulation includes the use of multiple data-collection methods, data sources, and analysts to strengthen the interpretive validity of the research’s claims. Table 1 illustrates how instrumental data were triangulated by multiple data-collection methods and data sources as well as summarizes how each instrument addressed the guiding research question. Although, this table has excluded my practitioner researcher self-reflective journal. This journal was used to strengthen interpretation of my data for all instruments. Discussions of the ways my pedagogical practices may have affected the outcomes reported have also been threaded throughout the findings Chapters 4 and 5. Consequently, this table highlights only those instruments used to collect data on the undergraduate participants.

Table 1. Integration of the Guiding Research Question with Data Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection to The Guiding Research Question</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>KEEP</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Mid-Evaluation</th>
<th>End-Evaluation</th>
<th>Lab Experiments</th>
<th>Lab Quiz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What stimulates students' interest(s) in science</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between interest and learning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between SSI and interest</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences influence informal reasoning of SSI</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating evidence / conclusions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking scientific questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Higher-ordered epistemological thinking  | X |  |  |  | X | X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOS Conceptualizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differentiating facts, theories and opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal factors influence on scientific discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How scientists ask &amp; experimentally test questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing a lack of data, as a weakness for a claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informally reasoning using NOS conceptualizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOS conceptualizations affect social beliefs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X = students’ interests, evaluation of scientific information, or NOS conceptualizations data
x = supporting data from students’ beliefs or perceptions

This table serves to simplify my data analyses as well as foreshadow the discussion in my findings Chapters 4 and 5. For example, in Chapter 4 I have discussed data relevant to popular SSI diverse learners are drawn to as they develop skills to evaluate scientific information. Table 1 indicates that the Article Exercise, Journals, KEEP Projects, End-Evaluation, and Lab Experiments were used to measure students’ interest(s) to learn about microbiology. The lighter lowercase x are used to indicate supporting data from students’ beliefs or perceptions. For instance, the Article Exercise, KEEP Projects, Lab Experiments, and Lab Quiz were used to measure undergraduates learning relative to their expressed interests; while students beliefs expressed in the Journals, Mid-Evaluation, and End-Evaluation supported the data analyses.

Chapter 5 has focused on findings that relate undergraduates’ epistemological views about science with respect to their ability to informal reasoning. Although there was some overlap in how participants evaluated scientific information and conceptualized science as a way of knowing when informally reasoning, these chapters have distinct connections to the predictions of researchers’ theoretical propositions.
Specifically, Chapter 4 includes findings on what microbiology topics stimulated students' interest in science and why. These data are connected to theoretical literature that has suggested there is a need to know more about educational opportunities that motivate students to learn science (e.g., Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Osborne, Simon, & Collins, 2003; Sadler, 2004). The findings from this chapter have also focused on the theory that leaning environments relating science to students' identities through experiences, examples, analogies, and values can improve achievement and interest (e.g., Palmer, 2005; Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). The data in Chapter 4 are further linked to theoretical predictions that the SSI framework offers an engaging learning forum (e.g., Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002).

With respect to undergraduates' ability to evaluate scientific information, the data from Chapters 4 and 5 are connected to research suggesting personal experiences influence a person's informal reasoning of SSI (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Barab, & Scott, 2006; Zeidler, & Sadler, 2008). However, Chapter 4 explicitly focuses on the effects of the student interest SSI-based curriculum on students' personal development (e.g., Sadler, Barab, & Scott, 2006; Sadler, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, & Sadler, 2008). Chapter 5 concentrates on the debate among science education researchers about how much epistemological conceptualizations of science influence a person's social beliefs (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001). Both Chapters 4 and 5 are additionally connected to researchers' supposition about students' knowledge of science being enhanced by
having skills to evaluate evidence/conclusions and ask scientific questions (e.g., Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, & Henderson, 1997; Roberts, 1995, 2007; Sandoval, 2003). Further, the findings from this doctoral dissertation have suggested that undergraduates developed higher-ordered epistemological syntheses and evaluation of scientific information. This has been connected to the recent theoretical implications about making science more meaningful to students to facilitate higher stages of reflective judgment (e.g., Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

Chapter 5 extends the discussion of evaluating scientific information by more critically examining of the NOS discovery, processes, and justification. With respect to the nature of scientific discovery, specifically the ability to differentiate facts, theories and opinions, the findings from this dissertation have been associated with other empirical investigations and theoretical perspectives (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). Similarly, results from the 26 participating undergraduates’ understanding of the societal factors influence on scientific discovery have been connected to earlier research (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). The data that are reported on the nature of scientific processes, such as understanding of how scientists ask and experimentally test questions as well as viewing lack of data as a weakness in a claim, are linked to the conjectures of others (e.g., Sandoval, 2003; Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Schwartz, 2002). Finally, undergraduates’ developed awareness of how social beliefs and NOS conceptualizations affect scientific
justifications are tied to the theoretical inferences of educational researchers (e.g., Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

The discussion in Chapter 6 combines the emerging insights that have come out of both Chapter 4 and 5. As a result, Chapter 6 more completely emphasizes the implications of this doctoral dissertation to future science education research.

**Ethical Considerations and Trustworthiness**

The issues related to ethics of the research and researchers have also played a significant part in this investigation. For example, before any data were collected, the proposed framework of this study was submitted to the University of Maryland’s IRB. The IRB application, found in Appendix C was approved on January 9th, 2008 and given a protocol number of 07-0686. This was not only required by the University of Maryland for research involving human subjects but also helped to ensure that I was aware of my responsibility to protect students participating in this study. Consequently, at the start of the semester, I announced my practitioner researcher role in this investigation and informed students not only of the importance of their participation in this study but also of potential risks. All undergraduates freely and willingly participated in this study, yet were aware that at anytime they could withdraw from being subjected to investigation without any negative penalty. Not only were students asked to sign an Institutional Review Board consent form (see Appendix C), but I also made it a point to reaffirm their consent by asking each student throughout the semester if their academic products could be used as examples for educational conferences, papers, or future undergraduates who enrolled in this
course. All participants agreed to the use of their data for educational purposes that
would benefit future students’ educational experiences.

However, given the open relationship of trust I established with the students’
over the course of the semester, their disclosure of personal information in their
journals, and my practitioner researcher role, I reflected heavily upon my obligations
related to ethics and trustworthiness. Consequently, several fail-safes ensured student
confidentiality. First, pseudonyms were used in place of students’ names to protect
all participants’ identities. Second, no person beyond the research team had access to
student information such as name, social security number, and any other personal
identification information. Further, participants had the right to refuse to respond to
any instrumental related task or question. Given that a large percentage of data came
from academic products, I honored those assignments students chose not to complete
and did not pursue students to ensure 100% participation. However, I also recorded
in my practitioner journal that several students approached me after missing a
deadline with legitimate excuses and were given additional time with an assignment
(Dr. Benson adhered to the policy of 10% deduction per day). I also chose to
administer anonymous surveys in ELMS over conducting interviews to decrease any
confusion about the instructor relationship I had established or any anxiety that could
have resulted in students’ desire to be truthful yet not jeopardize their grade.

There was also a potential conflict in my desire to see changes over the course
of the semester in students’ products, thus biasing my assessment of students’ efforts
and conceptual understanding over the course of the semester. To minimize my bias
analyses of undergraduates’ work I took several measures. First, I subjectively
audited\textsuperscript{44} my role as a graduate teaching assistant, lab instructor, and researcher. After each lab, I recorded the communication and feedback I had with students both on-line as well as during lecture and lab in my structured practitioner researcher self-reflective journal (see Appendix B). These journal entries also included conversations from the weekly meetings with Dr. Benson. During these weekly meetings, I discussed concerns or questions that arose with respect to my pedagogical interactions with students as well as any conflicting researcher interests. For example, at the start of the semester I feared my interpretation of students’ article exercise could be influenced by my researcher interest. As a result, it was determined that Dr. Benson would evaluate students’ answers for a grade and I would inductively code their responses for epistemological understanding. I shared my interpretations with Dr. Benson after he was done assessing students’ academic performance. Consequently, my interactions with Dr. Benson also gave me opportunities to discuss my analyses of the data, strengthening the reliability\textsuperscript{45} of my findings. Over the course of the semester, I also had opportunities to share my reflections and data analyses as a teaching assistant as well as researcher to members of my dissertation committee, namely Dr. McGinnis and Dr. Mawhinney. These conversations offered insights into ways I could further my collection of data as well as my pedagogical practices.

Further, given the connection students had with their projects, I sought additional validation of my data analyses and their consent to share their personal

\textsuperscript{44} Gall, Gall, and Borg (2002, p. 449) have defined subjective auditing as taking notes about situations connected to one’s research that arouse strong positive or negative feelings.
stories. This was accomplished by member-checking. Analyses of my data ran beyond the one-year IRB approved limit. Resultantly, I also included an addendum when I renewed my IRB application (see Appendix C). This additional request gave me the chance to make students, whose data I have selected to describe the findings, aware of my interpretation of their data. However, perhaps more importantly it gave me the chance to ask participants if it was ok to share their personal story in an anonymous way to further science education. Those participants contacted not only validated my claims but also reassured me that I had their permission to share aspects of who they were, by disclosing their interests.

Summary

In this chapter, I have explained the conceptual framework, research setting, participants, pedagogy, instrumental design, procedural framework, and ethics and trustworthiness. I also included some foreshadowing into Chapters 4 and 5, where I present my findings. More specifically, in Chapter 3 I have reviewed the literature related to this student interest SSI-based theoretical framework. I have outlined the context of the study, which took place in a recently transformed general microbiology lab during the spring of 2008 and examined 26 diverse undergraduates. I have discussed the four main components of my teaching practices that I used to encourage learning. I have described the instrumentation used in this case-study, which included 9 instruments, 6 of which had been piloted in the spring of 2007. I also outlined my data collection and analyses procedures. The data were collected

---

45 Reliability in case-study research has been defined as the extent to which other researchers would arrive at similar results if they studied the same case using exactly the same procedures as the first researcher (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2002, p. 635).
through electronic interfaces, namely ELMS and KEEP. Data analyses included inductive coding with the use of NVivo software and descriptive statistics. I have also discussed the measures I took to ensure my trustworthy and ethical relationship with participants and their data. Additionally, Chapters 4 and 5 were foreshadowed by using Table 1 to illustrate how the instrumental data were triangulated by multiple data-collection methods and data sources. This table was also used to summarize how each instrument addressed the guiding research question and the relevant theoretical perspectives related to this student interest SSI-based curricular intervention. Finally, the discussion in Chapter 6 combines the emerging insights that have come out of both Chapter 4 and 5. As a result, Chapter 6 to more completely establishes the implications of this doctoral dissertation to future science education research.
CHAPTER 4: Student Interest & Evaluation of SSI Information Findings

Overview

This chapter begins by introducing the focus and relevance of the findings in this chapter to the education research community. The next section reports the data relevant to the effects this curricular and pedagogical intervention had on undergraduates’ evaluations of socio-scientific. Four participants, whose names have been protected, are used to illustrate the findings. When relevant, descriptive statistics have been interjected to relate these case profiles to the general learning trends of all participants. Additionally, throughout this results section are reflections on my pedagogical practices that may have influenced the learning environment and reported outcomes. Following the data and results section is a summary of the data analyses. A discussion of the limits of data analyses follows. This chapter concludes by reviewing some of the emerging insights of this data relevant to the educational research community, which is brought to a close by foreshadowing Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter Focus

There were two principle research questions proposed to examine how this SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affected undergraduates’ ability to informally reason. The first of these was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ evaluations of socio-scientific information (SSI)?” The other question proposed was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations?” This chapter explicitly focuses on the first question.
One of the rationales behind the SSI movement is that popular science issues can promote scientific literacy by connecting to people’s lives and promoting critical evaluation of scientific data and information (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). Scientific literacy has been broadly defined as a functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life not just theoretical science (DeBoer 1991, p. 174). Scientific literacy can be evidenced through the ability to identify problems for investigation, formulate hypotheses, design and conduct research, as well as evaluate evidence and conclusions (Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, & Henderson, 1997; Roberts, 1995). However, scientific literacy can also be indicated by a person’s open-mindedness, thirst for more information, ability to identify bias, and reflect critically (Kolsto, 2006; Oulton, Dillon, & Grace, 2004). Personal growth incorporates these latter indicators of scientific literacy as it includes development of self-understanding, self-confidence, self-discipline, intellectual curiosity, thinking about the acquisition of knowledge in a real world context, and clarifying personal beliefs (Belcheir, 1999; McLure, Srikanta-Rao, & Lester, 1999).

It has been argued that a person’s belief about his/her own scientific knowledge is not necessarily reflected by one’s ability to articulate science content or concepts formally learned (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hogan, 2000; Sinatra, Southerland, McConaughy, & Demastes, 2003). It has also been shown that people’s beliefs about science can influence their functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, 1997; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Resultantly, it has been
acknowledged that evaluations of participants’ scientific literacy should not only include students’ declarative formal understanding of science, but also their open-mindedness and ability to reflect upon their scientific knowledge beliefs (Hand, Lawrence, & Yore, 1999; Hogan, 2000; Zeidler, 1997). Understanding how a person’s skills to evaluate scientific information develops as well as how one reflects upon his/her intellectual curiosity and beliefs about scientific knowledge is one way to more conclusively evaluate scientific literacy.

Educators and researches who have advocated for the use of SSI-based interventions believe that social, epistemological, and evidential aspects of science can be learned in this type of educational setting (Kolsto, 2001a; Sadler, 2004a; Zeidler, 2003). This same group of educators and researchers contend that SSI offer the opportunity for learners to examine and develop their moral and ethical views about science, which in combination with the former will promote a functional understanding of scientific knowledge (McGinnis, 2003; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). However, SSI-based curricular interventions are a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004a, p. 515; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Those studies that have been identified as SSI interventions have explored primary or secondary student learning and have varied in scope and effectiveness (e.g., Barab, et al., 2007; Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). More research is needed to understand what components of a SSI-based curricular treatment are central to developing students’

---

46 Declarative formal understanding includes aspects such as students’ ability to evaluate evidence and conclusions based upon their conceptual understanding of content and the epistemology of professional science (Hogan, 2000).
scientific literacy. There is also a need to examine SSI-based interventions in postsecondary learning environments.

Motivational constructs in science education, such as interest, are often considered predictors of science-related decisions that affect learning, such as attending class, completing assignments, as well as the choice to engage and persist at a task (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005). A student’s interest towards a science issue or activity has been defined as “specific, develops over time, is relatively stable, and is associated with personal significance, positive emotions, high value, and increased knowledge (Wade, 2001, p. 245).” Students' interests may also be viewed in the context of the “pupil's voice in education” (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007). In this case, student interest is associated with pragmatic as well as moral development of students by recognizing opportunities to learn about one’s everyday world develops functional skills in addition to ethics and values (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007; Davie, 1996).

Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) and others have shown that although SSI are believed to connect to a person’s life, the use of SSI does not necessarily ensure students make personal connections to the science content (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). In fact, Sadler (2004a, p. 531) has argued that SSI-based curricula need to begin including approaches that specifically focus on developing classroom science experiences with students’ personal lives.

Seiler (2006, p. 338) has defined student interest-focused curriculums as responsive to or emergent from student interests. This type of learning environment provides an opportunity for students to influence their learning based upon questions,
curiosities, passions, or circumstances that influence them. Although studies have provided evidence to suggest student interests are integral to the construction of knowledge, recent reviews of science education research have also acknowledged a lack of empirical evidence identifying curricular strategies that stimulate students’ interest (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004a). Currently, the research literature examining how meaningful personal connections can be integrated into SSI-based curricula to foster scientific literacy is missing (Sadler, 2004a).

The SSI framework in this investigation sought to improve a diverse group of undergraduates’ scientific literacy by stimulating their personal interest in science and developing their ability to evaluate scientific information. Diversity in this study, relative to Lee and Luykx’s (2007) broad definition, has been defined by the limits of the data collected on the participants. Specifically, diversity in this study has been equated with issues of undergraduates’ ethnicity, culture, prior science experiences, and gender. The student interest component of this curriculum incorporated opportunities for undergraduates to use their background, interests, and prior experiences to identify and then research areas of microbiology they recognized as personally relevant. The SSI chosen by students or infused into the laboratory experiments included topics such as Gene therapy and Antimicrobial resistance.

The data in this chapter have been analyzed to focus on how undergraduates’ scientific literacy developed with respect to their personal growth towards science and the ability to evaluate information. Specifically, participants’ ability to critically evaluate scientific information was measured by the examination of undergraduates’ research projects, article exercise, and hands-on labs. Undergraduates’ personal
growth was measured by their developed self-understanding, self-confidence, self-discipline, intellectual curiosity, clarified personal beliefs towards science as well as their acquisition of scientific knowledge in a real world context. Analyses of the data in this chapter comes from participants’ 1) Individual KEEP project, 2) Group KEEP project, 3) KEEP journals, 4) students’ laboratory write-ups, 5) end of the semester lab quiz, 6) an anonymous end of semester evaluation, 7) anonymous mid-semester evaluation of students’ study techniques, and 8) a start and end of the semester article exercise.

Data / Results

The discussion of the data from this study begins by introducing four participants, whose names have been protected. These four cases illustrate the diversity of students’ interests and experiences with science. This section is followed by data demonstrating how opportunities to influence their learning affected undergraduates’ ability to evaluate scientific information. Data is then used to show how this student interest SSI-based curriculum influenced students’ personal growth. When relevant, descriptive statistics have been interjected to relate these case profiles to the general learning trends of all participants. Additionally, throughout the discussion of data on students’ interests and ability to evaluate of scientific information I have given specific examples of ways my pedagogy may have influenced results.

Students’ Diverse Interests and Experiences with Science

In this chapter Brandi, Rui, Wesesa and Gannon have been chosen to illustrate the diversity of students’ interests and experiences with science. For example, two
education majors (Rui and Wesesa) and two non-education majors (Brandi and Gannon) students represent the percentage of non-science majors. Similarly, two of the four undergraduates were White Americans (Brandi and Gannon) while the other two were Asian and African American (Rui and Wesesa), representative of the ethnic diversity ratio. Three of the four cases (Brandi, Rui and Wesesa) were female. The students’ reported that their desire to learn more about genetics, health/disease, diet/nutrition, or the environment stemmed from career, family history, or personal interests.

These four case’s data also exemplify the different ways students’ learning opportunities influenced their ability to evaluate scientific information. For instance, Gannon’s case illustrated the minority of undergraduates who had prior successful experiences in science and who demonstrated relatively advanced abilities in researching, interpreting, and discussing scientific information. The other three undergraduates illustrated the ways the majority of the participants’ scientific literacy skills developed over the semester. Each student also exemplified different ways undergraduates’ epistemological beliefs were influenced by the SSI-based intervention.

The first participant, Brandi, was a local White American female from an upper middle class arts and technology high-school. Brandi was a freshman who declared a Government and Politics major with a particular interested in international relations. The classification of Brandi’s undergraduate status (freshman, sophomore, excreta) and major are examples of manifestively coded data. Biographical
information such as year in school and major were obtained from students’ first journal entry, where they explicitly stated their university status.

Brandi also claimed that she found science to be exciting, because “new scientific breakthroughs can completely change the way we function in society.” Although Brandi viewed science as interesting, she acknowledged that science was challenging and not within her "comfort level." Despite Brandi’s insecurities about science, her journal revealed open-mindedness towards bridge her career related interest in “government and society with science.” As a result of this information, I coded (latently) Brandi’s prior experience in science as insecure. I also assessed (interpretationally) her interest in biological weapons as a career related given her declared motivation to grow professionally. Specifically, Brandi stated that her interest in biological technology potential for warfare stemmed from her career aspirations, which she already acknowledged to be in government and politics.

Career Interest: I'm very interested in biotechnology and genetic engineering. I'd also like to learn about what scientists know about biological weapons. This is relevant to my life because I hope to concentrate my major in international relations, and because I may choose to minor in the study of responses to terrorism. In this field, and in today's world more than ever, the use of bio-weapons is a very current and urgent issue.

The second student, Rui, was an Asian American female born in the United States but her parents were born and raised in Korea. Rui was also a freshman, but had declared an Early Childhood Education major because of her passion “not just to help kids learn but also to help instill good moral values in them and show them that someone cares about them.” Rui, found science to be hard and had not heard of microbes prior to this course. However, she was also open to learning about the role microbes’ play in life and their impact on society. In Rui’s first journal, she
identified an interest in learning more about the role microbes play in her family history. Specifically, Rui acknowledged that she was motivated to learning more about diabetes because of her grandfather’s condition. As a result, I coded (latently) Rui’s prior science experience as insecure and her interest in diabetes as family history.

**Family History Interest:** I would like to know more about the relationship with microbes in diseases and sicknesses such as diabetes. My grandfather has diabetes and I have been told my brother and I have a higher risk of getting it too. I am interested in how that works and what microbes have to do with that.

The third student, Wesesa, was a local African American female freshman majoring in early childhood education but was also interested in becoming a “paralegal for Family Court, to work with children who have been abused.” Wesesa described her prior experience with science as being “rather boring... I really didn't like biology, chemistry or earth science in high-school because it really didn't captivate me.” She also acknowledged that science did not come naturally to her. As a result, I coded (interpretationally) Wesesa’s prior science experience as insecure.

Despite her negative experiences and insecurities, Wesesa claimed that the notion of learning about how microbes related to her life as an engaging concept. Wesesa identified an interest in learning more about the role microbes play in diseases that other family member suffer from. As a result, I coded (latently) Wesesa’s interest as family history.

**Family History Interest:** My main interest in this class, has to deal with weight and genetics. I have always been told that me being overweight is normal because it runs in my family. I come from a family that is known for diabetes, high blood pressure, overweight, heart attacks and strokes for generations... which is why I am interested in what scientists know about it... This is relevant to my life because I want to be able to lose weight the correct way, I don’t want to be left with the impression that I am always going to be big because it runs in my family. This is why Microbiology sparks my desire to learn… I realize that there is so much about microbes that I don’t know, like the fact that I have microbes on and in me.
The fourth undergraduate was Gannon, a middle to upper class White American male in his senior year. Although he stated that he was passionate about music, he declared himself an accounting major to ensure his future financial security. Gannon found science to be interesting, appreciated its logical nature, and in his pre-collegiate school science experiences had been successful at understanding concepts learned in biology and chemistry. As a result, I coded (interpretationally) Gannon among a minority of students who claimed to be confident and interested in science. Also because Gannon revealed that his interest in HIV and other deadly viruses stemmed directly from his current health condition, I coded (latently) his motivation to learn about microbes as being personal.

**Personal Interest:** I have an interest in what scientists know about preventing the spread of deadly viruses, such as HIV and Ebola... This subject is relevant to my life because everyday, for the rest of my life, I will be exposed to millions of microbes, which influence my health. Even if I were to live in a sterile bubble, my body would still be filled with many different species of microbes, which aid in digestion and other physiological processes. My intimate relationship with microbes is therefore inescapable, so I have resolved to learn more about them by taking this course on microbes and society.

In general, students’ first journal entry revealed that the majority of students 21 out of 26 (81%) were insecure about their previous science exposure but expressed open-mindedness and curiosity towards learning how microbes were related to their life. Several of these students also admitted to finding science boring or uninteresting. Only a small percentage, 19% (5 students), claimed to be confident and interested in science.

All participants’ initial interest(s) not only fell into one of the broad categories of genetics, health/disease, diet/nutrition, or environment, but also were latently
coded as either: 1) career related, 2) family history, or 3) personal. Career was related with students proclaimed future occupations. Family history was associated a student’s desire to become more educated about their own life and life style because some family member has died or been diagnosed with a disease. Personal referred to students’ desire for self-improvement but was not associated with a relative’s death or illness. Table 2 summarizes the four microbial biology areas students chose for their individual project by ethnicity and interest. Appendix D has more explicitly detailed the broad range of participants’ individual and group projects by ethnicity, student, and connection to their topic.

Table 2. Summary of Students’ Individual KEEP Posters Topics by Ethnicity and Connection to Interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Poster Interest</th>
<th>Connection to Interest</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Family history</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Career</td>
<td>sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Health &amp; Disease</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diet &amp; Nutrition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DNA &amp; Genetics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (50%)</td>
<td>2 (50%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Health &amp; Disease</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diet &amp; Nutrition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DNA &amp; Genetics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (60%)</td>
<td>2 (40%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Health &amp; Disease</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diet &amp; Nutrition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DNA &amp; Genetics</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>13 (76%)</td>
<td>3 (18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Family history = some family member has died or been diagnosed with a disease.
It was found that a higher percentage of African and Asian American undergraduates were interested in topics that affected a family member, while White European American students asked questions that were personal or related to their career.

*Improved Evaluation of Scientific Information*

Roberts (1995, 2007) has noted that scientific literacy can be demonstrated by evaluating evidence and conclusions as well as identifying problems for investigation, designing, and conducting research. Researchers examining a person’s ability to evaluate scientific information have assessed skills such as discerning what constitutes scientific data (Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004), assessing the claims made in an article (Kolsto, 2001b; Kolsto, et al., 2006, Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, & Henderson, 1997), evaluating sources of information (Kolsto, 2001b; Kolsto, et al., 2006), and analyzing participants’ use of evidence to support a position (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Sandoval, 2003; Wu & Tsai, 2007).

This section focused upon how this student interest SSI-based curriculum affected students’ skills to evaluate scientific information. Specifically, data from students’ research projects, writing assignments (on a popular scientific issue written for the popular press), and lab write-ups have demonstrated how participants’ scientific literacy evolved with respect to their ability to evaluate scientific information. Undergraduates’ lab quiz and journals supported the analyses of students’ academic products.
**KEEP Research Projects**

Students’ had two research projects infused into the laboratory curriculum to help develop their ability to evaluate scientific information by developing the skills to research, interpret, and discuss different perspectives about a socio-scientific issue. The first research project was individually based and completed mid-way through the semester. The final project was a team effort, concluded by the end of the course. The group project required that all students share an equal part in synthesizing their report. Students also gave a PowerPoint presentation, which required balanced participation. To ensure each member of the group was learning, students evaluated each other’s effort within the group. Additionally, all students were evaluated and quizzed on their conceptual understanding of their topic during the final presentation by their peers and lab instructor. Interpretation of the data suggested that all team members demonstrated a conceptual understanding of their topic as well as played an essential role in the acquisition and comprehension of the information.

A comparison of students’ individual and group projects suggested skills for researching reliable references and critically analyzing their issue improved. For instance, Brandi chose to research biological weapons and scientific censorship for her individual and group project. A comparison of Brandi’s individual poster to the group report showed enhanced skills for identifying different theoretical perspectives, evaluating sources of information, and use of evidence used to support a position. Although Brandi’s individual effort helped her begin to evaluate the issues related to biological weapons and scientific censorship, her individual poster also revealed that she 1) had an incomplete understanding of the different perspectives related to this
issue, 2) conflated theories and opinions, and 3) did not use data to support the claims she was making.

The overarching theory behind this issue is that, because our society's biotechnological abilities are constantly becoming increasingly advanced and powerful, terrorists from other countries will eventually become able to use microbiology research done in the US to attack our society, by manipulating dangerous microbes to develop biological weapons. Another important theory is that the same research used for good and beneficial purposes benefitting public health simultaneously has the potential to be used to develop weapons. The consequences of such a possibility are beginning to deter scientists from doing certain kinds of research. For example, this statement by Dr. J. Craig Venter is quoted in one article: "We were going to make a synthetic, harmless microorganism to study biology and evolution. But it became clear to me that if I developed those techniques, that would be publishing the blueprint to make a synthetic pathogen."

This section of Brandi’s research poster reflects how her discussion of alternative perspectives related to biological weapons and scientific censorship really only focused on the potential for scientific research to be used in biological warfare.

Brandi did not reference studies or reports that support her use of “theory⁴⁷”. In this example, she supported her claim with an opinion statement of a renowned scientist.

Over the course of the semester, undergraduates not only received instructional feedback on their individual research poster, but the hands-on labs also included instructional time⁴⁸ focused on conceptualizing the differences between a testable question, hypothesis, theory, fact, inference, and opinion.

If this is a theory then where is the data to support this statement in your facts. You have not shown facts that suggest terrorists are capable of using the information in this manner. Remember that facts are occurrences, qualities, or relationships based upon measurements / observations of physical phenomena or may be inferred with certainty. A scientific question that can be tested asks if, when, or why and has defined limits. A hypothesis is a well tested explanation of the facts that seeks to predict future events. Theories are comprehensive explanations of hypothetical, conceptual, and pragmatic principles that predict future occurrences and have been repeatedly confirmed (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).

⁴⁷ Lab time dedicated to conceptualizing a testable question, hypothesis, theory, fact, inference, and opinion were often whole group discussions and PowerPoint presentations paralleling the scientific process to Maryland voluntary state curriculum 5-E model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997).
occurrences and have been repeatedly confirmed. Theories build upon a hypothesis and have gained general acceptance within the scientific community but cannot be definitively proven.

This example demonstrates the type of pedagogical feedback I gave Brandi and others on their individual project. By the end of the semester the final group project, which Brandi was a part of, much more clearly and correctly identified different theoretical perspectives related to biological weapons and scientific censorship.

Specifically, we are interested in the acceptability of governmental attempts to classify or censor scientific research, and to coerce scientists to refrain from experimentation with certain pathogens that are potentially threatening... (One theoretical perspective is whether) the risk of biological attack outweighs the potential benefits of research into disease prevention and other applications of biotechnology that would bring about advancements in scientific understanding and the arena of public health... Another theoretical perspective comes from, proponents of complete scientific freedom who predict that the limitation of information would accomplish little more than leaving the US woefully unprepared in the face of a biological attack... Too few precautions could mean that the US and the world are at greater risk of an attack, while too much limitation would impede scientific development.

This section of the research poster indicates how the group identified two alternative perspectives related to scientific censorship 1) the need to prevent terrorist abuse of biological technology and 2) resultant negative consequences to scientific advancements such disease prevention research. The group also cited reports that supported their theoretical discussion.

In Australia, a strain of mousepox was discovered, which had the effect of killing even mice that had been vaccinated, (Donohue, 2005). The mousepox was very similar to smallpox, and the findings of the experiment were published, despite the dangerous nature of the information. Though many scientists were dismayed that this research was published, its release resulted in members of the scientific community working together to find a vaccine for this pathogen... In 1920, The Irish Republican Army considered using typhoid-contaminated milk as a weapon against British soldiers. In 2005, a study by the National Academy of Sciences chose to suppress a report that analyzed the U.S. milk supply and the ease with which botulinum toxin could be introduced into it, and kill thousands of people.

This section illustrates two of several examples the group used to support or challenge scientific censorship. The discussion of mousepox supported the potential
threat scientific censorship could have on disease prevention. The National Academy of Sciences decision to withhold a report on introducing botulinum toxin into milk supports the need to withhold scientific research. Further, in Brandi’s individual project she included 3 references at the end, but did not cite her claims throughout the paper. Of these 3 references, 2 made it into the Biological Weapons and Scientific Censorship group project which included 11 references cited throughout the paper.

With the exception of 3 students’ individual projects, all group efforts showed similar progression with respect to evaluating scientific information even when members of the group chose a topic that was not based upon their individual poster. For example, Rui chose to research diabetes for her individual project. She was paired with Wesesa and one other student who expressed an interest in how microbes were related to health and genetic issues. As a group, these students chose to research the benefits and dangers of gene therapy in widespread medical treatments.

In Rui’s diabetes project, she found 5 reliable sources of information (which were referenced at the end of her poster) and demonstrated some understanding of the different types of diabetes as well as how Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) has been linked to microbes. However, Rui did not demonstrate the ability to interpret the information in her own words. Rather she used direct quotes suggesting a lack of conceptual understanding. Rui also had alternative conceptions of what constitutes a theory, fact, inference, and opinion.

Many theories lead to the fact that everything is linked to microbes and microbial infections. "Type 1 diabetes mellitus results from both environmental and hereditary factors. It is suspected that microbial infections and their immunological consequences take part in the pathogenesis of T1DM. Congenital rubella infection has been strongly associated with increased disease susceptibility. In addition, infections with different strains of enteroviruses, human cytomegalovirus, and rotavirus have been suggested to be diabetogenic in susceptible individuals."... "The generally accepted theory is that an “auto-immune”
This section taken from Rui’s individual poster shows her misunderstanding of what a theory is and demonstrated her heavy use of quotes rather than attempting to explain concepts in her own words. In Rui’s discussion of the theoretical perspectives associated with T1DM, she used a quote that linked this disease to both genetic and environmental factors. However, in her subsequent discussion she never expanded upon the hereditary factors. Rather, she included more quotes that supported the role microbes (environmental factors) play in the pathogenesis. This suggests she did not have a complete conceptual understanding of the issue. Rui’s journal further supported this interpretation.

In looking back at my initial scientific interest I realize… I learned so much about the different types of Diabetes, type one and type two… I still have questions about the detailed information about Diabetes… Although I researched information about Diabetes, early in the semester I wasn’t necessarily confident in my ability to interpret all of the scientific information.

In Wesesa’s case, she examined factors that have been associated with obesity. As with Brandi and Rui, Wesesa’s individual project began to build her knowledge of the issue that she identified as most interesting and affecting her life. Wesesa’s individual poster showed she had found 3 informative references, which she cited at the end of her poster. Wesesa, unlike Brandi and Rui, was able to identify different theories related to the causes of obesity. However, she did not demonstrate a conceptual understanding of them.

Theory 1: The bacteria that populate the gut play an important role in regulating weight including weight gain or loss. Theory 2: The interactions of genes and the environment are important in the obesity epidemic. Theory 3: Diet and exercise play a role in the prevention and treatment of obesity.
The fact about AD-36 is that AD-36 might affect fat cells directly by leading to an increase in fat-cell number and fat-cell size. The facts about gut micro flora are that they help create the capillaries that line and nourish the intestines… (It is also a) fact that there is a mismatch between today's environment and "energy-thrifty genes" that multiplied in the past under rather different environmental conditions.

This shows the 3 theories Wesesa identified but also reveals how she did not relate them to the rest of her report. This section also indicates some confusion about what is considered a fact. For example, she mentioned, “The fact about AD-36 is that Ad-36 might affect fat cells directly by leading to an increase in fat-cell number and fat-cell size.” AD-36 is one of 51 types of adenoviruses known to infect humans and has been identified in 30% of obese humans and 11% of non-obese humans (Atkinson, 2007). Wesesa’s claim of AD-36 affecting fat cells is a fact indicated that she did not have a conceptual understanding of what constitutes a fact. A fact is an occurrence, quality, or relationship based upon measurements / observations of physical phenomena or may be inferred with certainty (Kinraide & Denison, 2003). She also did not indicate that she recognized AD-36 as a virus, which further related obesity to microbes (American Society for Microbiology, 2006). Although AD-36 could be an environmental factor that affects the genetic regulation of cells since it stimulates enzymes and transcription factors involved in the accumulation of adipose (Atkinson, 2007), it was unclear if Wesesa had used this statement to support one of the theories. It was also not known what she understood about “gut micro flora” and "energy-thrifty genes" or if she was identifying them with one or more of the theories.

Wesesa’s final journal further confirmed this interpretation of data.

I still have questions about the specific role of our gut flora and AD-36. I would like to have done more research on these topics…
The group project on Gene Therapy showed many improvements from Rui and Wesesa’s individual project. The Gene Therapy poster not only cited 17 reliable references, but also included a discussion of two alternative perspectives supported by data that the students discussed in their own words.

Gene therapy has proven extremely controversial because there have been both great successes, as well as huge failures in clinical trials. There is much evidence that suggests that human testing is a "risky" venture and can lead to deaths. Jesse Gelsinger, an 18 year-old boy who suffered from ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) deficiency, participated in a gene therapy study at the University of Pennsylvania. After receiving the treatment, Jesse experienced multiple-organ failure due to an auto-immune response to the transfer vector (Stolberg, 1999). Jolee Mohr, a 38 year-old woman who suffered from arthritis, received gene therapy treatment and later died of liver and kidney failure (Paddock, 2007)... On the other hand, there are multiple gene therapy trials that have been successful. A team from the National Cancer Institute successfully treated cancer using gene therapy. There were 17 patients who had melanoma and the team genetically engineered the patients' own white blood cells to recognize and attack cancer cells (National Cancer Institute, 2006). In 2006 an international group of scientists successfully treated two adults who had myeloid blood disease using gene therapy (Cincinnati Children's Hospital, 2006)....

This quote illustrates that students had an understanding of their socio-scientific issue. Students demonstrated an ability to identify and discuss different points of view surrounding Gene Therapy issue. The group also supported their discussion of the different perspectives related to Gene Therapy with relevant data.

Gannon’s evaluation of scientific information in his individual poster was one of the three exceptions that did not demonstrate much progression with respect to his group’s project. In Gannon’s case, he not only demonstrated a sincere passion in his topic but also displayed mature academic skills that may have been the result of his senior status and prior success with science. For example, he sought the lab instructor’s help in finding additional references on the benefits and negative side effects of using anti-retroviral medications to treat Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection. Gannon felt the general public information he found did not disclose what questions scientists have about HIV and anti-retroviral medications. Gannon
desire to know more about HIV and the anti-retroviral treatment went beyond the literature written for the non-scientific community, but he did not know how to begin to access this type of information. I recommended he look at HIV InSite Gateway to HIV infection and knowledgebase (University of California San Francisco, 2008). Gannon not only studied textbooks to help him interpret what scientists had published in journals written for a scientific community, he also spent hours at the Marian Koshland Science Museum’s HIV/AIDS exhibit to more completely understand his topic. Consequently, Gannon’s individual project included 13 references, 5 of which were written for a scientific audience. He described the theory of HIV infection and replication with supported references. Gannon acknowledged the alternative perspectives of physicians’ treatments for HIV infected patients. His individual project also demonstrated conceptual understanding and synthesis49 of thought based upon the information he had gathered.

While the exact causes of the side effects associated with so many of the currently available antiretroviral medications remain unknown, there are several theories about how these drugs interact with cellular functions… For example, Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), and Protease inhibitors (PIs) can cause hepatotoxicity (liver damage), including hepatitis (inflammation of the liver), hepatic necrosis (death of liver cells), and hepatic steatosis (excessive fat in the liver, which may be life-threatening)... One theory is that liver damage caused by many antiretroviral drugs is likely due to the inability of liver enzymes to efficiently and effectively metabolize the chemicals in these drugs… (AIDS Treatment Data Network, 2006)... Another theory is when certain PIs are metabolized by liver enzymes, chemicals are produced that may interfere with glucose metabolism in the liver, leading to excessive glucose in the blood (hyperglycemia) (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2008)... It has also been theorized that when certain PIs are metabolized by liver enzymes, chemicals are produced that may interfere with lipid metabolism in the liver, leading to an accumulation of fatty acids in the blood (hyperlipidemia) (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2008)....

“I have concluded that developing a vaccination against HIV would be nonviable and unreliable. This season’s influenza vaccination, for example, did not effectively prevent millions of U.S. residents from contracting this illness caused by the rapidly mutating

49 Synthesis refers to the major category in the Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Thus, synthesis includes the ability to generalize from given facts, relate information to one’s prior knowledge, and predict or draw one’s own conclusions (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Krumme, 2005).
influenza virus. It is unlikely then that a vaccine could be formulated to stop the spread of HIV given this virus mutates its nucleotide base sequence so rapidly that the provirus present in the genome of each infected white blood cell is different... I believe we must call to arms genetic engineering to fight HIV. Studies have found that a genetic mutation involving a naturally occurring deletion of 32 base pairs in the CCR5 gene, results in almost complete resistance to HIV infection (Greene & Peterlin, 2006)... Genetic engineering technology is currently capable of modifying the genomes of many organisms, including humans... Although it is presently illegal and unethical to genetically engineer humans, I believe it is unethical not to use available scientific knowledge to improve the quality of human life... I therefore conclude genetic engineering should be further researched to eradicate HIV from future generations.

These two sections of Gannon’s research poster illustrates his ability to identify different scientific perspectives related to the side effects of antiretroviral treatments. It also shows his conceptual understanding of the information as he creatively applied his knowledge to propose a way to prevent HIV infection. Although Gannon’s solution to eradiating HIV is more complicated than he acknowledged in his poster, he recognized that this was an area he would like to understand more about in his final journal.

I still have questions about the genetic aspects of these scientific processes... Through this course, I have learned that scientists still do not know many things about the functions of genes... My questions about this topic specifically relate to the use of genomic manipulation in preventative medicine.

Yet, given Gannon’s limited laboratory experience and knowledge of genomics his idea was insightful and may one day be feasible. Consequently, the group project comparing the Human Immunodeficiency Virus to the Ebola Virus did extend Gannon’s understanding of viruses, but could not significantly improve upon his individual effort. The group effort was equally impressive with respect to the level of understanding students demonstrated both in their KEEP poster and in the final presentation, where each team member shared an equal role in presenting their topic.
In general, it was determined that the individual project enhanced all undergraduates’ understanding of how microbes affect their lives. All students also began to develop their ability to research, interpret, and discuss science issues. However, the majority of students’ individual projects (54%) revealed some level of confusion about what constitutes a theory, fact, inference, and/or opinion. Interpretation of the data also indicated that 73% had difficulty identifying and/or discussing different perspectives related to their issue. Additionally, only a few individual posters also showed undergraduates were using higher-ordered synthesis or evaluation\(^{50}\) skills. This may have been in part due to their inability to interpret the information discussed in the article. By the end of the semester, group posters showed each team had identified alternative points of view related to their topic and supported students’ conceptual understanding of the socio-scientific issue.

*Article Exercise*

Students not only showed progression in evaluating claims surrounding a socio-scientific issue in a group, but the data from their article exercise also indicated they developed this skill individually. For example, within the second week of class Brandi chose to read *In Microbe, Vast Power for Biofuel* (Mufson, 2007), which was the article (out of 4 students chose from, see Appendix B) that most strongly aligned with her identified interests. A comparison of her start and end of the semester article summary and response to the 6 open-ended questions showed that she misinterpreted
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\(^{50}\) Evaluation refers to the major category in the Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Thus, evaluation includes skills such as comparing and questioning information, assessing the value of theories, making choices based on rational reasoning, verifying value of evidence, and recognizing subjectivity (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Krumme, 2005).
some of the information and only once demonstrated higher-order evaluation of the ideas discussed in the article during the second week of class.

The author of the article presents the debate of natural versus synthetic microbes to accomplish the task of converting cellulosic material into ethanol. This is a two-step process. First, the cellulose must be broken down into sugars. Next, the sugars must ferment in order to produce ethanol. The author focuses on the advantages of using natural microbes, albeit in an unnatural way—such as using the microbe to break down plant material that would not be found in the microbe's natural environment… (Leschine’s natural Q microbe) has become a very big project. Energy Department grants have already provided $385 million in funding, and SunEthanol, the company that is hoping to market ethanol generated by Leschine's microbe, is hoping there are more grants to come… The Senate has proposed an energy bill that would require 21 billion gallons of biofuels to be used by the oil industry by the year 2022.

In this section, it was not clear if Brandi understood that only synthetic microbes produce ethanol in two steps, while the natural Q-microbe does both steps. This early response also suggests that Brandi had the ability to restate the content of the article to address the 6 open-ended questions, but did not creatively or divergently apply prior knowledge to synthesize her own ideas.

By the end of the semester Brandi acknowledged that “my analysis of this article has changed from my original response.” She also correctly represented the information and frequently used higher-order epistemological syntheses and evaluation of the data, opinions, and societal factors that were presented in the article.

Leschine (in favor of natural microbial production) and Venter's (in favor of synthetic microbial production) perspectives seem to differ when discussing the commercialization of their discoveries (of cellulosic biofuels). While the author asserts that Venter "raced the government" in the human genome project and explains that he is the head of a company, Synthetic genomics, Leschine is portrayed by the author as being more removed from the commercialization of her discoveries. The author quotes her saying "the last thing I wanted to do was start my own company," suggesting that she is more hesitant and reluctant to utilize her discoveries for business than Venter…

Data is given in the form of dates by which the Federal Government would like to see a significant amount of cellulosic biofuels in use (year 2022), amounts of money in funding and grants ($385 million in Energy Department grants), and the number of machine-like proteins for absorbing sugars most microbes have (20) as compared to the Q microbe (100). However, very little data is given about the question of whether a natural microbe should be sought for production of cellulosic biofuels, as opposed to a synthetic or genetically modifies
one. Only broad, general statements are made, such as the fact that genetically engineered enzymes tend to be expensive, whereas natural microbes that both perform the breakdown of plant fibers and facilitate the production of ethanol are difficult to find and harness.

These paragraphs of Brandi’s final response highlight how she began to more critically evaluate the way the author told Leschine’s Q microbe story. Further analysis of Brandi’s final response also demonstrated she clearly understood the differences between synthetic and natural microbial processes involved in the production of ethanol.

Rui chose to read Slimming for Slackers (Trivedi, 2005), the article that most strongly aligned with her identified interests. Rui’s first response to the article resembled her individual project in that she tended to use direct quotes rather than demonstrate conceptual understanding of the information in her own words.

(Jeffrey Gordon, director of the Center for Genome Sciences at Washington University) believes that gut microbes are very important in digestion… However, he also acknowledges that "An individual’s microbial brew is unique and reflects the history of the first two years of their life." And that right now we do not know all of the species of bacteria in our gut. "Gordon’s hypothesis is that this variation between individuals might mean that some people are significantly better than others at extracting energy from food and routing it for storage in the fat bank."… He believes that there is a way to manipulate the gut bacteria that makes us fat into making us thin again. In order to do that you must "find out whether gut flora differs in the quantifiable way between the lean and the obese."

This section illustrates Rui’s frequent reliance on the author’s interpretations rather than synthesizing her own interpretations or evaluating the information.

However, by the end of the course she demonstrated frequent higher-ordered thoughts and the ability to interpret what she had read in her own words.

Jeffrey Gordon, took on the challenge to find out whether there is a correlation between bacteria in the gut flora and body weight. An experiment took place where mice were housed in plastic bubbles where everything was sterile and bacteria-free. I find this part a little controversial because I wonder if it is possible to have a hundred percent germ free surrounding. And is it possible to live under those conditions? Wouldn’t the mice be more susceptible to sickness if exposed to the outside? However, the author claims that the food
that the mice ate was bacteria-free and the mice were germ-free. The experiment showed that when the germ-free mice ate and ate they did not blow up like the normal mice but in fact were slimmer with "42% less body fat" than the normal mice... When the mice were exposed to microbes and ate normal food they practically gained the same weight as the normal mice within weeks. This shows that there is some kind of correlation between bacteria and weight, but the question is how and why...

In this corresponding segment of Rui’s response, she no longer used direct quotes from the article. Rather, Rui demonstrated the ability to paraphrase the content of the article as well as interjected her own synthesis of thought based upon the knowledge she had acquired over the semester. 

Wesesa also chose Slimming for Slackers (Trivedi, 2005), which like Rui most closely aligned with her individual project. As with Wesesa’s individual research project, her first interpretation of the article suggested she did not have a firm conceptual understanding of what she was reading. She also did not demonstrate an ability to synthesize or evaluate the information. For example, it was found that in her initial summary of the article she believed that Trivedi’s (2005) presentation of research was chronological.

A researcher named Jeffery Gordon did some studies dealing with germ-free mice that led him to question whether or not gut microbes affect obesity in our country… Because of Gordon's experiment, two scientists (Edward and Lilian Moore) were able to collect flora gut and therefore Gordon expanded more on his idea of the link between obesity and gut microbes... Another researcher (Ruth Lay), based off of Gordon's findings, also experimented with germ-free mice and tried to approximate just how many gut microbes we have inside of us…So then another researcher, Jeremy Nicholson, came along with his interpretation that gut microbes were indeed linked to obesity, based off of his own experiment with germ-free mice… So basically the article was about a researcher named Gordon who found a link between obesity and gut microbes, which other scientists elaborated on...

This illustrates how Wesesa believed other scientists’ work was the result of Gordon’s experiment. However, Edward and Lilian Moore began characterizing and
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51 Concepts such as microbes are everywhere and that scientists have only characterized approximately 1% of the microbial population were learned over the semester.
naming human gut bacteria in the 1960s. Ruth Lay was Gordon’s postdoc, and both researchers published the study on genetically altered mice for the gene that codes the hormone called leptin (Ley, et al. 2005). This also shows that Wesesa summarized the article but did not attempt to synthesize her own thoughts or critically evaluate contradictions mentioned in the article.

Wesesa’s end of the semester response not only indicated she had a better conceptual understanding of the article but she also demonstrated the skill to critically analyze the contradicting statements made by Trivedi (2005).

The article talked about microbes and their role in digestion. This idea was related to the experiments done with sterile mice that were germ-free… My concern with these experiments is that these mice were supposed to be germ-free, meaning that they were not exposed to microbes. How is it, if microbes make up most of the earth including the animals and humans, that scientists are able to keep mice germ-free and unexposed to microbes? Also if the mice were germ-free and in a sterile bubble, then that must mean that the mice were born in this sterile environment. The article said, “A newborn gets its first major bacterial inoculation as it slides down the birth canal (Trivedi, 2005).” This must mean that in order for the so-called germ-free mice to be germ-free, than the mother mice had to be germ-free and born in this bubble too. Also, “a baby's bacterial community continues to expand during suckling and weaning (Trivedi, 2005).” So, I am still astonished at how these mice were germ-free and unexposed to microbes…It was found that the germ-free mice ate more than the regular mice, but were much thinner. However, when these germ-free mice were exposed to microbes; they gained weight…Gordan and Backhed think this is similar to humans. Microbes inside us, just like in the mice, break down plant fibers (Trivedi, 2005). The article talked about how our bodies are also affected by these gut microbes, but that microbes between two people or species are not the same… Personally, I feel that researchers should not make assumptions about the findings on the germ-free mice yet alone any mice, to humans.

This corresponding section of Wesesa’s final response shows how she began to ask critical questions about the information presented by the author. Wesesa noted that Trivedi (2005) stated “a newborn gets its first major bacterial inoculation as it slides down the birth canal.” Given that Trivedi (2005) also claimed the mice in Gordan’s experiment were sterile, Wesesa’s question about how this was possible was insightful. Although scientists would accept the term sterile if the mice were treated with antibiotics at birth and then placed in an environment that inhibited microbes
growth as detected by current assay techniques, this was not explained in the article. These insights as well as Wesesa’s discussion of the article indicated that she not only had a better understanding of the information she was reading but was also able to critically evaluate the claims made.

Gannon chose the In Microbe, Vast Power for Biofuel (Mufson, 2007) article even though Confusion in the Joints (Clayton, 1991) was closer to his identified health/disease interest. However, it was noted that despite 5 other undergraduates professed interest in health/disease only 2 students chose the Clayton (1991) article. Interpretation of this finding suggests that this article may have been more of a challenging read, was of less interest to the majority of undergraduates, or that many students had a general interest in alternative energy sources given the increase in gas prices. Gannon claimed “my initial response to this article has remained largely the same. Most of the changes I have made to my first submission involve the organization of my response to more clearly reflect my understanding of each aspect of this article.” It was determined that both of Gannon’s responses showed signs of applying prior knowledge to produce original thought and critically evaluating the claims made in the article.

I believe it may well be impossible for cellulosic ethanol production by the Q microbe, or by any microorganism, to meet worldwide demands for fuel. While the small size of microbes facilitates their storage in laboratories, and many species of microorganism can proliferate rapidly under optimal conditions, their diminutive nature makes the challenge of commercial scale production of cellulosic ethanol potentially insurmountable.

This quote highlights how Gannon not only had an understanding of the article. This excerpt also shows that he included his own insights and critically analyzed the claims made by Mufson (2007). It was also found that Gannon’s reflection upon his
re-analysis of the article was accurate. Although he did expand upon his first response to this article, his insights remained the same and both responses showed insightful commentary.

Overall, there were 4 students who did not complete either the start or end semester article exercise and were not considered in the data analyses. Of the remaining 22 students, 19 included alternative conceptions about the information discussed early in the semester. However, only 2 students still indicated similar alternative conceptions by the end of the semester. Analyses of the data have suggested that these students used their original response as a template for their final summary of the article, which may have resulted in the same alternative conceptions carrying over from the start of the semester. It was also found that only 7 students’ first summary of the article included application of their prior knowledge and/or judgment of the author’s claims. However, by the end of the semester there was only one student that failed to include higher-ordered epistemological syntheses and evaluation of the data, opinions, and societal factors discussed in the article. Although, this student did show improved understanding of the content discussed in the article.

*Laboratory Write-ups*

The data from students’ lab write-ups also indicated participants’ epistemological understanding of science improved their evaluation of scientific information over the semester. For example, Lab 7 Ice Nucleation, was the first opportunity students had to design their testable question. When asked if their testable question was answered, 70% believed their data supported a conclusive
answer. The remaining 30% who decided that they had not answered their testable question attributed their inconclusive results to a procedural experimental error.

During this lab, no students demonstrated a comprehensive understanding that even the most elaborate experimental protocols have uncontrolled variables, which prevents absolute conclusions. However, by their last experimental lab, all 22 students (completing their lab write-up) realized that their testable question could not be definitively proven. Rather, students discussed their data to support an experimental hypothesis they could test further. Table 3 exemplifies how Gannon’s reflected on factors that influence scientific results developed.

Table 3. Summary Showing Gannon’s Evolving Ability to Interpret Experimental Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instances the testable question was:</th>
<th>Answered</th>
<th>NOT Answered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 7 Ice Nucleation</td>
<td>14 (70%)</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 10 Hand Washing 1</td>
<td>11 (48%)</td>
<td>12 (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 11 Hand Washing 2</td>
<td>6 (26%)</td>
<td>17 (74%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 13 Antimicrobial Substances</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>22 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lab 7 Ice Nucleation**

Example: Testable question answered

**Testable question:** Which of the following substance will nucleate ice formation in supercooled water: Ps, E.coli lac +, E.coli lac -, S. marcescen, B. subtilis, chalk dust, and soil?*

**Response:** “Yes, my testable question was answered. I wanted to know which substances will nucleate ice formation in supercooled water, and my results demonstrate that all of them will. I suspect that all of these substances nucleated ice formation in this experiment because the temperature of the supercooled water was so low.

**Lab 13 Antimicrobial Substances**

Example: Testable question NOT answered
**Testable question:** How do the household remedies of mouthwash, Purell, tea tree oil, and curry powder compare to the antibiotics of penicillin, streptomycin, and tetracycline (with respect to killing the bacteria *Bacillus subtilis* and *Escherichia coli*).

**Response:** Although a testable question can never be definitively answered, our results suggest that mouthwash, Purell, tea tree oil, and curry powder are not nearly as effective at killing microbes as are the commercial broad-spectrum antibiotics Tetracycline and Chloramphenicol. While these two antibiotics had average kill zone radii of 8 mm, Purell and tea tree oil each had an average kill zone radius of only 1 mm, and mouthwash and curry powder had no kill zone at all. I believe that two major variables affected our results: 1) movement of the paper discs after they were placed on the agar plates, and 2) inconsistent saturation of the sterile paper discs with Purell and curry powder… These experimental conditions should be considered to improve our results. If we were to repeat this experiment, we would use an electronic balance to measure equal amounts of Purell and curry powder and then place these substances directly on the agar plates, instead of trying to coat the paper discs with them. We would also incubate the plates somewhere they would remain stationary.

Although Gannon’s data has been exemplified, this table also illustrates the types of simple questions all students designed for two of their laboratory experiments. Gannon’s conclusions also demonstrate how undergraduates reasoning of whether they answered their testable question improved. As a class the findings have indicated that over 4 labs students developed an awareness that data cannot definitively prove an event; rather data are used to support conclusions (hypothesis or theories) that attempt to predict future events. For example, in Gannon’s first response he did not attempt to discuss the unexplainable variables his group generated when performing their experiment. However by the end of the semester students realized the importance of reporting inconsistencies in their data that need to be further examined.

The results from students’ end of the semester lab quiz strengthened the analysis of their lab write-up. For example, when asked to “Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular. Justify your answer with a specific example.” All students 26 claimed they believed it to be circular process that does not result in conclusive results. All 26 participants also referenced their laboratory experiences
where they had an opportunity to design and redesign their experiment based upon
their first protocol’s results as a specific example. For example, Brandi, Rui, Wesesa,
and Gannon claimed:

**Brandi:** The scientific process can be better compared to a circular model than a linear one. This is something I have learned throughout this year, especially as we started making up our own experiments in lab. For instance, at the start of this course, I imagined that in lab we would do experiments by following a linear progression of steps, and coming up with a simple end result. But this year, I have learned that there is much more to the scientific process. When I invented my procedure for the labs, I always ended up finding myself reworking my protocol or re-doing my experiment after gaining additional knowledge or data that I needed to factor in. Thus, my own process in lab ended up being much more circular than linear.

**Rui:** Circular, it is a never ending circle that more can be added on to. Before this class I would have said it was linear because in my science classes it was always a constructed list of question/hypothesis, procedures, etc. But my eyes were definitely open to how the scientific process can be very much circular… One example would be the two Hand-washing labs where we had a chance to repeat the same experiment but better the question and procedures. My group did the same question but found more interesting data the second time around that we didn't expect at all…

**Wesesa:** The scientific process is circular. The processes involved creates a cycle where information is used and gathered based on questions and information amongst each process that elaborates on the previous process by facts, observations and data. At the beginning of this course, I would have taken a wild guess and said circular… because I had the opportunity to test my own experimental designs, I have learned a lot about the scientific process… The hand washing labs were good examples of this. We had to change our protocol and even question, based off of the evidence found in previous experiments… Also this my research projects have allowed me to see the many different viewpoints and criticism that arise from scientific information. For example, there are many who support genetic therapy because of the successes, but at the same time, there are many who do not support it because of its failures…

**Gannon:** The scientific process is circular. Testable questions stimulate investigation through experimentation, which produces results from which conclusions may be drawn that often lead to more questions, thus beginning the circle again. At the start of this course, I would have said that the scientific process is linear because that was the way it was presented to me during high-school, and I therefore believed that every experiment that was appropriately designed to answer a testable question provided a definite “yes” or “no” answer. I have learned that scientific knowledge distinguishes itself from other ways of learning by possessing an inherent skepticism not found in other forms of learning… Through my experiment in Microbes and Society laboratory, I have learned that science cannot exist without skepticism… In testing my experimental designs, I was grateful for the skepticism of the lab instructor and my classmates, as their questions about the conclusions I drew from my experimental results always prompted me to change my protocol and control for errors, and, in doing so, obtain more accurate results.

Science educational research has shown that viewing a lack of data, as a weakness for a claim is a skill that most students do not demonstrate (Sandoval, 2003). It has also been found that although students may have an awareness of the
tentativeness of science, they do not use this knowledge when reasoning their positions to others (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Yet, proponents of the SSI movement believe learning environments that use this framework can facilitate students’ reasoning such that the tenacious and social aspects of science are considered (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). The findings from this study have suggested that students learned to recognize a lack of data as a weakness for a claim and used this knowledge when evaluating scientific information.

The Motivational Effectiveness of This Curriculum on Students’ Personal Growth

Considering the majority of data presented thus far from a contextual constructivist perspective\(^5^{2}\), an argument could be made that perhaps students’ demonstration to more critically evaluate scientific information did not evolve over the semester. Rather, undergraduates’ developed an understanding of how to respond to course assignments based upon the explicit feedback they received over the semester. If this were the case, then students’ personal reflections upon their research and lab activities would not have correlated with the data analyses showing participants improved their ability to critically evaluate scientific information.

It has been argued that the incorporation of SSI into curricula should enhance students’ scientific literacy in a way that fosters open-mindedness, thirst for more information, an ability to identify bias, and reflect critically (Kolsto, 2006; Oulton, Dillon, & Grace, 2004). Personal growth refers to the development of self-
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\(^5^{2}\) A contextual constructivist model is often associated with examining student learning and understanding with respect to the social or environmental structures forming the educational experience (Finkelstein & Pollock, 2005 pg 6; Hammer & Elby, 2002). That is, the cognitive
understanding, self-confidence, self-discipline, intellectual curiosity, thinking about the acquisition of knowledge in a real world context, and clarifying personal beliefs (Belcheir, 1999; McLure, Srikanta-Rao, & Lester, 1999). Consequently, understanding more about how undergraduates grew on a personal level is another way to assess how effective this SSI-based curriculum was at fostering students’ scientific literacy. This section discusses the effects of the student interest SSI-based curriculum on students’ personal growth.

_Acquisition of Knowledge in a Real World Context and Personal Beliefs_

Interpretation of the data suggests that undergraduates’ furthered their thinking about the acquisition of knowledge in a real world context and clarified their personal beliefs. It was found that all students perceived several benefits to exploring areas of microbiology that they acknowledged as most relevant to their life. Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and Gannon’s final reflective journal illustrate the impact this student interest SSI-based curriculum had on their personal growth.

**Brandi:** My interest in science initially was founded in the same things I am interested now, but this class has helped me see some of the things I care about in a different light, or from a different perspective. Looking back at my initial interest, I realize that science has an influential role in government and politics (my intended major) and depends on an array of knowledge and factors… My individual and group projects (on biological scientific censorship issues have) especially helped me explore this idea… Being in this class has helped me learn how to make scientific information more accessible. I feel more confident about being able to learn and understand scientific information on my own…After understanding more about science, how we know what we know, and how that knowledge affects society, I find myself agreeing with my original assumption that society, government and politics, and microbiology are all linked and are relevant to one another.

**Rui:** In looking back at my initial scientific interest I realize that there is so much more to microbes role in society than I ever thought… For example, in researching Diabetes, for my individual project, I learned so much about how there are two different types and some of the facts and issues about Diabetes… Although, I still have questions about the detailed information I found when researching Diabetes… I’m really glad that I researched this topic because now I have background knowledge on my Grandpa’s condition… I also believe I can make sure that my family and I have healthier diets and lifestyles… I was also excited about structures determining a student’s understanding and processes for learning are circumstantial in nature (diSessa, 1993).
my group project topic because I had no idea what gene therapy was but I now realize it is an interesting topic that has a lot to do with microbes…

**Wesesa:** In looking back at my initial scientific interest, I realize that the relationship between weight and genetics is broad. I was unaware but impressed at the many different explanations for obesity… I have learned a tremendous amount of information about my initial scientific interest that I did not know about before… I wanted to know if genetics were the main reason why some people in my family are bigger or smaller than others… After understanding more about our gut flora, exercise, healthy eating habits, and the role that metabolism plays, I find myself disagreeing with my initial belief that genetics caused obesity in my family… I now know that all of these factors contribute to a person’s size… My group project, on genetic therapy, has also showed me how scientists have many different viewpoints and there are criticisms that arise with scientific information. There are many who support genetic therapy because of the successes, but there are many who do not support it because of its failures.

**Gannon:** Looking back on my initial scientific interest (HIV) I realize that my enthusiasm for learning about the scientific processes that occur inside my body and in the natural environment around me energized me to learn a great deal of information about the relationships between microbes and society… I have learned so much about my initial scientific interest in understanding the scientific processes inside my body that I have become more conscious of healthy habits and methods of preventing the spread of infectious disease… My initial opinion about HIV and Ebola was that these diseases were very different, almost polar opposites… Approaching this topic, which was the focus of my Group Project… I find myself disagreeing with my initial beliefs… I now believe that (scientific) knowledge could be used to develop an effective (treatment to prevent viral) infections in the future.

These journal entries show how important this learning environment was to students’ growth as individuals. Students not only applied their acquired knowledge to their everyday lives, but also had the opportunity to clarify their personal beliefs. Out of the 26 participants in this investigation 23 realized their initial perspectives of their topic had changed after having the chance to examine their socio-scientific issue(s). The three students that claimed they confirmed their initial beliefs still acknowledged that this course helped them see some of the things they “care about in a different light, or from a different perspective”, as Brandi stated.

As was mentioned in the improved evaluation of scientific information section, the article exercise and the hands-on labs also provided opportunities for undergraduates to clarify their personal beliefs and apply their knowledge to their everyday life. For instance, Brandi and several other students stated in their final
response to the article exercise that their initial interpretation had changed and/or their skills to critically evaluate the claims made by the author had improved. Data on participants’ explanation of whether the scientific process is linear or circular also provided personal belief insights. Students’ lab quiz indicated that the majority of students (16) acknowledged that their original linear perception scientific process had evolved into a more circular model based upon their laboratory opportunities. Of the remaining 10 students, only 3 claimed their circular view of the nature of scientific processes was confirmed; while the other 7 students did not comment upon the impact this course had upon their understanding.

*Acquisition of Knowledge in a Real World Context and Intellectual Curiosity*

The anonymous end of the semester evaluation can also be used to show how participants were thinking about science in a real world context. In addition, the anonymous end of the semester evaluation and students’ journal show how undergraduates’ intellectual curiosity towards science increased. For instance, the Likert Scale question “The individual project helped me to learn more about how science relates to my life” and the open-ended question “Explain your response” showed 95% of students who responded to this question agreed they learned more about how science related to their everyday life.

The issue (HIV) that I investigated definitely applies to everyone and influenced my life. My new understanding has helped me understand how it affects me… I liked how we were able to pick our own topics so that we were all interested in our topic.

When asked if “the individual project engaged my interest” 90% of students who responded to this question agreed. The paralleling questions for the group project revealed similar findings.
The hands-on labs were another way students’ interest in science was fostered. When asked to anonymously reply and explain whether the laboratory activities increased their interest in science again 90% of students agreed.

I found the Hand-Washing Lab interesting because it caused me to become more careful in my activities and how easily you can spread diseases and germs… (I also liked that) we designed our own experiments and were able to tweak them and do them again, considering other variables.

The Antimicrobial Substances Lab piqued my interest about what kind of products actually clean the best and how they can make such claims as "KILLS 99% of GERMS!... I liked how we could design our own experiment.

Undergraduates’ open-ended response indicted that they correlated their heightened interest in science with the pragmatic applications of the labs and their opportunities to design and test questions.

It was also found that despite the majority of participants’ negative prior science experiences, all students’ journal entries identified questions that they would like to explore further. Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and Gannon’s end of the semester journal entry illustrate the types of questions students’ wanted to know more about.

**Brandi:** I still have questions about how we gain information and verify a lot of the scientific information we use. Of course, I don't expect an intro level non-major science class to reveal all of the ways we use and gain scientific knowledge. However, it is something that I am interested in learning more about, and I'm sure that I will...

**Rui:** I still have questions about the detailed information about Diabetes and different diseases... Scientists and researchers are still in the process of finding the unknown questions about diabetes and how it initially occurs...

**Wesesa:** I still have questions about the specific role of our gut flora and AD-36... I would like to have done more research on carbohydrates and maybe even calories.

**Gannon:** I still have questions about the genetic aspects of these scientific processes... I have learned that this is a very technical subject and that scientists still do not know many things about the functions of genes. My questions about this topic specifically relate to the use of genome sequencing in preventative medicine...

Consequently, data from the anonymous end of the semester evaluation and students’ journaling supported participants thinking about science in a real world context and continued curiosity to learn more about how science relates to their life.

*Self-Confidence and Self-Understanding*
The end of the semester anonymous evaluation and students’ journal also shows how undergraduates’ self-confidence and self-understanding developed. For instance, all students responding to the question “I am more confident in my ability to read scientific information” agreed. Similarly, 95% felt they were more confident in their ability to find and discuss scientific information. Undergraduates’ journaling supported their anonymous beliefs.

**Brandi:** I definitely feel more comfortable gathering and taking in scientific information than I did at the beginning of this semester. I think that is one thing I have gained the most from being in this class. I have also noticed myself thinking about and discussing other unrelated subjects, like government and literature, with an increased awareness, and in the context of science. I must admit that at the beginning of the semester I felt a little scared of science; I felt like I was just not a science person and I was worried about whether I would do well in the class, but I have gotten a lot more comfortable since then.

**Rui:** I definitely feel more confident and comfortable discussing scientific information. Science was never a strong point for me and in the beginning of the semester I was really lost but now I definitely feel much more comfortable. I enjoyed how the hands-on labs were practical and related to my everyday life. For example, I recently got a cut and from my knowledge about anti-bacterial products, I knew how to keep it from getting infected… I began this course with not being confident or interested in science, but I realized through out the course of the semester how important science is to my life. As a result, I see how everything in the world relates to science and I feel more confident in my skills to find answers to my questions, such as issues related to health and diseases.

**Wesesa:** I feel a lot more comfortable than before discussing, reading, hearing, or finding scientific information. Before this course, I would have not made much sense of scientific information. I would have read the information and would have had no clue of what was going on. Also, I would not have been able to engage in a discussion about scientific information. However, now I feel very comfortable with myself and science. Now I can explain the scientific information I read, hear, and find… I do not feel a 100% confident with reading, hearing, finding, or discussing scientific information, because I realize that I still do make mistakes interpreting the information, but not as many.

**Gannon:** I feel much more confident and comfortable reading, hearing, finding, and discussing scientific information. Through the writing assignments and the projects in lab, I have gained confidence in my ability to read a piece of scientific literature that I would have considered way over my head just last semester, and actually understand it… During lab, I asked many questions about concepts, experimental procedures, and interpretation of results… The individual and group projects improved my confidence in finding and discussing scientific information. During my high-school science courses, I was required to write a few research papers, but these never required more than the course textbook and a quick Google web search. Through these projects, I have learned to find scientific information in primary sources like peer-reviewed journal articles… I have learned that this type of information can be found easily with Google Scholar, PubMed, and various U.S. Government databases… I believe this knowledge will (benefit me in the future) in the field of science or in any other subject.
As with Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and Gannon all undergraduates’ reflections suggested they had a newfound self-confidence, which changed how they viewed their self with respect to evaluating and understanding scientific information.

*Self-Discipline*

With respect to self-discipline, researchers have found that a students’ interest can predict those decisions that affect learning such as attending class, completing assignments, as well as the choice to engage and persist at a task (Koballa & Glynn, 2007; Palmer, 2005). Given that the majority of participants (81%) had negative prior experiences with science, they demonstrated engagement and persistence towards learning over the semester. The data from this doctoral dissertation have suggested that this SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention was effective at motivating students to learn about science.

The anonymous mid-semester evaluation instrument was one way students’ motivational self-discipline was assessed over the semester. Frequency counts of students’ Likert Scale responses indicated that on average 18 students (over 68%) spent over 3 hours preparing for each exam by studying independently and/or in groups, and no student reported studying less than an hour on 2 exams. The anonymous mid-semester evaluation also revealed that over half of the undergraduates attended a study group for the first 2 exams. It was also recorded that weekly attendance to lecture was above 80% even though students were not required to attend.
Analysis of students’ prior science experience relative to their final grade\textsuperscript{53}, ethnicity, and gender supported all students were successful in learning about ways microbes relate to society and demonstrated increased scientific literacy, as no student performed below average (below a C). What was even more encouraging was that the majority of the class 21 out of 26 students (81\%) received an above average (B or better) final grade. \textit{Table 4} summarizes students’ prior science experience relative to their final grade, ethnicity, and gender.

\textsuperscript{53} Over the course of the semester, students’ final grades were assessed from content examinations, writing assignments, research posters, and laboratory performance.
### Table 4. Students' Diversity and Overall Curricular Achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Science Experience</th>
<th>European American</th>
<th>Asian American</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Final Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final Grade</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Final Grade</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Final Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confident and likes science</td>
<td>3 A</td>
<td>2 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure but interested in science</td>
<td>2 A</td>
<td>1 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>3 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>3 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has never been motivated to learn science</td>
<td>1 A</td>
<td>1 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>1 B</td>
<td>1 B</td>
<td>1 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6 A</td>
<td>4 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
<td>0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 B</td>
<td>0 B</td>
<td>3 B</td>
<td>1 B</td>
<td>3 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows the five students who were confident in science initially did very well throughout the semester and were White European Americans. However, out of the 21 students who claimed to be insecure in their science ability or have never found science interesting, 16 also achieved an above average score. The data from this case-study also indicated that none of the 9 African and Asian American students achieved an A in this course.

The weekly notes I took in my practitioner journal also supported the time and effort students were putting into their work. Examples of the ways students showed interest and effort included 1) staying late after lab to get advice on their research topic or material covered in lecture and lab, 2) asking for study groups, and 3) posting questions in the ELMS help thread. Scoring of my weekly practitioner journal indicated that I interacted with 20 out of the 26 students several times over the
semester in two or more of these ways. I also recorded the pedagogical techniques I used to facilitate students continual engagement with the course. For example, when students shared with me some of the initial references they had found for their individual project I made sure they were reliable. If students had difficulty finding reliable sources, I would give them some example resources and explain (both in person and on-line) why some sources offered questionable information. Many students were also interested in study groups at the start of the semester but expressed concern in getting help from their peers because they did not know their classmates well enough. Consequently, for the first two exams I asked a few strong students to hold review sessions. I wrote on the board days and times these selected students suggested they could meet and others signed up for one or more sessions. After the first few exams, students had established relationships and formed their own study groups.

Another way students’ motivational self-discipline was measured, relative to their choice to engage and persist at a task, was by analyzing how frequently undergraduates chose to research their identified interest over the semester. Although students were asked to journal about an interest they had that related to microbes, they were not required to investigate this issue for their research projects or the article exercise. Analysis of undergraduates’ journal relative to their research projects showed that 24 out of 26 students did in fact investigate their initial questions as an individual and in a group. Further, the analyses of group projects, which were completed at the end of the semester, indicated students’ ability to research and evaluate scientific information improved. It was found that one student wished she
had focused more on her initial topic of interest, the spread of disease but chose Bt corn\textsuperscript{54} for her individual project and her group settled on researching biofuels. The other student chose a topic for both the individual and group poster she already knew something about, \textit{Escherichia coli} (E. coli). This same student felt she would have gained more from doing more lab experiments, although she did admit to gaining some insight from working in a group.

\textbf{Karina}: In looking back at my initial scientific interest of disease and the spreading of bacteria I realize that there is a lot more that I have to learn. I wish I would have done my projects on disease rather than BT corn and Biofuels.

\textbf{Freya}: I have learned not really that much about my initial scientific interest. For my individual and group project I focused on E. coli and not Parkinson's disease… I kind of already knew about the effects of my individual project… I felt like we could have spent more time focusing on labs instead of projects… It helped me a little because we looked at different view points. Again, I feel like lab would have been more beneficial if we were actually doing LABS instead of PROJECTS.

It was also found that 21 students chose the article that was most closely associated with their identified interest(s). Analysis of the data from the article exercise indicated that although few undergraduates demonstrated the ability to synthesize and evaluate data, opinions, and societal factors at the start of the semester, over 95\% were applying their prior knowledge and/or judging the author’s claims by the end of 15-weeks.

In addition to undergraduates’ recognition of the hands-on labs fostering their interest in science, opportunities to design laboratory experiments further supported students’ motivational self-discipline. Over the course of the semester, the hands-on labs challenged students to go beyond identifying controls and analyzing data to also

\textsuperscript{54} Bt corn is a variant of corn (aka maize) that has been genetically bioengineered to be toxic for select insects, such as corn borers. Specifically, the gene from the soil-dwelling microorganism \textit{Bacillus thuringiensis} (thus Bt) has been inserted into the corn genome. This gene codes for a toxin that crystallizes in the digestive tract of insect larvae, which leads to its starvation (Wolt, Peterson, Bystrak, & Meade, 2003).
synthesizing and designing a testable question. These later labs not only required undergraduates to spend more time preparing for lab, but also necessitated more time be given to their recording and evaluation of data. It was found that students’ laboratory write-ups showed more in-depth reports of their procedure and data analyses. Despite the increased effort required for each lab, the anonymous end of the semester evaluation indicated that 86% of the undergraduates’ responses correlated their heightened interest in science with one of the later labs (ice nucleation, hand-washing, or antimicrobial substances).

Summary

Overall, this study has suggested that having the opportunity to explore SSI and influence one’s educational environment were important factors toward developing undergraduates’ scientific literacy. Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and Gannon were used to illustrate the different ways learners’ scientific literacy improved over the semester. Scientific literacy was measured by students’ personal growth and ability to evaluate information.

With respect to evaluating scientific information, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa as well as the majority of undergraduates began the semester with apprehensions about their ability to understand science. They also demonstrated difficulties researching, interpreting, and discussing science knowledge. Consequently, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa exemplified the different ways the majority of undergraduates’ skills to evaluate scientific information improved over the semester. In Brandi and Rui’s case both had trouble identifying different theoretical perspectives and conflated theories and opinions at the start of the semester. However, Brandi also had trouble
supporting her claims, while Rui did not demonstrate the ability to interpret scientific information in her own words. Wesesa on the other hand, was able to identify alternative scientific perspectives related to the causes of obesity at the start of the semester but did not indicate a conceptual understanding of them. Wesesa also had a misconception about what constitutes a fact. All undergraduates had naive perceptions of how scientific data are generated and used to answer questions about everyday life. In general, by the end of the semester Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and the majority of undergraduates showed the greatest gains in 1) researching and interpreting scientific information, 2) identifying and critically analyzing perspectives related a socio-scientific issue, 3) supporting their claims with relevant information, and 4) understanding the epistemology of the scientific process.

In Gannon’s case, as well as a few other undergraduates, he acknowledged and demonstrated an interest in science as well as the ability to understand scientific information at the start of the semester. However, this is not to say that Gannon and the other undergraduates did not benefit from this student interest SSI-based curriculum. In fact, Gannon’s story has further exemplified why it is important to offer learners more chances to influence their educational environment. It was found that opportunities to shape his learning acted as an incentive, which resulted in his desire to excel at researching, interpreting, and discussing scientific information. Specifically, Gannon’s greatest gains were in finding and interpreting information written for a science audience as well as advancing his epistemological understanding of the scientific process.
However, Gannon along with Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and the other participants in this study recognized how beneficial this SSI-based curricular framework was to their personal growth. In Gannon’s case, he recognized the value to his life in having a much more in-depth understanding of what scientists actually know about HIV and anti-retroviral treatment research. Gannon’s personal connection to HIV resulted in his passionate demonstration of self-discipline in being able to read and comprehend information written for scientists. However, the majority of undergraduates used their research opportunities to develop their understanding of an area of microbiology that they recognized as influential to their life. In Brandi’s case, she focused on furthering her career by learning about how science, society, government, and politics are connected. Rui and Wesesa reflected on health related issues that affect their life and family. Whether undergraduates identified career, family, or personal SSI, in general it was determined that students developed their self-understanding, self-confidence, thinking about scientific knowledge in a real world context, and clarified their personal beliefs.

It was also found that all undergraduates’ awareness of the epistemology of the scientific process changed their personal beliefs about how scientific knowledge differs from other ways of knowing. Undergraduates associated their newly formed opinions with the opportunities they had to design and test pragmatic questions in lab such as the importance of washing one’s hands.

Despite over 80% of the participants beginning the semester with negative science experiences and apprehensions about their ability to understand science, students demonstrated self-discipline and intellectual curiosity towards SSI. The fact
that all students showed improved scientific literacy skills supports the effectiveness of this student interest SSI-based curricular framework.

Limits of the Data Analyses

However, it is not known how students’ conceptual understanding of microbiology influenced their ability to evaluate scientific information. Several studies have suggested that students’ conceptual understanding of science content can influence their ability to evaluate socio-scientific information (Hogan, 2002; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott, 2001). It has also been argued that “a large sophisticated knowledge base in a content domain does not determine the quality of thinking skills used in the domain (Kuhn, 1991, p. 39).” Sadler and Donnelly (2006) and others have proposed that a student’s ability to justify a claim is reflective of their knowledge threshold (Sadler & Fowler, 2006). A person’s knowledge threshold is a point where one has a sufficient conceptual understanding of the science content to demonstrate correct use and reference of the subject matter to support his/her claims (Sadler & Donnelly, 2006; Sadler & Fowler, 2006). It has also been suggested that a SSI-based curricular intervention can positively affect students’ conceptual understanding of science content (Zohar & Nemet, 2002). This investigation has offered no insights to prove or disprove these speculations, as the data analyzed did not focus upon how participants’ content knowledge may have affected their ability to evaluate scientific information.

It is also not clear to what degree students’ demonstrated scientific literacy, with respect to more critically evaluating scientific information will translate into
Considering epistemological theoretical frameworks (Buehl & Alexander, 2001; Hammer & Elby, 2002), it is quite possible that this SSI-based curriculum and the instruments used in this study affected undergraduates’ responses in a domain-specific manner. Domain-specific responses suggest that students’ scientific thinking would only be characterizable within the context of this course and the instruments used (Hammer & Elby, 2002). For example, students’ journal at the end of the semester explicitly asked participants to reflect upon their initial interest(s) and opinion(s) in the context of this course. Despite undergraduates professed beliefs that their initial perspectives of their identified topic(s) have changed, no data was collected on if and how students applied this knowledge outside of this course. However, several students made claims in their journals that leaned towards supporting this idea.

This class has definitely given me a new perspective on many aspects of life. Mostly, it has taught me not to settle for convenient answers, but rather to question everything. For example, my friend was talking to me about something she had read in a magazine about losing weight by drinking soup. Normally I would just say, "cool," and take her word for it. But this time I started asking her a lot of questions about the theory, including who claims this?, is the person qualified in the nutrition field? What studies have they done to come to this conclusion? etc. It seems that I have become much more skeptical of credentials and the researching process.

Overall I think that I have learned to enjoy science…(I have also) realized that learning how (science) affects our everyday lives does not have to take place in a classroom, but can take place in our world.

Even though I am still not planning on making science my career, this course has added greatly to my understanding of the world around me, and this is something I can carry with me for the rest of my life. When my kids ask me how they got chicken pox or why the milk went bad, I will be happy to have my microbial answer at hand.

This study did not seek to verify these statements. It has also been argued that domain-specific experiences are an essential step in developing students’ ability to reason in SSI-based frameworks (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).
Further, questions can be asked about what role the SSI framework played in promoting students’ ability to more critically evaluate scientific information to make more informed decisions about science issues that affect them everyday. That is, could another student interest focused curriculum built upon a different educational model for teaching science, such as Science-Technology-Society (STS) or inquiry based learning, have promoted a similar outcome? Similarly, the same question could be asked about the significance the student interest aspect with respect to the SSI-based curricular activities. For instance, would students have demonstrated the same level of skill development with respect to evaluating scientific information if the learning activities were more scripted? Given the recently transformed general microbiology laboratory setting of this case-study, where the student interest focus was an aspect of the SSI-based learning activities and no other treatments were tested, these questions have not been definitively answered. However, the data from this chapter supporting students’ improved functional scientific literacy skills warrants further investigation of the uses and limits of this curricular model. A more complete discussion of these questions can be found in Chapter 6.

Foreshadowing Emerging Insights

Until now, researchers had not examined how meaningful personal connections can be integrated into SSI-based curricula (Sadler, 2004a). In fact, studies that have been identified as SSI-based interventions (e.g., Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, & Patel, 2007; Zohar & Nemet, 2002) have mainly focused on primary and secondary learners. As well, motivational factors that are known to engage students have rarely assessed
postsecondary learning environments (e.g., Palmer, 2005; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008; Seiler, 2001, 2002, 2006). Consequently, this study has expanded the SSI-based framework by showing how effective personalized hands-on SSI-based labs and research opportunities can be at fostering undergraduates’ scientific literacy.

It has been suggested that one way to help students become more scientifically literate 21st century learners is to rethink the way science content is acquired and encourage students to search independently for information and then evaluate it (Solomon, 2000). Solomon (2000) has contended that this type of approach to science can help to motivate learners who are more interested in exploring their self-identity than of the sciences. The findings from this investigation have supported Solomon’s (2000) assertion.

It was determined that students’ personal beliefs were reassessed and their skills to evaluate scientific information improved after having opportunities to influence their learning. When given a chance to choose what topics they could learn more about, the majority of students frequently selected social issues about microbiology relevant to their life. For students’ KEEP projects, 92% of students researched their initial interest(s). Although generalizations were made about the type of connections students formed with their research interest, it was found that the diversity of students’ lives and experiences resulted in unique associations with their topic. For the article exercise, 81% chose an article related to their identified interest. Similarly, laboratory experiments that required students to design their experimental protocol about real science issues affecting society (such as the importance of washing your hands) were experiences the students valued and found stimulating.
These motivational connections encouraged students to engage with the science content, despite many having negative prior experiences with science.

Interpretation of the data have also shown how undergraduates developed skills to evaluate scientific information. Students’ individual and group projects suggested improvement in researching and discerning scientific information, which in turn helped them re-evaluate prior beliefs. Data from the writing exercise showed 95% of the undergraduates were using higher-ordered epistemological syntheses and evaluation the data, opinions, and societal factors that were presented in their article by the end of the semester. The data from students’ lab write-ups and lab quiz indicated participants’ epistemological understanding of science improved their evaluation of scientific information over the semester.

However, the interpretation of data in this chapter can be expanded further to more closely examine the effects this curricular and pedagogical intervention had on undergraduates’ epistemological conceptualizations. Investigating students’ understanding of the NOS with respect to their ability to informally reason and their personal beliefs will provide more insight into how this curricular and pedagogical framework contributed to developing participants’ scientific literacy. Chapter 5 focuses more exclusively on the analyses of participants’ data to show how undergraduates’ conceptually based formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science matured, which influenced their informal reasoning and beliefs.

Yet as I examined the data further to more completely understand the effects this student interest SSI-based curriculum and pedagogical intervention had on undergraduates’ scientific literacy, more questions arose. In addition to understanding
how conceptual knowledge and domain-specific responses may have affected the reported findings, questions can be asked about how universal this curricular framework is to other science disciplines and grade levels. Further, how prepared are teachers to implement a student interest SSI-based curriculum? The discussion in Chapter 6 combines the emerging insights that have come out of both Chapter 4 and 5. Resultantly, Chapter 6 more completely establishes the implications of this doctoral dissertation to future science education research.
CHAPTER 5: Nature of Science Conceptualizations Influence on Informal Reasoning

Findings

Overview

In **Chapter 4**, the data analyses alluded to ways in which participants’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations developed. For example, it was discussed that early in the semester the majority of undergraduates had some level of confusion about what constitutes a theory, fact, inference, and/or opinion. This chapter more exclusively focus upon students’ understanding of the nature of scientific discovery, processes, and justification with respect to their ability to informally reason and their personal beliefs.

Similar to **Chapter 4**, **Chapter 5** begins by introducing the focus and relevance of the findings to the education research community. The next section has reports the data relevant to the effects this curricular and pedagogical intervention had on participants’ understanding of the nature of scientific discovery, processes, and justification with respect to their ability to informally reason and personal beliefs. Emerging insights related to educational research literature are discussed within each NOS domain (discovery, processes, justification, and personal beliefs). Quotes from students’ data and descriptive statistics are used to report the general findings. When relevant, I have included reflections on my pedagogical practices that may have influenced the learning environment and reported outcomes throughout this results section. Following the data and results section, I summarize the significant findings. A discussion of the limits of data analyses follows. I conclude this chapter by foreshadowing the emerging insights in **Chapter 6**.
Chapter Focus

Two principle research questions were proposed to examine how this SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affected undergraduates’ ability to informally reason. The first of these was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ evaluations of socio-scientific information (SSI)?” The other question proposed was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations?” Given that Chapter 4 explicitly focused on the first question, this chapter focuses on the second question.

The NOS, also known as the epistemology of science or science as a way of knowing, defines values, assumptions, and processes inherent to scientific knowledge (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000, p. 564). These values, assumptions, and processes include science being a product of human imagination and creativity, a social process, empirically based, and limited by technology, as well as the epistemological activities related to the collection and interpretation of data (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42; Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992; Hogan, 2000). The NOS has been explicitly emphasized in recent reform movements as an essential component in achieving scientific literacy (AAAS, 1989, 1993; NRC, 1996). Educators and researchers who advocate for the use of SSI-based interventions have claimed that social, tentative, and empirical aspects of science are learned in this type of educational setting, which in turn promotes more informed reasoning about scientific issues in an everyday context (Sadler, 2004a).
Informal reasoning, has been defined by Perkins (1985, p. 562) and Mean and Voss (1996, p. 140), among other cognitive and developmental physiologists, as the process of considering a claim where the reasoner weighs and synthesizes the pros and cons to arrive at the best sound judgment. Theories of informal reasoning also assume people’s positions change as additional information becomes available and they ponder causes, consequences, positions, and alternative solutions (Mean & Voss, 1996; Perkins, 1985). SSI have been identified as ideal candidates for developing informal reasoning skills about science issues affecting one’s life as they are 1) inherently complex, 2) open-ended with multiple perspectives, and 3) lack definitive answers (Sadler, 2004a, p. 515).

It has been argued that an individual’s informal reasoning about science issues is influenced by a person’s beliefs (e.g., Baron, 1991, 1995, 2000; Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, 1997). For example, Baron (1991, 1995, 2000) and others have noted that the lack of open-minded thinking can impede how rigorous a person is about evaluating opposing beliefs when informally reasoning (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) have indicated that students favor socio-scientific perspectives that are aligned with their prior beliefs, resulting in evaluative decisions based on personal relevance rather than contemplation of evidence. Zeidler (1997, p. 787) has also contended that beliefs and inferences can cause a person to conflate the truth and validity of alternative scenarios.

Additionally, others have acknowledged that a person’s epistemological beliefs about his/her own scientific knowledge is not necessarily reflected by one’s
ability to articulate that knowledge (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hogan, 2000; Sinatra, Southerland, McConaughy, & Demastes, 2003). For example, a student may learn to acknowledge in a survey or questionnaire that scientific knowledge is tentative in nature but can still hold the personal belief that scientific data are definitive proof of an event. It has been found that high-school and undergraduate students’ beliefs about the NOS have influenced the way in which they learn science (Leach, Millar, Ryder, & Sere, 2002; Ryder & Leach, 2000; Ryder, Leach, & Driver, 1999; Sere, et al., 2001; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006).

Hogan (2000, p. 57) has defined students’ proximal knowledge structures as beliefs, commitments, or personal theories about the nature of science because they are associated with personal relevance and experience (knowledge structures nearest to the individual). An individual’s beliefs about the NOS can be developed from personal experiences such as engaging in television, radio, and newspapers as well as learning from family, friends, formal education, and life experiences (Schommer-Aikins, 2002; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). In contrast, she has described declarative knowledge formally taught about the methods and goals of professional science as distal knowledge (Hogan, 2000, p. 57). An example of an individual’s conceptual knowledge of the epistemology of professional science includes being able to distinguish an observation from an inference and a scientific law from a theory. Resultantly, Hogan (2000) and others have acknowledged that if the goal of understanding NOS conceptualizations is to help enrich students’ lives to make better informed decisions, then it is important to examine both students’ declarative formal knowledge about the scientific enterprise and their beliefs about
the nature of science (Hand, Lawrence, & Yore, 1999; Hogan, 2000; Yang, 2004; Zeidler, 1997).

Recently, Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto (2006) have shown that analyzing high-school students’ laboratory work and written responses to NOS questions provided insights into participants’ proximal and distal images of the NOS. In this investigation, a SSI framework has been used to measure as well as develop undergraduates’ proximal and distal knowledge of the NOS. Specifically, social issues in science were used as a framework for both hands-on laboratory and research experiences to uncover participants’ conceptual understanding of the NOS as well as challenge students to examine their prior beliefs and reasoning (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 1997; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002).

This chapter advances what is known about undergraduates’ proximal and distal knowledge of the NOS and SSI-based curricular interventions. Consequently, the data analyses focus on how undergraduates’ NOS conceptualizations developed with respect to their informal reasoning and social beliefs about science. Specifically, participants’ NOS conceptualizations were measured by their 1) KEEP journals, 2) Individual KEEP project, 3) Group KEEP project, 4) laboratory write-ups, 5) end of the semester lab quiz, 6) anonymous end of the semester evaluation, and 7) article exercise responses.

Data / Results

This section discusses the results of this investigation with respect to the nature of scientific discovery, processes, and justification. The focus of these three sections demonstrates how students’ distal knowledge structures of the NOS affected
their ability to informally reason. This discussion is supported by data that have shown undergraduates’ proximal knowledge of the NOS also developing.

The nature of scientific discovery has been defined as being a product of human imagination and creativity, a social process, rational, objective, empirically based, and limited by technology (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42). The nature of scientific processes have been defined as more specific extension of the rational, objective, and observable aspects of the nature of scientific discovery. Consequently, the nature of scientific processes includes those values and epistemological assumptions underlying the activities related to the collection and interpretation of data, as well as the derivation of conclusions. However, Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Schwartz (2002, p. 499) have pointed out that the nature of the scientific processes should not be conflated with science processes, which are the actions of collecting, interpreting, and deriving conclusions from data. For example, the scientific process of observing have been referred to as physical process of examining phenomenon (or group of phenomena) undergoing manipulation. This is restricted to a limited number of variables observed at one time and includes control variables by which change has been measured. Consequently, the nature of scientific processes includes an understanding that observations are constrained by our perceptual apparatus and some level of subjective interpretation. The nature of scientific justification has been referred to science being theoretical. This also includes tenacious characteristics of scientific interpretations that are subject to change based upon the limitations of human interpretation and infinite complexities (Abd-El-Khalick, 2003, p. 42).
The Nature of Scientific Discovery

Differentiating facts, theories, and opinions

Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Schwartz (2002) and others have asserted that it is important for students to be able to understand how scientific knowledge, which seeks to be objective and empirically based, is also influenced by underlying epistemological assumptions (Lederman, 2007). However, science education researchers have found that high-school and collegiate students may not possess the ability to differentiate theories, conclusions, hypotheses, and conjectures from opinions (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). It has also been shown that many high-school students are not able to identify and explain the use of data in any meaningful context (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004).

At the start of this study the majority of students’, 54%, individual KEEP poster revealed some level of confusion about what constitutes a theoretical perspective. Most students conflated theories and opinions. Additionally, analyses of the data indicated that only 7 students (27%) were identifying and supporting their claims about scientific perspectives with facts. The remaining 19 students (73%) failed to identify and / or support their assertions with relevant facts.

Data from students’ start of the semester article exercise also supported the results from participants’ individual KEEP posters. For example when asked, “Are data used to support the perspective(s)? If so, describe the data and how they are used?” At the start of the semester, 59% (13 out of 22 students55) did not recognize

55 Four students did not complete either the first writing exercise or final writing exercise. Consequently, the data from this instrument only included 22 student responses.
data in their article, conflated opinions with facts, and/or cited the author’s concluding summary statements as supporting data.

Over the course of the semester undergraduates not only received instructional feedback on their individual research poster, but the hands-on labs also included lessons explicitly focused on helping students’ conceptualize the differences between a testable question, hypothesis, theory, fact, inference, and opinion. One example of how this was accomplished was the use of the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997). Over the course of the semester, students became more responsible for defining and testing their experimental questions. I used the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) explicitly to discuss NOS conceptualizations. For instance, to help students conceptualize that the scientific process was not a defined set of steps that advance in a linear manner connections I created a PowerPoint presentation which used a circular diagram to discuss the 5-E’s, see Figure 4.
Figure 4. This figure is an illustration of the diagram used in a PowerPoint presentation to facilitate explicit discussion on the nature of scientific processes.

Table 5 shows the connections that I made during lab between the 5-E model and conceptual definitions related to the scientific process.

Table 5. Associating the 5-E’s Model to the Circular Scientific Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Es</th>
<th>MVS* Pedagogical Model Focus</th>
<th>Circular Scientific Process Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engage</td>
<td>Activities focus on capturing the student's attention, stimulating their thinking, and accessing their prior knowledge</td>
<td>Defining a testable question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Focus on thinking, planning, investigating, and organizing collected information</td>
<td>Definitions of a fact(^1), inference(^2), testable question(^3), hypothesis(^4), and theory(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain</td>
<td>Analysis of exploration</td>
<td>Observation of a phenomenon (or group of phenomena) undergoing manipulation with a limited number of variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Expand and solidify understanding of the concept and/or apply it to a real world situation</td>
<td>Creating control variables to measure change by collection of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td>Evaluation occurs throughout the lesson. Scoring tools developed by teachers to target what students must</td>
<td>Interpretation of results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion of NOS concepts related to data interpretation (dependence upon accuracy of instrumentation, expertise using and interpreting instrumentation, and subjective interpretation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment of the data relative to the testable question (is the data logically measuring the question asked, what claims can be made given the data limits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparing result interpretation(s) with respect to expected outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
know and do.

* MVS = Maryland Voluntary State
1 = A fact is an occurrence, quality, or relationship based upon measurements / observations of physical phenomena or may be inferred with certainty (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).
2 = Inference is the method of testing a hypothesis by deliberately attempting to demonstrate the falsity of the hypothesis (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).
3 = A scientific question that can be tested asks if, when, or why and has defined limits (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).
4 = A hypothesis is a well tested tentative explanation of the facts that seeks to predict future events. A hypothesis that repeatedly withstands attempts to demonstrate its falsity gains credibility, but remains unproven (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).
5 = Theories are comprehensive explanations of hypothetical, conceptual, and pragmatic principles that predict future occurrences and have been repeatedly confirmed. Theories build upon a hypothesis and have gained general acceptance within the scientific community but still cannot be definitively proven (Kinraide & Denison, 2003).

This table demonstrates how the desire to prepare future K-8 science teachers, an aspect of the NSF funded project (Marbach-Ad, et al., 2008; Project Nexus, 2005), was integrated with fostering students’ conceptualization of the scientific processes.

By the end of semester, group posters cited relevant facts to support the different theoretical points of view identified. As well, students’ final article exercise revealed that 91% (20 out of 22 students) identified data in their article. Further, students’ lab quiz has also suggested that students recognized, over the course of the semester, how personal opinions differ from scientific knowledge. When asked “In what ways is scientific knowledge different from other ways of knowing?” All 26 students’ responses indicated they recognized the process of science as being based upon observed phenomena (facts) and seeking to be objectively rational.

Scientific knowledge is different from other ways of knowing in its inherent presence of doubt and questioning. Throughout our lives, many people make statements to us that they do not support with facts or evidence… The hallmark of scientific knowledge is that it has been supported by experimentation to test questions about the nature of many aspects of the universe. Scientific articles published in journals are peer-reviewed by experts and researchers who often repeat each other’s experiments to confirm their findings. Scientific knowledge is advanced every day by doubt and questioning. Scientists strive to learn why certain events and processes occur and frequently question historical explanations and interpretations, pushing the world closer to the ultimate, yet unattainable goal of absolute truth… I have learned that scientific knowledge distinguishes itself from other ways of learning by possessing an inherent skepticism not found in other forms of learning. Throughout elementary, middle, and high-school, I was always taught to
accept my teachers’ statements as absolute fact simply because the teacher said they were… I accepted that these things just happened, that I did not need to know why… Though my experiment in the Microbes and Society laboratory, I have learned that science cannot exist without skepticism… In testing my experimental designs, I was grateful for the skepticism of the lab instructor and my classmates, as their questions about the conclusions I drew from my experimental results always prompted me to change my protocol and control for errors… This helped me to realize how scientific knowledge is supported by experimentation, which is advanced every day by doubt and questioning… Scientists strive to push the world closer to the ultimate, yet unattainable goal of absolute truth.

Additionally, 20 students (79%) also acknowledged that their exposure to this course had fostered this same understanding. The remaining 6 students did not mention in their responses the role this course had on developing their awareness of the nature of scientific discovery.

Societal Factors Influence on Scientific Discovery

Studies examining NOS conceptualizations have shown most high-school and collegiate students are able to identify societal factor’s influence on scientific discovery such as economics, personal interests, as well as social causes and effects (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002).

The data from students’ KEEP research posters, article exercise responses, and end of the semester lab quiz aligned with these findings. All participants in this study were able to identify ways that societal factors influence scientific discovery. However, data analyses indicated that students’ general understanding of how societal factors can influence the nature of scientific discoveries grew over the 15-weeks. For example, when asked to identify “How societal factors might have influenced the perspective(s), explain?” All students identified at least one societal influence that possibly affected the author’s perspective at the start of the semester. The most common factors identified were economic and societal causes. However, at the start
of this course, only 7 students showed signs of synthesizing\textsuperscript{56} and evaluating\textsuperscript{57} the societal factors they identified. After continuously being asked to reflect upon the connections between microbes and society during their research projects, hands-on labs, and lecture all 19 participants by the end of the semester, included higher-order thoughts in their final discussion of the article. Table 6 provides examples, for the two most commonly selected articles, illustrating how students began to use higher-ordered epistemological thinking when identifying societal factors influence on scientific discovery.

Table 6. Students’ Evolving Ability to Synthesize and Evaluate Societal Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Instance</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biofuel Start</td>
<td>Brandi: “The societal need for a cost-effective, efficient alternative to fossil fuels seems to be driving the project.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandi “One societal factor that might affect the perspectives is the fact that these scientists are not only trying to discover a microbe, but they are also in business, attempting to market a microbe to alternative energy companies. Also, the Senate has passed legislation, which may be driving the project, in that the government is offering tax cuts and subsidies for oil refineries that mix cellulosic ethanol into their gasoline. Thus, the societal factors driving this project are the personal needs of each person or entity involved: the gas companies want to maximize their profit, scientists are patenting and wanting to sell their microbes, those giving grants want to see the money put to good use, and alternative energy companies like VeraSun Energy want to be able to produce enough cellulosic ethanol to turn the power of microbes into a business.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofuel End</td>
<td>Liza: “Social factors defiantly made a difference in what Jeffery Gordon cited as his first reason for the experiment and the name of the article. He said, “[Helping] people eat fewer calories without focusing on their calorie intake – that really is the zillion dollar question (Trivedi 2005).””</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slimming for slackers Start</td>
<td>Liza: “Social factors defiantly made a difference in what Jeffery Gordon cited as his first reason for the experiment and the name of the article. He said, “[Helping] people eat fewer calories without focusing on their calorie intake – that really is the zillion dollar question (Trivedi 2005).””</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liza: “Social factors are a big issue when reading this article.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{56} Synthesis refers to the major category in the Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Thus, synthesis includes the ability to generalize from given facts, relate information to one’s prior knowledge, and predict or draw one’s own conclusions (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Krumme, 2005).

\textsuperscript{57} Evaluation refers to the major category in the Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Thus, evaluation includes skills such as comparing and questioning information, assessing the value of theories, making choices based on rational reasoning, verifying value of evidence, and recognizing subjectivity (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Krumme, 2005).
Everyone wants a quick fix to weight loss, without giving up his or her life style. After all, why give up chocolate when you can just take a microbe pill and not gain any weight from it? So when reading this article for the first time the reader is more inclined to ignore the subtle holes poked in the research by the author and get excited about the possibility of the quick fix to be discovered soon. I think the author may have done this intentionally. He/She fulfilled their obligation to show both sides, but did it in a way that left the reader excited and wanting more. After all, that is what sells papers. Purely looking at the research side there is also a social influence. The weight loss industry, especially in America, is huge. And if Gordon’s lab can come up with a quick fix that actually works, they would be rich, and so would their investors. So there is an incentive to skew the results or only report positive results. Finally Gordon cites helping the poor people in other countries as a reason for this study. But the reality is that if these people can’t afford enough food to eat, they will not be able to afford to get their gut microbes catalogued. And even if this service were provided for free, if you are starving you are not going to be picky about what you eat. It just doesn’t make sense. I think this is his attempt to feel like his is doing something good for humanity and not just researching the latest weight loss craze."

This table exemplifies how students began to generalize from the facts, and became more critical of subjective claims by recognizing ways societal factors may have influenced the author’s perspective.

Similarly, 24 out of 26 students identified societal factors in their individual KEEP posters. However, students’ group posters presented more in-depth analyses of potential societal influences, which accompanied changes in the way they were synthesizing their thoughts and evaluating the information.

**Ozzie’s individual KEEP poster** While utilizing corn to create ethanol seems like a good idea for the US because of its large amount of maize crops, the same doesn't hold true for the rest of the world. For example, the Chinese recognized the threat to their food supplies… The European Union (EU) began to recognize the dangers to rainforests and the risk of forcing up food prices... I believe that, while fuel alternatives to gasoline must be found quickly, we still have a long way to go before any actual fuel will be ready for mass consumption. *It seems that for each biofuel we are using, there is a side effect that negates any beneficial aspects of its use.*

**Team Biofuel’s KEEP poster** Economic and geopolitical factors (high oil prices, environmental concerns, and supply instability) have been prompting policy-makers to put added emphasis on renewable energy sources… (Stephanopoulos, 2007). The U.S. Department of Energy has set a goal of replacing 30 percent of gasoline used in the United States with fuels from renewable biological sources by 2030, and President Bush has made ethanol production a priority (Savage, 2007)... biotech startup companies are positioning themselves to take advantage of an anticipated booming market for biofuels (Savage, 2007). A 2008 Swiss government study determined that
biofuels were worse than fossil fuels in terms of total environmental impact, because cultivation of biofuels was driving the destruction of natural ecosystems for agriculture (Atkisson, 2008)… While utilizing corn to create ethanol seems like a good idea for the US because of its large amount of maize crops, the same doesn't hold true for the rest of the world… The Chinese recognized the threat to their food supplies, and put a halt to new corn ethanol projects… The European Union (EU)… announced that they would be issuing a certification scheme and promised a "clampdown on biodiesel from palm oil which is leading to forest destruction in Indonesia" (Rapier, 2008)… Unlike fossil fuels, which are limited resources, biofuels such as ethanol can get renewably brewed from biological material such as sugar. However, ethanol's energy content is just two-thirds that of gasoline by volume. In addition, ethanol can corrode metal and plastic, damaging car parts and gas pumps (Choi, 2008)… The topic of biofuels is important because economic and energy constraints are forcing scientists to try to develop cheaper and more efficient forms of renewable energy sources. Gasoline is becoming very expensive and scarce; therefore other methods of fuel are a necessity. On the political side, America and other free nations have a dangerous dependence on foreign oil. We depend on the Middle East, specifically Saudi Arabia, for much of our domestic oil needs. Many believe with a new fuel source, we can stop being so dependant on other nations and therefore be a stronger nation ourselves. Fossil fuels are a finite fuel source and we cannot indefinitely continue to consume oil and coal at our current rate. Environmentalists are also interested in biofuels due to the greenhouse gases emitted but by our gasoline burning cars, planes, and other forms of transportation. Biofuels may hold the key to finding a better balance between humanity and nature… After examining the information, we gathered about biofuels, we have also come to the conclusion that biofuels, at this point, are an ineffective source of energy. They are too expensive and costly in both money and energy. They are also not nearly as efficient as regular fossil fuel… This does not mean however, that exploring biofuels is not a wise investment. We as a country and as a planet need to find alternate sources of energy and with new technology and advancements; it is possible that biofuels could one day be the solution.

Although both research posters’ contents have been abbreviated, this example shows several differences between Ozzie and the Team Biofuel poster. For instance, it is apparent that Team Biofuel extended the number of referenced societal factors. Both underlined sections show that students’ were synthesizing their thoughts based upon their proximal knowledge58 of the need to find alternative energy sources. However, there was a difference in how students’ were using their prior knowledge to reason. In Ozzie’s case, he focused on his personal interest; while Team Biofuel extended their reasoning to discuss economic and political issues. The bold and italicized text have highlighted the difference in the way Ozzie and Team Biofuel evaluated their

58 A individual’s proximal knowledge of the NOS can be developed from personal experiences such as engaging in television, radio, and newspapers as well as learning from family, friends, formal education, and life experiences (Schommer-Aikins, 2002; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006).
topic. Although Ozzie’s response indicated he did attempt to analyze the information he read while researching his topic, he did not acknowledge that any alternate source of energy would have positive and negative ramifications. Further, Ozzie’s discussion of the different types of biofuel indicated his knowledge about this alternative energy source was incomplete. Conversely, even though Team Biofuel reached the same negative conclusion about this alternative energy source, they acknowledged the potential of this alternative energy source. Team Biofuel also more thoroughly researched the different types of fuels made from plants and other forms of biomass.

Additionally, students’ lab quiz showed all 26 participants recognized some connection to societal factors when asked to “Discuss the relationships/connections of science and human endeavors?”

Science greatly impacts human endeavors because it provides potential ways for improving society. Likewise, human endeavors affect what is researched in science because individuals want to research things that will be profitable. For example, discoveries of microbes that can produce ethanol are now used to support the human endeavor of finding alternate fuel sources…. I have also learned that the human endeavor in science requires individuals to be extremely critical. For example, when we write our post labs there are always things in our experiment that we could have done better or factors that we did not control for that may have affected our results… I have also learned that individuals achieve different results when they conduct experiments which is why it is so important to compare results with other individuals. For example, when we did our micro arrays, different groups got different colors and intensities on their slides. Had we formulated interpretations just on our own results, we would have come to incorrect conclusions.

In this case, the student recognized that scientists’ efforts are often motivated by the desire to improve society as well as driven by the needs of society. Additionally, this student’s response has also exemplified the way participants began to recognize that science is subject to human interpretation and limited by experimental design.

The end of the semester lab quiz also supported that students’ learned more about how the nature of scientific discovery differs from other ways of knowing.
Taken as a whole, a comparison of the data from early and late student research posters and article exercise responses as well as the lab quiz, have suggested that undergraduates’ understanding of the nature of scientific discovery developed.

The Nature of Scientific Processes

Sandoval (2003) has argued that there are several reasons why it is important to teach science inquiry in a way that fosters an epistemic understanding of how scientists ask and experimentally test questions. Specifically, he has pointed out that 1) analyzing evidence and data are goals of the national science reforms (AAAS, 1992; NRC, 1996), 2) students’ conceptually based formal knowledge of the NOS can influence their ability to conduct science, and 3) few studies have attempted to understand how scientific practices influence students’ beliefs about the nature of scientific processes. Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Schwartz (2002, p. 501), as well as others have also pointed out that one of the most widely held misconceptions about science is the existence of the scientific method, the belief that there is a recipe-like stepwise procedure scientists follow during experiments (Carey & Smith, 1993; McComas, 1998; Wong, Hodson, Kwan, & Yung, 2008).

Consequently, researchers have acknowledged the importance of teaching science in a manner that does not equate functional solutions with absolute conclusive knowledge and portray experimentation as a single sequence of activities.

An analysis of the data from this study indicated that exploring SSI through hands-on experimentation strengthened participants’ understanding of the nature of scientific processes. For instance, the first lab that the students had to fully design was Lab 7, Ice Nucleation. Inductive analyses of the data revealed that 70% of the
students who completed their lab write-up believed they had answered their testable question. The 6 students who concluded that they had not answered their testable question attributed their inconclusive results to a procedural experimental error.

During this lab, no students demonstrated a comprehensive understanding that most elaborate experimental protocols have uncontrolled variables, which prevents absolute conclusions. However, by their last experimental lab all 22 students who completed their lab write-up realized that their testable question could not be definitively proven. Rather undergraduates acknowledged that their data could be used to support an experimental hypothesis they could test further. Table 7 has provides examples of how students’ reflection on factors that influence scientific results developed.

Table 7. Summary Showing Students’ Evolving Ability to Interpret the Limits of Their Experimental Designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instances the testable question was:</th>
<th>Answered</th>
<th>NOT Answered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 7 Ice Nucleation</td>
<td>14 (70%)</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 10 Hand Washing 1</td>
<td>11 (48%)</td>
<td>12 (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 11 Hand Washing 2</td>
<td>6 (26%)</td>
<td>17 (74%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 13 Antimicrobial Substances</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>22 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lab 7 Ice Nucleation**

**Testable question:** Does *Pseudomonas syringae* (Ps) or *Escherichia coli* (E. coli) nucleate ice and which one does so the fastest?

**Response:** We needed to know first if they nucleated ice before we could time them because if one did and the other didn't, our experiment would have to be changed. It turned out that both of our questions were answered. Yes, they both nucleated ice, and in fact soil nucleated ice the fastest.

**Example: Testable question NOT answered**

**Testable question:** Will ice nucleation using *Pseudomonas syringae* (Ps) occur at different rates when varying amounts of *Escherichia coli* (E. coli) are added?

**Response:** I don't think our testable question was answered fully. We had some problems because one of the tubes of super cooled water was faulty, so we didn't gather enough data. Also, the negative control didn't do what we expected. I think the data we gathered was incomplete and our protocol could have been better, but our results still gave us pretty good evidence that Ps does nucleate at varying rates depending upon the amount of E. coli that is added.
Testable question: How do the household remedies of Listerine, Basitracen, Bactine, garlic, Purell, Betadine, iodine, and antifungal cream compare to the antibiotics of penicillin, streptomycin, and tetracycline (with respect to killing the bacteria Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli).

Response: Our testable question was not answered. Unfortunately, we cannot conclusively state which of the substances is the best anti-microbial because there is an element of human error in our, as well as every other experiment... I believe that human error affected our results by: not having an exact equal amount of each substance on each disc, often the discs growth inhibition circles merged, making it hard to tell which was which, etc. I believe that we should try to be more precise with the amount of each substance cultured, as well as the distance in between each disc... Additionally, we only have a small amount of data and are technologically limited in our data analysis. However, the data that we have indicates that iodine is the best growth inhibitor.

This table exemplifies the types of simple questions students designed for two of their laboratory experiments and the conclusions they reached with respect to whether they answered their testable question. This table also illustrates the linear progression the class made as a whole, over 4 labs, in realizing that data cannot definitively prove an event; rather data are used to support conclusions (hypothesis or theories) that attempt to predict future events.

The results from students’ end of the semester lab quiz strengthened the analysis of their lab write-up. For example, when asked to “Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular. Justify your answer with a specific example.” All 26 students claimed the scientific process was more circular and that results can always be tested further. All 26 participants also referenced their laboratory experiences where they had an opportunity to design and redesign their experiment based upon their first protocol’s results as a specific example.

The scientific process is circular. A testable question allows one to create a hypothesis that predicts a possible answer to this question. Experiments can then be conducted to test the hypothesis... The conclusions reached by analyzing the results often lead to additional questions, thus beginning the cycle again. A specific example of the circularity of the scientific process is the Hand Washing experiment I conducted during BSCI122 lab this semester. My testable question was: “Does washing your hands with soap and warm water for 30 seconds kill or decrease the number of microbes on your hands more than washing for 10 seconds does?”...
found that my results stimulated me to create another testable question: “Are there microbes on the paper towels we used to dry our hands after washing them?” I hypothesized that there are microbes on the paper towel, based on my observations of the results of my first experiment. I designed a new experiment to test this… At the start of this course, I would have said that the scientific process is linear because that was the way it was presented to me during high-school, and I therefore believed that every experiment that was appropriately designed to answer a testable question would provide a definite “yes” or “no” answer.

Additionally, 16 students also acknowledged this was not their original perception, but an evolved understanding based upon the experiences they had in lab. These experiences included designing experiments and explicit discussions exemplifying the scientific process as a non-linear series of steps. Of the remaining 10 students, 3 claimed to have had some prior exposure to science courses that prompted reflection upon the circular process of scientific experimentation; while the other 7 students did not comment upon the impact this course may have had upon their understanding.

The Nature of Scientific Justification

Science educational research has shown that viewing lack of data as a weakness for a claim was a skill that most students have not demonstrated (Sandoval, 2003). It has also been found that although students may demonstrate an awareness of the tentativeness of science, they have not use this knowledge when reasoning their positions to others (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Yet, proponents of the SSI movement have asserted that learning environments using this structure can facilitate students’ reasoning such that the tenacious and social aspects of science are considered (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

The findings from this study have suggested that students learned to recognize a lack of data as a weakness for a claim and used this knowledge when reasoning their point of view to others. For example, at the start of the semester no students’ lab
write-ups demonstrated a comprehensive understanding that even the most elaborate experimental protocols have uncontrollable variables. Although 6 students did recognize they had not answered their testable question because of a procedural experimental error, the context of students’ responses did not indicate an understanding that lack of data weaken a claim in any experimental design. By the last experimental lab all 22 students who completed their lab write-up realized that their testable question could not be definitively proven and identified variables that needed further testing. Additionally, all undergraduates specifically referenced a lack of data as one reason for needing further validation.

Freya Lab 7, did not identify lack of data as a weakness: My testable question was answered because the addition of P. syringae does seem to affect the ice nucleation process because for Trial 1 and 2, the water did not freeze all the way or took longer than with just the Ps.

Freya Lab 13, identifies lack of data as a weakness: Our testable question was not really answered because of the variation between the two trials. In my trial, there was less growth with the anti-bacterial soap, but in Rui’s trial there was less growth with the anti-microbial soap. There is not enough evidence to say whether one is more effective than the other. In the future, maybe more trials will give us an answer because there will be more results to look at and compare.

The start of the semester article exercise also indicated only 30% of students evaluated the theoretical claims in their article, as the remaining students restated the text in their article in response to the 6 questions. However, students’ final article exercise indicated that 95% were asking questions about tenacious characteristics of scientific interpretations that were being made based upon the limitations of human interpretation.

Karina’s first response Gordon and his colleague, Fredrik Backhed, conducted an experiment in which they compared two groups of mice, one that lived in the sterile bubbles with no gut microbes, and one that contained normal gut microbes… Relman discovered that each human’s gut flora is strikingly different… Gordon and Ruth Ley… studied genetically mutated mice, to figure out if the gene or the microbes were causing weight gain…

Karina’s final response (similar sections of text to the student’s first response have been underlined) Before analyzing the multiple perspectives and points of view that are brought up in this article, I must first critically analyze a part of this article that seems somewhat contradictory to me. At the beginning of the article, the author states that these mice are “germ free” and
completely “sterile,” but later in the article the author states that an infant “gets its first major bacterial inoculation as it slides down the birth canal.” This contradiction makes me question how these mice are “germ free.” To exist they had to have been born and therefore have been exposed to their mother’s microbes in the birth canal. In addition, this article reads that all of the food and water that the mice are receiving are also “untainted by bacteria.” I question how this is true. Are there not natural microbes within the food that will then be present in the gut flora of the mice?

The first perspective comes from Gordon and his colleague, Fredrik Backhed, who conducted an experiment in which they compared two groups of mice, one that lived in the sterile bubbles with no gut microbes, and one that contained normal gut microbes. Coming to the conclusion that gut microbes play an integral role in weight gain, seems reasonable, but there also could have been underlying variables that caused these mice to gain weight when microbes were introduced into their systems. There are many questions that should be considered. Could different mice have been affected in different ways? What if different microbes were added? Could the genetics of the mice also play a role in how they gain weight? I think that Gordon came to his conclusion and claim very quickly. More testing needs to be done to better support his statements...

Relman studied the gut flora in three adults... discovered that each human’s gut flora is strikingly different... Gordon and Ruth Ley, genetically mutated mice to study if the gene or the microbes were causing weight gain... Although I agree with the perspectives of these scientists, I still have doubt that their data are conclusive. It seems that they are coming to conclusions too fast. Not enough data have been collected, nor have enough experimental tests been conducted. I think that the most important thing that I learned from the lab section of this class is that scientific experiments do not prove anything, rather they support a claim. These experiments do seem to support the claim that gut microbes do play an integral role in obesity and fat storage, but they do not prove anything.

These results have not suggested that students were able to read scientific papers written for the professional community and realize limits to data reported. However, the results have shown that students’ progressive awareness that data support, not definitively predict, observed phenomena.

Development of Undergraduates Proximal Knowledge of the NOS

Considering the majority of data presented thus far from a contextual constructivist perspective, an argument could be made that perhaps students NOS conceptualizations did not evolve over the semester. Rather, undergraduates' developed an understanding of how to respond to course assignments based upon the explicit feedback they received over the semester. If this were the case, then the

---

59 A contextual constructivist model is often associated with examining student learning and understanding with respect to the social or environmental structures forming the educational experience (Finkelstein & Pollock, 2005 pg 6; Hammer & Elby, 2002). That is, the cognitive structures determining a student’s understanding and processes for learning are circumstantial in nature (diSessa, 1993).
reasoning students’ used in their research and lab activities would not necessarily correlated with their beliefs about the NOS.

There is a debate among science education researchers about how a person’s informal reasoning is affected by distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Hogan, 2000; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004). Bell and Lederman (2003), among other science education researchers, have proposed that social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations when making decisions (Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). Others have contended that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between formal knowledge of the NOS and people’s beliefs, which influences their learning and reasoning about science (Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005).

More specifically, Hogan (2000) and others have stated that students’ proximal knowledge may eventually be generalized to distal knowledge (Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). Conversely, students’ distal knowledge may help frame how they reflect on their science experiences, especially if students are engaging in authentic scientific processes (Hogan, 2000; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). Recently, Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto (2006) have shown how analyzing participants’ written responses to NOS questions in conjunction with their laboratory work can provide insights into students’ proximal
and distal images of the NOS. In this investigation, data from students’ anonymous end of the semester evaluation, lab quiz, journals, lab write-ups, and writing exercise provided both belief-based and formal knowledge insights of participants’ epistemological concepts of science. It was found that undergraduates’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS interacted.

The discussion of students’ responses to the lab quiz in the nature of scientific discovery and processes sections have illustrates this epistemological interaction. For example, as mentioned in the nature of scientific discovery section, all 26 undergraduates’ responses to the question about ways scientific knowledge differs from other ways of knowing, indicated they were reflecting upon their beliefs. It was determined that students’ proximal and distal knowledge of the NOS were correlated.

What I have learned from testing my own experiments is that you can never be too specific in conducting the experiments. Every detail and possibility needs to be looked at. For instance, there needs to be enough controls to perform the experiment. For me I believe what distinguishes scientific knowledge from other ways of knowing is that it is constantly questioned and perfected. This thus expands our knowledge because we think and question every aspect of the experiment. For instance, in the hand-washing experiment, ones conclusions might claim cold water with antibacterial soap kills more microbes than hot water and antibacterial soap. However, the cleanliness of the person’s hands, the types of soap and temperature of the water... etc. are all factors that need to be further questioned...

The findings reported in the nature of scientific processes section on undergraduates’ response to the lab quiz question “Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular”, again supported an interaction between participants’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS. Results indicated that students not only demonstrated the ability to conceptually explain the cyclical aspects of scientific experimentation, but that their personal knowledge from this class influenced their thinking. The majority of undergraduates reflected that prior to this course their exposure to science resulted
in their belief that the scientific process was linear. However, students’ laboratory experiences designing questions and interpreting their results helped develop their conceptual understanding that the scientific process has a more cyclical orientation.

Another example of how students’ distal knowledge of the NOS interacted with their science experience based beliefs came from the end of the semester anonymous evaluation. It was found that undergraduates’ self-assurance of their ability to evaluate scientific information increased. For example, when asked if “I am more confident in my ability to read scientific information. Explain your response.” All 22 students who answered the question agreed and short answer explanations included some credit to their enhanced epistemological conceptions.

“Knowing that theories can not be proven has helped in making me more critical...”

Similarly, 95% of the students felt they were more confident in their ability to find and discuss scientific information. Students’ also referenced NOS conceptualizations in their short answer explanations of their developed ability to discuss science.

I feel more confident in discussing scientific information because I have first hand experience in making interpretations and drawing conclusions... This has helped me to realize that not everything I read is fact and that the explanations given by scientists are just one of many possible explanations...

Undergraduates’ final journal further supported these findings as all students recognized how their skill to be able to research, interpret, and/or reason microbiology issues improved over the semester. Additionally, 23 out of 26 students discussed how their initial beliefs about microbiology had changed because of their acquired knowledge, which also included a discussion of the values, assumptions, and/or processes inherent to scientific knowledge. The remaining students recognized
an enhanced understanding of microbiology issues, which they perceived as supporting their initial opinion(s). However, these students also credited an enhanced understanding of epistemological conceptions of science in their answers.

**Evolved belief:** In looking back at my initial scientific interest I realize that I still am very interested in the role of microbes in health and nutrition. However, through learning more about microbes my interests have also expanded…I have learned a great deal about my initial scientific interest because this was the topic I focused on for both the individual and group projects. I learned that microbes do help digestion and help in the absorption of nutrients. I also learned that it is important to have a balanced micro flora in your intestine… I still have questions about how effective probiotics taken as supplements are in maintaining a healthy intestine… There are many theories about how the relationships of microbes in the gut actually function and I want to know if new research has supported one theory more than another… My initial opinion about this topic was that it was important because it would help me lead a long and healthy life. I still feel that knowing how microbes affect health and nutrition is important. I now know that microbes and bacteria impact health more than I previously would have expected… After understanding more about probiotics I find myself disagreeing with my initial beliefs because at first I was in favor of all probiotics. Now I know that probiotics can have a negative effects and much of the research on probiotics is new and unproven.

**Confirmed belief:** My interest in science initially was founded in the same things I am interested in now, but this class has helped me see some of the things I care about in a different light, or from a different perspective. Looking back at my initial interest, I realize that… I knew very little about this topic. Being in this class has helped me learn how to make scientific information more accessible. I feel more confident about being able to learn and understand scientific information on my own… After understanding more about science, how we know what we know, and how that knowledge affects society, I find myself agreeing with my original assumption that society, government and politics, and microbiology are all linked and are relevant to one another.

Further, the nature of scientific justification section discussed how the start of the semester article exercise indicated that only 30% of students evaluated the theoretical claims in their article; but by the end of 15-weeks, 95% were asking questions about tenacious characteristics of scientific interpretations. Embedded in students’ final article exercise response were findings that also showed undergraduates were using proximal knowledge when reasoning.

I initially agreed with the belief that SunEthanol would successfully use the Q microbe to commercially produce cellulosic ethanol on a commercial level because society currently needs a solution to the rising gas prices and dependency on foreign oil and biofuels are a popular solution… However after further analysis I no longer feel certain in SunEthanol’s success. Much of the support given to research on the Q microbe is based on the belief that biofuels will solve our dependence on foreign oil and lower gas prices. Even though Q microbes are likely to be the cheapest method of producing ethanol because they do not require genetic engineering, producing ethanol remains an extremely expensive process requiring large amounts of energy...
After re-reading this article I realize that many questions remain unanswered such as how practical are biofuels for the average American? How will the use of ethanol affect the carbon cycle? And how will the use of ethanol affect other aspects of the economy? Very little information is given on the other methods of producing cellulosic ethanol in this article, therefore it is difficult to assess how the Q microbe compares to its competition.

This student was among the majority who did not initially demonstrate an understanding of the tenacious characteristics of scientific interpretations.

Consequently, this example has illustrated how a student’s conceptual knowledge of the scientific justification influenced a change in her belief-based understanding.

In general, results from this study have shown several ways undergraduates developed distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS interacted. The data have also been used to show how participants’ enhanced epistemological conceptualizations of science influenced their ability to make more informed judgments about science.

Although these findings have differed from other science education researchers (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), this may be explained by the instrumental design and SSI-based learning environment of this study.

Considering epistemological theoretical frameworks (Buehl & Alexander, 2001; Hammer & Elby, 2002), it is quite possible that this SSI-based curriculum and the instruments used in this investigation affected undergraduates’ responses in a domain-specific manner. A domain-specific response would suggest that a student’s scientific thinking would only be characterizable within the context of this course and the instruments used (Hammer & Elby, 2002). For example, students’ journal at the end of the semester explicitly asked participants to reflect upon their initial interest(s) and opinion(s) in the context of this course. Despite undergraduates’ discussion of their increased content knowledge and epistemological conceptions of science, the
data discussed thus far have not measured if and how students applied this knowledge in their everyday world. Although, several students made claims in their journals that:

This class has definitely given me a new perspective on many aspects of life. Mostly, it has taught me not to settle for convenient answers, but rather to question everything. For example, my friend was talking to me about something she had read in a magazine about losing weight by drinking soup. Normally I would just say, "cool," and take her word for it. But this time I started asking her a lot of questions about the theory, including who claims this? Is the person qualified in the nutrition field? What studies have they done to come to this conclusion? Etc. It seems that I have become much more skeptical of credentials and the researching process.

Overall I think that I have learned to enjoy science...(I have also) realized that learning how (science) affects our everyday lives does not have to take place in a classroom, but can take place in our world.

Even though I am still not planning on making science my career, this course has added greatly to my understanding of the world around me, and this is something I can carry with me for the rest of my life. When my kids ask me how they got chicken pox or why the milk went bad, I will be happy to have my microbial answer at hand.

This study did not seek to verify these statements. However, it has also been argued that domain-specific experiences have been recognized as essential to developing students’ ability to reason in SSI-based frameworks (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Consequently, the data from this investigation have not disproved the findings of others, suggesting social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal values dominate over NOS conceptualizations when a person informally reasons (Bell & Lederman, 2003; Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). It may be possible that different situations cause students to dichotomize their personal beliefs and understanding of epistemology of science (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Rather, the data from this investigation have been used to affirm that NOS conceptualizations significantly influence undergraduates’ ability to informally reason, which influenced students’ beliefs about current science issues affecting their life.
Summary

It was found in this study that undergraduates who had the opportunity to investigate SSI as well as design and test laboratory experiments developed their conceptually based formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science. Students’ began to use their expanded formal understanding of NOS conceptualizations when informally reasoning. Further, an analyses of the data indicated that students’ distal knowledge of the NOS was interacting with their belief-based comprehension.

With respect to the nature of scientific discovery, the analyses of undergraduates’ research projects and article exercise supported the finding that the majority of students developed the skill of distinguishing different theoretical points of view from opinions and summary statements. Analyses of the data from these instruments also indicated that the majority of undergraduates developed an ability to cite relevant facts to support higher-ordered epistemological evaluations of scientific issues. Further, students’ lab quiz results have also suggested students recognized, over the course of the semester, how personal opinions differ from scientific knowledge.

With respect to students’ ability to identify social factors influencing scientific discovery, it was found that all participants in this study were able to identify ways that society influences scientific discovery. However, data from undergraduates’ KEEP poster and article exercise indicated that by the end of the semester the majority of students began to question how these societal influences might have affected the subjectivity of the claims made by the author(s).
It was determined that undergraduates’ conceptual understanding of the epistemological characteristics of the scientific processes also matured. The data have supported providing participants with opportunities to design socially relevant experiments in conjunction with explicit discussion and reflection on the NOS, which could distal and proximal knowledge of scientific processes. For instance, undergraduates’ lab write-ups demonstrated that all participants developed an awareness of ways scientific discovery was limited by instrumentation, experimental design, and data interpretations, which prevents absolute conclusions. Students’ end of the semester lab quiz further supported undergraduates’ knowledge of the NOS developed from their hands-on lab experiences and explicit discussions. For example, the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) was used to explicitly discuss how the scientific process was more circular in nature. Consequently, all students articulated ways in which the scientific process was more circular rather than a defined set of steps that proceed in a linear manner. Additionally, students attributed their evolved understanding to their laboratory experiences and discussions.

With respect to the nature of scientific justification, the findings from this study suggested that students learned to recognize a lack of data as a weakness for a claim and used this knowledge when reasoning their point of view to others. For example, at the start of the semester no students’ lab write-ups demonstrated a comprehensive understanding that even the most elaborate experimental protocols have uncontrollable variables. Having several opportunities to design and test their own experiments and discuss their data analyses, students learned to be more critical
of their experimental procedures and conclusions. By the last lab, all students recognized that their testable question could not be definitively proven and could identify variables that needed further testing. Undergraduates specifically referenced a lack of data as one reason for needing further validation. Additionally, the article exercise indicated that by the end of the semester, students were asking questions about the author’s claims by referencing tenacious limitations of experimental designs and human interpretation of data.

With respect to undergraduates’ proximal knowledge of the NOS, the data showed how students’ beliefs matured with their distal knowledge of the NOS. For example, participants’ response to “In what ways is scientific knowledge different from other ways of knowing?” and “Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular” indicated students were able to formally articulate methods and goals of professional science. Students’ responses also indicated that they related their distal knowledge of the NOS to their beliefs, which were originally formed by their prior experiences. Further support for this claim came from the end of the semester anonymous evaluation and students’ journaling. It was found that undergraduates’ credited their enhanced epistemological conceptions as one reason they felt more confident in finding, interpreting, and discussing scientific information. Students’ final journal also included reflections on how their initial beliefs about microbiology had changed because of their knowledge of the values, assumptions, and/or processes inherent to the methods and goals of professional science.

Limits of the Data Analyses
As discussed in Chapter 4, although the data from this SSI-based curriculum suggested that a group of non-science majors’ became more scientifically literate about issues related to microbiology, any inferential claims that are drawn from these data must be subjected to further investigation. For example, it was found that students’ formal conceptual understanding of professional science influenced their beliefs about science as a way of knowing. This finding has supported Hogan (2000) and others contention that an individual’s formal knowledge and his/her beliefs about the NOS interact, which in turn influences one’s reasoning (Smith & Wenk, 2006; Yang, 2005). However, an argument can be made that students’ responses may be domain specific. How subjects participated, responded, and internalized the learning activities may not be consistent with how they reason SSI outside of this structured environment. Further examinations of participants’ NOS conceptualizations in other educational and non-educational settings would strengthen the reported findings of students’ distal and proximal scientific knowledge interacting. This is also one of the long-range objectives of Project Nexus (Project Nexus, 2005).

It was also previously mentioned, in Chapter 4, that students’ conceptual understanding of microbiology might have influenced their ability to evaluate scientific information. Similarly, the data from this study did not address how students’ conceptual knowledge of microbiology might have affected their ability to 1) interpret information to distinguish facts, inferences, theories, and opinions, 2) evaluate societal influences affecting the author(s)’s perspective, as well as 3) design experiments and analyze data.
A question can also be asked about what function the SSI framework played in developing students’ proximal and distal knowledge of the NOS to improve their reasoning about everyday science issues affecting society. That is, could another learning environment, such as an inquiry-based or Science-Technology-Society (STS) educational setting have promoted a similar outcome? Given that the setting of this case-study was limited to this SSI-based curricular intervention, the data from this investigation cannot answer whether other learning environments could promote similar outcomes. However, the findings support an important aspect of developing participants’ proximal knowledge of the NOS was their personal connections to the science issues. A more complete discussion of these limitations and questions can be found in Chapter 6.

**Foreshadowing Emerging Insights**

This study has suggested that the SSI-based curriculum implemented in this study is a promising framework for promoting functional scientific literacy. Our changing society accentuates the need to empower people with the skills to research and interpret alternative interpretations of scientific issues to make more informed decisions. Consequently, this SSI-based curriculum has a general application to educators interested in developing educational settings that promote a functional understanding of how scientific knowledge can be used to answer questions in today’s world.

Specifically, it was determined that undergraduates’ developed their ability to recognize and evaluate multiple perspectives as well as factual data when making informed evidence based positions. Interpretation of the data also suggested that SSI
can be used to develop an individual’s formal knowledge of the NOS in a way that promotes pragmatic internal reflection and reevaluation of one’s initial beliefs about scientific knowledge. The ability to understand NOS concepts, reevaluate personal beliefs, and make well-reasoned judgments about scientific issues are fundamental objectives to achieving scientific literacy (Roberts, 2007).

With respect to the nature of scientific processes, researchers have acknowledged the importance of teaching science in a manner that does not equate functional solutions with absolute conclusive knowledge and portray experimentation as a single sequence of activities (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; Sandoval, 2003). It has been suggested that opportunities that give students hands-on experience designing experiments and analyzing scientific data may be useful in helping students to formally conceptualize the NOS (e.g., Ford, 2008; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). However, there is also evidence that has suggested simply engaging in scientific processes is not enough to bring about sophisticated understandings of the NOS (Bell, Blair, Crawford, & Lederman, 2003). Rather the empirical data have supported these inquiry-based activities should include explicit and reflective opportunities, such as journaling and discussions, upon the NOS (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004). This study found that providing opportunities to design socially relevant experiments in conjunction with explicit discussion and reflection on the NOS, fostered participants’ awareness of ways scientific discovery is limited by instrumentation, experimental design, and data interpretation.
With respect to the nature of scientific justification, science educational research has shown that viewing lack of data as a weakness for a claim was a skill that most students did not demonstrate (Sandoval, 2003). The findings from this study showed that students learned to recognize a lack of data as a weakness for a claim and used this knowledge when reasoning their point of view to others. Interpretation of the data have suggested that the opportunities undergraduates had designing and testing their own experiments and discussing their data analyses helped students become more critical of their own and others experimental procedures and conclusions.

It has also been found that although students may demonstrate an awareness of the tentativeness of science, they did not use this knowledge when reasoning their positions to others (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). The article exercise indicated that by the end of the semester, students were asking questions about the author’s claims by referencing tenacious limitations of experimental designs and human interpretation of data.

Finally, given the debate among science education researchers about how formal conceptual knowledge of the NOS and personal beliefs have influenced people’s ability to informally reason (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Hogan, 2000; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), the findings from this dissertation are significant. The results from this investigation have supported the recent findings by Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, and Kolsto (2006), on high-school students. It was found that students’ formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science and their belief-based knowledge of the NOS interacted.
In this chapter, I have more closely examined the effects this curricular and pedagogical intervention had on undergraduates’ epistemological conceptualizations. Consequently, the data in this chapter have been used to further the insights from Chapter 4, discussing how this curricular and pedagogical framework developed participants’ ability to evaluate scientific information. In both Chapter 4 and 5 I have discussed several significant findings with respect to science education research. However, I have also identified several questions that still need to be addressed with respect to understanding the impact of this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention. For example, in this chapter I raised the question of whether other learning environments, such as an inquiry-based or Science-Technology-Society (STS) educational setting could promote similar outcomes. In Chapter 4, I asked how universal this curricular framework is to other science disciplines and grade levels. In Chapter 4, I also raised the issue that teachers may not be prepared to implement a student interest SSI-based curriculum. The resultant discussion in Chapter 6 combines the emerging insights that have come out of both Chapter 4 and 5. The goal is to further establish the implications of this doctoral dissertation to the science education research community. I also use Chapter 6 to more completely address the questions and limitations I have raised in Chapters 4 and 5.
CHAPTER 6: Discussion and Future Research

Overview

In Chapter 1, I introduced the focus of this doctoral dissertation. I used Chapter 2 to review the literature to defend my claim that there is a need to know more about student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical interventions. Chapter 3 I detailed the theoretical framework and the methodology I used to collect and analyze the data. Chapters 4 and 5 discussed the results from my data analyses with respect to my two sub-research questions. In each chapter summary, I highlighted the significance of this doctoral dissertation, which served to foreshadow the discussion in this chapter. Consequently, Chapter 6 serves to further establish the implications of this study to the science education research community.

The first section of this chapter discusses implications related to the emerging insights that were mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5. Following this discussion, I address the limitations that I raised in Chapters 1, 4, and 5. This section is followed by implications of reported findings that require future research. I then conclude my study by arguing for the significance of this work.

Overview of Emerging Finding Implications

Data from this investigation focused upon two principle research questions. The first of these was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ evaluations of socio-scientific information (SSI)?” The other question proposed was “What effects did this curricular and pedagogical intervention have on undergraduates’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations?” In this section of Chapter 6, I combine the discussion of the emerging findings from
Chapters 4 and 5 to further establish the implications of this doctoral dissertation to the science education research community. First, I discuss the significant findings using the heuristic framework of the findings chapters. Consequently, I concentrate on the implications of the student interest aspect of this curricular and pedagogical intervention with respect to undergraduates’ ability to evaluate scientific information. Next, I have revisited significant findings related to how participants’ NOS conceptualizations developed, which influenced their ability to informally reason. Throughout these discussions, I reference the significance of the data with respect to students’ epistemological beliefs\textsuperscript{60}. In the findings reported in Chapters 4 and 5, I also discussed ways my pedagogical practices may have affected the reported outcomes. I acknowledge that my assessment of this factor was limited to my practitioner researcher journal and a few anonymous survey questions, but may have significantly affected my results. As a result, I have added Appendix E to discuss these potential implications more completely. I conclude my discussion by summarizing the general contributions to the education research community.

Implications of Students’ Interest(s) and Ability to Evaluate Scientific Information

One of the rationales behind the SSI movement is that popular science issues can promote scientific literacy by connecting to people’s lives and promoting critical evaluation of scientific data and information (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). However, Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler

\textsuperscript{60} Epistemological beliefs have been defined as an individual’s perceptions about knowledge, the nature and justification of knowledge, as well as beliefs about intelligence and learning (Hofer & Pintrich, 2002; Maggioni, Riconscente, & Alexander, 2006). Epistemological beliefs can also include open-mindedness (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), motivation and persistence to learn (Buehl & Alexander, 2005; DeCorte, Op’t-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002;
(2004) and others have also shown that although SSI are believed to connect to a person’s life, the use of SSI does not necessarily ensure students make personal connections to the science content (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). In fact, Sadler (2004a, p. 531) has argued that SSI-based curricula need to begin including approaches that specifically focus on science experiences students’ identify as relevant to their life. Currently, there is a gap in the research literature examining how meaningful personal connections can be integrated into SSI-based curricula to foster scientific literacy (Sadler, 2004a).

In Chapter 4, four students were used to illustrate the diversity of students’ interests and experiences with science. One aspect of this chapter discussed how the student interest aspect of this curricular and pedagogical intervention motivated undergraduates’ to become better at evaluating scientific information. These data included examples of the ways students’ skills developed as well as their epistemological belief-based insights.

For example, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s data were used to illustrate specific ways the majority of undergraduates began the course with low self-confidence with respect to learning science. At the start of the semester, these students demonstrated difficulties in 1) differentiating facts, theories, and opinions, 2) researching and interpreting scientific information, 3) identifying and analyzing different perspectives related to a socio-scientific issue, and 4) supporting their claims with relevant information.

Tolhurst, 2007; Tsai & Kuo, 2008), and self-confidence (DeCorte, Op't-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002; Paulsen & Feldman, 2005; Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Hutter, 2005).
Conversely, Gannon’s data depicted the minority of undergraduates who acknowledged and demonstrated an interest in science as well as the ability to understand scientific information at the start of the semester. However, this is not to say that Gannon and the other undergraduates did not benefit from this student interest SSI-based curriculum. In fact, Gannon’s story was used to exemplify why it is important to offer learners more chances to influence their educational environment. For instance, Gannon used his opportunities to shape his learning by furthering his knowledge of a microbial issue that has affected his life, HIV. Resultantly, Gannon chose to advance his skills of researching, interpreting, and discussing scientific information so that he could more critically evaluate articles written for a scientific audience.

It was found that Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and the majority of undergraduates also chose to research areas of microbiology that they recognized as influential to their life. This finding accompanied all undergraduates improved ability to research, interpret, and discuss scientific information. Although, unlike Gannon and a few other undergraduates, most students advanced their skills for researching, interpreting, and discussing science articles written for the popular press.

What strengthened my interpretation of Gannon, Brandi, Rui, Wesesa, and the other participants’ skills at evaluating scientific information were the rich epistemological belief-based insights they disclosed in their journaling, anonymous evaluations, and lab quiz. For instance, it was found that all students revealed enthusiasm towards the student interest aspect of the curriculum. Undergraduates also reflected upon ways they had advanced their 1) self-confidence to find, interpret,
and discuss scientific information, 2) motivation to learn about science, and 3) prior knowledge of science over the course of the semester. This discussion in Chapter 4 can be found in the finding section where I focused on the motivational effectiveness of this curriculum on students’ personal growth.

Summary

Resultantly, the findings from Chapter 4 extended the research on SSI-based curricular interventions in several ways. First, this study has expanded what is known about ways to ensure that students’ interests are integrated in a SSI-based curriculum. Given that, over 80% of the participants began the semester with negative science experiences and apprehensions about their ability to understand science. These findings are significant. Specifically, participants not only demonstrated enthusiasm towards this student interest SSI-based curricular framework but they also had a general increased interest in how science affects their lives. For example, it was also found that all undergraduates demonstrated engagement and persistence towards learning over the semester, resulting in each student successfully passing the course. More explicitly, it was found that 16 of the 21 undergraduates who claimed to be insecure in their science ability or had never found science interesting achieved an above average score (B or better) and no student’s final grade was lower than average (C). Perhaps even more important was the data showing students’ opportunities to evaluate social issues in science that affecting them accompanied changes in their initial beliefs. Consequently, the findings discussed in Chapter 4 offered several significant insights with respect to
providing students’ with engaging and pragmatic opportunities to build functional
scientific literacy skills.

**Implications of Findings Related to NOS Conceptualizations and Informal Reasoning**

Unlike Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 I discussed the findings of participants’ data in
a more general sense. That is, I represented the data using general statistics and
quotes taken from several different participants’ data. However, in my Chapter 4
discussion of students’ interest and ability to evaluate scientific information I also
included aspects of Gannon, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s NOS conceptualizations.
Specifically, I used their lab write-ups and quiz data to show how students’
epistemological understanding of science improved their ability to evaluate scientific
information over the semester. Thus far, I have not mentioned this part of the
Chapter 4 data. As a result, in addition to my discussion of the general findings from
Chapter 5 I have included insights on how Gannon, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s NOS
conceptualizations can be used to strengthen my claims.

The NOS has been explicitly emphasized in recent reform movements as an
Educators and researchers who have advocated for the use of SSI-based interventions
have contended that social, tentative, and empirical aspects of science are learned in
this type of educational setting, which in turn can promote more informed reasoning
about scientific issues in an everyday context (Sadler, 2004a). Although the few
instances where participants’ NOS conceptualizations were explicitly examined in a
SSI-based curricular intervention, the findings failed to conclusively support this
claim (Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Wong, 2008). For
example, Walker and Zeidler (2007) found that high-school students’ responses to questions based on the Views on Science-Technology-Society Survey (VOSTS) (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992) indicated that participants developed a conceptual understanding of the tentative, creative, subjective, and social aspects of science. Yet, when given the opportunity to utilize this knowledge in decision making contexts learners failed to draw upon their conceptual knowledge of the NOS. Rather, Walker and Zeidler (2007) found that students reasoning about a global warming issue focused on factual-based evidence, which disclosed science content misconceptions.

Another example was the work of Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008). Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) created and assessed the effects of a 4-hour instructional experience about the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) on student-teachers’ understanding of the NOS. In this study, participants were asked to respond to selected questions from the Views of Nature of Science Questionnaire (VNOS-C) (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002). Additionally, participants spent 2 hours in a reflective workshop, where they created a ‘mind map’ of NOS characteristics in groups. Similar to Walker and Zeidler (2007), Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) found that some students developed more mature epistemological conceptions of science. However, these participants failed to demonstrate conceptual knowledge of the NOS during the 2-hour reflective workshop. Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) recognized that participants found this activity to be confusing. Unlike Walker and Zeidler (2007), this investigation did not ask participants to use their understanding of the epistemology of science in a decision-making context. Further, although several selected interview
quotes included some epistemological belief-based insights, Wong, Hodson, Kwan, and Yung (2008) did not seek to examine how learners’ distal61 and proximal62 knowledge of the NOS may have interacted.

Hogan (2000) and others have acknowledged that if the goal of understanding NOS conceptualizations is to help enrich students’ lives to make better informed decisions, then it is important to examine both students’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS (Hand, Lawrence, & Yore, 1999; Hogan, 2000; Yang, 2004; Zeidler, 1997). However, Bell and Lederman (2003, p. 353) have acknowledged that most studies examining participants’ NOS conceptualizations have been decontextualized with respect to understanding how people’s formal epistemological conceptualizations of science affect their personal belief-based decisions.

Chapter 5 explicitly discussed ways students’ nature of science discovery, processes, justification, as well as their personal epistemological conceptions of the NOS developed over the semester. In general, the data have shown giving undergraduates opportunities to research SSI in the literature as well as in a hands-on laboratory setting developed students’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS.

The Nature of Scientific Discovery

One example of how Gannon, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s data can also be used to illustrate how undergraduates developed their conceptual understanding of the

---

61 Distal knowledge of the NOS has been defined as a person’s formal definitions about the methods and goals of professional science (Hogan, 2000, p. 57). An example of an individual’s distal knowledge of the NOS would be distinguishing an observation from an inference and a scientific law from a theory.

62 Proximal knowledge of the NOS has been defined as an individual’s beliefs, commitments, or personal theories about scientific epistemological conceptualizations. A person’s beliefs about the NOS can be developed from personal experiences such as engaging in television, radio, and
nature of scientific discovery came from their KEEP research projects and article exercise. Brandi and Rui’s data illustrated how both students had trouble identifying different theoretical perspectives and conflated theories and opinions at the start of the semester. Wesesa on the other hand, had difficulty differentiating facts from theories. However, these students did not demonstrate difficulty distinguishing these concepts by the end of the semester. Conversely, Gannon and a minority of undergraduates demonstrated the ability to distinguish a testable question, hypothesis, theory, fact, inference, and opinion as well as critically evaluate science articles written by the popular press early in the semester. Chapter 5 discussed these findings using general statistics and qualitative data from other students. I also connected these reported statistics to the educational research that has found high-school and college age students may not possess the ability to differentiate theories, conclusions, hypotheses, and conjectures from opinions (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Consequently, the improvement seen by the majority of undergraduates has supported the use of this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention with respect to developing participants’ nature of scientific discovery understanding.

Further, I connected my nature of scientific discovery discussion in Chapter 5 to ways societal factors influence science. It was found that the majority of students were able to identify ways that societal factors have influenced scientific discovery early in the semester. This result paralleled what others have found (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). However, I
gave several examples that illustrated how undergraduates had developed skills that allowed them to be more critical of how these factors may have affected an author’s claims by the end of the semester. Similarly, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s data from Chapter 4 further support this interpretation. Specifically, I exemplified ways in which each of these students were more critical of how these factors may have influenced the author(s)’ perspective by the end of the semester. The finding that participants in this study developed the skill to be more critical of how societal factor’s influence scientific discovery is significant to science education research (Kolsto, 2001a, b; Kolsto, et al., 2006). For example, Kolsto (2001b) and Kolsto, et al. (2006) have found that high-school and collegiate students have dealt with SSI by accepting knowledge claims and information as authoritative.

The Nature of Scientific Processes

With respect to the nature of scientific processes, it was determined that all participants’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS developed. Table 3 in Chapter 4 and Table 7 in Chapter 5, illustrating participants’ lab write-up data, showed how hands-on experimentation strengthened participants’ understanding of the nature of scientific processes. For instance, the first lab that students had to fully design was Lab 7, Ice Nucleation. Inductive analyses of the data revealed that no students recognized that even the most elaborate experimental protocols have uncontrolled variables, which in turn prevents absolute conclusions. However, by their last experimental lab all students realized that their testable question could not

(Schommer-Aikins, 2002; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006).
be definitively proven. Rather, undergraduates acknowledged that their data could be used to support an experimental hypothesis they could test further.

Students’ end of the semester lab quiz data in Chapters 4 and 5 further supported that undergraduates’ knowledge of the nature of scientific processes developed over the semester. For example, the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) was used to describe how the scientific process was more circular in nature. The laboratory write-up data in Chapter 4 specifically referenced Gannon, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s response to the question “Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular. Justify your answer with a specific example.” Another undergraduate’s response was chosen for Chapter 5. It was found that all students articulated ways in which the scientific process was more circular rather than a defined set of steps that proceed in a linear manner. Additionally, all students’ responses included belief-based insights where they attributed their evolved understanding to their laboratory experiences and discussions. These findings are significant in light of Sandoval’s (2003) argument. He has claimed that 1) analyzing evidence and data are goals of the national science reforms (AAAS, 1992; NRC, 1996), 2) students’ conceptually based formal knowledge of the NOS can influence their ability to conduct science, and 3) few studies have attempted to understand how scientific practices influence students’ beliefs about the nature of scientific processes (Sandoval, 2003). The data was also related to the claim that one of the most widely held misconceptions about science is the existence of the scientific method, the belief that there is a recipe-like stepwise procedure scientists follow during experiments (Carey & Smith, 1993; Lederman,
Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; McComas, 1998; Wong, Hodson, Kwan, & Yung, 2008).

*The Nature of Scientific Justification*

The discussion in Chapter 5 expanded what was said about the nature of scientific discovery and processes. Specifically, data were used to show how students began to use their knowledge of the tentativeness of science when evaluating claims and reasoning their positions to others. For instance, Table 3 in Chapter 4 and another student’s quote in Chapter 5 were used to illustrate how students began to use their knowledge of uncontrollable variables that accompany all experimental protocols when informally reasoning. The data from students’ final article exercise were another example that showed how students began reasoning with an awareness of the tenacious characteristics associated with scientific interpretations.

I related the significance of these findings to the research literature that has shown that viewing lack of data as a weakness in claim is a skill that most students have not demonstrated (Sandoval, 2003). It has also been found that although students may demonstrate an awareness of the tentativeness of science, they do not use this knowledge when reasoning their positions to others (Walker & Zeidler, 2007). By the end of the semester, undergraduates’ in this study began to question the reported conclusions of others based upon limits of the data described. It was also determined that students were informally reasoning their point of view by acknowledging the constraints of their own experimental results.

*Development of Undergraduates Proximal Knowledge of the NOS*
Another significant finding discussed in Chapter 5 was the debate among science education researchers about how a person’s informal reasoning is affected by their distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS. Specifically, Bell and Lederman (2003), among other science education researchers, have proposed that social/political issues, ethical considerations, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations when making decisions (Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). Others have contended that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning (Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Still others have asserted that there is an interaction between formal knowledge of the NOS and people’s beliefs, which has influenced their learning and reasoning about science (Hogan, 2000; Smith & Wenk, 2006; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006; Yang, 2005).

The findings from this study supported participants’ conceptual knowledge about the epistemology of professional science interacting with their belief-based insights. The data used to support this claim came from the lab quiz, article exercise, anonymous survey, and participants’ journaling. One example of the way undergraduates demonstrated their distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS was interacting came from lab quiz data. Specifically, students' lab quiz response to the question of whether they viewed the scientific process as linear or circular. Gannon, Brandi, Rui, and Wesesa’s response in Chapter 4, the student’s quote from Chapter 5, as well as all other undergraduates acknowledged that the scientific process is more circular in nature. All undergraduates also referenced an instance from their
laboratory experience (belief-based knowledge) as an illustration that supported their understanding.

Other examples in Chapter 5 included students’ lab quiz response to the question “in what ways does scientific knowledge differ from other ways of knowing?” Participants’ responses indicated that they recognized how scientific knowledge seeks to be objective and is empirically based, yet also influenced by underlying epistemological assumptions. Explicitly discussed in all undergraduates’ answers were belief-based insights they had gained as a result of laboratory activities.

Another illustration of students’ distal and belief-based epistemological knowledge of science interacting came from the article exercise. As previously mentioned, it was found that by the end of the semester undergraduates connected their experiential knowledge of uncontrollable variables accompanying all experimental protocols to their conceptual understanding of the tenacious characteristics of scientific interpretations.

Chapter 5 also included belief-based insights from undergraduates’ anonymous evaluation and journaling that were correlated to their epistemological conceptualizations. For instance, students’ journaling revealed ways their initial beliefs about microbiology had changed. Included in participants reflections were discussion of the values, assumptions, and/or processes inherent to scientific knowledge.

Summary

In general, the data on undergraduates’ NOS conceptualizations with respect to their ability to informally reason have provided several significant insights to the
educational research community. For instance, it was determined that this SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention helped participants develop their nature of scientific discovery, processes, and justification understanding. Given that education researchers have found that collegiate students may not possess the ability to differentiate theories, conclusions, hypotheses, and conjectures from opinions (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), it was important to find undergraduates developed their knowledge of scientific discovery. Considering the arguments for teaching science in a way that foster an epistemic understanding of how scientists ask and experimentally test questions (Carey & Smith, 1993; Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; McComas, 1998; Sandoval, 2003; Wong, Hodson, Kwan, & Yung, 2008), the data that supported students had developed an understanding of scientific processes is of value. Acknowledging that researchers have found subjects do not reason using the tentative characteristics of scientific justification (Sandoval, 2003; Walker & Zeidler, 2007), the growth undergraduates showed when reasoning their point of view to others is also significant. Further, the results from this study have suggested that undergraduates developed their conceptual knowledge of epistemological aspects of science, which influenced their beliefs about issues that affect their life. Consequently, the findings discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 have several implications to science educational researchers interested in developing curricula that give learners practice at becoming functional scientifically literate citizens.

General Implications to the Education Research Community

One of the rationales behind the SSI movement is that popular science issues can promote scientific literacy by connecting to people’s lives and promoting critical
evaluation of scientific data and information (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). Scientific literacy has been broadly defined as a functional understanding of science knowledge to answer questions about everyday life not just theoretical science (DeBoer 1991, p. 174). Scientific literacy can be evidenced through the ability to identify problems for investigation, formulate hypotheses, design and conduct research, as well as evaluate evidence and conclusions (Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, & Henderson, 1997; Roberts, 1995). However, scientific literacy can also be indicated by a person’s open-mindedness, thirst for more information, ability to identify bias, and reflect critically (Kolsto, 2006; Oulton, Dillon, & Grace, 2004).

It has been argued that a person’s beliefs about knowledge and knowing influence one’s learning, reasoning, and interest (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hofer, 2002; Schommer-Aikins, 2002). This is significant to pursuits of scientific literacy, as researchers have shown how people’s beliefs influence how they informally reason science issues (e.g., Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, 1997; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), and understand science concepts (Chu, Treagust, & Chandrasegaran, 2008; May & Etkina, 2002; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). It has been shown that individuals’ beliefs influence their open-mindedness towards science (Toplak & Stanovich, 2003; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002), motivation and persistence to learn (Buehl & Alexander, 2005; DeCorte, Op't-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002; Tolhurst, 2007; Tsai & Kuo, 2008), and
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academic self-confidence (DeCorte, Op't-Eynde, & Verschaffel, 2002; Paulsen & Feldman, 2005; Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Hutter, 2005).

Resultantly, it has been argued that assessing an individual’s scientific literacy should not only examine one’s understanding of scientific concepts but also the learner’s epistemological beliefs (Hofer, 2002; Hogan, 2000; Schommer-Aikins, 2002). Epistemological beliefs have been defined as an individual epistemic cognition about how knowledge is acquired and how he/she learns (Hofer, 2002). Epistemological beliefs can also include self-efficacy and motivational aspects related to learning and knowledge (Schommer-Aikins, 2002).

Educators and researchers who have advocated for the use of SSI-based interventions believe that 1) skills to critically examine scientific information, 2) NOS conceptualization, 3) knowledge of science content, and 4) the ability to skillfully support one’s position can be learned in this type of educational setting (Sadler, 2004a; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). These advocates have also contended that the SSI-based framework offers learners opportunities to examine and develop their epistemological beliefs about science, which in combination with the former will promote a functional understanding of scientific knowledge (McGinnis, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

There is substantial literature that has documented the need to include societal, ethical, epistemological, conceptual, and technological orientations to foster the public’s scientific literacy. However, the design, implementation, and
examination of SSI-based curricular frameworks is a relatively new area of research (Sadler, 2004a; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Those studies, discussed in Chapter 2, that have been identified as SSI interventions have mainly examined primary and secondary student learners and have varied in scope and effectiveness (e.g., Barab, et al., 2007; Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Consequently, there is a need to understand more about the affects of SSI-based curricular interventions on post-secondary learners.

Additionally, Zeidler and Sadler (2008) and others have claimed that there are several characteristics that distinguish a SSI learning model from other science teaching approaches. These distinguishing aspects include examining alternative scientific and societal viewpoints related to real-world issues. Further, students’ examination of these issues should be done in a way that facilitates social and personal reflection upon an individual’s science content and informal (belief-based) knowledge domains (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Yet, the diversity and early stages of SSI-based curricular models have shown differing affects on developing students’ scientific literacy (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). More research is needed to identify the differences between SSI-based interventions and those most salient characteristics of successful SSI-based curricular designs.

One such aspect of the SSI framework that still needs to be understood is how to ensure students make personal connections to the science issues (Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) and others have also shown that although SSI are
believed to connect to a person’s life, the use of SSI does not necessarily ensure students engage with the scientific and social implications of issues that are affecting the world (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002). In fact, Sadler (2004a, p. 531) has argued that SSI-based curricular research has yet to fully consider how students’ experiences can be enhanced to ensure learners see the relevance of science to their life. Currently, there is a gap in the research literature examining how meaningful personal connections can be integrated into SSI-based curricula to foster scientific literacy (Sadler, 2004a).

Consequently, this research study has several important contributions to offer the educational research community. Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, and Callahan (2009) have acknowledged that more work needs to be done that directly examine NOS orientations under an SSI framework. In this study data were collected on participants’ ability to critically evaluate scientific information, which included an evaluation of students NOS conceptualizations. Another important aspect of the data discussed in this doctoral dissertation is the findings that provided insights into undergraduates’ epistemological beliefs. It has been argued that far too often research examining an individual’s scientific literacy fails to consider the complexity and influence of a learner’s epistemological beliefs in data analyses (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hofer, 2002; Hogan, 2000; Schommer-Aikins, 2002). The present study notably does not fail to consider the complexity and influence of learners’ epistemological beliefs in its data analysis. Additionally, this SSI framework has extended what is known about post-secondary SSI-based curricular frameworks. Currently, the majority of studies identified as SSI-based curricular interventions
have examined primary and secondary learners (e.g., Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999). Finally, this investigation has addressed the gap in the literature related to ways of stimulating a diverse group of collegiate students’ interest in science. In general, interpretation of the data have supported this student interest SSI-based curriculum can advance students’ functional scientific literacy by enhancing their skills to informally reason.

**Limitations**

In this section, I dissect the limitations of this doctoral dissertation methodology into 4 different aspects. First, I discuss the limits related to the convenient sampling of undergraduates and the confines that accompany a case-study. Next, I focus on how the case-study setting and instrumental design have limited my data analyses. I then discuss the implications related to the defined focus of this investigation. Finally, I disclose ways that my data analyses have limited what is known about undergraduates’ ability to informally reason.

**Convenient Sampling and Sample Size**

In Chapter 1, I mentioned several limitations related to the construction of this case-study. One limit applies to the convenient sampling of participants enrolled in this undergraduate microbiology course during the spring 2008 semester. It is important to recognize that the 26 participants, although diverse with respect to ethnicity, culture, prior science experiences, and gender may not be a representative population of undergraduate non-science majors. Consequently, it is possible that this group of undergraduates was particularly motivated to succeed, which has
inflated the positive outcomes reported. However, given that the results from the pilot study in 2007 have shown similar gains with respect to the level of student engagement and enhanced knowledge of the NOS (Marbach-Ad, et al., 2008), the findings from this doctoral dissertation support transferability to a population of undergraduate non-science majors. That is, it can be argued that the findings from this student interest SSI-based learning environment have offered important insights to researchers and educators interested in developing curricula that engage students’ interest and promote scientific literacy.

Case-Study Setting and Instrumental Design

Another limit of this investigation, mentioned in Chapters 1, 4, and 5, is related to the 15-week timeframe, instrumental design, and controlled setting. For example, in Chapter 5 it was determined that undergraduates developed distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS. It was also found that these two knowledge-domains of students’ NOS conceptualizations were interacting and affected how participants informally reasoned. Although this finding was significant given the debate about how a person’s informal reasoning is affected by their epistemological knowledge of science (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Hogan, 2000; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004), I also acknowledged that this finding did not disprove other research claims. For example, Bell and Lederman (2003) and others have found that political, ethical, and personal beliefs dominate over formal NOS conceptualizations when a person makes decisions (Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Ratcliffe, 1997). Others have contended that students dichotomize personal beliefs and their formal knowledge about the epistemology of professional science when informally reasoning
(Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). The fact that the data from this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention varied from other reports may be explained by differences in the instrumental design and controlled setting.

It has been argued that students’ can respond to questions and situations in a domain-specific manner. Consequently, the data from Chapter 5, repeatedly showing how students’ distal and proximal knowledge of the NOS were interacting and affected how participants informally reasoned may have been influenced by this study design. Given that the data from this investigation was limited to the controlled context of this course, no data was gathered on how students applied this knowledge in their everyday world. It may be found that in other educational or non-educational settings students’ responses to prompts eliciting their epistemological conceptualizations of science may not show a similar interaction.

Hammer and Elby (2002) have argued that a person’s epistemological reasoning framework is sensitive to context. Consequently, one of the problems with comparing different reports about how people’s NOS conceptualizations affect their ability to reason is the significant variation in experimental design and data collection. For instance, Bell and Lederman (2003) asked a group of adults to informally reason how they felt about a variety of science and technology scenarios related real-world issues that citizens might face. In one specific example, subjects were asked whether they would support banning smoking in public places because of the alleged dangers of passive cigarette smoke and cancer. Although this
investigation used SSI, participants in this study were not in a classroom context nor prompted to explicitly evaluate their NOS conceptualizations. In this study, undergraduates were asked over the course of the semester to reflect upon their initial beliefs about SSI and NOS concepts as they formally learned about epistemological characteristics of science.

Whether the findings from this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention are domain-specific or general, it has also been argued that domain-specific experiences are essential to developing students’ ability to reason in real world science issues (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Consequently, although the data from this study must be subjected to further validation in other educational and non-educational settings, the findings still offer valuable insights into ways to promote learners scientific literacy.

Defined Focus of Case-Study

Further, the instruments and defined focus of this study have limited my inferential claims. For example, in Chapters 4 and 5 I mentioned that students’ conceptual understanding of microbiology might have influenced their ability to evaluate scientific information and NOS conceptualizations. Several studies have shown that the quality participants’ reasoning is significantly influenced by their science content knowledge (e.g., Sadler & Zeidler, 2005; Tytler, Duggan, & Gott 2001; Zeidler & Schafer, 1984). However, it has also been argued that people may not reason using their formal knowledge of science (e.g., Bell & Lederman, 2003; Grace & Ratcliffe, 2002; Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Still others have proposed that a
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student’s ability to informally reason is reflective of their knowledge threshold (Sadler & Donnelly, 2006; Sadler & Fowler, 2006). A person’s knowledge threshold is a point where one has a sufficient conceptual understanding of the science content to demonstrate correct use and reference of the subject matter to support his/her claims (Sadler & Donnelly, 2006; Sadler & Fowler, 2006).

This investigation did not focus on how participants’ content knowledge may have affected their ability to evaluate scientific information or NOS conceptualizations. Therefore, the reported findings are limited by the defined focus of this case-study. It is quite possible that undergraduates’ understanding of microbiology concepts influenced their ability to reason. Further research is needed to more completely assess other significant variables, such as content knowledge, that may have been affected by this student interest SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention. However, the need to extend this research does not negate the significant findings that have been reported.

Data Analyses

Finally, my involvement as a curricular reformer and the limits of my own knowledge has undoubtedly biased my data analyses. Despite the fact that I was critical of my conclusions and sought external validity of my data analyses, it is impossible to escape my human nature. That is, this investigation has focused upon how people critically evaluate scientific information and their understanding of the NOS. A salient characteristic of scientific knowledge is that human perspectives, experiences, and understandings of the data limit interpretations. This is perhaps within the context of this course and the instruments used (Hammer & Elby, 2002).
even more significant in social science research. Therefore, even though I sought to reinforce my analyses through several triangulation techniques, such as member-checking and inter-rater reliably, the reported finding are still limited by the instruments, defined boundaries of the research, and interpreters’ knowledge.

I have already mentioned several ways the methodology of this study could have been expanded, such as examining more undergraduates, varying the setting, and extending the delimited components of informal reasoning. I also feel it is important to acknowledge that my own perspectives, experiences, and knowledge of the data have undoubtedly limited what I have reported about students’ skills, understandings, and beliefs. That is not to say that my data interpretations were not credible, as the participants of this study, graduate, and education researchers have confirmed my analyses. Rather, I am recognizing that the guiding research question of this study has not only affected my methods of data collection and analyses, but has also influenced my conceptual understanding of issues that affect how learners’ become more scientifically literate. For instance, from discussing my data with several people, I have recognized that the richness of students’ academic products as well as their evaluative and journaling insights could have been assessed through many different analytical lenses in addition to the SSI theoretical framework chosen for this dissertation. Consequently, the same SSI perspective that has helped me to focus and explain several important implications of this student interest curricular and pedagogical intervention has also limited the insights that could have been gleaned from the data. Even given this limitation, the findings from this study have still
contributed significantly to what is known about undergraduates’ interests in science and educational settings that promote scientific literacy.

Implications for Future Research

Given the limitations just discussed, this case-study has also raised several questions that require further research. In this section, I address the implications of reported findings that still need to be investigated. Specifically, I discuss ways to further validate the results from this investigation. Next, I focus on the need to understand more about the most salient characteristics of SSI-based curricular frameworks. Embedded in this discussion I include the issue of investigating the universality of this student interest SSI-based curriculum in other science disciplines and grade levels. Finally, I recognize the need to further research implications associated with implementing a student interest SSI-based curriculum with respect to teacher preparation.

Implications of Further Validating Reported Findings

It was mentioned in the limitations section that more research is needed to understand how conceptual knowledge and domain-specific responses may have affected the reported findings. One way to have addressed whether participants’ conceptual understanding of microbiology influenced their ability to informally reason would have been to have correlated the reported data with participants’ lecture examinations. Additionally, Dr. Benson administered a pre/post conceptual knowledge instrument during the course of this investigation. Data from these sources would have extended the inferences that could have been drawn from this
study with respect to how participants’ conceptual understanding of microbiology affected their informal reasoning.

One way to have assessed whether undergraduates’ improved skills to informally reason were domain-specific or general would have been to investigate if and how students applied their knowledge of the NOS and skills to evaluate scientific information in other educational and non-educational settings. However, data from the larger NSF supported project aimed at recruiting and training future upper elementary/middle school science teachers may offer insights to address this shortcoming (Marbach-Ad, et al., 2008; Project Nexus, 2005). Questions from the Views on Science-Technology-Society (VOSTS) (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992) instrument have been used in this longitudinal project to probe students’ epistemological concepts of science. Resultantly, tracking elementary interns responses to the VOSTS questions during their science methods course and in their teaching environments would serve to further extend the findings reported from this doctoral dissertation.

Implications of Further Characterizing SSI-based Curricular Frameworks

In addition to understanding how conceptual knowledge and domain-specific responses may have affected the reported findings, questions can be asked about which aspects of this curricular and pedagogical intervention were most salient in developing students’ skills to informally reason. That is, could another learning environment, such as an inquiry-based or Science-Technology-Society (STS) educational setting have promoted a similar outcome?
Empirical studies have shown that an understanding of the NOS can develop from explicit and reflective inquiry-based opportunities (Akerson & Hanuscin, 2007; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). However, Bell and Lederman (2003, p. 353) have acknowledged that most studies examining participants’ NOS conceptualizations have been decontextualized with respect to understanding how people use their epistemological conceptualizations in decision-making contexts.

Considering the theoretical perspective that people’s epistemological beliefs play a role in their learning, reasoning, and interest (Hammer & Elby, 2002; Hofer, 2002; Hogan, 2000), only examining how participants distal knowledge of the NOS develops limits what is known about people’s reasoning of scientific issues. Similarly, examining a student’s proximal and distal knowledge in a laboratory setting that removes the learner from making decisions and arriving at conclusions about science issues that affect their life, arguably limits what is known about students scientific literacy.

Contextualized instruction has been proposed as a means to support learning by providing a cognitive framework onto which students can connect or “anchor” ideas (Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). Researchers have also acknowledged that meaningful real-world problems provide learners with more readily available cognitive connections to their prior knowledge and experiences (Bell & Matkins, 2003; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2006).

Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) define an explicit teaching of the NOS as emphasizing student awareness of certain epistemological concepts in relationship to the science-based activities in which they are engaged. The term reflective refers to providing students with opportunities to analyze...
2009). Rivet and Krajcik (2008) have argued that contextualized instruction results in more learning by these students. Resultantly, contextualizing instruction so that learners have opportunities to reason science issues that they are interested in and recognize as relevant to their life may promote students’ formal understanding of the NOS (Khishfe & Lederman, 2006). It is also possible that the direct connection to learners’ prior experiences and knowledge also encourage reflection and reevaluation of students’ initial beliefs.

Researchers have shown how the SSI framework facilitates contextualized learning to develop both formal and informal (belief-based) domain knowledge (e.g., Walker & Zeidler, 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). In fact, Zeidler (2003) and others have argued that this is what distinguishes the SSI model from other ways of learning science (Barab, et al., 2007; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). Given the setting of this case-study was limited to this SSI-based curricular intervention, the data have not answered whether other learning environments could promote similar outcomes. However, the findings have supported an important aspect of developing participants’ proximal knowledge of the NOS came from the personal connections they had identified by choosing science issues that affected their life.

It can be argued that the salient characteristics of the SSI-based learning environments remain ill defined. Unlike the literature, that has documented the need to include societal, ethical, epistemological, conceptual, and technological
orientations to foster the public’s scientific literacy, the design, implementation, and
examination of SSI-based curricular frameworks is a relatively new area of research
(Sadler, 2004a; Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009). In general, those
studies that have been identified as SSI-based interventions have varied in scope and
effectiveness (e.g., Barab, et al., 2007; Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, & Patel, 2007;
Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).

For instance, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz (2002) showed that a 2
month, 16-session, real-life environmental socio-scientific issue could promote
students’ use of relevant conceptual knowledge. Their results have suggested that
students developed the skills to analyze different dimensions of data. They also
found that participants demonstrated the ability to integrate their conceptual
knowledge when synthesizing and evaluating potential solutions. However, Walker
and Zeidler (2007) reported that participants, at the end of a 7-week SSI-based
learning exercise, incorrectly used factual-based knowledge in their reasoning. These
authors found that although students possessed an understanding of the tentative and
social aspects of scientific discovery; participants only justified their reasons with
their factual-based knowledge, disclosing their lack of conceptual understanding
(Walker & Zeidler, 2007). Both studies used Toulmin’s (1958) model of
argumentation to assess students’ arguments and warrants. However, Walker and
Zeidler (2007) used the Web-based Science Environment (WISE)\(^66\) to develop
students’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations by designing internet-based

\(^{66}\) WISE educational activities were designed to include alternative perspectives of scientific
phenomena (Linn, Clark, & Slotta, 2003; Walker & Zeidler, 2007).
activities centered on the socio-scientific issue of genetically modified foods. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) SSI curricular intervention was a real-life environmental issue that provided authentic problem solving activities performed by experts in the field.

These findings have suggested that further research is needed to identify those characteristics that are central to successful SSI-based curricula. Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) have claimed that the real-world context of their learning activity, which included acknowledgement of a variety of experts and expertise, was a cornerstone for developing students’ scientific literacy. Walker and Zeidler (2007) acknowledged that their socio-scientific issues approach lacked the opportunities for students to apply their NOS conceptualizations in a decision-making context.

This student interest SSI-based curriculum, found that having opportunities to influence one’s learning was a significant aspect in motivating learners to develop their scientific literacy. Although Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002) claimed that their real world problem motivated students, they did not indicate if or how this was measured. Similarly, Walker and Zeidler (2007) claimed that they optimized students’ engagement towards the web-based activities by pairing subjects on reading ability and learning motivation levels (Bell, 1999). However, as with Jimenez-Aleixandre and Pereiro-Munoz’s (2002), Walker and Zeidler (2007) did not indicate if or how motivation was measured. Consequently, it can be argued that the complexities of SSI-based interventions have not fully assessed the variables that contribute to the differing success between learners. Although this investigation has
contributed valuable insights about the significance of students’ interest, more research is needed to understand which aspects of SSI-based curricula are most salient in developing learners’ scientific literacy.

*Implications of Testing the Universality of This Student Interest SSI-Based Curriculum*

The key components of this student interest SSI-based curricular scaffold identified from the data analyses were 1) presenting science content with a focus on real-world applications by using SSI; 2) providing choices to more closely examine those real-world issues students associated to their life; and 3) creating experimental activities where learners discovered by influencing the protocol design. However, more research is needed to understand how generalizable this student interest SSI-based framework is at fostering students’ functional scientific literacy. Consequently, another issue that has yet to be researched is whether this student interest SSI-based curricular framework is universal to other science disciplines and grade levels.

Although biology is associated with many social issues, SSI exists in other scientific disciplines (Ekborg, Ottander, & Ideland, n.d.; Hobson, 1995; Murphy, Lunn, & Jones, 2006; Marks, Bertram, & Eilks, 2008; Weiss, 1979; White, Brown, & Johnston, 2005). The positive findings from this study support investigating the transferability of this curricular and pedagogical framework to other science fields such as physics and chemistry.

Further, researchers have also shown that students do not inherently develop the ability to critically evaluate scientific information (Kolsto, et al., 2006; Kortland, 1996; Wu & Tsai, 2007). At what age is it beneficial to learners to begin to examine
different perspectives relating to popular science issues? At what age are learners able and/or interested in identifying an area within a science discipline that affects their life? Barab, et al. (2007) showed that they were able to develop a meaningful socio-scientific inquiry framework for 4th graders. In their study, a virtual aquatic habitat simulation was combined with a socio-scientific narrative to teach students about NOS conceptualizations and water quality. However, Barab, et al. (2007) also acknowledged several implications in developing an appropriate SSI-based scaffold that considered the developmental needs of diverse learners. Designing and testing the affects of student interest SSI-based curricula during different stages in learners’ development would also provide more insights into the universality of this educational framework in fostering scientific literacy.

Implications of Implementing a Student Interest SSI-Based Curriculum

Along with designing and testing the affects of student interest SSI-based curricula in other science disciplines and grade levels, raises questions about preparing teachers to implement a student interest SSI-based curriculum. McGinnis and Simmons (1999) have suggested that one of the problems with implementing science, technology, and society (STS) pedagogical interventions was that teachers felt ill prepared to deal with the science discussions that encompassed personal beliefs and cultural values with fear of losing their job or the local community not being receptive. Similarly, Hart (2002) and others have acknowledged that traditional examination regimes can also overturn attempts to introduce a more progressive curriculum (Lyons, 2006; Volkman, 2000). According to Hart, in order for successful transformation of science curricula to be widely implemented,
assessment strategies, curricular content, and pedagogical approaches need to reflect the same educational philosophy.

These are issues that have yet to be fully addressed in the implementation of SSI-based curricular interventions. Recently, Sadler, Barab, and Scott (2007) have tried to address some of these concerns by addressing the question “what students gain by engaging in socio-scientific inquiry?” In this paper, the authors have attempted to address ways the SSI framework can develop students’ content knowledge as well as understandings of the nature of science. Resultantly, they have introduced socio-scientific reasoning as a construct to further advance the SSI model as a meaningful and assessable educational framework. They claim that this construct can be used to guide educators to begin to operationalize SSI-based practices as they approach plan, and implement science lessons. Specifically, Sadler, Barab, and Scott (2007) have characterized the socio-scientific reasoning construct as 1) recognizing the inherent complexity of SSI, 2) examining issues from multiple perspectives, 3) appreciating that SSI are subject to ongoing inquiry, and 4) exhibiting skepticism when presented potentially biased information.

Consequently, it can be argued that investigating which aspects of student interest SSI-based curricular framework are most salient in developing learners’ scientific literacy as well as if this framework is effective in other science disciplines and grade levels is only the first step. Understanding more about preparing teachers to implement a student interest SSI-based curriculum is undoubtedly an area of research that will need to be examined further if the SSI framework promoted by Zeidler,
Sadler, and others is to become widely implemented (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005).

Summary

Today’s world is more science and technologically driven than ever before and society continues to influence as well as evolve with our changing times. There are over 2.7 billion searches performed on Google each month (Fisch, 2007; Sullivan, 2006). The amount of technical information is doubling every 2 years (Oblinger, 2007). It is predicted that a supercomputer will be built that exceeds the computations capability of the human brain by 2013 (Col. Day, 2007; LTG Croom, 2007). Thus, our youth are not in need of facts, but the tools to access and discern information to make more educated decisions tomorrow. How do we help students become more scientifically literate 21st century learners? What are effective strategies for introducing students to the exponentially growing amount of scientific information? How do we empower learners to resolve questions about science issues that influence their lives? These are undoubtedly major challenges science education reformers face today.

This study does not resolve these dilemmas. However, this study has served to further what is known about ways to help students become more scientifically literate 21st century learners. Specifically, the data from this investigation have been used to address a gap in the science education literature pertaining to effective learning environments focused on fostering diverse undergraduates’ interest and understanding of science (Palmer, 2005; Sadler, 2004a). Although the SSI initiative has been suggested to promote skills to evaluate scientific information and make
school science more relevant to people’s lives (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005), until now researchers had not examined how meaningful personal connections could be integrated into SSI-based curricula (Sadler, 2004a). In fact, studies that have been identified as SSI-based curricula (e.g., Keselman, Kaufman, Kramer, & Patel, 2007; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006; Patronis, Potari, & Spiliotopoulou, 1999) have primarily examined primary and secondary learners. As well, motivational factors that are known to engage students have rarely focused on postsecondary educational environments (e.g., Basu & Barton, 2007; Palmer, 2005; Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). Consequently, this study has expanded the SSI-based framework by showing that personalized hands-on SSI-based labs and research opportunities were effective at fostering undergraduates’ scientific literacy.

It has been suggested that one way to help students become more scientifically literate 21st century learners is to rethink the way science content is acquired and encourage students to search independently for information and then evaluate it (Solomon, 2000). Solomon (2000) has contended that this type of approach to science can help to motivate learners who are more interested in the exploration of their self-identity than of the sciences. The findings from this investigation have supported Solomon’s (2000) contention. It was found that students’ personal beliefs were reassessed and their skills to evaluate scientific information improved after having opportunities to influence their learning. Specifically, infusing opportunities for students’ to choose popular science issues they recognized as relevant to their life, proved to be a motivating tactic for promoting learners’ critical evaluation of information, awareness of the NOS, and the
re-examination of prior beliefs. Giving learners the chance to design and test their own experimental procedures on pragmatic SSI also established engagement and literacy towards science.

In general, this research has shown that the SSI-based curriculum and pedagogical intervention implemented in this study was a useful framework for promoting functional scientific literacy. Our changing society accentuates the need to empower people with the skills to research and interpret alternative interpretations of scientific issues to make better-informed decisions. Consequently, this student interest SSI-based curriculum and pedagogical intervention has a general application to educators interested in developing educational settings that promote a functional understanding of how scientific knowledge can be used to answer questions in today’s world.
APPENDICES

Appendix A. Lab Syllabus

Microbes and Society BSCI22 Spring 2008 Lab Activity Schedule (Labs Meet 3:30 or 4:30)
TuTh...... 2:00pm - 3:15pm (KEB 1110)
TuTh...... 3:30pm - 4:30pm (MCB 1206) Lab or (EDU 0304) Computer Lab when indicated
TuTh...... 4:30pm - 5:30pm (MCB 1206) Lab or (EDU 0304) Computer Lab when indicated

Each week you need to print, read, and save your weekly labs posted in your ELMS readings.
Please note this Lab Syllabus is subject to change based upon snow days or to benefit student learning.
Any changes that need to be made to the Lab Syllabus will be posted on the ELMS Announcements Page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>31-Jan.</th>
<th>ELMS Scavenger Hunt and KEEP orientations Meets in EDU 0304 Computer Lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELMS hunt tasks:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pick a topic of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KEEP poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read Lab Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>5-Feb</td>
<td>Lab Safety &amp; Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read Microscope-lab-students_08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bring lab coat and note book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-Feb</td>
<td>Do the lab task due Tuesday February 12th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read Isolation-lab-students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>12-Feb</td>
<td>Lab Media &amp; Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decide on a individual topic of interest question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14-Feb</td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday February 19th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read Yogart-lab-students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>19-Feb</td>
<td>Lab Yogurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday February 26th before 6:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-Feb</td>
<td>Make any needed changes to your individual topic of interest question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Part of lab will give you time to work on your individual projects... so bring you lap tops to lab MCB 1206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read IndividualProject-lab-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>26-Feb</td>
<td>Lab Individual Project &amp; Graphic Art Meets in EDU 0304 Computer Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>create KEEP banners and subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28-Feb</td>
<td>1st draft of Individual Project due Tuesday March 4th before 6:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read IndividualProject-lab-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Do the PreLab task due before Tuesday March 4th before 2 pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6</td>
<td>4-Mar</td>
<td>Lab Micro Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Work on your individual project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 6</th>
<th>6-Mar</th>
<th></th>
<th>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday March 11th before 6:00 am.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read Ice-nucleation-lab-Student-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Complete the PreLab in the discussion board with Group Project Team due Tuesday March 11th before 2:00 pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 7</td>
<td>11-Mar</td>
<td>Lab Ice Nucleation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday March 25th before 6:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Remember... Your Individual Project is due Thursday March 27th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 8</td>
<td>18-Mar</td>
<td>Spring Break No Lab... Enjoy the Rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 9</td>
<td>25-Mar</td>
<td>Museum Week</td>
<td>Visit the museum with your Group Project Team Members...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Talk about your group project while you explore the museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Your Individual Project is due Thursday March 27th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Complete the task due Tuesday due April 1st before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27-Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read HandWashing1-lab-Students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 10</td>
<td>1-Apr</td>
<td>Lab Hand Washing 1...No foolin' hand washing is really important</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday April 8th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read HandWashing2-lab-Students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Complete the PreLab outline in the discussion board with your lab partners due Tuesday April 8th before 2:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 11</td>
<td>8-Apr</td>
<td>Lab Hand Washing 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday April 15th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read HandWashing2-lab-Students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>1st draft of the Group Project due Tuesday April 15th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 12</td>
<td>15-Apr</td>
<td>Lab Group Project &amp; Graphic Art Meets in EDU 0304 Computer Lab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read AntimicrobialSubstances-lab-Students-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lab Quiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 13</td>
<td>22-Apr</td>
<td>Lab Antimicrobial Substances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Lab results on discussion board due Tuesday April 29th before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 14</td>
<td>29-Apr</td>
<td>Lab Group Projects Meets in EDU 0304 Computer Lab and in a Lecture Hall to be announced</td>
<td>Time used for finalizing your group project due Thursday May 1st before 6:00 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-May</td>
<td></td>
<td>Group Project Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-May</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate your peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 15</td>
<td>6-May</td>
<td>Lab Group Projects and Lab Cleanup Meets in a Lecture Hall to be announced &amp; MCB1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Group Project Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate your peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>KEEP poster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Instrumentation

End of the Semester Article Exercise

Begin re-reading the short scientific article you chose at the start of the semester.
1) Diet and Nutrition
Slimming for slackers
01 October 2005
NewScientist.com news service
Bijal Trivedi
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/being-human/mg18825191.900-slimming-for-slackers.html
2) Health and Disease
Confusion in the joints: If the immune system becomes confused, it can turn against the body's own tissues, causing destructive diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis. Are bacteria to blame?
04 May 1991
From New Scientist
Julie Clayton
3) DNA / Genetics
Transgene Escape! - But No One Has Called Out the Guards
By Doug Gurian-Sherman of the Centre for Food Safety
Chemistry World
http://www.bioscienceresource.org/commentaries/dgs1.php
4) Your Environment
In Microbe, Vast Power For Biofuel
By Steven Mufson
Thursday, October 18, 2007; Page D01
The Washington Post

After carefully rereading the article you chose in February, write 1000-1200 words to address the following points including if your initial response has changed or remained the same.
Start by summarizing the article e.g. what is the science issue/question that is being addressed?

Then…
1. Describe the author’s perspective(s), is there more than one point of view presented?
2. How are the various perspective(s) supported?
3. Are data used to support the perspective(s)? If so, describe the data and how they are used?
4. How might societal factors have influenced the perspective(s), explain?
5. What is the conclusion(s) of the article, how accepted are they among the scientific community?
6. Do you agree with one or more of the perspectives, if so which one and why. If not also explain why not.

Original Questions from the Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler (2004) Study
1. Are data used to support either position? If so, describe the data and how they are used?
2. Do societal factors (issues not directly related to science) influence either position? If so, describe how these factors influence each argument. If not, describe why these factors would not influence each argument.
3. Why do the two articles, which are both written by scientists discussing the same material, have such different conclusions?
4. Which article is more convincing? Please explain your response.
5. Which article has more scientific merit? Please explain your response.

\textit{Laboratory Experiments}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab 1</th>
<th>This lab is to introduce students to ELMS and KEEP though a scavenger hunt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>Safety &amp; Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>Media &amp; Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td>Yogurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 5</td>
<td>Individual Project &amp; Graphic Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 6</td>
<td>Micro Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 7</td>
<td>Ice Nucleation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Lab</td>
<td>Spring Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 9</td>
<td>Museum Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 10</td>
<td>Hand Washing 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 11</td>
<td>Hand Washing 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 12</td>
<td>Group Project &amp; Graphic Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 13</td>
<td>Antimicrobial Substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 14</td>
<td>Group Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 15</td>
<td>Group Presentations &amp; Clean up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Student Lab Quiz}

This lab quiz is to test your understanding of what it means to look at life through a scientific lens. We have talked about how scientific knowledge distinguishes itself from other ways of knowing through its empirical standards, logical arguments, skepticism, and subjectivity to change as new evidence becomes available. We have also discussed the human endeavor of science, which encompasses the value peer review, truthful reporting about the methods and outcomes of investigations, as well as being influence by society, culture, and personal beliefs. Based upon \textbf{what you have learned in this course} respond to the following questions:

1. Explain whether the scientific process is linear or circular? Justify your answer with a specific example.

2. In what ways is scientific knowledge different from other ways of knowing?

3. Discuss the relationships/connections of science and human endeavors?
Individual Project Instrument

Your Project Title

I Am Interested in... (fill in)

Define a question / problem to address (3pts).

This is your testable question you want to know more about. This question must relate to microbes and some phenomena that you find interesting. This question must not have too many variables (only one or two underlying causes).

The Theory(ies) About... (fill in)

Define the current *scientific theory* (theories) surrounding this topic of interest (3pts).

Theories and facts are not the same. Theories describe, explain, or model observable physical phenomena (facts). Theories have the characteristics of being tentative and subject to corrections, but are not just opinions or personal beliefs. Theories are validated by their ability to predict physical events, whereas opinions or beliefs need not fit this criterion.

People’s Opinions Are...

Describe the opinions and beliefs that surround the unknown variables of your question (3pts).

These are peoples’ opinions or beliefs about the interpretation of the observable phenomena.

The Facts About... (fill in)

Discuss the current knowledge = facts / physical phenomena (3pts).

Facts are observable physical phenomena, objective, and verifiable by multiple observers.

Summarize / make conclusions about your assimilated knowledge (3pts)

What stance do you take and... References...

References... you will be required to have several references to get any research project points
Group Project Instrument

Microbes & Society Group Project on

Our Question
Here you need to describe the "proposed question" that is the core of your project.

Why it is important
Here you need to explain why this is an important/relevant question.

Our Answer
Your Answer to the Proposed Question
In this section briefly describe/explain your answer to the topic question including:
1. a clear indication of your position on the question
2. support for your position
3. alternative points of view and any limitations

We Would Teach This Material
How I would teach this material
In this section do the following:
Describe which upper elementary to high school grade (e.g., grades 5-10) that your learning exercise/experiment was developed for.

Additional Resources
Additional Resources
Here provide a list of resources for individuals who would like to further explore the proposed question.

References
References
Cite your references here and throughout your poster.
I come from a family...
My culture plays (a role or no role) in...
I am aspiring to be (or I am not sure what I am aspiring to be but I am interested in)...
I have always found science to be... because...
I have an interest in what scientists know about (with relationship to microbes)...
This is relevant to my life because...

In looking back at my initial scientific interest I realize...
I have learned... about my initial scientific interest
I still have questions about...
My initial opinion about this topic was...
After understanding more about... I find myself (agreeing or disagreeing) with my initial beliefs because...
**Anonymous Mid-Semester Evaluation on Study Techniques Instrument**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>On average how long do you spend reviewing your class notes after each lecture?</th>
<th>Less than 30 minutes</th>
<th>30 minutes</th>
<th>1 - 2 hours</th>
<th>More than 2 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I do not review my notes</td>
<td>Less than 30 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>More than 2 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>For exam 1 how long did you study/review for the exam by yourself?</th>
<th>Less than 1 - 2 hours</th>
<th>3 - 4 hours</th>
<th>5 - 6 hours</th>
<th>More than 6 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not review/study for exam 1</td>
<td>Less than 1 - 2 hours</td>
<td>3 - 4 hours</td>
<td>5 - 6 hours</td>
<td>More than 6 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question 3</th>
<th>For exam 1 how much time did you study/review in a study-group?</th>
<th>Less than 1 - 2 hours</th>
<th>3 - 4 hours</th>
<th>5 - 6 hours</th>
<th>More than 6 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not study/review in a group for exam 1</td>
<td>Less than 1 - 2 hours</td>
<td>3 - 4 hours</td>
<td>5 - 6 hours</td>
<td>More than 6 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Question 4 | If you studied in a group who was in your study group? | | | | |
| Question 5 | Please describe your study strategy for exam 1 | | | | |
| Question 6 | What was your initial score on exam 1 (score before the retest). | A (90 or above) | B (80-89) | C (70-79) | D (60-69) | F (less than 60) |
| Question 7 | For exam 2 how long did you study/review for the exam by yourself? | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |
| I did not study in a group for exam 3 | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |

| Question 8 | For exam 2 how much time did you study/review in a study-group? | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |
| I did not study in a group for exam 3 | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |

| Question 9 | If you studied in a group who was in your study group? | | | | |
| Question 10 | Describe your study strategy for exam 2 | | | | |
| Question 11 | What was your initial score on exam 2 (score before the retest). | A (90 or above) | B (80-89) | C (70-79) | D (60-69) | F (less than 60) |
| Question 12 | For exam 3 how long did you study/review for the exam by yourself? | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |
| I did not study in a group for exam 3 | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |

| Question 13 | For exam 3 how much time did you study/review in a study-group? | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |
| I did not study in a group for exam 3 | Less than 1 - 2 hours | 3 - 4 hours | 5 - 6 hours | More than 6 hours |

| Question 14 | If you studied in a group who was in your study group? | | | | |
| Question 15 | Describe your study strategy for exam 3 | | | | |
| Question 16 | What do you think your score will be on exam 3 | A (90 or above) | B (80-89) | C (70-79) | D (60-69) | F (less than 60) |
| Question 17 | Tell us one aspect of the course that helps you to understand and learn the material. | | | | |
| Question 18 | Tell us one thing we might change that would help you to better understand/learn the material. | | | | |
## Anonymous End of the Semester Evaluation on Laboratory Experience Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>I am more confident in my ability to read scientific information</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>Explain your response above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>I am more confident in my ability to find information about popular scientific issues</td>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5</td>
<td>I am more confident in my ability to discuss popular scientific issues</td>
<td>Question 6</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 7</td>
<td>The individual project helped me to learn more about how science relates to my life.</td>
<td>Question 8</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 9</td>
<td>The individual project engaged my interest</td>
<td>Question 10</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 11</td>
<td>The group project helped me to learn more about how science relates to my life.</td>
<td>Question 12</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 13</td>
<td>The group project engaged my interest</td>
<td>Question 14</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 15</td>
<td>What laboratory activity did you learn the most in?</td>
<td>Question 16</td>
<td>Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 17</td>
<td>What laboratory activity did you enjoy the most?</td>
<td>Question 18</td>
<td>Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 19</td>
<td>The laboratory activities increased my interest in science.</td>
<td>Question 20</td>
<td>Explain your response above using a specific example.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 21</td>
<td>What laboratory activity did you enjoy the least?</td>
<td>Question 22</td>
<td>Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 23</td>
<td>This course gave my opportunities to reflect upon my own values and belief about popular scientific issues</td>
<td>Question 24</td>
<td>Explain your response above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 25</td>
<td>Would you recommend this class to others?</td>
<td>Question 26</td>
<td>Why or why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>agree             somewhat agree             disagree             strongly disagree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Practitioner Researcher Self-reflective Journal Outline Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Post-Lesson Instructor Reflection</th>
<th>Date: 00-00-08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief general description of lab activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the activity promote Sensitivity to SSI</td>
<td>Problem solving in groups</td>
<td>Problem solving in individually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief description of lab assignments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional preparation and Dr. Benson’s mentoring insights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOS conceptualizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of scientific information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with students in ELMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with students in lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any observable differences between education and other non-science majors’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Comments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Abstract
Title of the study: A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning

The purpose of this case study is to understand if this socio-scientific issues (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science and develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. The central research question for this study is: How does a SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates in education and other non-science majors’ ability to informally reason? A student interest-SSI framework guides this research by allowing students to choose socially controversial scientific issues they find interesting. Examination of subjects will be in their curriculum environment, which meets the College of Life Sciences and Chemistry requirements for non-science majors. Data for this study mainly come from subjects’ educational products such as journals, individual and group projects. However, there is an additional voluntary confidential survey in ELMS. This confidential survey does not ask, require, or desire subjects to include their names or UID numbers if they choose to complete the survey. Subject will be informed participation in this study is optional and any participation or lack of participation will not affect the evaluation of students’ academic performance. Participants also will be informed should they agree to participate they have the right to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. Furthermore, several fail-safes will ensure student confidentiality in any resulting publications of this investigation.

2. Subject Selection
a. Subjects for this project are students who enroll in BSCI122 General Microbes and Society for the spring 2008. The only potential advertisement for this course is a flyer; see Appendix A for a copy of the 2007 version. Use of this flyer is contingent upon low enrollment in January 2008. Should enrollment of BSCI122 prove to be low prior to January 28th, 2008 (the start of the 2008 spring semester) Dr. Spencer Benson will update the 2007 flyer with minor changes. Consequently, circulation of the flyer will only be for a few weeks in January until February 8th, the last day of late course registration. This flyer circulates within the College of Education, Chemistry and Life Science, and throughout campus.

b. This investigation takes place in an undergraduate microbiology course, BCSI122 Microbes and Society. A transformation of this course began in the spring of 2007. This transformation was partly the influence of Project Nexus, a Maryland upper elementary/middle school science teacher professional continuum model, which the National Science Foundation
supports as part of their Teacher Professional Continuum Programs (Project Nexus, 2005). Consequently, this study will examine the effectiveness of two aspects of this new curriculum. The first aspect involves a student interest focus, where students have an influence on their learning. This focus stems in part from the desire Project Nexus has in recruiting future upper elementary and middle school science teachers. Consequently, this student interest focus has the objective of exciting undergraduates about science through projects relevant to the diversity of the University of Maryland’s student body. The other aspect of this curriculum connects to the former by offering potential teachers a chance to reflect and develop ways to teach science. By asking students to develop learning activities / experiments education majors not only get practice with planning science activities they also learn about the Maryland voluntary state curriculum 5-E model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997). However, non-education majors can also benefit from such opportunities by further developing their communicative skills, knowledge of microbial biology, and in some cases parenting skills.

Consequently, this non-major’s microbiology course is for future K-8 teachers and students with a general interest in how science plays into their everyday lives. Students who enroll in this course do not typically see themselves in future science careers. However, subjects are not chosen for this investigation, rather this study seeks to understand the needs of students who select this course based upon personal choice. Although students from the College of Education may be more likely to hear of this course because of its scaffold design for prospective K-8 teachers, this course is open to all University of Maryland undergraduates. Consequently, there are no specific selective characteristics for this study such as age, sex, race, ethnic origin, religion, or any social or economic qualifications. The only requirement to enroll in BCSI122 Microbes and Society is being a University of Maryland student. Student profiles range from freshman to senior status, with a variety of ethnic backgrounds. The population of males to females is mixed and is not predictable.

Finally, Kelly Schalk, the graduate practitioner researcher of this dissertation study is also a subject of investigation. Ms. Schalk is a returning teaching assistant from the spring 2007, and will assist Dr. Benson in the implementation of the BSCI122 curriculum. However, Ms. Schalk will also investigate her own pedagogical practices over the course of the semester through reflective journals, thus she is also a subject in this study.

d. The total number of students enrolling in this undergraduate microbial course can vary, but is typically around thirty students. Likewise, although this course has the additional goal of engaging potential future teachers, the number of general non-science majors to education interns is variable. Both general non-science and education undergraduates can have diverse majors. For instance, non-science majors may have an interest in journalism, sociology, theater, music, government and policy, while education majors may have a special, pre-K, or elementary focus.

3. Procedures
Background of Curricular Environment

The purpose of this case study is to gain insight into whether this socio-scientific issues (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science as well as develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. By definition, SSI describes social dilemmas with conceptual ties to science (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004, p. 5; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004, p. 387). Informal reasoning is the process of considering a claim where the reasoner weighs and synthesizes benefits and disadvantages to arrive at the best sound judgment (Perkins, 1985, p. 562; Mean & Voss, 1996, p. 140). Sadler (2004, p. 515) relates informal reasoning to socio-scientific research through four primary themes: 1) socio-scientific argumentation, 2) Nature of Science (NOS)\(^67\) conceptualizations, 3) conceptual understanding of science content, and 4) evaluation of scientific information. This research is delimited by the latter three themes. Data suggest SSI based curricular frameworks are a way to promote curiosity, open-mindedness, and informed skepticism in addition to building students’ contextual knowledge of science (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). However, data also reveal that SSI do not necessarily promote students’ connections to science (Zeidler, et al., 2002; Sadler, et al., 2004). A student interest-SSI framework guides this dissertation study, by allowing students to choose socially controversial scientific issues they find interesting.

Examination of subjects will take place in their curricular environment, which meets the approval of the College of Life Sciences and Chemistry educational standards for non-science majors. Most of the data form this study will come from subjects’ educational products such as journals, individual and group projects, as well as pre and post-evaluative tests all currently part of the course curriculum. These curricular activities, in Appendix B, are the product of Dr. Benson, Dr. McGinnis, the Project Nexus Research Team, and Ms. Schalk’s transformation of this undergraduate microbiology course, beginning in the fall of 2006. A brief outline of this 2008 General Microbes and Society curriculum follows.

In the first week of classes, students start to examine their interests by journaling about an issue in science that connects with their lives. Students also journal three more times over the course of the semester on the knowledge and perspectives they have about science after exposure this microbiology curriculum. Over the course of the semester, the lab scaffold fosters refinement of the initial journal until students identify two opposing scientific perspectives with a limited number of variables. This first journal

---

\(^67\) The NOS, also known as epistemology of science, or science as a way of knowing, defines values and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge. NOS values and assumptions include such concepts as tentative (subject to change), empirically based (based on and/or derived from observations of the natural world), subjective (theory laden), partly the product of human inference, imagination, and creativity (involves the invention of explanation), socially and culturally embedded, and involves a combination of observation and inferences (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000, p. 564).
evolves into students’ individual research posters, which use the University of Maryland’s KEEP toolkit as the medium of expression (Knowledge Media Lab at the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2002). This individual work establishes groups of similar interest to refine students’ reflections, informal reasoning, and knowledge through social learning. A team effort also creates a KEEP poster that discloses two opposing views on a popular socio-scientific issue the students determine interesting. Finally, there is an additional conceptual knowledge test that Dr. Benson uses a measure of students’ gains in microbiology understanding over the semester.

There are also changes in the Lecture and Laboratory Structure for spring 2008. The piloting of this curriculum, in the spring 2007, shows positive changes in facilitating student learning. Consequently, most of the student activities such as journaling, individual and group projects are carrying over to spring 2008. However, there are some modifications in response to student feedback. These changes include fewer journaling exercises. The students’ journals are no longer after each lab, but after each learning unit reducing the journals by more than half. Additionally, there are some modifications to the wording of the remaining journal instructions to elicit more elaboration on students’ conceptual knowledge. Finally, there is a start and end of the semester learning activity that focuses on helping students to reflect upon their understanding of microbiology and informal reasoning. This activity requires students to read one (at the start of the semester) or two articles (at the end of the semester) written for the popular press. Students summarize their interpretations of these articles as well as respond to six or seven open-ended questions prompting reflection of their beliefs. In alignment with the first journal and projects, students select a controversial socio-scientific issue they find interesting. At the end of the semester, after students have time to develop their skills to find reliable sources of scientific information, they find one article supporting each of the opposing sides they summarized at start of the fifteen weeks. They also respond to similar open-ended questions, again fostering reflection upon their understanding of microbiology and informal reasoning.

This investigation will examine the effects of this curriculum mainly through the educational products of students not available to the public. Consequently, several fail-safes will ensure student confidentiality. First, the summation of results will use a numeric coding scheme to protect all subjects’ identities. Second, pseudonyms will replace student names if it becomes necessary to reference direct quotes for educational or data analyses purposes. Finally, no person beyond the research team will have access to student information such as name, social security number, and any other personal identification information.

**Investigative Procedures on Human Subjects**

Although this course takes place in a lecture hall and microbiology laboratory, this course also uses the University of Maryland’s online learning environment, the Enterprise Learning Management System (ELMS), as a way of storage course materials and encouraging communication (Blackboard Inc.,
2006). The University of Maryland’s database will store the data from this study. Any additional data analyses products will also be secured by using locked Project Nexus file cabinets in Cole Field house, 0108L.

The investigative procedure involving human subjects involves a confidential survey, administered voluntarily in the discussion board of ELMS. This confidential survey is an additional means of assessing students’ beliefs and opinions. However, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. This survey will have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester. This end-of-the-semester questionnaire will take students approximately fifteen minutes to complete, and students will have at least a three-day window to complete these six questions. Appendix C contains this questionnaire. This survey instrument will provide students a chance to express how they feel about their learning experiences and if they would recommend this educational setting to others. However, participation is voluntary and will have no negative affect upon any students’ grades, or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester. Consequently, subjects will be informed that participation in the study is voluntary and should any persons initially agree to participate they have the right to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.

Furthermore, it may be necessary for Ms. Schalk to confirm her interpretations of students’ responses through additional confidential questions in ELMS. These questions will not require students’ participation but will provide an opportunity for communication between the practitioner researcher, Ms. Schalk, and students in a non-threatening manner. Should further correspondence be useful for clarification of students’ replies, questions will be short and students’ responses do not need to be lengthy or take more than ten minutes to complete. Again, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. As with the survey, students will have several days to respond to any additional questions. An example question could be “Thank you for responding to: Give an example of how the laboratory activities have or have not increased your interest in science. However, most of your responses only talk about a laboratory activity you liked or disliked, with no comments about increasing, not affecting, or decreasing your interest in science. It would be helpful if you could expand on your initial responses by more explicitly discussing the affects of labs on your interest in science.” As with the confidential survey, any additional confidential questions will be voluntary, have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester, and students will be informed of the right they have not to respond or withdraw from the study.

Ms. Schalk will also study her own pedagogical practices through journaling. Appendix C also contains the journal template Ms. Schalk will use. Ms. Schalk’s responses towards her actions and thoughts will vary in length depending upon the curricular preparation or events that transpire when
interacting with students in class or through ELMS. Ms. Schalk’s participation in this study is also voluntary, thus there is no required level of effort. Ms. Schalk also has the right to not respond or withdraw from the study should she feel an irresolvable conflict between her graduate teaching responsibilities and data collection.

4. Risks and Benefits

Participation in the project may potentially create psychological risks. Involving students in any type of educational experience can cause students to experience emotional anxieties in relationship to performance, previous or current events in their life, and future aspirations. However, the risks from this study should not be any greater than what students experience from enrolling in any University of Maryland course, as participation in this study is optional. Furthermore, the confidential ELMS survey will not have any negative influence on students’ grades and should not adversely affect students’ engagements in the course activities. Any additional questioning through the discussion board in ELMS is also optional and again will not have any negative impact on students’ grades or students’ participations.

However, there are benefits associated with participating in this investigation. For example, it offers students a chance to voice their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their undergraduate microbes and society educational experience as well as share ideas to improve the course for future undergraduates. Participation in ELMS should decrease any anxiety that could be associated with interviews especially considering the practitioner researcher, Ms. Schalk, would facilitate that dialogue.

Additionally, subjects are free at any time to withdraw from the study without repercussions. Subjects may choose at anytime to refuse to respond to any question. Subjects are also invited to ask questions throughout the study should they feel uncomfortable or inquisitive. In no way will participating, refusing to participate, or withdrawing from the study affect the subjects’ grades or participations in the course.

Any psychological risks with respect to Ms. Schalk’s reflective journals should be no greater than the emotional growth that is associated with pursuing a doctorate of philosophy degree in Education. Ms. Schalk’s participation is also voluntary and she can choose to withdraw from this study without repercussions. However, in no way is Ms. Schalk’s decision to withdraw from this investigation associated with her obligations as a teaching assistant to Dr. Benson and the students enrolled in BCSI122, General Microbes and Society.

Any social risks to student subjects will be reduced by confidentially handling students’ responses for the ELMS survey. Consequently, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. Furthermore, Ms. Schalk’s role in the course should not vary from her spring 2007 teaching assistantship experience. Consequently, she should not experience any increase in social risks from teaching this course.
Legally, Ms. Schalk will be at risk to make sure her contact with students is appropriate and aligns with the requirements of the IRB. For example, Ms. Schalk will need to make sure she obtains student consent, and respects the wishes of students should they choose not to partake in any aspect of this study. However, students are not at any legal risks by participating, or not participating, in this investigation.

There are no known financial or physical risks known for either student or practitioner researcher in this study.

5. Confidentiality

A subject is not at risk of a confidentiality violation during or after this study is complete. Although this investigation will examine the effects of this curriculum mainly through the educational products of students not available to the public, several fail-safes will ensure student confidentiality. First, the summation of results will use a numeric coding scheme to protect all subjects’ identities. Any use of data for analyses or summation purposes will be at the class level. For example, descriptions of findings at a class level include “undergraduates enrolled in a microbes and society course at a major university in the northeast”. If it is necessary to share the data of individual students for data analyses or scholarly publications then arbitrary pseudonyms will replace subjects’ names.

No persons other than the researchers named on this IRB application shall have access to confidential student information. The principal investigator is Dr. McGinnis and Ms. Schalk is the student investigator. Survey responses and educational products will only be accessible by the course instructors Dr. Benson and Ms. Schalk through ELMS and KEEP, as both ELMS and KEEP operate under the security of University of Maryland databases. Upon completion of this study, the data will be archived within ELMS and KEEP for two years. After these two years all electronic data will be destroyed. Any paper products resulting from data analyses will be safe in private and locked Project Nexus filing cabinets in Cole Field house, 0108L, until the study is complete. At the completion of this study all data will be archived in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction’s Science Teaching Center for five years. After these five years all data will be destroyed.

When we write a report or article about this research project, students’ identities will be protected to the maximum extent possible. However, students’ information may be shared with representatives of the University of Maryland, College Park or governmental authorities if subjects are in danger or if we are required to do so by law.

6. Information and Consent Forms

At the beginning of the BSCI122, General Microbes and Society, the instructors of the course (Dr. Benson and Ms. Schalk) will inform students of the intent to research how this course affects subjects’ interests in science and informal reasoning processes. A description of informal reasoning will include the process of considering a claim where the pros and cons influence a
person’s judgment, however positions can change as additional information becomes available and by pondering causes, consequences, and alternatives.

Since this study involves an existing, standard curriculum, no treatments are being investigated, thus subject deception is not necessary. Consequently, disclosure of the purpose of this study and requests for students’ consents will occur at the start of the semester. The introduction of this study will also include an explanation of why this study is important to future undergraduates’ science education and depends upon voluntary student participation. Students’ will be aware that any data resulting from this study will protect their identities should they agree to participate in this study. Should students opt to not participate in the confidential survey there data will not be included in the data analyses and there will be no negative ramifications upon their grades or participation in class activities. It will also be explained to the students that if they choose to participate, their choice to discontinue participation at any time is possible without any penalty.

Students who consent to participate in this study will also be informed that they are allowing their curricular products to be evaluated with respect to the central research question of this investigation (how does this learning experience affect aspects of students’ informal reasoning?). However, the research evaluation of students’ educational products will in no way connect to students’ performances assessments, in this undergraduate microbes and society course. Consequently, whether students participate in this research study or not, there will be no negative affect on students’ grades. At the conclusion of this study’s introduction students will be given the opportunity to voluntarily sign the informed consent form (see Appendix D).

7. Conflict of Interest

There is a potential conflict of interest in this study as the practitioner researcher Ms. Schalk has a dual research and teaching relationship with the students. Consequently, there is the potential for Ms. Schalk to enforce students’ compliances with the confidential survey. However, Ms. Schalk is aware that such actions can potentially bias data and students responses. Additionally, the confidential format of this survey protects students from such a conflict of interest by protecting their identities and keeping Ms. Schalk from knowing which students may choose not to respond.

There is also a potential conflict of interest in Ms. Schalk wanting to see changes over the course of the semester in students’ products, thus bias her grading of students’ efforts over the course of the semester. To minimize this conflict of interest several steps will be taken. For example, Ms. Schalk is aware that the less bias her data analyses are, the more significant her contribution is to any scholarly research community. Consequently, Ms. Schalk has several methods for protecting students from any potential conflict of interest when evaluating data for research purposes and assessing students’ academic performances for her teaching obligation. For instance, Ms. Schalk will keep a self reflective journal, enforcing critical evaluation of her student-teacher interactions and instructional practices, which will be reviewed by her
dissertation committee throughout the semester (arbitrary pseudonyms will replace subjects’ names). These faculty are Dr. Randy McGinnis, Dr. Ann Smith, Dr. Hanney Mawhinney, and Dr. William Holliday all of whom are not associated with the instruction of this course. In addition, Ms. Schalk has several assessment rubrics that she will use to measure students’ effort; Appendix E includes several of these rubrics. Similar rubric designs will assist Ms. Schalk assessing all assignments. Finally, Ms. Schalk’s evaluations of students’ efforts are subject to Dr. Benson’s review and approval, further minimizing any potential conflict of interest she may have when evaluating students’ performances as a teacher. Finally, should Ms. Schalk feel unable to resolve a conflict between her teaching and research role in this study, Ms. Schalk may withdraw from her research obligations.

8. HIPAA Compliance
   Not applicable

9. Research Outside of the United States
   Not applicable

10. Research Involving Prisoners
    Not applicable

Selected references


# Original Participant Informed Consent Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification of Project/Title</th>
<th>A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statement of Age of Subject</td>
<td>I state that I am 18 years of age or older and wish to participate in a program of research being conducted by Dr. J. Randy McGinnis and Ms. Kelly Schalk in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of Maryland, College Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is this research being done?</td>
<td>The purpose of this case study is to understand if this ‘socio-scientific issues’ (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science and develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. The central research question for this study is: <em>How does a SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates in education and other non-science majors’ ability to informally reason?</em> The delimited components of informal reasoning measured were undergraduates’ 1) Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations, 2) conceptual understanding of science content, and 3) the evaluation of scientific information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What will I be asked to do?</td>
<td>The subjects for this research study include all students who enroll in BSCI122 General Microbes and Society for the spring 2008, are 18 years of age or older, and consent to participate. Students who agree to participate in this study will voluntarily complete a fifteen-minute confidential survey in ELMS near the end of the semester. However, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. This evaluation will have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester. However, participation in the study will greatly benefit interested persons’ understandings of how effective this curricular design is at improving future non-science majors’ interests in science and informal reasoning. It may also be necessary for Ms. Schalk to clarify students’ responses by asking additional confidential follow-up questions in ELMS. These questions will provide an opportunity for correct interpretations of students’ responses in a non-threatening manner. Should further dialog be useful for clarification of initial responses, questions will be short and student responses do not need to be lengthy or take more than ten minutes to complete. Again, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. This evaluation will have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester. As with the confidential survey, any additional questions will be voluntary, have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester. Subjects are also invited to ask questions throughout the study should they feel uncomfortable or inquisitive. Additionally, should any participant choose to no longer participate in this research study, he/she has the right to withdraw from this investigation without any penalty. Ms. Schalk, the practitioner researcher, will also be a subject of this study through analyses of self-reflective journals on her pedagogical practices. Analyses of these journal entries will be subject to the review of her dissertation committee throughout this study. Students who consent to participate in this study will also be allowing their curricular products to be evaluated with respect to the central research question of this investigation (how does this learning experience affect aspects of science and informal reasoning).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
students’ informal reasoning?). However, the research evaluation of students’ educational products will in no way connect to students’ performances assessments, in this undergraduate microbes and society course. Consequently, whether students participate in this research study or not, there will be no negative affect on students’ grades.

| What about confidentiality? | We will keep subjects personal information confidential. To help protect subjects’ confidentialities, the survey will not ask subjects to include their names or UID numbers and be collected confidentially through ELMS. Additionally, survey responses and educational products will only be accessible to the course instructors Dr. Benson and Ms. Schalk through ELMS and KEEP, both of which operate under the security of University of Maryland’s databases. Should it be necessary to share data from this study for analytical purposes, there will be no reference to subjects’ identities. For the most part data will be analyzed at the class level, resulting in descriptions of findings at a class level. An example of such a description includes “undergraduates enrolled in a microbes and society course at a major university in the northeast”. Should it be necessary to reference specific example of students’ responses arbitrary subject pseudonyms will replace all names and only the researchers will be able to link subjects’ identities to their data.

Upon completion of this study, the data will be archived within ELMS and KEEP for two years. After these two years all electronic data will be destroyed. Any paper products resulting from data analyses will be safe in private and locked Project Nexus filing cabinets in Cole Field house, 0108L, until the study is complete. At the completion of this study all data will be archived in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction’s Science Teaching Center for five years. After these five years all data will be destroyed.

If we write a report or article about this research project, students’ identities will be protected to the maximum extent possible. However, students’ information may be shared with representatives of the University of Maryland, College Park or governmental authorities if subjects are in danger or if we are required to do so by law.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification of Project/Title</th>
<th>A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the risks of this research?</td>
<td>Participation in the project may potentially create psychological risks. Involving students in any type of educational experience can cause students to experience emotional anxieties in relationship to performance, previous or current events in their life, and future aspirations. However, the risks from this study should not be any greater than what students’ experience from enrolling in any University of Maryland course. Should any student attribute their anxiety to their voluntary...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
participation in this study that student may withdraw their involvement without any repercussions. Furthermore, the confidential ELMS survey will not influence students’ grades or involvement in the course. Any additional correspondence through the discussion board in ELMS is also optional and again will not have any negative affect on students’ grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What are the benefits of this research? Benefits, Freedom to Withdraw, &amp; Ability to Ask Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The benefits associated with participating in this investigation include opportunities for students to voice there satisfaction or dissatisfaction with there educational experience as well as ideas to improve the course for future undergraduates. Participation in ELMS should decrease any anxiety that could be associated with interviews, especially considering the practitioner researcher would facilitate such dialogue. We hope that, in the future, other people might benefit from this study through improved understanding of curricular frameworks that engage non-science majors in learning about science and develop undergraduates’ informal reasoning skills. Understanding more about how to successfully develop educational settings that foster interest and understanding of science is important as society advances into this new technologically advanced era.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do I have to be in this research? May I stop participating at any time?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects’ participations in this research are completely voluntary. Students may choose not to take part at all. If a student decides to participate in this research, they may stop participating at any time. If students decide not to participate in this study or if subjects stop participating at any time, there will be no penalty or loss of any benefits to which subjects would otherwise qualify. Subjects also have the right to participate but opt at times not to respond to any question. This level of participation is acceptable and will not result in any penalty or loss of any benefits to which subjects would otherwise qualify.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What if I have questions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects are also invited to ask questions throughout the study should they feel uncomfortable or inquisitive. This research is being conducted by Dr. Randy McGinnis (is the Primary Investigator), and Ms. Schalk (is the student-investigator) at the University of Maryland, College Park. If students have any questions about the research study itself, please contact Dr. Randy McGinnis at: <a href="mailto:jmcmginni@umd.edu">jmcmginni@umd.edu</a>, (telephone) 301-405-6234 or Kelly Schalk at: <a href="mailto:schalk@umd.edu">schalk@umd.edu</a>, (telephone) 301-405-3155. If students have questions about their rights as research subjects or wish to report a research-related injuries, please contact: Institutional Review Board Office, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742; (e-mail) <a href="mailto:irb@deans.umd.edu">irb@deans.umd.edu</a>; (telephone) 301-405-0678. This research has been reviewed according to the University of Maryland, College Park IRB procedures for research involving human subjects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Information of Investigators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Randy McGinnis and Ms. Kelly Schalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Curriculum &amp; Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 2234 Benjamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland, College Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Park, MD 20742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone numbers: 301-405-3133; 301-405-6234; 301-405-3152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email addresses: <a href="mailto:jmcmginni@umd.edu">jmcmginni@umd.edu</a>; <a href="mailto:schalk@umd.edu">schalk@umd.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your signature indicates that: you are at least 18 years of age; the research has been explained to you; your questions have been fully answered; and you freely and voluntarily choose to participate in this research project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of participant</th>
<th>__________________________________________________________</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature of participant</td>
<td>__________________________________________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SIGNATURE SECTION
The Principal Investigator, Co-Investigator, and Student Investigator, in signing this renewal application, certify that they have conducted research in accordance with the IRB-approved protocol and that any consent forms used in connection with the project have been retained by the Principal Investigator unless otherwise indicated in this renewal application.
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2. Will future research activities involve obtaining identifiable private information about living individuals? (Information is identifiable if subjects can be identified directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.)

   YES☐ NO☒

3. Will future research activities include analyzing identifiable private information about living individuals?

   YES☐ NO☐

Project Description:
The purpose of this case study is to understand if this socio-scientific issues (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science and develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. The central research question for this study is: How does a SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates in education and other non-science majors’ ability to informally reason? A student interest-SSI framework guides this research by allowing students to choose socially controversial scientific issues they find interesting. The delimited component of informal reasoning assessed were students ability to evaluate scientific information and their nature of science (NOS) conceptualizations. The NOS, also the epistemology of science or science as a way of knowing, defines processes, values, and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge (Bell & Lederman, 2003, p. 353).

Specifically, this research has focused on the educational experience of 26 students who were enrolled in BCSI122 Microbes and Society during the spring of 2008. The data collection has focused on understanding the affects of the educational practices offered to students. Most of the data from this study has come from undergraduates’ education academic products such as lab write-ups and research projects. However, there was an additional voluntary on-line, anonymous survey in ELMS, which took students approximately fifteen minutes to complete. Undergraduates were asked to complete this survey at the end of the semester.

Subjects were informed that their participation in the study was voluntary and at any time, any persons had the right to withdraw from the study without penalty to their course grade or class participation. Subjects were also asked if they would consent to allowing any resulting data collected be disclosed for educational purposes providing their identities have been protected. All students consented to participating in this study and to allowing their responses be disclosed for educational purposes providing their identities have been protected. Consequently, pseudonyms and arbitrary identifiers have been used throughout the data analyses to disclose any significant research findings without revealing participants name or any other personal information. The data from this investigation is being used for strictly for educational purposes. Specifically, a doctoral dissertation and educational publications are being written to disclose significant findings from this study, to benefit future undergraduates’ science experiences.
The graduate teaching assistant and practitioner researcher, Kelly Schalk, was also a subject of this study. Ms. Schalk took self-reflective journals on her pedagogical practices over the semester. Ms. Schalk’s participation was also voluntary and she was aware of her right to withdrawal from the investigation.

This study does not involve children, elect / appointed public officials, or candidates for public office. The subjects of this study were those University of Maryland undergraduates who registered for BCSI122 Microbes and Society in the spring 2008. No additional subjects are being recruited for this IRB renewal request.


Investigator Information:
The Principal Investigator, Dr. J. Randy McGinnis, has remained the same and no additional investigators have been added.

Project History:
This study examined 26 non-major undergraduates, the majority of whom insecure about their ability to understand scientific information. It was found that when given a chance to choose what topics they could learn more about, the majority of students frequently selected microbiology issues relevant to their life. The data have also indicated that this curriculum encouraged students to engage with science despite many having negative prior experiences with science.

Further, interpretation of the data show undergraduates developed skills to evaluate scientific information and their NOS conceptualizations. For example, students’ individual and group projects suggested improvement in subjects’ ability to research and discern scientific information, which in turn helped them re-evaluate prior beliefs about science. Data from the writing exercise showed most undergraduates began to synthesize and evaluate the data, opinions, and societal factors that were presented in their article. Students’ lab write-ups and lab quiz indicated participants’ NOS conceptualization improved their evaluation of scientific information over the semester. Undergraduates also learned to recognize a lack of data as a weakness for a claim and used this knowledge when reasoning their point of view to others. The data from undergraduates’ journaling and anonymous evaluation have been used to support the coding of subjects.
academic products. These instruments have also provided insights into students’ epistemological beliefs about science. In general, this student interest SSI-based curriculum appears to motivate diverse learners to develop their skills of finding, interpreting, and discussing scientific information. Consequently, the findings from this study offer several valuable insights to the science education community concerned with promoting diverse learners interest and understanding of science.

**Problem History:**

There have not been any adverse events and any unanticipated problems involving risks to subjects. No subjects have asked to withdrawal from the research or complained about participating in this research or about the research in any general sense since the last IRB review.

**Additional Information:**

The purpose of this case study is to gain insight into whether this socio-scientific issues (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science as well as develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. By definition, SSI describes social dilemmas with conceptual ties to science (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004, p. 5; Sadler, Chambers, & Zeidler, 2004, p. 387). Informal reasoning is the process of considering a claim where the reasoner weighs and synthesizes benefits and disadvantages to arrive at the best sound judgment (Perkins, 1985, p. 562; Mean & Voss, 1996, p. 140). Sadler (2004, p. 515) relates informal reasoning to socio-scientific research through four primary themes: 1) evaluation of scientific information, 2) Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations, 3) conceptual understanding of science content, and 4) socio-scientific argumentation. This research is delimited by the first two themes. Data suggest SSI based curricular frameworks are a way to promote curiosity, open-mindedness, and informed skepticism in addition to building students’ contextual knowledge of science (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Pereiro-Munoz, 2002; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). However, data also reveal that SSI do not necessarily promote students’ connections to science (Zeidler, et al., 2002; Sadler, et al., 2004). A student interest-SSI framework guides this dissertation study, by allowing students to choose socially controversial scientific issues they find interesting.

**Selected references**


Approved Changes:
There have been no prior addendums filed. Consequently, the IRB has not been asked to approve any modifications in recruiting procedures, study procedures, types or number of subjects, or the consent process since the previous annual IRB approval.

Changes Implemented without IRB Approval:
There have been no amendments or modifications since the last review that the IRB did not approve.

Request for approval of new changes:
We would like to request one modification to this study’s procedures.
Rationale for the change:
For our project we would like to request the ability to member-check data from a few selected participants. There are 2 aspects to member-checking:
1. Participants see a selection of their raw data and confirm we have accurately reported.
2. Participants are asked to read and comment on the researcher’s interpretations of the participant’s data.
In this case, the student researcher, Ms. Schalk, would like to contact a few subjects to request that they validate her interpretation of their data. Ms. Schalk would also like to ask the subjects for permission to record their voices to verify their consent of accurate reporting. Consequently, the rational behind this request is to confirm that we have accurately reported and interpreted the findings from this investigation.

Description of procedure:
Ms. Schalk is requesting students voluntarily be interviewed to reaffirm her data analyses. Ms. Schalk would also like to ask these subjects to have their voices recorded to verify their consent of accurate reporting.
The student researcher, Ms. Schalk, would like IRB consent to contact these students via email. An example of Ms. Schalk’s email to these students has been drafted for your approval.

Dear (student 1 name),
(Student 1 name), I know you are busy with it being close to the end of the semester. However, I would like to ask you for your additional voluntary consent and time with respect to the BSCI122 study you participated in last spring 2008.
In looking over your class projects, lab quiz, lab write-ups, and journaling, you have given me some great insights into how BSCI122 gave you a chance to learn in ways that a scripted science class might have inhibited.
(Student 1 name), I would also like you to know that I have protected all the data I have collected so that all BSCI122 students’ identity have not and will not be shared publicly. At the same time as you, know I am using all students’ data to complete my dissertation. This data is also going to be written for journal publications and has been recently accepted to be presented at a national science education conference, the National Association of Research in Science Teaching (NARST) conference.
I have selected several of your quotes to represent how a minority of students took their learning opportunities to expand their understanding of microbes in ways that other science class might not have facilitated. For example, you pushed your knowledge to be able to read and find information written for a scientific audience. Conversely, I found that many of your peers showed growth with respect to reading information about science written for the popular press. You also articulated very nicely how your knowledge of science as a way of knowing grew over the semester. Consequently, I would like to use some of your quotes in a presentation I will be giving at NARST this spring. I would like to reiterate that I have masked your identity and that you do not have to consent to letting me use some of your quotes.
However, I believe the data I collected is important to share with other researchers who are interested in finding ways to promote learners knowledge of science in ways that are meaningful to their everyday life.

If you still agree to my use of your data for educational purposes, I would like to ask you for your additional voluntary time and assistance. I would like to ask that you verify my interpretation of your data. This would mean that I would ask you to read selected segments of comments you made over the semester, verify my analyses of your quotes, and allow me to record your voice as verification of your confirmed consent of my data analyses. The estimated time for this interview/recording session should take is 40-50 minutes.

(Student 1 name) if you agree I can meet you on campus at my office or another safe and secure place you prefer.

Should you agree to this request I will ask you to fill out another IRB consent forum to reiterate how this data will be used, what you are being asked to do, and any potential risks that might result from recording your voice or volunteering your time. At any time you can decide you no longer would like to participate in the interview/recording session and/or have your data withdrawn from further analyses as well as any resulting reports.

(Student 1 name), I want to thank you kindly for your time and consideration of this voluntary request.

With Gratitude,
Kelly

A similar email would be to other selected subjects. The time estimation for students’ voluntary time is 40 to 50 minutes. Students will be asked to sign the new IRB consent forum (see attached document), which will allow Ms. Schalk to once again reaffirm selected subjects understand how this data is being used, what students are being asked to do, and any potential risks that might result from recording their voice or volunteering of their time. Ms. Schalk will also make clear that students can at anytime decide not to participate and/or have their data be reported. If students do not respond to this email, no further pursuit will be made to request subjects volunteer their time. The suggested place for interviewing students’ is 2311 Benjamin Building. If students feel uncomfortable with this setting, an alternative safe and secure place may be arranged.

**Risk to subjects:**

The risks to these human subjects include emotional anxieties that result from educational experiences related to performance, previous or current events in their life, or undergraduates’ future aspirations. However, given the nature of the positive findings of the data, this risk is reduced. Additionally, subjects’ desire or refusal to voluntarily offer their time to verify data interpretations is in no way jeopardizing their final course grade.
Should subjects identify emotional anxieties from revisiting some of their prior spring semester BSCI122 learning experiences as a result of this interview/recording session; subject will be informed once again of their right to end the interview/recording session, refuse to allow their data to be reported, and withdraw their data from further analyses. The risks to these selected human subjects are slightly greater than what other students’ have already consented to when signing the original IRB consent form. For example, subjects may recognize emotions of embarrassment from prior academic performances when asked to revisit some of their academic efforts over the spring 2008 semester. Consequently, Ms. Schalk will honor the students’ desire and right to refuse to finish the interview, have their voice recorded, and/or withdraw their data from this research investigation.

**New IRB Consent Form:**
Should this request be accepted, selected subjects will be asked to sign the new IRB consent form upon the meeting time and place arranged by Ms. Schalk and the students. Ms. Schalk will ask subjects to sign this form and reaffirm that students understand how this data is being used, what subjects are being asked to do, and any potential risks that might result from affirming Ms. Schalk’s data analyses. Ms. Schalk will also make it clear to the students that they can at anytime decide not to: participate and/or have their data be reported. Students’ willingness to volunteer in this additional request of time will be honored and no additional efforts beyond the first invitational email will be made.

The new IRB consent form is included in this IRB Renewal. The specific changes that have made to this new request has been bolded.

**Data Location:**
Per the University of Maryland policy on records retention and disposal, all data will be archived in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction’s Science Teaching Center for 10 years. After 10 years, all data will be destroyed.

**Consent Forms:**
There is one new consent form for this IRB renewal. A copy of the previous approved consent form is included. All changes to the new changes to the original consent form have been bolded.

**Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA):**
Not applicable
Conflict of Interest:
The risks to these selected human subjects are slightly greater than what other students’ have already consented to when signing the original IRB consent form. For example, there is the potential conflict of interest of Ms. Schalk influencing subjects during the interview to agree with her data analyses. For example, Ms. Schalk may want students to confirm her analyses of subjects feeling more confident and comfortable finding, reading, and discussing scientific information. Such desires could cause human subjects emotional distress from feeling the need to comply with their former instructor’s evaluation of their academic performance. Ms. Schalk is aware of the potential conflict of interest that comes with asking students to validate their quotes as well as her data analyses. Ms. Schalk also realizes that such actions would invalidate her data analyses and any reports that result from this investigation. Consequently, Ms. Schalk will take precautions to avoid leading students’ responses. For instance, Ms. Schalk will ask students to comment upon their own reflection of a series of quotes before sharing her interpretation of the data. If Ms. Schalk does feel it important to disclose her data analyses, she will make it clear to the subject that the purpose of this interview was to validate her understanding, which may not be accurate.

Additionally, subjects interviewed my find revisiting their educational experiences stressful. Participation in the project may potentially create psychological risks. Asking students to revisit their educational experience can cause emotional anxieties with respect to performance, previous or current events in their life, and future aspirations. However, given the nature of the positive findings of the data, this risk is reduced. Additionally, subjects’ desire or refuse to voluntarily offer their time for additional verification of the data interpretations can no longer in anyway affect subjects’ final course grade. Further, should subjects identify emotional anxieties from revisiting some of their prior spring semester BSCI122 learning experiences as a result of this interview/recording session; Ms. Schalk will inform subjects once again of their right to 1) end the interview/recording session, 2) refuse to allow their data to be reported, and 3) withdraw their data from further analyses.

Funding Source/Research Support:
Not applicable
### Identification of Project/Title

A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning

### Statement of Age of Subject

I state that I am 18 years of age or older and wish to participate in a program of research being conducted by Dr. J. Randy McGinnis and Ms. Kelly Schalk in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of Maryland, College Park.

### Why is this research being done?

The purpose of this case study is to understand if this ‘socio-scientific issues’ (SSI) based curriculum fosters student interest in science and develops skills to insightfully reason scientific issues important to society. The central research question for this study is: *How does a SSI curricular and pedagogical intervention, including a student interest-focus, affect undergraduates in education and other non-science majors’ ability to informally reason?* The delimited components of informal reasoning measured were undergraduates’ Nature of Science (NOS) conceptualizations, and the evaluation of scientific information.

### What will I be asked to do?

The subjects for this research study include all students who enroll in BSCI122 General Microbes and Society for the spring 2008, are 18 years of age or older, and consent to participate. Students who agree to participate in this study will voluntarily complete a fifteen-minute confidential survey in ELMS near the end of the semester. However, subjects will not be asked to include their names or UID numbers on the survey. This evaluation will have no negative affect upon any students’ grades or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances over the semester.

Additionally, a few subjects may be selected to voluntarily reaffirm the analyses of the data that results from their academic products. Subjects selected to reaffirm the interpretation of their data will also be asked to voluntarily read selected quotes for audio-recording. The selection of subjects and these voluntary requests will be made after participants have completed the spring course. Resulting, such follow requests of subjects’ voluntary time will be made in the fall of 2008. These voluntary requests will be made by email. Subjects who are selected to verify the interpretation of their data and have their voices recorded will be informed that their participation is voluntary and that at any time they can chose to decide not to participate and/or have their data be reported.

However, participation in the study will greatly benefit interested persons’ understandings of how effective this curricular design is at improving future non-science majors’ interests in science and informal reasoning.

In any case, subjects’ identity will be protected. Participation or a subjects’ refusal to participate in any additional verification of the data interpretations will in no way affect any students’ final grade or result in any negative assessments of students’ performances.

Subjects are also invited to ask questions throughout the study should they feel uncomfortable or inquisitive. Additionally, should any participant choose to no longer participate in this research study, he/she has the right to withdraw from this investigation without any penalty.

Ms. Schalk, the practitioner researcher, will also be a subject of this study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification of Project/Title</th>
<th>A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>study through analyses of self-reflective journals on her pedagogical practices. Analyses of these journal entries will be subject to the review of her dissertation committee throughout this study. Students who consent to participate in this study will also be allowing their curricular products to be evaluated with respect to the central research question of this investigation (how does this learning experience affect aspects of students’ informal reasoning?). However, the research evaluation of students’ educational products will in no way connect to students’ performance assessments, in this undergraduate microbes and society course. Consequently, whether students participate in this research study or not, there will be no negative affect on students’ grades.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about confidentiality?</td>
<td>We will keep subjects personal information confidential. To help protect subjects’ confidentialities, the survey will not ask subjects to include their names or UID numbers and be collected confidentially through ELMS. Additionally, survey responses and educational products will only be accessible to the course instructors Dr. Benson and Ms. Schalk through ELMS and KEEP, both of which operate under the security of University of Maryland’s databases. Should it be necessary to share data from this study for analytical purposes, there will be no reference to subjects’ identities. For the most part data will be analyzed at the class level, resulting in descriptions of findings at a class level. An example of such a description includes “undergraduates enrolled in a microbes and society course at a major university in the northeast”. Should it be necessary to reference specific example of students’ responses arbitrary subject pseudonyms will replace all names and only the researchers will be able to link subjects’ identities to their data. If we write a report or article about this research project, students’ identities will be protected to the maximum extent possible. However, students’ information may be shared with representatives of the University of Maryland, College Park or governmental authorities if subjects are in danger or if we are required to do so by law. This research project also involves making audio-recordings of selected subjects. The purpose of the audio-recordings document subjects’ validation of data analyses. To help protect subjects’ confidentialities, the audio-recordings will only be accessible to the researchers involved in this investigation Dr. McGinnis and Ms. Schalk. These audio-recordings will be stored in for 10 years upon which time they will be destroyed. If there is a need to share clips from these audio-recordings for educational purposes, subjects’ identifiable information will not be disclosed. Rather subjects will be referred to though pseudonyms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____</td>
<td>I do not agree to be audio-recorded during my participation in this study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of Project/Title</td>
<td>A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any data resulting from this investigation will be safe in a private and locked filing cabinet in 2311 Benjamin Building, until the study is complete. At the completion of this study all data will be archived in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction’s Science Teaching Center for 10 years. After these 10 years all data will be destroyed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the risks of this research?</td>
<td>Participation in the project may potentially create psychological risks. Involving students in any type of educational experience can cause students to experience emotional anxieties in relationship to performance, previous or current events in their life, and future aspirations. Should any student attribute anxiety to their voluntary participation in this study that student may withdraw from this investigation without any repercussions. Furthermore, the confidential ELMS survey will not influence students’ grades or involvement in the course. Any additional correspondence through the discussion board in ELMS is also optional and again will not have any negative affect on students’ grades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the benefits of this research? Benefits, Freedom to Withdraw, &amp; Ability to Ask Questions</td>
<td>The benefits associated with participating in this investigation include opportunities for students to voice there satisfaction or dissatisfaction with there educational experience as well as ideas to improve the course for future undergraduates. Participation in ELMS should decrease any anxiety that could be associated with interviews, especially considering the practitioner researcher would facilitate such dialogue. We hope that, in the future, other people might benefit from this study through improved understanding of curricular frameworks that engage non-science majors in learning about science and develop undergraduates’ informal reasoning skills. Understanding more about how to successfully develop educational settings that foster interest and understanding of science is important as society advances into this new technologically advanced era.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do I have to be in this research? May I stop participating at any time?</td>
<td>Subjects’ participations in this research are completely voluntary. Students may choose not to take part at all. If a student decides to participate in this research, they may stop participating at any time. If students decide not to participate in this study or if subjects stop participating at any time, there will be no penalty or loss of any benefits to which subjects would otherwise qualify. Subjects also have the right to participate but opt at times not to respond to any question. This level of participation is acceptable and will not result in any penalty or loss of any benefits to which subjects would otherwise qualify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if I have questions?</td>
<td>Subjects are also invited to ask questions throughout the study should they feel uncomfortable or inquisitive. This research is being conducted by Dr. Randy McGinnis (is the Primary Investigator), and Ms. Schalk (is the student-investigator) at the University of Maryland, College Park. If students have any questions about the research study itself, please contact Dr. Randy McGinnis at: <a href="mailto:jmcginni@umd.edu">jmcginni@umd.edu</a>, (telephone) 301-405-6234 or Kelly Schalk at: <a href="mailto:schalk@umd.edu">schalk@umd.edu</a>, (telephone) 301-405-3155. If students have questions about their rights as research subjects or wish to report a research-related injuries, please contact: Institutional Review Board Office, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742; (e-mail) <a href="mailto:irb@deans.umd.edu">irb@deans.umd.edu</a>; (telephone) 301-405-7326. This research has been reviewed according to the University of Maryland, College Park IRB procedures for research involving human subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of Project/Title</td>
<td>A Case Study of a Socio-scientific Issues Curricular and Pedagogical Intervention in an Undergraduate Microbiology Course: A Focus on Informal Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Contact Information of Investigators | Dr. J. Randy McGinnis and Ms. Kelly Schalk  
Department of Curriculum & Instruction  
Room 2234 Benjamin  
University of Maryland, College Park  
College Park, MD 20742  
Telephone numbers: 301-405-3133; 301-405-6234; 301-405-3152  
Email addresses: jmcginni@umd.edu; schalk@umd.edu |
| Subject Consent | Your signature indicates that: you are at least 18 years of age; the research has been explained to you; your questions have been fully answered; and you freely and voluntarily choose to participate in this research project.  
Name of participant  
____________________________________________  
Signature of participant  
_________________________________________  
Date  
______________________________________________________ |
### Appendix D.

Table 1D. *Students’ Individual and Group KEEP Projects Topics by Ethnicity, Student, and Connection to Interest.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Connection to interest</th>
<th>Individual topic</th>
<th>Group topic</th>
<th>Similar</th>
<th>Related</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Femi</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Will Gardasil really guard me?</td>
<td>Comparing HIV &amp; Ebola</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Wesesa</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Microbes, genetics, &amp; diet/exercise influence on weight</td>
<td>Gene therapy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Juji</td>
<td>personal</td>
<td>Microbes and how they affect global warming</td>
<td>Biofuels in modern society</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Roble</td>
<td>personal</td>
<td>Antimicrobial products &amp; microbial resistance</td>
<td>Probiotics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Lei</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Chocolate &amp; microbes</td>
<td>Probiotics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>Comparing HIV and Ebola Virus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Rui</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Where did the insulin go? Diabetes today</td>
<td>Gene therapy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Tadao</td>
<td>family history</td>
<td>Possible life on mars</td>
<td>Biofuels in modern society</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>Caitlin</td>
<td>personal</td>
<td>Weight management</td>
<td>Weight &amp; microbes: Causes of obesity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Brandi</td>
<td>career</td>
<td>Biological weapons &amp; scientific censorship</td>
<td>Biological weapons &amp; scientific censorship</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Hugh</td>
<td>career</td>
<td>Antimicrobial use and the fatally ill</td>
<td>Biological weapons and scientific censorship</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Reuben</td>
<td>career</td>
<td>Gene therapy: A cure or curse?</td>
<td>Gene therapy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Freya family history</td>
<td>Organic produce and Escherichia coli</td>
<td>Effects &amp; pathways of E. coli contamination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Cathy family history &amp; personal</td>
<td>The role of organisms in weight regulation</td>
<td>Weight &amp; microbes: Causes of obesity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Debbie personal</td>
<td>Gut Microbes and Their Effects</td>
<td>Weight &amp; microbes: Causes of obesity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Emma personal</td>
<td>Obesity, your fault? Maybe not.</td>
<td>Weight &amp; microbes: Causes of obesity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Eilene personal</td>
<td>Botox: Harmful or Helpful?</td>
<td>Probiotics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Gannon personal</td>
<td>Anti-retroviral agents in treating HIV infection</td>
<td>Comparing HIV and Ebola</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Karina personal</td>
<td>Genetically mutated food crops: BT corn</td>
<td>Biofuels in modern society</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Linnea personal</td>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>Biological weapons &amp; scientific censorship</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Liza personal</td>
<td>Listeria testing methods</td>
<td>Effects &amp; pathways of E. coli contamination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Ozzie personal</td>
<td>Ways can microbes be used to create biofuels?</td>
<td>Biofuels in modern society</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Perla personal</td>
<td>Microbes and milk</td>
<td>Probiotics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Remington personal</td>
<td>The negative health effects of eating moldy bread</td>
<td>Effects &amp; pathways of E. coli contamination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Susannah personal</td>
<td>H. Pylori and stomach cancer</td>
<td>Comparing HIV and Ebola</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>Tod personal</td>
<td>Possible danger in genetically modified foods</td>
<td>Biological weapons &amp; scientific censorship</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E.

Implications of Findings Related to Pedagogical Reflections

In this appendix, I discuss teaching practices that I employed over the semester that may have affected the findings reported in this doctoral dissertation. This section also includes implications of my pedagogical reflections with respect to what is known about effective science education pedagogy. Resultantly, I reference sections from Chapters 4 and 5 where I previously discussed my teaching practices. Additionally, I include coded data from my practitioner journals that I have not mentioned earlier to strengthen my claims. This section concludes by discussing the implications related to my pedagogical practices. Specifically, I reflect upon my opinions about instructive techniques that are important in promoting academic success among learners.

Chapter 4

Embedded throughout Chapter 4 were reflections on my pedagogical practices that may have affected my reported findings. Lee and Luykx (2007, p. 182) among others have suggested that teachers need to build their cultural experience and knowledge to understand how different learners approach science learning (Ladson-Billings, 1995a, 1995b; Moje, Collazo, Carillo, & Marx, 2001). Some researchers have argued that culturally relevant pedagogy can be used to equip teachers to help non-mainstream students achieve academic success in science while simultaneously promoting their cultural integrity (Ladson-Billings, 1995a; Lee, 2002,

---

68 Lee and Luykx (2007) have described non-mainstream students to have characteristics such as 1) acquiring English as a second language, 2) being of low socio-economic-status, 3) having parents who have not received much formal education, and 4) coming from a family/community that devalues formal education.
The role of the teacher has been argued to be an integral aspect to creating learning environments where students not only achieve academically but also feel their identity and culture are valued (Ladson-Billings, 1995a; Lee, 2002, 2003; Lee & Luykx, 2007). It has been suggested that inquiry based learning is one way to promote culturally relevant pedagogy (Ballenger, 1997; Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1992; Warren, Ballenger, Ogonowski, Rosebery, & Hudicourt-Barnes, 2001). It is believed that inquiry based environments allow teachers to identify and support non-mainstream learners’ by giving teachers insights into how students are integrating their everyday knowledge with the Western science way of knowing (Ballenger, 1997; Rosebery, Warren, & Conant, 1992; Warren, Ballenger, Ogonowski, Rosebery, & Hudicourt-Barnes, 2001). Other researchers have contended that trusting and caring relationships between teachers and students is the key in helping students from diverse backgrounds take intellectual risks, which are necessary to develop deep understandings of science content and practices (Sconiers & Rosiek, 2000).

My coded practitioner journals indicated that giving students an opportunity to choose and investigate microbiology SSI, which affected their life was one way I could support students’ identity and culture. One example was the way I introduced the KEEP research projects. Specifically, I shared with undergraduates’ ways that prior students had used this learning opportunity to understand more about who they were by researching science issues that affected them.

I discussed how some students’ were interested in tuberculosis because this disease had affected many people they were close to in their country. Another student chose the Mononucleosis Virus because it had affected him. One undergraduate identified an interest in
potential connections between Multiple Sclerosis and microbes because her parent was infected with this disease. Another student shared an interest in the relationship between microbes and food contamination because of his job in a bakery/deli.

This quote taken from my practitioner’s journal has shown how I introduced this topic to stimulate students. I wanted students to realize how much they could learn from these pragmatic research projects. I found that all undergraduates identified SSI related to microbiology that affected their life and most (90%) chose to research their interest over the course of the semester. See Appendix D for a detailed table of the broad range of participants’ individual and group projects by ethnicity, student, and connection to their topic or Table 2 in Chapter 4.

Having students identify personal areas of interest to them gave me several opportunities to interact with students at a level, which supported their identity and culture. For instance, I discussed in Chapter 4 how Wesesa (an African American) and Rui (an Asian American) identified interests in illnesses that affected family members. In Wesesa’s case, she also recognized how her interest in microbes, genetics, and diseases was related to her prior knowledge of health issues that have a higher risk of affecting African Americans.

I come from a family that is known for diabetes, high blood pressure, overweight, heart attacks and strokes for generations. My culture plays a big role in me wanting to find out more information because both high blood pressure and cholesterol are very high in my culture compared to most other cultures. Also heart attacks are very common among deaths in my culture.

Consequently, I also found that another important aspect of my pedagogical practice was establishing a trusting and caring relationships with the students. For instance, in Chapter 4 I mentioned that my weekly interactions included 1) staying late after lab to give students individual attention, 2) facilitating study groups early in
the semester, and 3) responding to questions students had in the ELMS help thread. Scoring of my weekly practitioner journal indicated that I interacted with 20 out of the 26 students several times over the semester in two or more of these ways.

For instance, I recorded several times each African American student Robel, Femi, Juji, and Wesesa came to me often and ask me for advice or clarification on science concepts we were covering in lecture and lab. Reflected in my recorded dialog were several occasions where I worked with students to encourage them not to lose interest, as they all had acknowledged to me several times that they did not come from a strong science background. These students were also the impetus behind me facilitating study groups early in the semester. I purposely made sure these (and other weak science background) students could meet with those in the class who were demonstrating conceptual understanding of the material presented during lecture and lab. The emails and personal feedback from students I recorded weekly in my practitioner journal reaffirmed my interpretation that establishing a trusting and caring relationship benefits student learning.

Femi’s last email: Femi’s last email: I apologize for leaving in such a rush. I meant to run back and give you a hung goodbye but because I was so upset about my grade on the exam and stressed out and confused that I didn’t. I thought I would see you again. Anyway, I really appreciated everything you’ve done for me as a T.A. You went over and beyond the expectations I had for you in regards to helping me. Thank you so much again. I appreciated everything you’ve done for me.

Another example, of the way I established a trusting and caring relationship centered on students individual projects. In Chapter 4 I gave an example of the feedback I gave Brandi, to help her conceptualize the differences between a testable question, hypothesis, theory, fact, inference, and opinion. However, I also made sure that I encouraged students’ efforts throughout the entire research process. For instance, students turned in a draft for their individual project, which required them to
identify their testable question and at least two references discussing alternative
scientific perspectives on their topic. Although I also offered students the
opportunity to complete as much of the KEEP individual research project template, if
they wanted more individual help. My comments to students not only focused on
helping them to conceptualize alternative perspectives related to their socio-scientific
issue and differences between facts, theories, inferences, and opinions, but I also
sought to further develop a trusting and caring relationship with them.

**Brandi:** You have done an excellent job in finding a focused question that relates to microbes and has two alternative perspectives as well as relates to your interest! So I hope you enjoy exploring your topic more.

**Rui:** This is an EXCELLENT opening! It is attention grabbing as well as informative! In addition, I love the topic! Finally, it has several scientific perspectives, maybe to many... However, you have done some Great work thus far... Rui, I am also grateful that you have chosen a topic of interest to you!... Rui, this is also a topic with a lot of information so you should further refine your question. For example, are you interested in how microbes might cause or treat diabetes?

**Wesesa:** Let me begin by saying I love your topic (How much do we know about carbohydrates and their effects on intestinal diseases and autism)! However, in looking into the literature I am concerned about the alternative scientific perspectives that exist and how you will connect your topic to microbes... Wesesa, based upon our conversations after lab I am still not sure if your interest is more in carbohydrate diets, autism, or intestinal disease. In any case I am wondering what connection you are going to make to microbes?... For example, if you want to follow up on autism diets I did find a paper that reviewed research related to GI tract physiology of autistic children by summarizing what is known about: gross pathology, histopathology, and microbial abnormalities. See Erickson, C. A. (2005) Gastrointestinal Factors in Autistic Disorder: A Critical Review. Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, 35 (6) 713-727… I looked closely at the focus on the microbial abnormalities, but this case (as well as for the research on gross pathology and histopathology) the authors came to the conclusion that lack of rigorous studies has resulted in no published rigorous data to support increased GI symptomatology in autistic children. That is, this literature review sought to determine if autism should be considered a neurodevelopmental disorder with abdominal features, but the research to date is lacking scientific rigor to make such claims... Wesesa, I believe you have several options at this point, but I am sorry that is seems as if scientists have not yet spent time looking into your specific interest of the benefits or consequences to different types of diets with relationship to microbes. If you are interested in diet and nutrition here are some topics that I know have alternative scientific perspectives...

**Gannon:** I have been inspired by your interest and enthusiasm to learn thus far… I also am excited to learn more from you about HIV… Gannon, each person in the class is at a different point in their life and at a different academic level. My comments to you are based upon your level of work and interest you have shown me after lab. If you feel these resources have too much scientific jargon to understand more about anti-retroviral medications to treat HIV infection, you do not need to use them. What I would like you to focus on are my comments about the differences between facts and theories in your final poster.
This feedback, I gave students on their individual poster drafts, illustrates how I approached each student on an individual needs basis. For example, in Brandi’s case her draft only included her defined question and two related references. Consequently, my feedback to Brandi was more encouraging. Rui and Wesesa on the other hand had filled out some sections of the individual KEEP poster template so I could give them more feedback. My comments to Rui were meant to be both encouraging and to help her narrow her specific question. Wesesa, on the other hand, had not found a topic that fit within the criteria of the project. Therefore, rather than discourage Wesesa’s initial research attempt I tried to offer her more explicit guidance to further her understanding of the project while still encouraging her engagement. Gannon had done a lot of work on benefits and negative side effects of using anti-retroviral medications to treat HIV infection. However, as described in Chapter 4 he desired to learn more than what the literature written for the popular press had to offer. I recorded several occasions where I had talked to Gannon after lab about his topic, resources that would further his understanding, as well as approaches I have found to be helpful in understanding articles written for a scientific audience. My comments to Gannon’s first individual KEEP project draft have reflected that it was not my expectation for Gannon to develop the skill to interpret scientific literature written for scientists. Yet, I did not want to discourage his motivation. Rather, I wanted to make sure he understood the different theoretical aspects of what he was reading from factual data.

Given the different perspectives science educational researchers hold about the most effective means to help all students achieve academic success while promoting
their cultural integrity (Ladson-Billings, 1995a; Lee, 2002, 2003; Sconiers & Rosiek, 2000; Warren, et al., 2001), this case-study has not resolved this debate. However, my practitioner journaling has supported one important aspect of this student interest. SSI-based curricular and pedagogical intervention was offering students chances to research SSI that they related to their everyday life. This helped each student identify with the scientific knowledge. I have also recognized that I hold the opinion that learning opportunities fostering teacher-student trusting and caring relationships promote positive growth for both teacher-learner and student-learner. That is, my experiences interacting with students has developed my belief that trusting and caring relationship not only can enrich a student’s understanding of scientific knowledge but also furthers a teacher’s ability to impart learning. However, I also acknowledge that one limit of this case-study was not being able to compare my teaching practices to another’s approach.

Chapter 5

I also discussed my pedagogical practices in Chapter 5 with respect to helping students conceptualize the NOS. There is evidence that has suggested simply engaging in scientific processes is not enough to bring about sophisticated understandings of the NOS (Bell, Blair, Crawford, & Lederman, 2003; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). Rather, the empirical data has supported these inquiry-based activities should include explicit and reflective opportunities upon the NOS (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004;

Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick (2002, p. 555) have defined explicit and reflective teaching of the NOS as emphasizing epistemological concepts related to science and providing opportunities to make connections between an individual’s activities and ones undertaken by scientists.
Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006). In Chapter 5, I included illustrations of the explicit instruction I gave on the epistemology of science.

For example, Table 5, in Chapter 5, provided one example of how I explicitly discussed NOS conceptualizations. Specifically, Table 5 was used to show how I connected the Maryland Voluntary State Curriculum 5-E Pedagogical Model (Maryland State Department of Education, 1997) to the scientific process. This table also includes the definitions I used in class to define the differences between a fact, inference, scientific question, hypothesis, and theory. Resultantly, I acknowledged in Chapter 5 that explicit discussions and reflective opportunities students had to conceptualize the NOS might have affected the positive trends seen in the data with respect to undergraduates’ conceptual understanding of the scientific epistemologies.

Another example was the explicit discussions during lab and comments I made on students’ early lab write-ups to help students conceptualize aspects of the scientific justification. For instance, I recorded that I made several remarks to each students’ interpretation of data in their early lab write-ups.

**My comment has been bolded:** Our testable question was answered. We found water alone at different temperatures did make a difference in microbial growth. We found cold water with antibacterial soap was more effective at killing microbes than hot water with antibacterial soap. **How do you know that drying with a paper towels did not introduce contamination to your experiment?** You did not have a negative control that showed paper towel alone do not cause microbial growth. **How do you know that your hands were equally dirty when beginning your experiment?** Again you did not have a positive control to show equal amounts of microbial growth. Given that you did a limited number of trials and another group got opposite results, how can you be certain of your data collection and interpretation?

This comment reflects how I explicitly reinforced the idea that any experimental protocol has uncontrolled variables, which prevents absolute conclusions. It was found that many students acknowledged similar explicit discussions during lab when
responding to the lab quiz question “In what ways is scientific knowledge different from other ways of knowing?”

**Gannon:** I have learned that scientific knowledge distinguishes itself from other ways of learning by possessing an inherent skepticism not found in other forms of learning. Throughout elementary, middle, and high-school, I was always taught to accept my science teachers’ statements as absolute fact simply because the teacher said they were. I did not go through my 13 years of public school asking “why” or “how”… Through my experiments in the Microbes and Society laboratory, I have learned that science cannot exist without skepticism… In testing my experimental designs, I was grateful for the skepticism of Kelly and my classmates. Their questions about the conclusions I drew from my experimental results always prompted me to change my protocol and control for errors… This helped me to realize how scientific knowledge is supported by experimentation, which is advanced every day by doubt and questioning.

**Tadao:** Scientific knowledge is much more specific and valuable than anecdotal or other forms of knowledge. It is specific because the tests and experiments done are with the utmost care and thought. During our second self-designed experiments, we thought we were going to come to specific conclusions. However, Kelly quickly pointed our holes in our designs that basically negated any findings we made. I learned how carefully specific, controlled, and documented scientific findings are made and that their value is greater because of this…

**Wesesa:** Because I had the opportunity to test my own experimental designs, I have learned a lot about how scientific knowledge distinguishes itself from other ways… Scientific knowledge comes from the many tests/trials, errors/mistakes, and new findings of information. Some of the labs that my group and I have done in class gave me a better understanding of scientific knowledge. There were a few mistakes that we tended to not have noticed when coming up with our testable questions, until we actually tested it. Then we were amazed at why our results did not turn out as we had planned… The feedback that Kelly gave us in the lab allowed us to go back and try to understand our scientific data better… Little mistakes that we didn’t think mattered like time, played a big part in our results…

**Hugh:** I have learned that scientific knowledge is distinguished from other forms in that to say “I know” should be taboo for most scientists in most cases… The main thing I have gained from lab discussion and projects concerning the human endeavor of science is that it is really unending. Every new discovery or invention leads scientists to discover more and build more upon their work. A scientist’s job is never through because the question, “what's next?” always remains.

Given that this study did not investigate the differences between implicit and explicit instruction, I cannot argue that the discussions and reflective opportunities students had were essential to developing their NOS conceptualization. That is, it is possible that similar findings would have resulted had I not explicitly guided students to consider and question processes, values, and assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge. However, the findings from this study have supported the success of other interventions that have provided inquiry-based learning opportunities.
accompanied by discussion and reflections upon scientific epistemological conceptualizations (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004; Vhurumuku, Holtman, Mikalsen, & Kolsto, 2006).
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